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Preface

The inspiration for this book stemmed from an unpublished manuscript
by Dr. Titus Komarnicki, author of a well-known study of the rebirth of
Poland, in the years 1914 to 1920, and editor of three of the four volumes of
the papers of Jan Szembek, Polish undersecretary of state for foreign affairs
from 1932 to 1939. The manuscript continued the story of Polish foreign
policy to March 1923. After Dr. Komarnicki's death in 1967, his family asked
me to prepare the work for publication. I accepted this task willingly, both
because I owed him a debt of gratitude for advice and assistance in my
doctoral research and because I believed, as he did, that an English-language
study of key Polish foreign-policy problems in the early nineteen twenties
would be useful to Western historians.
The increasing availability of new sources after 1967 compelled me to
devote more time to the project than I had planned, while my own interests
led me to change the structure of the manuscript and to extend the period
covered. Thus, I have written a new Introduction and omitted seven of the
original eleven chapters, while using some of the material for new ones. Also,
I have added two new chapters on the period 1924/25, because the Locarno
Treaties were a more important turning point for both Poland and Europe
than was Allied recognition of Poland's eastern frontier in March 1923. I
would like to stress that I share most of Dr. Komarnicki's views on the nature
of the problems that Poland faced in her foreign policy from 1919 to 1925. I
wish to express my gratitude to the Komarnicki family for their patience, and
I hope that the end result will bear out the adage "Nothing good happens
fast"—which applies equally to good history and good wine.
It is my hope that this book will help Western historians understand the
key problems of Polish foreign policy and its objectives at this time. I trust that
1
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XI

it will enable them to view Western and Eastern Europe as an interdependent
whole.
I wish to thank all those who, either through their published work or
personally, have helped me write this book. I must first acknowledge my debt
to Polish historians both in Poland and abroad. I was fortunate enough to
receive my training as a diplomatic historian from Professor Piotr S.
Wandycz, formerly of Indiana University, now at Yale. His meticulous
scholarship has always been a model for me—though, of course, I am
responsible for any errors of fact and for the opinions expressed in this book.
Furthermore, without his brilliant study of Soviet-Polish relations from 1917
to 1921 and his pioneering work on France's relations with Poland and
Czechoslovakia from 1919 to 1925 this book would not have been possible. I
3

am greatly indebted to Professor Piotr Lossowski's excellent study of PolishLithuanian relations from 1918 to 1920; to Dr. Zofia Zaks, for the data and
4

insight I obtained from her dissertation and articles on East Galicia; to Dr.
5

Maria Nowak-Kietbikowa, whose comprehensive study of Anglo-Polish relations from 1919 to 1923 I found most rewarding. I also owe much to Dr.
6

Wieslaw Balcerak, whose detailed study of Polish foreign policy during the
Locarno era I found most enlightening.

7

For my understanding of French policy on Upper Silesia I am much
indebted to the pioneering work of Dr. Georges Henri Soutou, and my
8

limited knowledge of the role of international finance in international relations
at this time stems from the work of Dr. Denise Artaud.

9

I wish to thank the Honorable Margaret Lambert and Dr. Eleanor
Breuning for their helpful comments on British foreign policy and GermanSoviet relations. I wish especially to thank Dr. Breuning for permission to use
her excellent dissertation on that subject. Also, I wish to thank them both for
10

their help in providing critical books and Xerox copies. I owe a debt of
gratitude to Dr. Ann Orde, whose dissertation on British foreign policy—later
abridged in book form—filled many gaps in my knowledge.

11

Lady Phipps

kindly allowed me to read her husband's papers, and Dr. Sybil Crowe
supplied a most interesting note on Danzig in 1919 written by her father, Sir
Eyre Crowe. Finally, my knowledge of the diplomacy of 1919 would have been
much poorer without the experience of editing the papers of Sir James W .
Headlam-Morley,

12

for which I am grateful to his daughter, Professor Agnes

Headlam-Morley.
I wish to thank the staffs of the British Public Records Office; the Foreign
Office and Commonwealth Library, London; the French Diplomatic Archives
at the Quai d'Orsay, Paris; the German Diplomatic Archives, Bonn; the
League of Nations Archives, Geneva; the Polish Institute and General
Sikorski Museum, London; the Jozef Pilsudski Institute of America, New
xii

York; the Polish Modern Archives, Warsaw; and the Provincial State
Archives, Gdansk, for their unfailing patience and help.
I wish to thank Professor Wandycz, for his most helpful comments, and
Virginia Seaver, managing editor of the University Press of Kansas, for her
most valuable help.
M y thanks go to members of the secretarial staff at the University of
Kansas, without whose help this manuscript could not have been prepared for
publication: Darlene Haycock, of Soviet and East European Studies; Goldie
Schlink, Connie Randel, Janet Crow, and Debbie Rhoton, of the History
Department; and Pam Le Row and Penny Parker of the Word Processing
Center, who showed so much good will and patience with my numerous
changes and corrections.

Research on the Danzig question was done with the aid of University of
Kansas General Research Grants, 1965-73, a Fulbright-Hays N D E A Center
Faculty Grant, 1968/69, and a sabbatical leave from the University of Kansas,
1971; some of the writing was supported by University of Kansas General
Research Grants, an S S R C / A C L S grant, 1975. and grants from the Alfred
Jurzykowski Foundation (distributed by the Kijsciuszko Foundation), 1975
and 1982.

Dr. A . Dietrich Long, director of the University of Kansas Cartographic
Service, drew the maps, the costs of which were partially covered by a small
grant from the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Research, Graduate Studies,
and Public Service of the University of Kansas.

ANNA M .
Lawrence, Kansas
September 1983
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Introduction

Within her borders as fixed in 1921, Poland's territory covered some
150,000 square miles, making her the sixth largest state in Europe as a whole
and the largest in Eastern Europe. But the Poland reborn after one hundred
and twenty-three years of subjection to Prussia-Germany, Austria, and
Russia faced enormous problems. From an estimated ethnic Polish population
of some eighteen million in 1910, she had lost two million by 1921. Material
1

losses caused by the warring armies amounted to 73 million francs, or some
$18 million of 1919 value. Polish crop production was down by 50 percent,
while cattle, pigs, and sheep had been reduced by 40 percent. Over half of the
railway bridges and stations and some 18 percent of her buildings lay in ruins.
Much of her industrial plant—located mainly in former Russian or Congress
Poland—had been dismantled and removed by the Germans and the Russians. Coal and oil production was down by one-third. On top of this, the war
with Soviet Russia in 1919/20 absorbed over half of the total budget. Together
with Poland's debts to the Allies, this produced a budget deficit of 91 percent
in 1921.

2

The task of reconstruction was daunting enough in itself, but it had to be
accompanied by the economic and legal integration of former Prussian,
Russian, and Austrian Poland into one whole. Furthermore, although the
award of Upper Silesia in 1921 had made Poland the fifth largest coal
producer in the world, her economy was predominantly agricultural. Threequarters of the people lived in the countryside, and the high birth rate
aggravated the problem of excess rural population. Although agricultural
reform began on a large scale in 1925 and reduced the percentage of land in
large estates by about half by 1939, the real answer to the problem lay in
industrialization. While much was accomplished in this regard over twenty
1
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years, the problem could not be solved without the massive investment of
foreign capital. However, such investment as came in was too limited for
Polish needs. Though foreign capital was available during the 1920s, Poland
and other East European states received only minimal amounts. The reasons
for this state of affairs have been ably summarized by Stephen A. Schuker:
Central and east European countries particularly faced an intractable
circular difficulty in trying to attract capital. A capital influx was a
prerequisite for economic recovery, which in turn would promote greater
social and political stability. Paradoxically, since such stability constituted
the most reliable guarantee that investment would remain safe, foreign
lenders would not offer their capital until it had already been achieved.
3

In Poland's case, her internal instability was, if anything, increased in the
years 1919 through 1921 by the war with Russia. After 1921, German and
Soviet claims to Poland's territories made her seem a very high financial risk
to Western investors.
Poland's social structure reflected her economy. The upper middle class
constituted some 1 to 2 percent of the population, and the largely Jewish lower
middle class, some 11 percent. The working class was estimated at between 20
and 27 percent, and the peasant farmers at some 53 percent. In 1921 the big
landowners constituted only some 0.3 percent, but held about 38 percent of
the land. The intelligentsia—that is, people with high-school or university
education—numbered some 5.1 percent; of these a significant number were
Jews, who dominated the legal and medical professions. Contrary to widespread Western opinion, it was not the big landowners but the intelligentsia
who dominated Polish politics. Most, though not all, of its members were
descended from the gentry class and had inherited the latter's values,
manners, and interests. This—coupled no doubt with the fact that one of
Poland's early foreign ministers, Eustachy Sapieha, was both a prince and a
great landowner—led to the widespread misconception that Poland was ruled
by aristocratic landowners.
4

Although Poland was not a multinational state like Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia, the Polish state did include sizeable minorities. Ethnic Poles
made up about 64 percent of the population in 1921. Next came the
Ukrainians, with some 16 percent; then the Jews, with some 8 percent; the
Belorussians, with some 6 percent; and the Germans, with about 3 percent
(1921). While some of these minorities constituted a serious domestic
problem, they did not play an important role in Polish foreign policy. An
exception, in the years 1919 through 1923, were the Ukrainians of former
East Galicia, but the fate of this land became an international question mainly
because of British insistence on East Galician territorial autonomy. While
Poland's ethnic make-up was perceived in the West as a source of danger and
5
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weakness, the same perception did not, curiously enough, apply to the former
Russian Empire and its successor, Soviet Russia, whose population, today as
in the past, was 50 percent non-Russian.
The Polish political system was not conducive to internal stability. The
Constitution of 1921 was modeled on that of the Third French Republic, that
is, the president was largely ornamental, and power resided in the lower
house, or Sejm. At the same time, political parties proliferated, because of the
system of proportional representation, also adopted from France. It is true
that the Czechoslovak Republic had the same type of constitution and
proportional representation, yet was able to avoid the instability so evident in
Poland. The chief reason for this difference lay probably in the great moral
prestige of President Thomas G. Masaryk, who faced no rival of equal
political stature, while in Poland the rivalry between Jozef Piisudski
(1867-1935) and Roman Dmowski (1864-1939) polarized interwar politics.
Furthermore, Czechoslovakia had inherited most of the industrial wealth of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, had a high level of literacy, well-established
and disciplined political parties, and a numerous and well-trained bureaucracy. Last but not least, her potential enemies, Austria and Hungary, were
small and weak, whereas Poland lay between the two greatest powers of
Europe—Germany and Russia.

6

The major Polish parties were the National Democrats, led by Dmowski;
the Polish Socialists, or PPS; and the Populist or Peasant Party "Piast," led
by the prewar peasant leader, Wincenty Witos. There were many other
smaller parties and groups; so Poland was generally governed by coalition
cabinets, which collapsed whenever the participants could not resolve their
differences. Since political patronage extended down to the lowest civil-service
positions, the effects were, more often than not, chaotic. As for Pitsudski, he
had dissociated himself from the Socialists in order to stand above parties,
very much as de Gaulle did in France after World War II. Both men lacked
parliamentary experience, and both shared the same sense of destiny and
responsibility to God and history, rather than to parliament.

7

It is an accepted view in the West that foreign policy stems from domestic
politics. However, this is much more the case with Great Powers that also
happen to be democracies than with medium or small powers or small
countries, whether they be democratic or not. Their geopolitical situation is
often the decisive factor in their foreign policy, severely limiting their choice of
objectives and sometimes eliminating it altogether. This sometimes applies to
Great Powers as well. What Henry Kissinger wrote of the Chinese in 1972—
when they resumed relations with the United States out of fear of the U S S R —
applied even more to the Poles during the interwar period: "Their peril had
established the absolute primacy of geopolitics."

8

Poland was situated

between her traditional enemies, Germany and Russia, both of whom were
3
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unreconciled to their territorial losses; therefore, Poland's immediate and
constant foreign-policy goad was to safeguard her independence. In her case,
this was synonymous with territorial integrity, because, as the experience of
the partitions had taught the Poles, their neighbors' appetites had grown with
the eating and had finally led to the total disappearance of Poland from the
map of Europe. For the same reason, while Polish statesmen aimed at
establishing good relations with both Germany and Russia, alliance with
either was out of the question. It could only be bought at the price of territorial
concessions, and these could not be made without endangering the country's
independence. Furthermore, the living memory of forced Germanization and
Russification made such a policy unacceptable. Finally, the experience of
1920—when Poland had barely escaped renewed Russian domination and
Germany had refused to allow the passage of supplies from France to
Poland—gave no reason to hope that Polish relations with Germany and
Russia could start, so to speak, from a clean slate.
Thus, all Polish political parties, with the exception of the small and
uninfluential Communist Party, stood for the maintenance of Poland's
independence, which was synonymous with her territorial integrity. Disagreements involved not the ends but the means. The National Democrats and the
Populists opposed Pilsudski's federal solution in the east in favor of outright
annexation. Only the Socialists supported the federal program. In fact, Polish
opinion in general supported annexation, as in the case of Vilna. Majority
opinion opposed territorial autonomy for the Ukrainians of East Galicia for
fear of weakening the Polish state. Only the Socialist Party supported it, and it
had been the only party to attempt cooperation with Ukrainian Socialists
before 1914. Majority opinion supported the alliance with France, even
though the Socialists often voiced bitter criticism of French economic policy
toward Poland. Majority opinion was unreconciled to the loss of part of
Teschen Silesia to Czechoslovakia; this made for cool relations with that
country, although there were other reasons on both sides to make relations
difficult. Majority opinion objected to the plebiscite in Upper Silesia and
supported the Polish insurrections there, although the Polish government was
unable to provide military help. Majority opinion was hostile to Lithuania,
seeing her as a ready tool of Germany or Russia. Finally, majority opinion
supported the alliance with Rumania—which was also threatened by Russia—and wished for close relations with Hungary. The latter was, however,
impossible, due to the Hungarian-Rumanian dispute over Transylvania. In
sum, Polish foreign policy and relations with neighboring states generally
enjoyed the support of public opinion in what was, at that time, a democratic
if chaotic political system.

One of the serious burdens of Poland's foreign policy was her negative
image in Western Europe, particularly in Great Britain. Never was there a
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wider gap than that between the way the Poles perceived themselves and the
way they were perceived by others. Firstly, educated Poles saw their values
and culture as an integral part of Western civilization. Indeed, Poland had
become a member of this civilization when she accepted Christianity from
Rome in A . D . 966—the date that also marked the birth of the Polish state. For
centuries she had thought of herself as the "bulwark of Christendom,''
fighting against Tartar hordes and Turks. Her parliamentary system dated
back to 1492, and her political tradition, as in England, had also stressed
individual freedom and rights. Poland had produced the first written, freely
voted constitution in Europe on 3 May 1791 (the Swedish constitution of 21
August 1772 was "granted by King Gustav III). For centuries Poland had
welcomed Jews, respecting their rights; and the death of some three hundred
and fifty Jews in 1919/20 was due less to racism than to the turmoil of war.
Poland had a rich literature, going back to the sixteenth century; her scholars
and scientists had contributed to Western science and political thought. Until
the accession of Peter the Great to the Russian throne in 1682, she had also
been the main conduit for Western civilization to Russia and had remained
Russia's main window to Europe. But though educated Poles were aware of
all this, Polish culture was mostly unknown in Britain and was little known in
France, despite the fact that Paris had been the center of Polish political
thought and culture between the two uprisings of 1831 and 1863.
9

Secondly, the Poles believed that their country lay in the heart of Europe.
Geographically this was, indeed, so. The distance between Warsaw and Paris,
as the crow flies, is some 900 miles, while the comparable distance between
Warsaw and Moscow is about 750 miles. However, in French and British
eyes, Poland was a little-known country lying on the distant peripheries of
Europe. Thirdly, the Poles believed that the existence of a large and
independent Poland was essential to the preservation of the European balance
of power as created by the Treaty of Versailles. This required the containment
of Germany by France on the west and by Poland on the east. But British
statesmen could not conceive of an economically sound and peaceful Europe
without the resurgence of Germany. They also believed that many German
grievances against the Versailles Treaty were justified, particularly the
territorial grievances against Poland. It was not long before French statesmen,
particularly Aristide Briand, came to share this view. Fourthly, the Poles
believed that it was not only in their vital interest, but in that of all Europe, to
contain Russia. But British statesmen believed the Russia would sooner or
later regain her lost territories, including eastern Poland. As for the French,
they devoutly prayed for a strong Russia—which would once again become
their ally against Germany—though preferably not a Bolshevik Russia.
Finally, instead of the cultured, polished image that educated Poles had of
themselves, their image in the West tallied pretty much with that presented in
5
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the American press in 1921. Poland was pictured there as a barbaric country
specializing in the murder of Jews. At best, the Poles were seen—as they were
by American diplomats and government officials—as politically immature,
charming, but naughty children, who did not appreciate Great Power advice
and who indulged in shoddy business practices. It was small comfort to think
10

that this image stemmed largely from Western ignorance of Polish history and
culture.
Damaging as this negative image was to Polish foreign policy, it served
less to motivate than to justify Western, and particularly British, policy
toward Poland. But in fact, this policy should be seen in the context of
Britain's traditional view of her goals and her vital interests in Europe.
Britain's primary aims were to safeguard her vast Empire and to secure the
restoration of world trade on which her prosperity depended. Clearly, both
necessitated the establishment of a lasting peace in Europe. This, in turn, was
seen as impossible without the restoration of the German economy; here we
should note that Germany had been Britain's number one trading partner in
Europe before 1914. Furthermore, revulsion against the Versailles Treaty and
distrust of France's allegedly hegemonic ambitions in Europe formed part and
parcel of British sympathy with Germany's demands for the recovery of
Danzig, the Corridor or part thereof, and Upper Silesia. Few Britons knew
that the Polish-German frontier was—except for Upper Silesia—the same as it
had been for centuries before the partitions and that the western lands of
Poland—including her part of Upper Silesia—were preponderantly Polish
speaking.
As for the Polish-Russian border, the British view that Poland had
unjustifiably advanced east of the Curzon Line was part not only of London's
concern to avert any threat to peace but also of its view of Russia as a lucrative
market for British industrial goods and as a reservoir of food and raw
materials for both Britain and Europe. Furthermore, Britain thought in terms
of the Entente of 1907, which had helped to save France in 1914. The
argument of self-determination was often used to criticize Poland's gains in
the east, but few British statesmen and officials paid attention to the fact that,
while the Poles were a minority in eastern Poland, the majority of the
population was not Russian but Ukrainian and Belorussian. In sum, Poland
was an obstacle to British policy aims with regard to both Germany and
Russia. It is not surprising, therefore, that Poland was seen as a troublemaker
at odds with all her neighbors. Not only had she taken too much territory in
the east, against British advice, seized Vilna against British advice, and
rejected British demands that she grant tentorial autonomy to East Galicia,
but she was also suspected of plotting to dominate Danzig and perhaps even to
seize Memel. Douglas Dakin reflects these British views in his introduction to
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volume 23 of the British Documents on Foreign Policy, 1st series, which deals with
Poland and the Baltic States in the years 1921 through 1923. He writes:
Had Polish statesmanship been a higher order, had those responsible for the
conduct of Polish foreign relations enjoyed a better reputation, had moreover
Poland improved her internal administration and foreign trade, it is just
conceivable that she would have been regarded as a commanding power in
Northern and Eastern Europe. As it was, however, neither her position as a
Baltic Power nor as an Eastern Power was dominant and, important as she
was, she merely shared with self-centred and unpredictable neighbours a
constant fear of Russia, who, given support from Germany, might reassert
herself in areas from which she had withdrawn.
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The problem was that whatever might deserve the accolade of high-level
statesmanship or good reputation in British eyes was, more often than not,
perceived by Polish statesmen and public opinion as being contrary to vital
Polish interests. It also happened, as in the case of Vilna in early 1922, that
Polish public opinion opposed the federal solution that was consistently
advocated by the Polish government and only belatedly taken up by Britain.
Nor is it correct to say that the only thing Poland shared with her neighbors
was fear of Russia. In fact, this was true of Latvia and Rumania; whereas
Lithuania feared Russia less than Poland, and Czechoslovakia yearned for a
common frontier with Russia, seeing her as a potential ally. In any event, the
charge of self-centeredness and unpredictability frequently substitutes moral
criteria for lack of comprehension. It often happens that "people who live on
islands, or on half-continents of their own, find difficulty in comprehending
the territorial obsessions of landlocked nations/' In fact, loss of territory to
Russia or to Germany or to both was tantamount to the loss of Polish
independence; this was so because of the traditionally predatory aims of both
Germany and Russia in this part of the world. Insufficient awareness of this
fact helps to explain why Poland was criticized for being overly ambitious, or
even "imperialistic," and why she was so often advised to be content with
purely ethnic borders, though, curiously enough, some preponderantly
Polish-speaking territories like the Corridor and the eastern part of Upper
Silesia were also thought to belong rightly to Germany. At bottom, British
statesmen believed that nature should take its course: that is, that Eastern
Europe was and should be the natural, sphere of Germany or Russia, though
German influence was preferred after the Bolsheviks had seized power in
Russia. This, of course, could not appeal to the Poles, who believed that they
could only safeguard their independence against the two powers by creating
and maintaining a large Poland. Some British officials who dealt with Polish
affairs came to share this point of view. Thus, J. D. Gregory, head of the
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Foreign Office's Northern Department in the early

1920s, wrote in his

memoirs:
Poland, as a Great Power, will be in a far better position to come to terms
with her neighbours on great controversial issues than a Poland that exists
merely on suffrance and dare not move a yard in any direction for fear of
compromising her very existence; and, if Warsaw is one of the key positions
in Europe, which it undoubtedly is, it is to be hoped that sensible people in
England will give up asking that unfortunate and unwelcome question, Is
i4

Poland going to l a s t ? "
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Another high official, James W . Headlam-Morley, who had helped draft the
Versailles Treaty articles on Danzig and the plebiscite in Upper Silesia and
who had been very critical of Polish policy in both areas, came to see the
existence of Poland and Czechoslovakia as essential to Western security
against Germany.
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However, these were unusual and eccentric views at the

time.

Poland's relations with her two great neighbors were generally tense in the
years 1919 through 1925. The major points of tension with Germany involved
the struggle for Upper Silesia, which was resolved by the League of Nations'
award in October 1921 but was not accepted by Germany, and the struggle
between German and Polish interests in Danzig, where, in fact, Germany had
the upper hand from the outset, though this was not apparent at the time. The
political aspect of the Danzig question*was that it symbolized German
grievances against Poland and that these enjoyed widespread sympathy in the
West. There were, of course, other sources of tension in German-Polish
relations, notably the question of German settlers or colonists who had settled
in Prussian Poland with the help of the Prussian Settlement Commission and
the question of German "optants," who first opted for German citizenship
and residence but later wished to reside in Poland. But Danzig and Upper
Silesia were the key sources of Polish-German tension as well as of British
sympathy for Germany in these years, and therefore they merit more detailed
study.
15

Poland's relations with Soviet Russia were generally tense up to March
1923, in large part because of the lack of Allied recognition of the PolishSoviet border as fixed by the Treaty of Riga two years earlier. This made
Soviet claims to western Belorussia and western Ukraine (East Galicia) all the
more dangerous to Poland, while the Polish-Lithuanian border, and Vilna in
particular, also lacked international recognition. The Vilna question was, in
turn, connected with the Memel problem, and in 1922/23 the two were linked
together in Western diplomacy, although the final settlement of the Memel
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question dragged on for some time. Lack of Western recognition for the Riga
frontier served to fuel unrest in East Galicia and supported Lithuanian
opposition to any federation with Poland. It also afforded indirect support to
Soviet claims to these territories, claims that were couched in terms of selfdetermination, though few noticed that this was to be implemented only by
"workers and peasants," led, of course by the Bolshevik Party of Soviet
Russia.
16

Clearly, Polish foreign policy toward Germany and Russia cannot be
studied in isolation from the policies and perceptions of France and Britain.
For each of these Great Powers, Polish issues were important, not in
themselves, but as part of the German or Russian problem. Hence, each
power's stance on any Polish issue throws light on its attitude toward either
Germany or Russia at any given time. While the two powers had frequent
disagreements on the policy to be followed on any Polish-German or PolishRussian issue, they always tried to reach agreement or at least to maintain the
appearance of a unity of purpose that was, in fact, lacking. The French were
more dependent on the British than vice versa, particularly with regard to
Germany, but the British tried to avoid irritating or antagonizing the French
in order to secure their support elsewhere. Relations occasionally became very
strained as, for example, during the third Polish uprising in Upper Silesia in
spring and summer 1921; but eventually agreement was always reached,
although the delay was frequently harmful to Polish interests.
Polish statesmen saw their main source of support in France, but realized
from the beginning that she could not act effectively without the support, or at
least the agreement, of Britain. For this reason, British foreign policy merits
special attention. Unfortunately for the Poles, while their alliance with France
strengthened them against Germany, it also increased British fears of France's
alleged hegemonic ambitions in Europe and led Britain to view Poland as a
French satellite. Ironically, the negotiations that led to the alliance and
military convention of 1921 revealed important French reservations with
regard to Poland. Also, in the negotiations for economic agreements on which
the French conditioned the ratification of the alliance and convention, they
drove hard bargains at Poland's expense. Still, general French support for
Poland, both before and after the alliance was signed, constituted a vital
element in Polish security and foreign policy. For this reason, the complex
problem of the Franco-Polish alliance and Poland's role in Franco-British
relations forms the first chapter of this study.
Once the Riga frontier was finally recognized in March 1923, Poland's
attention shifted again from east to west—that is, to the threat from Germany.
In 1924/25 this was not, as it had been earlier, the threat of armed conflict;
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rather, it concerned the consequences of Western policy for Poland. The
Dawes Plan, which established a new basis for German reparations in spring
1924 and was embodied in the London agreement signed in August that year,
paved the way for a political accommodation between the Western Powers
and Germany. Fearing isolation and German expansion at their expense,
Polish statesmen strove to prevent the exclusion not only of Poland but also of
Czechoslovakia from a European security pact. However, the Locarno
Treaties of October 1925 effectively limited European security against
Germany to France and Belgium—a security guaranteed by Britain and Italy,
which was, ironically, also excluded from the guarantees. Although Locarno
undoubtedly pacified Europe in the short run, it also represented a triumph of
British and German policy at the expense of Poland and Czechoslovakia,
while France accepted it as the best she could get. In the Foreign Office, only
James W . Headlam-Morley argued that European security was indivisible
and should, therefore, include both Eastern and Western Europe. But
Britain's perception of her vital interests did not extend to Eastern Europe.
Thus, while the French alliance system remained in being, it was severely
undermined after 1925. One of the delayed consequences of Locarno was the
Polish-German Declaration of Non-Aggression of 26 January 1934.
17

The significance of Polish foreign policy stems from the fact that the key
problems it faced had a broad European import, though this was rarely
perceived at the time. Poland lay in the heartland of Europe between the two
greatest powers on the Continent. It is not surprising, therefore, that the Poles
viewed their disputes with Germany as being much more than minor
territorial issues that could be solved by compromise and negotiation. They
always believed that concessions to Germany would merely fuel greater
demands and would ultimately lead not only to the loss of Polish independence
but also to such an increase of German strength as would threaten the whole of
Europe. Similarly, they viewed Russian demands on their territory as a threat
not just to their own independence but to that of their neighbors as well; they
believed, furthermore, that Russia's expansion here would signal her advance
into Central and perhaps Western Europe. After all, in July 1920, the Soviet
commander of the Western Front, Mikhail Tukhachevsky had urged his
troops to march over the corpse of White Poland toward world conflagration.
As we know, these Polish perceptions of Germany and Russia were not
shared by the Western Powers. Ultimately, established Western sympathy for
German grievances against the Versailles Treaty helped to pave the way for
German expansion under Hitler, until France and Britain were finally
compelled to oppose his aggression against Poland in September 1939. Nine
18
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months later, Hitler controlled most of Europe. Likewise, old Western
sympathy with Russian claims to eastern Poland—as well as to the Baltic
States and Bessarabia—helped to justify Anglo-American acceptance of Soviet
" security'' aims during World War II. This in turn led to the establishment of
Soviet domination over most of Eastern Europe and half of Germany as well.
Thus, from the point of view of both 1939 and 1945, it is useful to look
more closely at Polish foreign policy on the key problems it faced in the
formative years 1919 through 1925. Hopefully, this will help to clarify not
only Poland's regional and international significance but also the perceptions
and misperceptions that she encountered in the West.
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The Franco-Polish Alliance and Poland
in Franco-British Relations, 1920-22

Although Franco-Polish friendship had deep roots in the past, it is a great
exaggeration to assert, as was sometimes done after World War I, that
throughout her long history, Poland had been a mere tool of French policy.
For centuries, Polish interests were focused on the problems of Eastern
Europe, while France did not show a serious interest in this region until the
Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. It was only in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries that France played an active role in Polish affairs. Polish
legions fought in Napoleonic armies, and Napoleon created the duchy of
Warsaw (1807-12). From 1830 to the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, the
Polish cause enjoyed much sympathy in France as the symbol of struggle
against absolutism and national oppression. Although this sympathy waned
after 1871 and almost disappeared after the Franco-Russian alliance of 1894,
it was rekindled during World War I. In Poland herself, the memories of
Napoleon survived until 1918, and throughout the interwar period there was a
widespread popular belief that France would always stand by the reborn
Polish state, if only out of concern for her own security. Time would prove this
belief to be as ill founded as had been the hope for French aid during the great
Polish insurrections of 1830/31 and 1863/64.
In fact, French policy toward Poland, while officially one of sincere and
complete support, was essentially ambivalent. From the last years of World
War I to the Locarno Treaties of 1925, it vacillated between seeing Poland as
the key element in an East European barrier checking Germany and
separating her from Russia, or as an obstacle to French desire for alliance with
Britain and reconciliation with Germany.
The original French goal of a strong Poland was most clearly expounded
in several memoranda written in 1917/18 by Pierre Jacquin de Margerie, then
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director of the Pblitical and Commercial Department of the Quai d'Orsay. In
November 1917 he wrote that whether the Franco-Russian alliance survived
or not, a strong Poland with access to the sea would constitute the best barrier
between an organized and organizing Germany and a weakened, feeble, and
perhaps dismembered Russia. Also, a strong Poland could deal the heaviest
blow to Germany, particularly to Prussia, the heart of Germanism. Finally,
Poland and Bohemia, plus an expanded Rumania, could form a broad East
European rampart against German expansion in the east. In French minds,
this projected barrier came to include Finland, the Baltic States, and,
temporarily, Belorussia, the Ukraine, and Bessarabia. When the Paris Peace
Conference opened in January 1919, a strong Poland was viewed as the key
element in the projected anti-German barrier and therefore as vital to the
long-term security of France. Thus, the concept of a Polish-Czechoslovak
alliance also emerged at this time.
As it turned out, however, the eastern-barrier policy, in which Poland
was to play a leading role, could not be implemented by France alone since she
lacked the strength to do so. Dependent on British support regarding German
questions, in conflict with Britain on these and Middle Eastern questions,
and, above all, anxious to achieve security on her frontier with Germany,
France soon came to look on Poland and other East European allies as a
secondary concern and even a burden. As soon as it was clear that Britain
would not guarantee France's East European allies and that she aimed at the
recovery of Germany, the obvious alternative was to seek some modus vivendi
with Germany herself. Hence, some French statesmen and segments of public
opinion viewed Poland as a burden and an obstacle to European peace. W e
should also note that when Poland was struggling to survive, France was
absorbed in securing her own frontier with Germany. Finally the FrancoPolish alliance of February 1921 was signed after Poland had defeated the Red
Army, and even then the French made the ratification conditional on
extensive Polish economic concessions.
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After World War I, France enjoyed enormous prestige on the European
continent, where final Allied victory was ascribed mainly to French arms and
leadership. This was nowhere more true than in Poland. Here, the term
2

"Entente" actually meant France, with all the other powers coming far
behind, although President Wilson's support of Poland, both during the war
and at the Paris Peace Conference, and American welfare work in Poland
immediately after the war were greatly appreciated and gratefully remembered. But the prestige of the United States dimmed when it withdrew from
the European scene. This left Great Britain as the predominant Western
power in Europe. She was generally seen as favoring Germany's interests over
Poland's.

The Franco-Polish Alliance and Poland in Franco-British Relations

The supportive French attitude in the settlement of Poland's western
boundary at the Peace Conference seemed to justify the pro-French sentiments entertained in Poland. But this was not the case with Poland's eastern
frontier. In 1919/20, White Russian—that is, anti-Bolshevik—circles exerted
considerable influence in Paris, and there was a striking incompatibility
between the French hankering after an alliance with a great, non-Bolshevik
Russia and the aims pursued by Jozef Pilsudski. This was not surprising, for
many French statesmen had been deeply involved in cooperation with
prerevolutionary Russia. Only the "old tiger," Georges Clemenceau, belonged to a generation to whom sympathy for Poland was a living memory. As
Jacques Bainville noted, " A t the time of the alliance with Russia, French
diplomats took the elementary precaution never to speak about the P o l e s , "
and this held true up to the Russian Revolution of March 1917. Nor was it
surprising that the pro-Russian orientation survived the war and that in
1919/20 the reemergence of a "national" Russia was eagerly awaited in Paris.
Bainville described this attitude as "intellectual sluggishness and lack of
imagination," but it was the natural consequence of Russian aid to France in
1914 and of the hope that Russia would once again emerge as France's
powerful ally in the east.
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Thus, at the Paris Peace Conference and immediately thereafter, French
support for Poland was limited to German-Polish problems. At the same
time, France—and Great Britain—supported Czechoslovak claims to the
duchy of Teschen (Cieszyn, Tesin, that is, Austrian Silesia), while the United
States and Italy were, for ethnic reasons, more amenable to Polish claims in
this area. France was also a party to many agreements that were prejudicial
to Polish interests, such as reparations, which Poland was not awarded; the
Minorities Treaty; the Paris Convention of November 1920, which restricted
Polish rights in Danzig as compared with the Versailles Treaty; and finally,
the Supreme Council's Declaration of 8 December 1919, which established a
provisional line for Polish administration in the east, approximating the
eastern boundary of former Russian or Congress Poland.
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Another factor that had an adverse influence on Franco-Polish relations
in the first postwar years was the spirit of political partisanship. Certain
French and Polish parties tried to use the relationship between the two
countries for their own benefit. Thus, since the French Right had been mosdy
responsible for the Treaty of Versailles and had cooperated with the Polish
Right during the war (the Polish National Committee in Paris), the French
governments of the immediate postwar years also favored the Polish Right,
notably the National Democrats. The latter, in turn, claimed to be the sole
promoters of Franco-Polish friendship and cooperation. This state of affairs
resulted in mutual accusations and suspicions that were harmful to both
countries.
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French and Polish parties tried to use the relationship between the two
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responsible for the Treaty of Versailles and had cooperated with the Polish
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promoters of Franco-Polish friendship and cooperation. This state of affairs
resulted in mutual accusations and suspicions that were harmful to both
countries.
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The Polish Left—that is, the Socialists—objected to French interference
in domestic issues and criticized the role played by French capitalists in
Poland. But the French Socialists, who agreed with this view, were also hostile
to the new Polish state. French papers, such as L Ere nouvelle and L'Oeuvre,
abandoned their previous support of the Polish cause and charged the Poles
with narrow nationalism and with dreams of territorial expansion. This was
partly due to Socialist opposition to the French Right but mainly to the revival
of internationalism among the Socialists of France. They soon reestablished
relations with the German Socialists and German trade unions, which
adamantly rejected the Versailles settlement. These contacts reinforced
traditional Socialist opposition to capitalism and imperialism, which had been
muted by the war. Thus, like the British Labour Party, the great majority of
French Socialists viewed the Treaty of Versailles as the work of greedy
capitalists and imperialists. Out of a total of 1,420 members of the National
Council of the French Socialist Party, only 54 supported the treaty. Out of 53
votes cast in the Chamber of Deputies against the ratification of the treaty, 49
were Socialist. Like the Communist paper L Humanite, they took the line also
followed by left-wing opinion in Britain—namely, that "the Polish frontier
arrangements violated the rights of peoples, and were a dangerous source of
future difficulties." Polish Socialists also voted in the Polish Diet against the
ratification of the treaty—but for opposite reasons. They objected to the
restrictions imposed on Polish sovereignty (the Minorities Treaty) as well as to
the plebiscite in Upper Silesia, which, they believed, should have been
awarded to Poland on ethnic grounds.
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The French Socialists were not alone in their hostile attitude toward
Poland. Influential Catholic circles in France were also critical of the new
Polish state. Side by side with pro-Polish articles there were severe criticisms
of Poland in such papers as La Croix, La Revue catholique des idees et des faits, and
Les Amitiees catholiques a I'Stranger. The most persistent motive for this antiPolish attitude was the illusion that after the expected collapse of the Bolshevik
Revolution, the moment would come for the reunion of the Catholic and
Orthodox churches—that is, the "conversion" of Russia. Russian hostility
toward Poland was seen as the major obstacle to this aim.

Franco-Polish diplomatic relations had an inauspicious beginning. While
Great Britain sent a distinguished diplomat as her envoy to Poland in the
person of Sir Horace Rumbold, France was represented in Warsaw by
Eugene Pralon, who was a second-string diplomat and a former French consul
in Antwerp. The reason for this appointment was that France at this time
preferred to deal with the Polish delegation to the Peace Conference. This, in
turn, consisted mainly of members of the former Polish National Committee,
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who, as right-wingers (National Democrats), enjoyed much more confidence
in Paris than the former Socialist Pilsudski and his government in Poland.
The choice of Pralon was less than fortunate. He did nothing to make himself
popular and even had strained relations with the French Military Mission,
which he accused of being too pro-Polish. He made many psychological
blunders, for he did not know how to deal with a proud and sensitive people.
In effect, he behaved more like a proconsul than a diplomat. He incurred
severe Polish criticism for his defense of French businessmen, who wanted
quick profits and demanded exorbitant privileges. Some other Frenchmen
who visited Poland at this time also behaved in an overbearing manner. The
French senator Leon Mougeot came to Warsaw on behalf of a group of French
capitalists who were interested in the Polish petroleum industry. He spoke tp
the undersecretary of state in the Ministry of Industry and Trade, Dr. Henryk
Strasburger, in such a manner that he felt obliged to show Mougeot the
door.
Poland desperately needed economic and financial aid. It soon became
clear, however, that French assistance was not available. This explains the
moves made by the Polish government to obtain British and American
financial support, as well as its attempts to establish economic relations with
Germany. Before 1921 the only economic agreement signed by France and
Poland was the Klotz-Olszowski convention of 20 January 1920, whereby
France promised to lend Poland 500 million, or even a billion, German marks
to buy out German business interests in Poland. A special Franco-Polish
company was to be set up to take over these interests. A French commissioner,
Maxime Vicaire, with a high salary of 5,000 francs per month, was charged
with the execution of the convention. However, it remained a dead letter,
apart from the salary paid regularly to Vicaire by the Polish government.
W e should also note that, joindy with the Versailles Treaty, a special treaty
was signed between Poland and the Allied Powers, which imposed some
unilateral trade obligations on Poland. Article 14 of this treaty stated that
pending the establishment of import tariffs by Poland, the latter would accord
the same most-favored-nation treatment to the Allied Powers as had been
enjoyed by the Partitioning Powers under the old German, Austro-Hungarian, and Russian tariffs of 1 July 1914. No wonder that many foreign
merchants, particularly the French, tried to sell Parisian luxury articles in
Poland. Even Frenchmen complained of the behavior of certain French
businessmen. A Polish economist, Ferdynand Zweig, wrote of France's
policy toward East-Central Europe at this time: "France was interested in
East-Central Europe only from the point of view of her vain search for
security, and was neither able nor ready to offer much in the economic
field."
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In contrast with economic relations, the cooperation between the first
head of the French Military Mission, Gen. Paul Henrys, and the Polish
authorities was excellent. General Henrys was very popular with the Polish
army and enjoyed the trust and confidence of Pilsudski, who often called
Henrys his best friend. In a letter of September 1919, written to Henrys in
connection with the final setdement on General Haller's army—which had
come to Poland from France fully equipped by the French—Pilsudski wrote:
I cannot pass over in silence the great services rendered by you, General, to
the Polish cause and, in particular, to the Polish Army since your arrival
here. Your understanding helped to solve the difficulties in which my country
was involved at the time when it resumed its historic mission. In expressing
my deep gratitude to you, I am sure that I express the feelings of the whole
Polish Army.
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It is, of course, true that during the initial period, France gave Poland
substantial support in arms and equipment for the Polish army. The value of
the material supplied and of services rendered was assessed at about $160
million. But the French later presented a bill for this aid, which was paid in
part by Polish concessions to French capital in Upper Silesia. From the Polish
point of view, these arms served to support not only Poland but also the
European setdement established by the Versailles Treaty, of which Poland
was the eastern pillar. Therefore, the Poles felt that they should not be
required to pay. After all, without a Polish victory over the Red Army, the
whole European structure, as created in Paris, might well have collapsed in
the summer of 1920. As Lenin said in the autumn of that year: " B y
destroying the Polish army, we are destroying the Versailles Treaty on which
the whole system of international relations is b a s e d . "
19
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Although Polish leaders duly appreciated French political support as well
as assistance in military supplies and the organization of their army, they
realized that they could not rely on France regarding issues in which she was
neither able nor willing to cooperate. Therefore, Polish statesmen attempted
to interest Britain in Poland's political and economic aims and thus to balance
French with the British influence in Poland. Pilsudski held many conversations on this subject with Sir Horace Rumbold in 1919/20 and made some
concrete proposals, but without result.
Premier Ignacy Paderewski and the Polish envoy in London, Prince
Eustachy Sapieha, also made approaches to Britain at this time. Paderewski
had returned to Poland on board a British destroyer in December 1918,
together with Col. H. H. Wade, who became head of the British Military
Mission in Poland. Paderewski was the only Polish statesman whom Lloyd
George seemed to like. He tried to use this advantage by appealing to the
prime minister, through Sapieha, to dispatch Allied troops to occupy the
21
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plebiscite region of Upper Silesia in September 1919. A mixed force was
finally sent later, in which the French predominated, though this was due less
t o Paderewski's appeal than to an Anglo-French agreement. However,
Paderewski's appeal was significant for its recognition of Lloyd George's
dominant influence in the Entente. Likewise, lower officials and diplomats
m a d e a play for British interest. Thus Sir Horace Rumbold reported to Earl
C u r z o n , in November 1919, the opinion of Kajetan Dzierzykraj-Morawski,
head of the German section in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, that "Great
Britain could, if she liked, do more to help Poland than any other power, and
for that reason the Poles were willing to accord her a predominant influence."
But neither the British government nor private business showed
m u c h interest in this suggestion or in the idea of Anglo-Polish cooperation in
the reconstruction of Russia.
22
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Let us now turn to the origins of the Franco-Polish alliance. After the
Polish-Soviet war, France, who had given Poland both moral and material
support, enjoyed great prestige and a predominant influence there. In France,
however, the situation was different. Some influential French circles were
reluctant to undertake formal commitments to Poland, except on certain
strategic and economic conditions. Marshal Ferdinand Foch and Gen.
M a x i m e Weygand, for example, recognized the need of giving substantial aid
to the Polish army but wished to delay formal commitments. Foch's view that
France should not go too fast stemmed from his preference for an East
European bloc including Poland, rather than a Franco-Polish alliance; also,
French economic interests were clamoring for far-reaching concessions.
Poland, of course, wanted a formal treaty with France, both for security and
for the economic and military aid that she so desperately needed. It was
estimated that the modernization of the Polish army alone would require at
least one billion francs. Poland also needed credits to stabilize her currency
and build up her industry. Thus, it was clear that Poland needed France far
more than France needed her. In Poland, this alliance was strongly supported
by both the Right and the Left, although the Socialists and Pitsudski's close
collaborators stressed that it should not mean the subordination of Polish
interests and policy to France. In sum, Poland's bargaining position was
very weak, and this would be decisive in the negotiations and the resulting
treaties.
Despite initial objections to the Little Entente—initiated by the Czechoslovak-Yugoslav alliance against Hungary signed on 14 August 1920—France
accepted it and wished Poland to join it. However, Foreign Minister Sapieha
made it clear that bad Polish-Czechoslovak relations and Poland's traditional
friendship for Hungary made this solution impossible, at least for the time
25
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being. Therefore, in November, Sapieha s talks with Pralon's successor,
Hector de Panafieu, led to the idea of a direct Franco-Polish rapprochement
that would be independent of the Little Entente. Also, at the end of
N o v e m b e r , the Polish General Staff handed a draft military convention to
G e n . Henri Albert Niessel, the new head of the French Military Mission in
Poland. T h e draft, as drawn up by G e n . T . Rozwadowski, chief of the Polish
General Staff, included the sending of French units to Poland in case of war
with G e r m a n y and/or Russia, while Polish units would also be sent to France.
W e should note that at this time Finance Minister Wtadyslaw Grabski was in
Paris trying to negotiate a French loan for Poland, so that French economic
interests were directly involved. Indeed, Niessel mentioned the need for both
Polish e c o n o m i c concessions and French influence on the Polish army, when
he spoke to the Polish war minister at the end of D e c e m b e r . It was no secret
that Grabski was pressed to make far-reaching economic concessions. Sir
Horace R u m b o l d feared that if Poland pledged her state monopolies,
railways, and state property to France in return for a loan, "her position will
be far m o r e favourable in the future in Poland than that of Great Britain." H e
also warned that recent sales of British oil interests to French financial groups
made some people believe that Britain was divesting herself of all her interests
in Galician oil. Others hinted that Poland had already come under the
"financial protection o f France," a fact resented by those who wished to see
the development o f Anglo-Polish financial and trade relations. Like many
similar warnings, this o n e , too, failed to arouse any anxiety in London.
5
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Despite Poland's readiness to grant extensive economic concessions to
France, the results o f Grabski's mission were disappointing. H e could not
accept the far-reaching demands of French shareholders, who wished to
control most of the oil production in East Galicia on their own privileged
terms. W h a t is m o r e , the negotiations provoked an outburst in the Polish
Socialist and radical press, which accused the government of selling out the
country's resources to French capitalists at the expense of the Polish working
c l a s s . A l s o , the Socialist deputy premier, Ignacy Daszyriski, resigned on 4
January 1921. H i s resignation was mainly due to Socialist unwillingness to
continue cooperation with the " r e a c t i o n a r y " parties in the cabinet of
" N a t i o n a l U n i o n , " which had been formed under the Peasant Party leader
W i n c e n t y W i t o s during the critical period of the Polish-Soviet war. However,
since Daszynski sharply opposed economic dependence on France, the
resignation could also be interpreted as a demonstration against a FrancoPolish alliance treaty o n terms unfavorable to Poland. Daszyriski's resignation
increased political instability, since two representatives of the Right had
already resigned from the cabinet in November 1920. Also, at about this time,
Warsaw approached Berlin, with the aim of easing tensions and simultaneously getting a " c a r d up the sleeve" versus France. This was resented in
30
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Paris. Finally, the French realized that the conclusion of an alliance was
bound to strengthen Pilsudski's position in Poland at the expense of their
National Democratic friends.
31

While the coalition government of July 1920 was rapidly disintegrating in
Poland, France was also passing through one of her periodical ministerial
crises. Georges Leygues's cabinet was replaced with one headed by Aristide
Briand, when the latter became prime minister for the fifth time on 16
January 1921. The French crisis and Pilsudski s illness in mid January
delayed his departure for Paris. The French invitation to Pilsudski had been
sent by the Leygues cabinet on 28 December 1920, and we should note that it
did not mention an alliance or military convention but merely a political and
economic agreement:
5

The president of the French Republic and the government would be glad if
the chief of state, Marshal Pitsudski, would kindly come to Paris. In the view
of the French government, such a visit would be in the interest of both
countries. It would allow an exchange of views on some important problems
and, through direct conversations, would facilitate the conclusion of a
political and economic agreement between Poland and France.
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Despite this cautious wording, the Polish Foreign Ministry instructed its
missions on 2 January 1921 that the invitation foreshadowed an alliance. The
ministry ignored a report by the Polish legation in Paris that in the opinion of
Philippe Berthelot, the secretary general of the Quai d'Grsay, Pilsudski's visit
would allow for an exchange of views on international problems, especially on
Soviet Russia, and would also facilitate the conclusion of political and
economic agreements. It is curious that Baron Prosper de Barante, the French
charge d'affaires in Warsaw, merely delivered to the Polish Foreign Ministry
the telegram containing the invitation. Pilsudski and the ministry chose to
interpret it as an invitation to negotiate an alliance.
In Paris there was a clear division of opinion in political and military
circles. While President Alexandre Millerand and two ministers, Louis
Barthou (war) and Paul Doumer (finance), as well as the chief of the General
Staff, Gen. Edmond Buat, favored the alliance, reservations were expressed
by the premier and foreign minister, Aristide Briand, and by his chief adviser,
Philippe Berthelot. Thus, Briand instructed Panafieu to maintain a reserved
attitude in Warsaw, for he feared Poland might jeopardize her future relations
with Russia and thus risk more trouble. Likewise, Berthelot later advised
Sapieha that Poland should not take too much "Russian l a n d . " Apart from
these reservations, the Quai d'Orsay was fully aware that French businessmen
and financiers insisted that Poland make economic concessions as the
condition for an alliance. Finally, Marshal Foch, chief of the French General
Staff, had his own reservations. His instructions to Niessel have already been
33
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noted. O n 4 and 14 January 1921, Foch sent notes to Briand, in which he
opined that a military convention with Poland would be premature. He
observed that Poland's position had not yet been sufficiently consolidated, her
frontiers were unsettled, and her army had not yet been properly organized.
35

Despite this opposition, Millerand was bent on concluding an alliance
with Poland. He took credit for having sent Weygand to Warsaw in 1920, and
he saw the Polish victory as his own. He managed to obtain enough support to
make his view prevail. This was already clear in the first declaration that
Briand made as president of the Council of Ministers (prime minister) to the
Chamber of Deputies, which foreshadowed a rapprochement with Poland.
Briand not only took a strong anti-German line, declaring that there was no
peace between France and Germany and that the latter should be disarmed;
he also warned M o s c o w that in the event of a Soviet attack on France's allies,
France would be forced to intervene. However, the well-informed Warsaw
correspondent of the Times (London) was quick to note that a French
invitation to Pilsudski would probably not have been issued if General
Wrangel had not been defeated.
36
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As far as Pilsudski was concerned, he intended to have a frank discussion
of bilateral relations. He wanted to establish them on a firm basis, not of
dependence, but of cooperation. His short visit to Paris was meant to
accomplish this, leaving the military, financial, and economic conventions to
be worked out by the competent ministers after his departure. According to
one of his close associates, Pilsudski said:
I am glad that our relations with France will be, as one should hope, clearly
defined in all fields. The situation that has existed so far was—to put it
mildly—rather " u n c o m f o r t a b l e , "

and sometimes offensive to both sides.

There have been too many " b u t s . " A t the same time, neither those who
came here, nor the way in which they have behaved towards Poland, suited
me. Very often, therefore, these gentlemen heard words from me that were
sometimes disagreeable, and sometimes not even very diplomatic.

38

However, while Poland was most anxious to conclude an alliance with
France, she was equally anxious not to alienate Great Britain. Although
Pilsudski claimed he did not want to visit Britain, he would certainly have
welcomed an invitation to London as well. As the Italian envoy to Poland,
Francesco Tommasini, recalled in his memoirs, one of Pilsudski's friends
suggested that Tommasini induce his government to obtain an invitation for
Pilsudski to visit both London and R o m e . Tommasini refused, saying that
Pilsudski had been invited to Paris without prior consultation with the British
and Italian governments. Still the suggestion was made by the British charge
d'affaires in Warsaw, Sir Percy Loraine, who wrote to Curzon on 3 January
1921:
39
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I think it possible that a feeler may be thrown out to see whether His
Majesty's Government [might] contemplate asking Marshal Pilsudski to
London on a brief courtesy visit. . . . O u r unpopularity here is of course
considerable already. . . .
Nevertheless the Poles and in my

opinion, even Marshal Pilsudski

himself at the bottom, set greater store on our good opinion and on good
relations with us than with anyone else.

But resentment against the Polish seizure of Vilna in October 1920 was still
great in L o n d o n , and Curzon answered:
I do not think that there is the least chance of H . M . G .

[His Majesty's

Government] inviting Marshal Pilsudski to London. Indeed we are arranging the next meeting of the Supreme Council at Paris for Jan. 19—expressly
so as to miss meeting the Marshal who is to leave Paris on the preceding
day.

4 0

This date was set according to Pilsudski's original schedule. Though he came
later, he still missed the conference, which was rescheduled again for 24-29
January 1921.
British coolness was deeply felt in Poland. It was hoped that a visit to
London by Foreign Minister Sapieha would improve the situation. After
Pilsudski's return, the Warsaw correspondent of the Times (London) reported
Polish disappointment:
Gratifying as the outcome of the Paris visit was to the Poles, the FrancoPolish entente would have been valued ever so much more had it been
endorsed by Great Britain. Unfortunately, the fact that an invitation to
Marshal Pilsudski to London was not forthcoming indicated clearly enough
that Great Britain, or at least M r . Lloyd George, did not look with favour
upon Poland or Marshal Pilsudski, and since Marshal Pilsudski, however
numerous his political opponents, stands for Poland to-day as much as M r .
Lloyd George stands for Great Britain, Poland has felt the s m a r t .
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In the meanwhile, Pilsudski, who had left for Paris on 1 February,
arrived there on the third and stayed in France for only three days. He was
accompanied by Foreign Minister Sapieha and W a r Minister Gen. Kazimierz
Sosnkowski. O n his way to France, Pilsudski granted an interview to the
correspondent of Le Matin, in which he recalled the old traditions of FrancoPolish friendship and stated that the two nations were bound by ties of love
and interest. H e was, he declared, bringing " t h e whole love of Poland for
F r a n c e . " His reception by the French government and people was equally
warm. H e was welcomed with great cordiality, even though President
Millerand did not meet him at the station, as was customary for heads of state.
This omission was apparently due to rigid French protocol, for though
Pilsudski's title was " C h i e f of State," he was not a monarch or a president. It
42
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may be that Berthelot and a few officials who did not particularly welcome the
visit had something to d o with this. Whatever the cause, Pilsudski did not take
it amiss. H e stressed the Franco-Polish comradeship in arms; he decorated
Marshal Foch with the highest Polish military decoration, the Virtuti Militari,
and bestowed the same on Marshal Philippe Petain. H e also wrote a cordial
letter to Marshal Joseph Joffre, in which he said: " L o v e for France has been
consecrated in Polish hearts by t r a d i t i o n , "
43

Since neither side had detailed drafts ready for discussion, the decision to
begin negotiations for an alliance and a military convention was made during
Pilsudski's visit to Paris. N o French projects for an alliance or a military
convention have so far come to light. O n the contrary, we have Foch's
communications to Briand of 4 and 14 January 1921, in which Foch opined
that a military convention would be premature. H e seemed preoccupied with
the danger o f a Bolshevik attack from the Ukraine across the Carpathians into
Eastern Europe. In a letter to Briand dated 3 February, the day of Pilsudski's
arrival in Paris, Foch referred to such a danger. T o counter it, he suggested a
Polish-Rumanian convention to coordinate action on the upper Dniester
River, while Czechoslovakia assumed the task of providing military aid. H e
concluded that it was desirable for Poland, Rumania, and Czechoslovakia t o
sign a military convention, and he expressly drew attention to the need for it
in view of the forthcoming conversations between the French government and
Marshal Pilsudski.
44

If Foch's aim was to suggest an alternative to a Franco-Polish military
convention, Millerand rejected it. It is possible that the exclusion of French
military leaders from the political talks after the official luncheon on 5
February was intentional; at least W e y g a n d believed this to be so. H e states in
his memoirs that Millerand had a talk with Foch before lunch and asked h i m
to prepare a c o m m u n i q u e stating that there was complete unity o f views
between the two governments. But when Weygand called on the president
shortly thereafter with the draft, Millerand said that " i t was no longer to the
p o i n t . " After the political talks, Foch was informed that the two governments
had decided to conclude an alliance. W e d o not know exactly what was
discussed at lunch and at the postluncheon talk between Millerand, Briand,
Barthou, and Berthelot, on the one hand, and Pilsudski, Sapieha, and
General Sosnkowski o n the other. N o French or Polish records of this
conversation have so far come to light. But we do know they agreed that the
two governments w o u l d conclude three treaties—political, economic, and
military—and that the preliminary political agreement was to be so f o r m u lated as to facilitate its publication and avoid anxiety on the part of French and
British opinion. Sapieha and Sosnkowski were to return to Paris to negotiate
the treaties after making a visit with Pilsudski to Verdun. While arduous
negotiations were still to follow, w e can surmise that Barthou's and M i l l e 45
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rand's view of Poland as a factor in maintaining the Versailles system and as a
pillar of French policy in Eastern Europe prevailed over the reservations of
Foch, Briand, and Berthelot.
Pilsudski's own impressions of his Paris visit, as recorded later by a close
associate, throw some light on his opinion of the French statesmen. According
to this source, Pilsudski said:
I found Millerand was the easiest to get on with. H e understands the Polish
situation best, is well acquainted with Polish problems and understands
nearly all our sore spots. H e is a man free of truisms and does not pretend
that he is going to make the whole of mankind happy by some blueprint for
rules of action that hold good only for France. As far as France is concerned,
he stands for a sound nationalism and is aware of the dangers that might arise
in the future. From this point of view he appreciates Poland's role as an ally.
H e fully realizes the role of the army and shares my preoccupation in this
respect. He is aware of the German danger menacing us and, consequently,
also France. H e also understands our position with regard to Russia. I was
able to talk at length with him on this subject and to tell him about our
troubles during our war with the Bolsheviks. T o sum up, he is our friend and
one who does not indulge in empty words.

Pilsudski did not have the same regard for Briand, whom he distrusted:
M y old acquaintance Briand, as Polish communiques like to call him, is, as a
matter of fact, quite a fleeting acquaintance, and that amounts to very little.
O n e listens to him as one listens to music, and at least in the opinion of our
legation, I do not like m u s i c

4 6

O f Barthou, he said: " T h a t old cynic Barthou had tears in his e y e s . "
The French government was chary of revealing the agreement reached in
principle with Poland. Briand did not want to run unnecessary risks in further
negotiations with Great Britain on such problems as German reparations and
disarmament and, most of all, on the Franco-British alliance which was the
main goal of his policy. Therefore, he presented the agreement as one that
would not involve any special engagements besides those stipulated already in
the Covenant of the League of Nations. In this he succeeded. The British
ambassador in Paris, Lord Hardinge of Penshurst, wrote in his memoirs that
" o p i n i o n in London was reassured by Briand's statement to me that the only
decisions taken were the measures to be adopted in the event of a Bolshevik
attack, and the possibility of a commercial agreement d i s c u s s e d . "
The
Franco-Polish declaration was, indeed, couched in the most innocuous terms.
As communicated by Briand to the ambassadors of Great Britain, Italy, and
Japan on 6 February and subsequently published, it read:
4 7
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The two Governments of France and Poland, being equally anxious to
safeguard their security and the peace of Europe, have recognized once more
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the community of interests which unite the two countries in friendship. They
have agreed to confirm their decision to coordinate their efforts and with this
object in mind, to maintain close contact for the defense of their higher
interests.

49

T h e negotiations for the political agreement and military convention,
which began in Paris after Pilsudski's departure, were conducted on the Polish
side by Sapieha and Sosnkowski, respectively foreign minister and war
minister, and on the French side by Philippe Berthelot and Jules Laroche,
respectively the secretary general and the associate director of the Political and
Commercial Affairs Department at the Quai d'Orsay. Millerand and Briand
also took part in the talks. Berthelot and Foch continued to fight a rear-guard
action. Foch reiterated his objections to the military convention in a
memorandum to Briand of 11 February, in which he argued that France
should not undertake precise obligations to Poland, since the latter did not yet
have internationally recognized frontiers. (This was a reference to the
negotiations proceeding with the Russians at Riga and to the forthcoming
Upper Silesiari plebiscite.) Marshal Foch wished to limit military arrangements to cooperation between the two General Staffs. This was, in fact, the
model established in Czechoslovakia, where Gen. Eugene Mittelhauser was
both head of the French Military Mission and chief of the Czechoslovak
General Staff.
50

Berthelot, for his part, insisted on Polish moderation toward Russia and
on the need for a speedy and close rapprochement with Czechoslovakia. In a
long conversation with Sapieha on 10 February, his line on Russia was very
similar to that of Lloyd George and the Foreign Office. Poland should be
" m o d e r a t e " in fixing her eastern frontier so as not to revive Allied suspicions
of her "imperialism" and to avoid alienating the Russians, both in Russia
and abroad. If Poland failed to accept her "legitimate ethnographic frontiers," she would, in the future, be crushed between Russia and Germany.
Russia, said Berthelot, was bound to revive as a Great Power, either as a
federal or as a centralized state. As for Czechoslovakia, the secretary general
said that Foreign Minister Benes was ready to adopt a more definite attitude
toward the Bolsheviks and to contribute to the military defense of Ruthenia
(Eastern Galicia), T o this end, said Berthelot, a close Polish-Rumanian
entente was necessary. Clearly, he agreed with Foch, and gave a copy of the
record of this conversation to the Czechoslovak minister in Paris, Stefan
Osusky. H e also asked Osusky to call Benes to Paris for talks with Sapieha.
However, although the Czechoslovak foreign minister arrived immediately on
11 February, Sapieha nevertheless departed for L o n d o n .
51
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O n 10 February, Berthelot and Sapieha also discussed the Polish drafts
for the political and military agreements. The political agreement was drafted
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and put into legal form by Maurycy Zamoyski, the Polish minister in Paris,
and by the first secretary of the Polish legation, Tadeusz R o m e r . It consisted
of a preamble and four articles dealing with mutual consultation on foreignpolicy matters, mutual aid in the execution of treaties, the development of
economic cooperation, mutual defense of territorial integrity, and the conclusion of a defensive military convention.
53
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General Sosnkowski drew up a draft of the military convention and gave
it to General Weygand on 8 February. In his original draft, consisting of
seventeen articles and additional clauses, Sosnkowski sought to gain maximum security for Poland. The most important desiderata concerned French
aid in case of a Russian attack on Poland, aid in case of German aggression
that would come not only from German territory but also from German
territory separated from Germany (Danzig and East Prussia), and French
naval aid in the Baltic. In case of German mobilization, France was to
concentrate her forces on the German frontier, but Poland's measures would
depend on the situation on her eastern frontier. In case of war with Russia,
France was to declare war on the latter. If attacked by both Germany and
Russia, Poland was to concentrate most of her forces on the eastern frontier
and put only a covering force in the west. In case of a Polish-Russian war,
France was not only to secure communication lines with Poland but also to
send naval units to defend the Polish coast and Poland's access to Danzig, as
well as to prevent the transport of German troops by sea from Germany to
East Prussia. French naval units were also to blockade Russian or German
ports and to control the straits of the Kattegat. While Poland obligated herself
to create an army of thirty infantry divisions and nine cavalry brigades, as
well as artillery and other units, each country was to send military units to the
other; these were to be put under the military leadership of the host country.
Poland was to introduce two years of compulsory military service, and France
was to extend the necessary loans and credits to allow for the appropriate
reorganization and rearmament of the Polish army. However, the final draft,
which Sosnkowski drew up in Paris and which Sapieha handed in on 10
February, was somewhat modified. It was modeled on the Franco-Russian
Military Convention of 1892, but with the addition of the main Polish
requirements listed in the original draft.
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Both Polish drafts were significantly altered by the French negotiators.
Berthelot handed Sapieha the French counterproposal for the political agreement on 13 February. Here, the Polish phrase "mutual execution of treaties"
was replaced by the phrase " o f treaties jointly signed," a formulation that
clearly showed—as Berthelot explained in any case—that the French government did not wish to give an a priori recognition of the forthcoming PolishSoviet Treaty of Riga. The phrase "mutual a i d , " in article 3, was replaced by
"mutual understanding"; this was explained by fear of parliamentary
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opposition in France and by the fact that the obligation of mutual aid was
already in the military convention. For this reason, too, article 3 of the
political agreement omitted the statement that a military convention would be
signed. Finally, in article 4, Berthelot replaced the Polish phrase about
consultation on foreign problems with one specifying consultation on policy
problems in Central and Eastern Europe. This was later changed to the
terms used in article 1 of the treaty, but article 4 provided for consultation
before new agreements were concluded that were of interest to French policy
in Central and Eastern Europe.
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The political agreement was signed on 19 February 1921. Article 1
provided for consultation on foreign-policy problems of interest to both states,
insofar as they concerned the settlement of international questions, were in the
spirit of the treaties, and were in conformity with the League of Nations
Covenant. Article 2 provided for agreement on action, for mutual support of
European economic recovery, and for the establishment of international peace
and order in Europe. The two parties were also to develop their mutual
economic relations; special agreements and a commercial convention were to
be signed to this effect. Article 3 dealt with the concerting of defense measures
in case one of the parties was the object of unprovoked aggression and with
concerting the defense of their legitimate interests. Article 4 stipulated that the
two governments would consult one another before concluding new agreements of interest to their policy in Central and Eastern Europe. Finally, article
5—which was not published at the time—provided that the agreement would
enter into force upon the signing of the commercial agreements then being
negotiated.
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The secret military convention was signed on 21 February 1921. It was
much longer and more specific than the political agreement. Here too, the
Poles had to make many concessions in comparison with the desiderata
contained in the Sosnkowski drafts. The influence of Foch and Berthelot was
clearly visible.
Article 1 was generally satisfactory from the Polish point of view, for it
envisaged French aid in case of unprovoked German aggression from any
territory dependent on Germany. This could be interpreted to mean Upper
Silesia but not Danzig, as the Poles had wished. Moreover, it spoke of " a i d "
instead of "entering into war," as the Polish draft had stipulated. Article 2,
which dealt with French aid in case of a Russian attack on Poland, simply
pledged that France would keep Germany in check and would " a i d " Poland
in defending herself against the Soviet army. In Article 3, French aid in case
of either German or Soviet attack was limited to sending war material, railway
equipment, and technical personnel. It expressly excluded French combat
troops. France undertook, within the limits of her means, to secure communication lines with Poland, including sea communications; but there was no
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mention of French naval units being sent into the Baltic, as the Poles had
proposed. Article 4 was the most extensive. It obliged Poland to institute
compulsory two-year military service and to maintain an army of thirty
divisions. Further, Poland was to model her army organization on the French
army and to standardize her equipment with that of France. France, for her
part, was to grant Poland military credits for the years 1921 and 1922, the
sum of which was to be fixed in an annex to the convention. Article 5 obliged
Poland to develop a war industry according to a special plan and with French
aid. Article 6 stipulated that the two General Staffs were to be in constant
consultation on preparing the necessary means to carry out the convention
and were to maintain their lines of communication. Article 7 specified that the
officers of the French Military Mission in Poland were to be kept fully
informed of current developments by the Polish military authorities; a liaison
office was to be attached to the office of the Polish military attache in Paris;
and selected Polish officers were to attend courses in military instruction in
France. Article 8 was added after the convention had been signed. It
stipulated that the convention would not enter into force until the signing of
the commercial agreements, which were then being negotiated. The annex
dealt with the French loan for the Polish a r m y .
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Some historians have claimed that economic motives—that is, the desire
of French businessmen and financiers to obtain lucrative concessions in East
Galician oil and Upper Silesian coal—finally overcame the doubts of the
French Foreign Office and of the highest military authorities as to the wisdom
of concluding an alliance and military convention with P o l a n d . However,
we know that these agreements also had some powerful supporters. Although
no detailed information about them is available, they allegedly included Gen.
Edmond Buat, chief of the General Staff; W a r Minister Louis Barthou;
Finance Minister Paul Doumer; and President Alexandre Millerand. A n
anonymous representative of the French high command was cited as saying
that the Polish alliance was the consequence o f the " b a d treaty fabricated for
us by the Anglo-Americans" and that it served the needs of French p o l i c y .
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While it is difficult to evaluate the relative weight of economic and
political considerations in French thinking, it is possible to identify a direct
connection between the military credits foreseen in the convention and the
commercial agreements on which the French conditioned the ratification of
the political and military treaties. O n 7 March 1921, Peretti de la Rocca
cabled Berthelot, who was in London with Briand, that the Polish minister
was ready to sign not only the commercial agreement on the basis of the drafts
proposed but also the bilateral agreement on "property, rights and interests,"
on condition that the political and military agreements would come into force
immediately without waiting for the signing of the oil treaty. Berthelot's reply
is significant. H e telegraphed on 8 March that the political and military
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agreements could not enter into force until after the signing of the commercial
agreements, particularly the oil agreement. He then stated:
Briand charges me to say that he had formally stipulated this reservation,
written in his hand at the bottom of the political and military agreements,
and with the consent of Prince Sapieha and Count Zamoyski. . . . It is
evident that any preliminary signing would prevent the signing of the oil
treaty, which is of first class importance to France.
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Oil was also connected with the annex to the military convention
specifying that France would advance Poland a loan for her military needs.
Sosnkowski reported a French proposal that this loan be repaid in kind, by
way of an oil agreement or with Polish material guarantees. A French
Foreign Office note, commenting on the annex to the convention, clarifies the
connection between the military loan and the oil agreement. The note states
that the financial stipulations of the annex would be implemented according to
a plan of reimbursement to be agreed upon by the two governments. It could
be based on the export of natural or manufactured Polish products, on the
exploitation of state forests, on the "partial alienation of the state refinery at
Drohobycz," or on other rights that the Polish state might concede. The
Polish government was to propose a reimbursement plan as soon as possible.
Negotiations for the "partial recovery" of the Drohobycz refinery were to be
speeded up so that they could be concluded by 1 July 1 9 2 1 .
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It is also worth noting that in one of the three conversations that took
place between Berthelot and Sapieha on 10 February, the secretary general
gave the Polish foreign minister a note on the demands of French oil
companies with investments in East Galicia, as well as the draft of an
agreement that would shield them from "arbitrary action" by the Polish
authorities and from the competition of Polish state-owned oil production.
Sosnkowski thought the French demands were too onerous for Poland and
might prove impossible to fulfill. Indeed, in May 1922, the rapporteur of the
Sejm Commission on Foreign Affairs, Stanislaw Grabski, stated that the
commercial agreements—signed on 6 February—gave France much more
than the latter gave to Poland and that the oil convention was totally to
France's advantage. Nevertheless, he recommended that the treaties be
accepted since Poland had already been compensated by the de facto alliance
of February 1921.
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A brief glance at the economic and commercial agreements will show that
French capitalists did, indeed, obtain great advantages. While this reflected
the obvious fact that Poland was the weaker party, it also demonstrated
French economic aggressiveness. In the commercial treaty, France obtained
the most-favored-nation (MFN) status for most of her exports to Poland. The
latter was thus obliged to import such French products as wines, liqueurs,
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jewelry, perfumes, cosmetics—luxuries that Poland did not need and could ill
afford. She also had to import French textiles, although the Polish textile
industry was already well developed and had lost its prewar Russian market
(mainly in the Ukraine and Belorussia). All these goods enjoyed a reduced
customs duty of 50 percent. Although Polish exports to France did not enjoy
M F N status, they obtained minimum tariffs or reductions varying between 25
and 75 percent. This did not, however, help Poland, since most of her exports
were agricultural, and France was self-sufficient in this respect.
A second commercial convention, the so-called bilateral convention,
dealt with business firms. It stipulated that the business concerns of either
state could establish their branches on the territory of the other. In practice,
this meant the establishment of French firms in Poland.
The third economic convention, the oil convention, gave freedom of
production and export to French companies after the needs of the Polish
market had been met. They were also granted the right to export foreign
currency, as well as exemption from capital levies and obligatory government
loans. In this industry, French capital did not supplant German and Austrian
funds; rather, it associated itself with them and so protected them from
expropriation or compulsory purchase. Thus, the German firms working in
Galicia, grouped in the Deutsche Erdol A. G. (called D.E.A. for short), and
the Austrian ones, grouped in the Osterreichische Boden Credit Anstalt, sold
a part of their shares to the French. In this way a new company was formed,
the International Petroleum Union, which brought together the D.E.A. and
the French Societe des petroles de Dabrowa. The German Handbuch fur die
internationale petroleum Industrie for 1921 noted that Franco-German cooperation
here was particularly cordial. Other Austrian capital merged with the
French in August 1920 to constitute the Societe reunie des petroles Fanto. It
was closely connected with the Banque de Paris et des Pays Bas, on the one
hand, and with the American Standard Oil Company on the other. British
capital, which had invested in Galician oil before the war, withdrew for lack of
government and private support. Thus the Premier Oil and Pipeline C o . Ltd.
sold its shares to what became a Franco-German-Austrian society.
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Other important Franco-Polish economic negotiations concerned Upper
Silesia; these are described elsewhere. In any case, they were so dilatory that
no decisive steps were taken until after the League of Nations' verdict of 12
October 1921, which divided Upper Silesia between Poland and Germany.
Finally, the first payment on the French military loan to Poland was delayed
until 1924. T w o of the reasons for this delay were given in a French Foreign
Office note of 18 July 1922. It reported that the Ministry of Finances was
absolutely opposed to the loan because of the expense of producing war
material for Poland and because of the lack of guarantees for reimbursement.
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While the French alliance gave Poland a large measure of security, this
was soon proved to be incomplete without British support. French statesmen
always believed they could not commit their country to war with Germany
without Britain's agreement and backing. While it was clear that Britain
would aid France if Germany were to attack her, British support for France's
East European friends and allies was unattainable until the spring of 1939.
This was due to radically different French and British perceptions of
European security. Generally speaking, France expected an independent
Poland—ideally allied with Czechoslovakia and Rumania—to contain Germany in the east, while France and Britain contained her in the west. Also, an
independent Poland would prevent alliance o r close cooperation between
Germany and Soviet Russia. The French wished to preclude German-Soviet
cooperation at all costs and to keep Germany as weak as possible in order to
ensure France's own security and European peace. British statesmen held
very different views. They assumed from the outset that Germany would
recover and should then take her rightful place in the ''Concert of E u r o p e . "
They believed that a large Poland was bound to bring Russia and Germany
together, for it was too weak to keep them apart. Also, since the G e r m a n s '
strongest resentment against the Versailles Treaty focused on the lands they
had lost to Poland, the British feared a German-Polish war that would draw
France into conflict with Germany and thus force Britain to support France in
a war over a region where Britain believed she had no " v i t a l " interests.
Therefore, some French statesmen, who saw Poland as a stumbling block in
relations with Britain, wished to trade the Franco-Polish alliance for an
alliance with Britain, or at least a British guarantee of the Franco-German
frontier. Indeed, in 1919, a joint Anglo-American guarantee was the paramount objective of French policy. The French only renounced a separate
Rhineland state allied with France, Belgium, and Luxembourg in exchange
for Anglo-American guarantees of aid against Germany. These treaties,
which France signed simultaneously with both Britain and the United States
on the same day as the Treaty of Versailles, promised aid to France and
Belgium in case of unprovoked German aggression. The United States'
secretary of state, Robert Lansing, immediately saw the implications. In a
note of 29 March 1919, he wrote:
It seemed to me that here was utter blindness as to the consequences of such
action. There appears to have been no thought given as to the way other
nations, like Poland, Bohemia, and the southern Slavs would view the
formation of an alliance to protect France and Belgium alone. Manifestly, it
would increase rather than decrease their danger from Germany since she
would have to look eastward and southward for expansion. O f course, they
would not accept as sufficient the guaranty of the Covenant when France and
Belgium refused to do s o .
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Although these treaties fell through when the United States Senate failed
to ratify the Versailles Treaty, French acceptance in 1919 of a guarantee only
for Franco-German and Belgian-German borders foreshadowed a purely
Western security pact as the alternative to France's East European alliances.
As we shall see, it was to be partially implemented in the Locarno Treaties of
16 October 1925.
There were, o f course, other areas besides Germany where FrancoBritish interests clashed—for example, in the Middle East. However, in
Europe the major issue was Allied policy toward Germany. Here, apart from
reparations, the key question was the problem o f French security, which, in
turn, involved Poland. But it was clear from the outset that Britain would not
undertake any commitments to France's allies in Eastern Europe—that is,
Poland and, later, Czechoslovakia. Even before Franco-British discussions on
a guarantee pact began in November 1921, Lloyd George defined his attitude
in a conversation with Lord D ' A b e r n o n , the British ambassador to Germany,
on 21 June 1921. A s D ' A b e r n o n wrote, Lloyd George
appeared inclined to agree with the view that England should guarantee to
protect France in the event of unprovoked attack by the Germans. H e said,
however, if we guarantee their security we must make it quite clear to them
that there is to be no military hegemony of Europe and no operation of
military adventure. W e

should have to put it very clearly that, if we

guarantee them from attack, they must not provoke attack by an aggressive
attitude, and that they must restrain the Poles. It was a choice, in a way,
between an English policy and a Polish p o l i c y .
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H o w e v e r , the question was really not one o f restraining the Poles but one
of possible British involvement in a war provoked by German aggression
against Poland. If the Poles rejected the territorial demands o f a resurgent
Germany and if the latter then attacked Poland, France would inevitably be
drawn in. If Germany then attacked France, Britain would be obliged to come
to France's defense. This would also be the case if a German attack on France
should result from a Polish-Soviet war in which Germany supported Russia
against Poland and France either attacked Germany or was attacked by her.
T h e secretary of the cabinet, Sir Maurice P. A. Hankey, had these dangers in
mind when he penned a memorandum for Lloyd George in June 1921,
opposing an Anglo-French alliance. France, he wrote, needed a large and
" a g g r e s s i v e " Poland, at least until a Franco-Russian alliance was again
possible. T h u s , an alliance with France would continually face Britain with
the dilemma of either supporting a policy that ran the risk o f war or of being
accused of breaking the alliance. Hankey also argued that once Germany had
recovered, Britain could not fulfill her military obligations to France without
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introducing conscription—and this would be extremely "distasteful" to
British opinion,
The root of British opposition to an alliance with France lay in the
conviction that Britain had no national interest to intervene in Central and
Eastern Europe—nor even on the Rhine for that matter—and that such
intervention would not be supported by British opinion. Philip Kerr, later
Lord Lothian, who was Lloyd George's private secretary in 1919, expressed
these thoughts in the broad context of imperial concerns. Writing to Lloyd
George in September 1920, Kerr stated that Britain could not play an active
part in Europe while simultaneously shouldering the burdens of Ireland and of
empire. In any case, British opinion would reject any intervention in Europe
unless the security of the British Isles were threatened. Thus, it would
certainly reject intervention over such issues as Upper Silesia, an AustroGerman union, the "Danzig Corridor," or even the maintenance of troops in
Germany for fifteen years. France, wrote Kerr, must realize that she must
choose between maintaining the Versailles treaty by herself and resigning
from 50 percent of it in order to secure the support of British public opinion
for the rest.
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Given these assumptions on the British side, it is no wonder that French
efforts to obtain an alliance were doomed to failure. On 21 December 1921,
Briand outlined to Lloyd George his concept of a broad alliance between
France and Britain, " i n which the two Powers would guarantee each other's
interests in all parts of the world, act closely together in all things and go to
each other's assistance whenever these things were threatened." Lloyd
George refused on the grounds that British opinion was not interested in
Eastern Europe and was not disposed to involve itself on behalf of "unstable
and excitable" populations. Briand said that he understood this reluctance
but that the French people desired a firm understanding with Britain which
would reduce their military burden. He thought of some arrangement such as
the Quadruple Pacific Treaty, just concluded in Washington. France and
Britain would be the nucleus around which other nations could gather. This
would be a "general organisation to keep peace in Europe." If France and
Britain were to guarantee the peace, then the Germans would probably give
up their militarist designs against Poland and Russia. But Lloyd George was
unmoved. It was finally agreed that Briand would send Lloyd George a
memorandum on the proposed treaty and that they would meet again to
discuss the matter at Cannes a day or two before the meeting of the Supreme
Council t h e r e .
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Briand's proposal came at a bad time. Franco-British relations had
barely recovered from the strain over Upper Silesia, while disputes continued
over many other regions. At the end of December 1921, Foreign Secretary
Earl Curzon doubted that France would give up her "anti-British" policy in
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Silesia, Bavaria, Hungary, M o r o c c o , Egypt, Syria, and Mesopotamia in
return for an alliance. He saw even greater difficulties in the French attempt
to "revive the old policy of State alliances, dominating and controlling the
future of Europe, at a time when such arrangements were believed to have
been superseded by the newer conceptions embodied in the League of
Nations." But, above all, Curzon objected to the danger of France's dragging
Britain into war over an area where Britain's vital interests were not involved.
Still, he seemed inclined to consider Briand's suggestion of a consultation
pact, provided that it was tied to the League of Nations and that Anglo-French
disputes in the Near East were satisfactorily settled. If the pact were connected
with the league, it would not only strengthen that organization but would also
avoid any British commitments in Eastern Europe—for example, to Poland.
O n 4 January 1922, at Cannes, Briand and Lloyd George continued
their discussion of a Franco-British alliance, but with no results. Lloyd George
proposed a treaty closely resembling the abortive treaty of 1919. It would
contain a British guarantee to assist France if the latter's soil were invaded by
Germany, but there was to be no formal alliance and most certainly no
guarantees of aid to East European states. Briand suggested that a FrancoBritish alliance would keep the peace. A n y trouble that might occur would first
be dealt with at conferences in which France and Britain would act together.
He also intimated that a British guarantee to France might in itself have the
effect of keeping the peace. But Lloyd George countered by enumerating
certain preconditions for such a guarantee: the peaceful settlement of the
Greco-Turkish war; an agreement on Tangier; an agreement on French
submarine construction; and cooperation in the economic and financial
reconstruction of Europe. Here, Lloyd George envisaged a conference of
European states which would include Russia. This proposal was to develop
into the Genoa Conference.
O n the following day, 5 January 1922, Briand gave Lloyd George a brief
outline of his ideas on the broader guarantee treaty. He thought it might
include an undertaking by Russia not to attack Poland, the Baltic States,
Finland, and Czechoslovakia, as well as a similar undertaking by Germany. A
general European entente could be concluded on these lines, and like the
Pacific Pact, it would not entail any military obligations. When Lloyd George
asked how this would differ from the League of Nations Covenant, Briand
answered that he thought " t h e latter was not sufficiently binding in f o r m . "
Over the next three years, this was to be the main theme in French efforts to
obtain British support for a European security treaty.
O n 8 January, Briand handed Lloyd George a proposal regarding the
guarantee treaty. Here Briand not only sought British guarantees of France's
eastern frontier—which included a guarantee of the demilitarized zone in the
Rhineland—but also tried to obtain a British commitment to defend the status
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quo on the eastern frontiers of Germany. However, Lloyd George reiterated
his former objections. He also said he could not recommend a military alliance
with France to English public opinion, so he could go no further than sign a
declaration to the effect that Britain would go to France's aid in case o f a
German invasion. He stated that Britain could not undertake any commitments involving her in a guarantee of the general peace of Europe. T o this,
Briand said he envisaged two steps: first an ''Entente entre d e u x , " and then
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an " a c c o r d general."
It is quite clear that Lloyd George refused to think of any general
agreement except in the vaguest of terms, while an alliance with France was
out of the question. O n 10 January the British cabinet rejected Briand's
proposal for a broader European pact. As the cabinet saw it, Britain's
agreement would tie her to France's plans for "continental h e g e m o n y . "
Nevertheless, Briand accepted Lloyd George's proposal for an economic
conference of all European states, including Russia—despite her unpaid and
unrecognized debts to France—no doubt so as to keep the door open for some
Anglo-French treaty. Given the attitude of Lloyd George, the cabinet, the
Foreign Office, and the majority of British opinion, it is hard to see how
Briand could have had any hope of success. In any case, his conciliatory
attitude toward the British prime minister and his agreement to an economic
conference aroused fears in Paris that vital French interests might suffer.
When the French press published a photograph of Briand ' 'taking a lesson'' in
golf from Lloyd George at Cannes, there was an uproar. Millerand and
Poincare demanded that Briand renounce any engagements he had made and
return immediately to Paris. Briand returned and made a speech in the
Chamber of Deputies, giving a detailed account of his negotiations at Cannes;
but he did not ask for a vote. He simply resigned on 12 J a n u a r y .
R a y m o n d Poincare now set about forming a new government. T h e tough
lawyer from Lorraine—and former president of France—was the antithesis of
the flexible, charming Briand; but the goal of French policy remained the
same. O n 14 January, Poincare met Lloyd George at the British embassy in
Paris and told the British prime minister that the latter's draft treaty was
inadequate. There must be a reciprocal pact and a military convention.
However, Poincare agreed that, for the time being, lack of agreement on
outstanding problems made a pact untimely. The meaning of this was
explained to the Polish legation in Paris. The Polish charge d'affaires reported
that, firstly, the French adamantly opposed any linkage between the alliance
and the settlement of Franco-British disputes; these included the Near East,
policy toward Germany, naval disarmament, Tangier, and islands in the
Pacific. Therefore, the French wanted a reciprocal treaty, not a one-sided
British guarantee conditional on eventual French concessions in other matters. Secondly, the French wanted a guarantee that would function automati81
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cally—that is, one that would not require an interpretation of the pact on each
separate occasion. The charge also cited a well-informed source, which
reported Poincare as having declared that European reconstruction should not
be based on Germany but on the young states born of the war and Allied
efforts. They should be the pillars of the new European edifice. In fact, one o f
Poincare's first acts after becoming prime minister (15 January 1922) was to
sign the Franco-Polish commercial agreements. These had been ready since
June 1921, but Briand had laid them aside, fearing they would compromise
his attempts to obtain an alliance with Britain. Poincare signed the agreements on 6 February 1922, thus bringing into force the alliance and military
convention signed a year earlier.
It was now Poincare's turn to try his hand at the British alliance. H e
proposed not only a British guarantee for the demilitarization of the Rhineland but also Anglo-French collaboration on all matters endangering peace—
that is, the order established by the peace treaties. This, of course, included
the Polish-German frontier. Also, there was to be an Anglo-French military
convention for a period of thirty years. Though Poincare was willing to give
up the military convention for an exchange of letters, British reaction was as
negative as b e f o r e . French attempts to reopen the talks in M a y failed, and
the matter was dropped in J u l y . Franco-British tension grew as France
moved toward her fateful decision to occupy the Ruhr.
Although the British cabinet objected to guaranteeing both the demilitarized status o f the Rhineland and the status quo in Eastern Europe, they
found the latter to be the more objectionable of the two. In a memorandum
dated 17 January 1922, on the Guarantee Treaties of 1814/15 and 1919,
James W . Headlam-Morley wrote that Britain could probably guarantee
France against aggression through the Rhineland or Belgium; " b u t probably
the real danger in the future may lie rather on the eastern frontiers of
Germany—Danzig, Poland, Czecho-Slovakia—for it is in these districts that
the settlement of Paris would be, when the time came, most easily overt h r o w n . " H e noted that Britain could not extend military aid to those areas,
and for that reason it was impossible to satisfy the demands of France in the
way that the Prussians and Austrians had been satisfied in 1 8 1 4 / 1 5 .
Headlam-Morley was careful to state that this was only one reason for
opposing French demands. He knew very well that a French-occupied or a
demilitarized Rhineland was necessary to French security. At the same time,
the most effective help that France could give to her East European allies, if
they were attacked by Germany, was to threaten to march through the
demilitarized Rhineland into the Ruhr—for demilitarization of the Rhineland
would, of course, lapse as far as France was concerned should Germany attack
Poland and/or Czechoslovakia. None of these French advantages was welcome to Britain, but the French alliance with Poland was the chief objection.
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The British ambassador, Lord Hardinge, reported on a conversation with
Poincare: ' I warned him that under any circumstances it would be useless to
6

expect that England would intervene in the event of an attack on Poland, a
statement that disconcerted him greatly."
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T h e problem was, of course, much broader. It involved Britain's attitude
toward the Versailles Treaty, which was, in turn, linked to the perception o f
her vital interests. Arnold Toynbee gave an accurate, if partial, summary o f
the issues dividing the two countries, when he wrote:
T h e solid fact, from the point of view of M r . Lloyd George or Lord C u r z o n ,
was that the British Parliament and public were so little troubled by a sense of
insecurity from the direction of Continental Europe, now that the German
fleet had disappeared, that they would not be induced to guarantee anything
on the Continent beyond the eastern frontiers of Belgium and France. O n the
other hand, the French people realized, from a political experience as old as
that of the English, though of a different kind, that the Continent was an
indivisible unit of international relations from the political and military point
of v i e w .

9 2

But as we know, the cabinet thought differently. In the Foreign Office,
only one high official expressed a similar view at the time. Undersecretary o f
State for Foreign Affairs Sir William Tyrrell agreed with his superior, Sir
Eyre C r o w e , that an Anglo-French alliance was desirable; but he went
further. H e suggested that the security of Poland and other East European
states should also be assured by declarations given by the French and British
governments that they would put all their resources at the disposal of the
League of Nations to enforce its decisions. But Tyrrell was not taken
seriously. It was rumored that his Polish sympathies were linked to his R o m a n
Catholicism.
Thus, the years 1921 and 1922 saw the failure of French efforts to link an
alliance with Britain with a general European security treaty. This failure
implied that sooner or later, France would have to choose between a British
guarantee of aid against Germany, on the one hand, or her East European
alliances, o n the other, as the mainstay of her security.
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It is not surprising that the failure of Franco-British negotiations
encouraged those Frenchmen who had, for different motives, opposed the idea
of France as "the policeman of Europe." Some of these critics favored a
rapprochement with Germany for political or economic reasons, or both.
A m o n g them was Philippe Berthelot, the powerful secretary general of the
French Foreign Office and a close collaborator of Briand's. Berthelot's major
objective was to come to terms with Germany. He was skeptical of the
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Versailles Treaty and believed that, of all the European states, Germany was
the one with which France could reach the best understanding, because
German civilization came closest to the level attained by France. Briand's
and Berthelot's desire for a political and economic rapprochement with
Germany resulted in many projects for Franco-German industrial cooperat i o n . Berthelot also disliked the Poles. At a critical point in the Polish-Soviet
war, he told some British and American journalists: " I agree with Proudhon
that after the executioners, there is nothing more repugnant than the
victim."
N o r was he free of certain prejudices. Thus, he favored the
positivist Czechs as being more reliable than the Catholic P o l e s . But above
all, like many British statesmen, he viewed the Poles as an obstacle to good
relations with Germany and Russia. Poincare forced Berthelot to resign in
1922 because of a financial scandal, but the latter returned to the Quai
d'Orsay when his patron, Briand, again became prime minister and foreign
minister in 1925.
While the thought of a rapprochement with Germany did not gain much
currency in France before 1925, two other trends were very much alive in
1921. One was the view that the Franco-Polish alliance was a poor substitute
for the old alliance with Russia. This view vegetated for a while until it
bloomed again in 1932. T h e other line of thought—often expressed by
officials, military men, and the press—was to reduce French obligations by
bringing about an alliance between Poland and Czechoslovakia. However,
such an alignment was impossible in Polish eyes unless the Czechs made at
least a symbolic territorial concession to Poland in return for keeping the
predominantly Polish-speaking areas of the duchy of Teschen. This the
Czechs were unwilling to do. Moreover, they publicly disapproved of
Poland's frontiers with both Germany and Russia. They did not wish to be
involved in these disputes. They did not think they had any quarrel with
Germany, and they viewed Russia as a potential ally. Therefore, they saw the
main danger to their security in Hungarian revisionism and, of course, in the
restoration of the Habsburgs to the Austrian or/and Hungarian thrones.
Finally, they believed that Czechoslovakia, not Poland, should be recognized
as the dominant power in East-Central Europe.
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Thus, from its inception, the Franco-Polish alliance suffered from a
contradiction between theory and practice. In theory, French statesmen
maintained that the alliance was necessary in order to preserve a favorable
balance of power in Europe. In practice, however, they desired an alliance
with Britain which, on British terms, would exclude any guarantee of the
French alliance with Poland. French statesmen also dreamed of a rapprochement with Germany or Russia, or with both, which would, of course, involve
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French acquiescence to at least some claims on Poland. Finally, French
statesmen desired to shed the burden of defending their East European allies,
and they hoped to achieve this by establishing a Polish-Czechoslovak alliance
which was eminently desirable in theory but extremely difficult in practice. As
far as Polish statesmen were concerned, they saw the French alliance as
Poland's main security against Germany, but they were equally determined
not to follow in France's wake if they perceived this to be contrary to Poland's
vital interests. Some, particularly Pilsudski, also realized that French help was
more than doubtful without British support and approval, which they hoped
to secure at some future date. They based their hopes on the assumption that
Britain would finally realize that Germany's expansion at Poland's expense
would strengthen Germany enough to become a threat to the whole of
Europe, including France and the British Isles.
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The Struggle for Upper Silesia:
The Background and Developments
from 1919 to the Plebiscite
of 20 March 1921

The fate of Upper Silesia was a major issue in European politics during
the years 1919 to 1921. T h e award of this region to Poland would give her a
1

desperately needed industrial base and thus the means to withstand German
economic domination; by the same token, an award to Germany would not
only restore her entire prewar industrial potential—already the greatest in
Europe in 1914—but would also lead to her economic domination o f Central
and Eastern Europe, including Poland. T h e ethnic structure of the region
divided it into two parts: the predominantly German-speaking area west of the
Oder River, and the predominantly Polish-speaking area along the river itself
and east of it. In the latter part, however, the industrial region had a mixed
population. T h e townspeople were mostly German, while the labor force was
Polish. Poles worked in the mines, steel mills, and foundries, and they lived
either on the outskirts of the towns or in the surrounding countryside. O f
course, the industrial region, with its coal and zinc mines, its iron foundries
and steel mills, was the prize. Its heart, the so-called Industrial Triangle, was
bounded by Beuthen (Bytom), Gleiwitz (Gliwice), and Kattowitz (Katowice).
O n the spot the struggle was waged between Poles and Germans; while in the
diplomatic arena it was waged by their respective supporters, France and
Britain. In order to understand the significance and complexity o f this
problem, we should first consider the ethnic and socioeconomic structure of
Upper Silesia and then the region's economic importance to Germany and
Poland respectively.
Both the Germans and the Poles claimed Upper Silesia on ethnic
grounds. A n objective picture of the ethnic structure can be found in the
Handbook on Upper Silesia prepared for the Peace Conference under the
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direction of the Historical Section of the British Foreign Office. Basing their
observations on the German census of 1910, the authors wrote:
If the Oder is taken as the racial boundary, the eastern part of the
Regierungsbezirk forms a solid block of Polish territory. Outside the four
towns of the industrial districts the percentage of Poles in the population is as
high as in any other large district, Russian Poland included. Among the
German inhabitants of the four towns, moreover, are military and other
officials of all grades, who are not indigenous, and should not be counted in
an estimate of the permanent population.
2

The predominantly Polish character of Upper Silesia was also recognized
in the Report of the Supreme War Council, Military Representatives, dated
10 July 1919, on the composition and size of the army of occupation in the
plebiscite area of Upper Silesia, which stated: "The population of the
plebiscite area is estimated at about 1,632,000 inhabitants (of which 570,000
are Germans and 1,062,000 Poles)." These figures roughly correspond with
3

prewar assessments made by German authors, particularly by Paul Weber in
his study on the Poles in Upper Silesia (1914), according to which there were,
in round figures, about 638,000 Germans and 1,121,000 Poles in the region.
Another author, Johannes Ziekursch, roughly approximated "Polish Silesia"
with Upper Silesia. The maps enclosed in Joseph Partsch's book on Silesia
4

(1896, 1911) show the gradual Germanization of Lower Silesia after 1790 and
the immigration of a German, mostly urban population into Upper Silesia,
where, however, Poles continued to be in the majority. British experts who
5

were involved in the Upper Silesian problem in the period 1919-21 recognized
this fact. Thus, Hamish J. Paton stated, in a paper read at the Institute of
International Affairs in December 1921, that "the German minority consisted
of either Germanized Poles (as indeed is the case in Middle Silesia also) or of
Germans who entered the country for purposes of trade and industry, some of
them at least in comparatively recent times."

6

Poles and Germans disputed the relative economic importance of Upper
Silesian industry to each country. One of the arguments constantly used by
the Germans, when the future of Upper Silesia hung in the balance, was that
the industrial region was absolutely indispensable to Germany and that, if
deprived of it, she would be unable to pay reparations. As we shall see, this
argument later played an important role in inter-Allied disputes over the
interpretation of the plebiscite results.
Unquestionably, the industrial district was an important economic asset
for Germany. However, its importance to the Reich progressively diminished
in the years 1870 to 1914, with the development of mining and heavy industry
in the Ruhr. In 1910, total German coal production amounted to 152,828,000
tons, of which Upper Silesia accounted for 34,461,000 tons. Upper Silesian
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coal could be relatively easily replaced by increasing the production in the
Ruhr. Furthermore, even before 1914, the position of the Upper Silesian coalmining industry was precarious because of tariffs imposed on coal exported to
Polish territories, which formed the natural market for this industry. Valuable
information on export trends for Upper Silesian coal and coke can be found in
the Foreign Office Handbook on Upper Silesia, cited above. This data was in turn
based on an article by a German statistician, Paul Helmuth von Kulmitz, who
showed that nearly half the coal produced was consumed by local industry and
nonindustrial consumers, while 51.92 percent was exported. Only 28.05
percent of the total coal output was sold in the German Empire, a great part of
it in Prussian Poland. The rest was exported to Russian Poland, Austrian
Poland (Galicia), and other parts of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. As for
coke, out of 343,657 metric tons, only 92,344 tons went to Germany—
including Prussian Poland—while Russian Poland took 121,717 tons, A u s trian Poland and Bukovina took 54,354 tons, and the rest was used in Upper
Silesia.
The reason for the large exports to Polish territories lay in their proximity
to the Upper Silesian industrial district and, obversely, in its unfavorable
geographic position with regard to major German industrial centers. T h e
authors of the Handbook on Upper Silesia opined that whether the district were
given to Poland or were to remain in Germany, Polish territories would
probably absorb most of its production. They noted that
the development of the waterways of western Prussia has long given the coal
of the Ruhr basin an advantage over that of Silesia in certain parts of
Germany, which used to rely mainly upon the latter. For instance, in 1800,
72 percent of the coal consumed in Berlin was supplied in Upper Silesia,
whereas in 1901 only 5 4 percent came from that source.

7

Just as Upper Silesian coal and coke played a diminishing role in the G e r m a n
economy before 1914, so did the regional production of pig iron. In 1871 the
Upper Silesian share of German pig-iron production was 14.8 percent; b y
1901 it had sunk to 5.1 percent.
While the share of Upper Silesian coal, coke, and pig-iron production i n
the German economy had shrunk between 1870 and 1914, the role of that
production in the German armaments industry was still a major one. T h e
Mines and Foundries Association of Upper Silesia was quite right in claiming
that the German armaments industry could not have met the demands of t h e
war had it not been for the production of Upper Silesia. However, apart f r o m
the armaments industry, the prospects for the future were not bright. I n d e e d ,
in 1917, Upper Silesian industrialists desired the annexation of adjoining
Polish territories where their industries found their major markets. Professor
W . J . Rose observed: " I f Upper Silesia needed Poland as a market, then t h e
8
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Upper Silesians who wanted their land to belong to Poland were not flying in
the face of n a t u r e ! "
While bearing these facts in mind, it is obvious that the loss of Upper
11

Silesian industry was bound to reduce Germany's industrial potential. In the
period immediately preceding the war, Upper Silesia accounted for about 23
percent of Germany's coal production, 57 percent of her lead ore, and 72
percent o f her zinc. But as later developments were to show, the loss of these
resources did not prevent Germany from again becoming the greatest
industrial power in Europe. Conversely, the same resources were indispensable for Poland's economic development; without them, she would have had
to depend on Germany to such an extent as to make her political independence illusory.
Most British statesmen and experts did not share this view, however.
Thus, John Maynard Keynes wrote: " T h e allies should declare that in their
judgment 'economic conditions' require the inclusion of the coal districts in
Germany unless the wishes of the inhabitants are decidedly to the cont r a r y . " He assumed that Germany would be ruined if the industrial district
went to Poland. M a n y years later, Etienne Mantoux contested this v i e w .
However, Keynes's opinions prevailed during the interwar period. Few
people realized that while Germany could do without Upper Silesian industry,
it was crucial for Poland's very existence. In fact, the part that was awarded to
Poland in October 1921 produced 75 percent of her coal, 100 percent of her
coke and briquettes, 66 percent of her iron, 87 percent of her zinc, and 100
percent of her lead.
T h e ultimate proof that Germany could dispense at least with Upper
Silesian coal was provided during Polish-German negotiations for a commercial treaty in 1924/25, which were eventually broken off and led to a tariff war.
The Geneva Convention ( M a y 1922), whereby, among other things, Germany was obliged to purchase a monthly duty-free contingent of 500,000 tons
of coal from Upper Silesia, was due to expire on 15 June 1925. In the course of
the negotiations, which Germany tried to use for political ends, she declared
that she no longer needed so much coal and would accept no more than
100,000 tons per m o n t h . The news came as a shock to world opinion. Many
newspapers, the New York Times included, observed that this meant Germany
could live without Upper Silesian c o a l . In the Survey of International Affairs for
1925 Arnold J . Toynbee commented: " T h e situation was curious, for these
provisions had been drafted largely in Germany's interest to compensate for
her losses under the partition of Upper S i l e s i a . "
12
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There is no need to give a detailed description of the political background
for the Supreme Council's decision in 1919 that a plebiscite be held m Upper
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Silesia. It has been recounted elsewhere. Suffice it to say that the Germans
18

had protested violently against the award of Upper Silesia to Poland in the
Draft Treaty. It was Lloyd George who managed, by dint of threats and
persuasion, to obtain Wilson's and Clemenceau's reluctant assent to a
plebiscite, and the motive was political—to obtain Germany's signature of the
Versailles Treaty.
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This was not all, however. It is clear that the British

prime minister had already made up his mind to resist such a weakening of
Germany as would, in his view, lead to French " h e g e m o n y " in Europe.
Thus, it is not surprising that in his famous Fontainebleau Memorandum
of 25 March 1919, Lloyd George harshly criticized French and Polish claims
against Germany. H e not only doubted Polish capacity for stable selfgovernment, but, what is more important, he said he feared that Germany
might throw in her lot with Bolshevism rather than sign the harsh treaty being
prepared for h e r .

20

In Upper Silesia, he saw a plebiscite as only the second-

best solution. He later told Lord D'Abernon:

" W e should have been

favourable to giving it to Germany, but we compromised on a plebiscite."
This was generally seen as an unspoken bargain: in return for the plebiscite,
Germany would sign the peace treaty; and in return for the German
signature, Britain would do her best to see to it that Upper Silesia would stay
with Germany.
The plebiscite was to be held no less than eighteen and no more than
twenty-four months after the arrival of the Allied troops of occupation. This
led to unrest and turmoil in Upper Silesia, exacerbated Polish-German and
Anglo-French relations, and generally contributed to instability in Europe. As
Paul Mantoux put it: "All these bodies that have to organize plebiscites
appear to my mind like the time-bombs that the Germans used to leave in the
territories from which they were obliged to withdraw."
The decision to hold a plebiscite was the source of both hope and anxiety
for the German government, which hoped for victory but feared defeat. In
fact, fearing a Polish majority vote in Upper Silesia and the Polish Corridor,
the German cabinet had decided in April 1919 not to ask for plebiscites in
those areas. Indeed, at the news that the draft treaty had awarded Upper
Silesia to Poland, most German leaders there wanted to throw away their
rifles. Prussian authorities also feared that the undecided voters, who held
the key, would side with the Poles in the event of a Polish occupation. Thus,
in the Polish uprising of August 1919, the Germans were reported as having
behaved "shamelessly" because they expected a Polish victory,
while
during the uprising of August 1920, there were fears that the show o f Polish
strength might swing the German vote in Poland's favor. Thus, contrary to
official confidence that Upper Silesia would vote for Germany, there was
secret pessimism about the outcome.
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Immediately after the signing of the Versailles Treaty, both sides set to
work to influence the voters. The Germans had the advantage of almost
absolute control in the area during fourteen of the twenty-eight months that
elapsed between the signing of the armistice in November 1918 and the
plebiscite on 20 March 1921. It was only after the second Polish uprising of
August 1920 that the German police force was replaced by a plebiscite police
force made up of both Poles and Germans. Even so, apart from some high
officials who had to leave after the arrival of the Plebiscite Commission in
February 1920, all administrative posts down to the lowest ranks, such as
postmen and forest rangers, remained in German hands. The same applied to
teachers and to technical and clerical staff in industry, mines, and agriculture.
The higher Catholic clergy were German too, though most of the parish
priests were Polish. Thus, the Germans enjoyed an enormous advantage over
the Poles—who had struggled for their rights over the last sixty years.
T h e development of Polish national consciousness in Upper Silesia began
in the late 1840s under Bishop Bernard Joseph Bogedein, school commissioner for Oppeln (Opole) from 1848 to 1857 and later bishop of Breslau
(Wroclaw). Bogedein believed that children should start their education in
their native t o n g u e . But later, Bismarck's Kulturkampf again banished
Polish from the schools. Furthermore, n o Pole could become a state or
communal employee, and Polish political leaders were subject to harassment,
as witness Wojciech Korfanty, elected deputy to the Reichstag in 1903. Most
Poles were workers and peasants. M o r e often than not they combined the
farming of small plots of land with work in the mines and factories. Outside
the industrial region, most of the province was agricultural and provided a
living example of the old feudal system. Fifty-two percent of the land was in
the hands of a few German magnates: the duke of Ujest, the duke of Ratibor,
Prince Stollberg-Wernigerode, Prince HohenloheTngelfmgen, Prince D o n nersmarck, and the prince of Pless (Pszczyna). Any measures to break up
these estates would have weakened their grip over Polish Silesian peasants.
Furthermore, the great landowners were closely associated with German
industrialists. N o wonder that after the division of Upper Silesia in October
1921, the German government supported the policy of leaving great German
estates intact.
Besides controlling the administration, the church, and the economy, the
Germans also had military forces in U p p e r Silesia. These were not only
regular troops but also Free Corps formations. Immediately after the German
collapse in November 1918, considerable regular forces were concentrated in
Upper Silesia. G e n . Karl Hoefer, commander of the 117th Division, was
directed to take up a position in the industrial district in November 1918. In
December it was recognized as a Grenzschutz, or border defense unit.
However, as Hoefer states in his b o o k , the morale of his troops was very low,
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and it was the Free Corps which came to the rescue of the German cause.
The first Free Corps, under von Aulock, appeared as early as the spring of
1919. V o n Oertzen, in his history of the Free Corps, states that they were used
in suppressing strikes in Hindenburg (Zabrze) and, at the end of April 1919,
in Gleiwitz (Gliwice). At the same time, Hasse's Free Corps appeared in the
Polish areas of Pless (Pszczyna) and Rybnik. In June came the formations of
the Tullmann, Eulenburg, and the Hessisch-Thuringen-Waldecksche Corps.
They were followed by von Loewenfeld's Marine Free Corps and later by the
most notorious of them all, the Baltic Free Corps, under Erhard. Thus, the
Free Corps formations played a prominent role in the suppression of social
and national unrest in Upper Silesia, and this meant mainly the Polish
workers and peasants.
Later, the typical Free Corpsman joined the Nazi Party. According to
Robert G. L. Waite, he "was the restless Freebooter who had learned war and
did not want to learn anything e l s e . " This description agrees with Hoefer's
statement that they preferred playing at soldiers to doing any productive
w o r k . They terrorized the population by, among other things, exercising the
Feme, or "People's justice," and murdering all those whom they classified as
traitors. It was the Free Corps Feme which accomplished the assassination of
Matthias Erzberger, on 26 August 1921, and of Walther Rathenau, on 24
June 1923. The people of Upper Silesia suffered grievously from the Feme.
Waite writes:
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[The Feme] was a predominant feature of Freebooter activity in Upper
Silesia. During the period of the Silesian plebiscite, Heinz Oskar Hauenstein
gathered former Freikorpskampfer about him and organized them into small
shock troop formations, one of whose main functions was to " i n f l u e n c e "
German voters. Years later in a public trial Hauenstein guessed that his
"Special Police*' had killed "about 200 people" in Upper Silesia a l o n e .
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But, at the time, the outside world knew very little about the activities of
the Free Corps in Upper Silesia. Before the Versailles Treaty came into force
in January 1920, the territory was under German administration, and the
Allied Powers had no juridical title to intervene. It was only after the first
Polish uprising in August 1919 that an Allied commission ascertained the facts
about some of the atrocities. Rumors about these atrocities had been ascribed
to Polish exaggeration, but some of the information was supplied b y the
Freebooters themselves. In February 1921 the Times (London) reviewed a
publication of this sort, under the title "Freebooters in A r m s " :
It was in Upper Silesia, during the Polish peasant rising of August, 1919,
that the Ehrhardt force had the first opportunity of displaying something
more than class hatred. The quelling of the insurgent " W a t e r Pollaks," as
the Silesian Poles are contemptuously termed, was a Nationalist
48
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irredentist campaign. . . . The Regiments-Adjutant is in his element describing
the intimidating of the villagers, the bombing of miners in their mineshafts,
the bullying of "suspects."
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Apart from the Free Corps, the Upper Silesian Germans, with the aid of
subsidies from large industrial concerns, set up their own citizens' militia.
One of its organizers was Gerhard Williger, chairman of the Silesian Mining
and Foundry Association.
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While the German government claimed that the Free Corps units were
outside its control, local German authorities took strong action on Berlin's
orders to keep Upper Silesia with Germany. O n 31 December 1918 the
president of the Regierungsbezirk Oppeln (Opole) decreed that any activity
aiming at the secession of Upper Silesia from the Reich was high treason and
subject to trial by military courts. O n 10 January 1919, martial law was
proclaimed in the industrial district and was later extended to the agricultural
districts of Pless and Rybnik. All executive power was assumed by local
military commanders, house searches and arrests could be carried out at any
time, no public meetings were allowed, and military courts were established.
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The German government also looked after the labor organizations. At the end
of 1918 a Social-Democrat and former sergeant, Otto Horsing, came to
Kattowitz and became chairman of the Central Committee of Workers and
Soldiers. Later, he was appointed state commissioner for Silesia and West
Poznania, and then Reich and state commissioner, with his seat in Oppeln
(Opole).
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But despite German control and repressive measures, strikes and unrest
continued to spread. Since most of the industrial workers and peasants were
Polish Silesians, the movement inevitably had the dual aspect of a socioeconomic and a national revolt. T h e Polish Military Organization ( P O W ) ,
was established here in early 1919. It grew spontaneously but received only
minimum support from the Polish government, which did not want the
complication of an armed uprising in Upper Silesia. O n the one hand, the
government realized that such an uprising would be doomed without direct
assistance. O n the other hand, Warsaw could not give this assistance, since
Polish troops were fighting the Ukrainians in East Galicia and the Bolsheviks
in the Vilna region. Moreover, expecting the Peace Conference to render a
favorable decision on Upper Silesia, the Polish government did not wish to
put obstacles in the conference's path. Therefore, Warsaw issued frequent
warnings against any precipitate move. Wojciech Korfanty, the leader of the
Polish national movement in the region, agreed. At a meeting with government officials in Poznari on 27 April 1919, he stated that an uprising would
place Polish diplomacy in a hopeless position.
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government pressed for an Allied commission to be sent in to pacify the
population.
As tension increased during the summer, the Polish government made
frequent appeals to the Supreme Council to send a commission, but these
were ignored. O n 18 July, Paderewski asked United States Secretary of State
Robert Lansing to send U . S . troops to Upper Silesia. This might, thought
Paderewski, calm the population and avert an uprising. O n 5 August 1919
the liaison officer with the P O W in Upper Silesia reported to the Polish
General Staff the fear that the Polish population, exasperated by German
outrages, would rise up in arms at any moment. T h e report warned that if the
Germans did not proclaim an amnesty and if an Entente commission failed to
arrive within two weeks, a spontaneous popular uprising was inevitable.
It is beyond the scope of this study to deal at length with the first Polish
uprising, but we should note that it was preceded by strikes and massacres of
miners and workers. The uprising started on the night of 17/18 August 1919
and lasted six days. Contrary to some German assertions, particularly by
Horsing, it was not a Communist or Spartacist r i s i n g ; rather, it had a
distinctly Polish national character. General Hoefer himself noted that since
the uprising had first broken out in the predominantly Polish agricultural
districts of Pless and Rybnik, it could not have been provoked by Spartacists. Also, the relatively short duration of the uprising was due to the lack of
Polish intervention—a fact recognized by Reich Chancellor Gustav Bauer.
General Hoefer commented that irregular Polish units had no chance against
the well-equipped German troops. In fact, the Germans had a total of seventy
thousand men in regular and Free Corps units; the Poles had some twentyfive thousand men, and they were poorly a r m e d .
Although the uprising was a military failure, it did succeed in drawing
the attention of Allied statesmen to this remote c o m e r of Europe. It became
clear that the Polish workers could bring all the mines and factories to a
standstill if they so wished, and this aspect attracted the most attention in
Paris and London. At a meeting of the Supreme Council on 18 August 1919,
Balfour stressed the repercussions that the Upper Silesian unrest might have
on coal production. H e expressed no interest in the human misery involved,
although Gen. Paul Henrys in Warsaw and Gen. Charles Dupont in Berlin
had both sent telegrams stressing this factor. They blamed the German
authorities and demanded intervention by the Entente P o w e r s . Col. G .
Goodyear of the United States A r m y , who was then in Moravska Ostrava,
sent a similar message to Herbert H o o v e r . However, the French government, which opposed intervention, took the line that the information from
Polish sources was exaggerated. O n 20 August, French Foreign Minister
Stephen Pichon actually claimed that an Allied intervention would meet
Polish wishes and that Polish workmen had brought about the strikes in order
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to provoke i t .
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It is most likely the French feared that an Allied intervention

would mean the breakdown of the armistice with G e r m a n y .
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Whatever the

case may b e , the Polish government implicitly directed its appeal to
London.
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T h e British charge d'affaires in Warsaw, Sir Percy Wyndham,

reported that the Polish government had succeeded, albeit with much
difficulty, in controlling the army and preventing it from going to the aid of its
countrymen.
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W h e n the question of the Entente Powers' assuming control

over the plebiscite area came up, it was Balfour who urged on the Polish
government that order must be maintained in the mines and that the Polish
population in Silesia must be patient.
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However, the Allied demand that

Germany agree to a prompt Allied occupation of the region was refused.
Finally, on 23 August, it was decided that when the treaty came into force,
France should send the main contingent of troops to Upper Silesia, with
smaller units being supplied by Britain and Italy. At the same time, it was
decided that a Military Commission of Inquiry would be sent. This time,
Berlin agreed.
The Military Commission of Inquiry consisted of Gen. Ian Malcolm and
Lieutenant Colonel Tidbury of Great Britain; Col. G. Goodyear, coal
representative on the Supreme Economic Council for the United States;
General Dupont of France; and Gen. Roberto Bencivenga and Colonel
Vaccari of Italy. The German government gave its agreement despite
opposition from General Hoefer and Commissioner Horsing.
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German

Foreign Minister Hermann Miiller declared in a cabinet meeting that
Germany must agree in order to combat the new wave of atrocity stories,
particularly in Great Britain.
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The commission's report stated: "There is no

doubt that the repression was carried out by the Germans with great brutality,
and that the troops are intensely unpopular with the Polish speaking
population; far more so than either the mine managers or the civil officials,
with the possible exception of Herr Horsing." O n the P O W we read: " I t is
freely acknowledged that the Polish Military Organization—generally alluded
to as the P . O . W . — i s very complete and comprises nearly all the males of
military age of the Polish speaking community." The commission's judgment
on conflicting German and Polish views was:
Feeling now runs so high that a balanced neutral opinion is almost
unobtainable. Roughly speaking, German witnesses contend that the recent
troubles are due to the labour unrest and Spartacism, which are affecting
equally many other parts of the world; while the Poles contend that they are
purely nationalist in origin, and are provoked by Prussian brutality. . . . The
truth is that the causes are historical, religious, political, industrial and
economic.
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In its Note to the German Government, the commission asked for an
immediate general amnesty, except for criminal offenses, and that all
arbitrary executions be stopped. Also, it asked that the persecution of women
and children and the forcing of confessions by the use of threats—all facts that
had been ascertained by trustworthy witnesses—should cease at o n c e .
Thanks to the commission, Poland and Germany signed an agreement on 1
October 1919, providing for a general amnesty and the mutual release of
political prisoners. This brought temporary calm to the plebiscite area. Thus,
it may be said that though the first Polish uprising was crushed, it succeeded
in ending German rule by force in Upper Silesia. Nevertheless, the demarcation line between the Poles and the Germans left the industrial region on the
German side. This was due to Marshal Foch's decision that the line should
run along the actual war front; it was a French concession to Britain.
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Shortly after these events, Horsing committed a great mistake, which
ended his career in Upper Silesia. He persuaded the German government to
allow the holding of communal elections, although these were opposed by the
Allied Powers. The elections were held on 9 November 1919, and they turned
out to be a victory for the Poles. Out of 11,255 councillors elected, 6,822 were
Poles and 4,373 were Germans. Horsing, accused by his compatriots of
having gravely jeopardized the German cause in Upper Silesia, was forced to
resign.
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The Versailles Treaty was ratified on 10 January 1920, and the
Interallied Plebiscite Commission arrived in Upper Silesia on 11 February
1920. It consisted of Gen. Henri Le R o n d , president, for France; Col. H . F.
P. Percival for Britain; and Gen. Armando de Marinis for Italy. T h e Allied
troops consisted of ten French and two Italian battalions. The British were
unable to furnish their contingent for the time being because of troubles in
Ireland.
It was obvious from the start that the Allied troops, which numbered only
twelve thousand, were not strong enough to impose their control. Although
German regular troops and Free Corps formations were obliged to evacuate
U p p e r Silesia after the Versailles Treaty had come into force, many Free
Corpsmen returned as individuals and were very active in the t o w n s . They
enjoyed the support of the special German Sicherheitspolizei (SIPO), or security
police, which was organized on the model of a German infantry brigade. The
Polish Military Organization also resumed its activity, although it was greatly
handicapped by the German police and administrators who continued their
w o r k under Allied supervision.
After a few months of relative calm the situation again became very tense
in July and August 1920, when the R e d A r m y was advancing on Warsaw.
T h e r e was general fear among the Poles that the Germans were planning to
occupy Upper Silesia. In fact, the German W a r Ministry issued orders in July
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to the Seventh Army Corps to prepare for an occupation. Also, in August the
German government approached the Plebiscite Commission, offering to
supply it with troops to assure the neutrality of the region during the PolishSoviet w a r .
The outbreak of the second Polish uprising was preceded by violent antiPolish and anti-French demonstrations in towns with German majorities,
notably in Beuthen (Bytom) and Kattowitz (Katowice), from 17 to 19 August
1920. Both von Oertzen and Hoefer admit that these demonstrations
degenerated into riots and attacks on Allied troops. They admit that these
outbreaks were to demonstrate support for the province's neutrality in the
Soviet-Polish war, but both deny that the outbreaks were organized.
However, Allied and Polish observers on the spot thought they portended
large-scale action. The Italian foreign minister, Count Carlo Sforza, who
received reports from the Italian officers with the Plebiscite Commission,
wrote that in case of a Polish defeat at Warsaw, an organized German revolt
was ready to break out in Upper Silesia. He also noted that in mid August, the
Austrian and German press announced the capture of Warsaw by the
Bolsheviks. This news led to instant and simultaneous German attacks on the
Poles as well as on Allied troops.
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The second Polish uprising, which broke out on the night of 19/20
August 1920, was sparked by attacks on Poles in Kattowitz and other towns.
The uprising was accompanied by a general strike, which spread to all mines,
reducing coal production by 80 percent. The Poles saw the uprising as a
measure of self-defense. It was not supposed to result in the "liberation" of
Upper Silesia but was intended to counteract the German display of force and
lead to the disbanding of the much-hated German security police. This aim
was achieved on the fifth day of the uprising, when the Allied Commission
dissolved the SIPO and set up a new plebiscite police force, which was
composed half of Poles and half of Germans. Employment was guaranteed to
all, as well as freedom from discrimination on religious or political grounds.
As Sarah Wambaugh wrote: " W i t h the reorganization of the police, the grip
of the German official machine in Upper Silesia was loosened and the
situation r e v e r s e d . " T h e insurgents, though they were not defeated—thanks
partly to the passive support of the French troops—nevertheless feared the
possible entry of German troops with official Allied permission. Korfanty,
therefore, appealed to his followers to stop the fighting, since its official
objective—the dissolution of the SIPO—had been achieved.
While the success of the uprising has sometimes been ascribed to
organization, this is only part of the truth; it was equally due to mass support.
The most important result was to demonstrate the strength of the Polish
national movement, particularly since the Polish government gave no official
aid, and only very limited supplies of arms and ammunition came in from
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Poland. At this time, all available troops and supplies were engaged in
Pilsudski s drive against the R e d Army. German officials feared that Germany's chances of winning the plebiscite had greatly diminished. They
thought the German Silesians, impressed with the show of Polish strength,
would vote for Poland. Therefore, they advised that the plebiscite not be held
before the beginning of 1921. The German cabinet approved these and other
suggestions which included the proclamation that if Germany won the
plebiscite, Upper Silesia would receive autonomy. This was a move to counter
the Polish government's declaration to the same effect.
5
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Both sides continued their preparations for the plebiscite. As mentioned
earlier, Germany had the advantage of staffing the administration and the
higher clergy. Also, Germans owned the industrial plants, the mines, and
most of the agricultural land. The Poles had the advantage of being in the
majority. However, this did not mean that all Polish Silesians had developed a
Polish national consciousness; thus, many were more sensitive to material
than to national issues. While many Polish Silesians blamed their German
employers for postwar unemployment and inflation, and while they resented
German rule more bitterly than before, there were also those who feared that a
union with Poland would deprive them of their jobs, their pensions, and other
hard-earned benefits. Consequently, there was a sizeable "floating populat i o n , " which was particularly responsive to material inducements. In this
" d a n c e around the golden calf," the German side could count on all-out
support from vested interests. In fact, the whole Upper Silesian industry and
all the big landowners—with the single exception of Count Oppersdorf—
generously helped to finance German propaganda.
Nor was the latter
restricted to print. A special department for economic assistance to the poorest
social strata was set up in Kattowitz and named Abteilung H . The m o r e
prosperous strata were not forgotten either. When a land tax was introduced
in Prussia, the cabinet decided not to extend it to Upper Silesia since this
could prejudice the plebiscite results. Poland was at a great disadvantage in
this bidding, because she could only make promises for the future.
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While stepping up their propaganda activities, both sides also prepared
for every contingency, including an armed clash. O n the Polish side, there
was the underground Polish Military Organization; its headquarters were just
across the border in Sosnowiec. Its young leaders inside Upper Silesia,
particularly Michal Grazynski—later the governor of the Polish part of the
province—tried to get the upper hand over the moderate Korfanty, w h o
preferred diplomacy to military action. The Polish government, fearing that
an armed clash could provoke the entry of regular German troops and
complicate its diplomatic situation, supported Korfanty. The Germans were
also actively building up their underground organization. Unlike the P O W ,
which consisted almost exclusively of Polish natives of the region, the
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Germans accepted large numbers of volunteers from all parts of Germany and
even from outside it. Hoefer, Oertzen, and Laubert describe how men, arms
and munitions were smuggled into the area, mostly by night, often after
clashes between German and French border detachments. All these activities were directed by the German government. A special body called the
Zentrale was established in Breslau under Prussian State Commissioner for
Public Order and Security Dr. Karl Spiecker. Spiecker was a prominent
member of the Catholic Center Party, a member of the Reichstag, a
newspaper editor, and an intimate friend of Dr. Karl J . Wirth, the future
chancellor of the Reich. The Zentrale took over the political, financial, and
military direction of German activities in Upper Silesia. This meant,
primarily, the Oberschlesischer Selbstschutz, or Upper Silesian Self-Defense. T h e
Zentrale was in close touch with the military authorities, that is, General von
Lequis, who was also in Breslau and who carried out the orders of the War
Ministry in Berlin. Another organization controlled by the Zentrale was the
so-called Spezialpolizei, or special police. It was composed exclusively of Free
Corpsmen, and its commander was Heinz Hauenstein of the Free Corps
Loewenfeldt. This was an overtly terrorist organization which, as noted
above, specialized in dispensing the Feme, or people's justice, even though, as
Oertzen states, its members cared neither for the name nor for formal
proceedings. Oertzen admits that the terrorist activities of these Special
Police were carried out with the approval of Prussian Minister of the Interior
Carl Severing and of Dr. Spiecker. In fact, terrorist activities were planned
and prepared by the German Intelligence Office, and all the necessary details
were supplied by the German military authorities. The Special Police were
almost exclusively composed of Reich and Baltic Germans; the latter, having
lost everything, were ready and eager to risk their lives. Also, there were
many criminals in the Special Police, since the authorities could not be too
particular in recruiting its members. The Poles, for their part, had special
fighting units (Bojowka). These were small, consisted of local Polish Silesians,
and acted independently of the Polish government. In organization and
purpose they were modeled on the fighting units of the Polish Socialist Party's
Military Fraction, led by Pilsudski before 1914. These units were made up of
workers with some military training and were used generally for limitedpurpose raids.
As the date of the plebiscite approached, two thousand British troops
arrived in January 1921. One month before the vote, on 21 February, the
Supreme Council decided that both the residents and the nonresidents—the
"outvoters"—should vote at the same time in the communes in which they
had been born. Originally, giving the vote to "outvoters," or persons who
had been born in but were not residents of Upper Silesia, had been a French
suggestion designed to help the Poles, for many Polish Silesians worked in the
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Ruhr or in Poland. However, it soon became clear that the Germans would
bring in as many of their outvoters as possible. Therefore, the Poles first tried
to have them disbarred from voting and, when this failed, to have the
outvoters cast their ballots separately from the residents, thus ensuring a
Polish majority. In this, Warsaw almost succeeded, for in November 1920 the
Allies had agreed that all outvoters should cast their ballots in the Alliedoccupied zone of the Rhineland, for example, in Cologne. If the Poles and
Germans refused, it was agreed to adopt the French proposal that the
outvoters cast their votes in Upper Silesia, but a few days after the residents
had v o t e d . Both sides refused the Rhineland proposal; the Germans for fear
of not being able to control the votes of the large Polish immigrant population
in the Ruhr, and the Poles for fear that the Germans would do just that.
Therefore, the Allies made a decision on 21 February 1921—two days after
the signing of the Franco-Polish alliance, and the day on which the Military
Convention was signed—that boded ill for the Poles. Ostensibly, the decision
that all outvoters would vote on the same day in Upper Silesia was to prevent
disorder; in reality it marked a French concession to the British. T h e Germans
forbade any meetings of Polish outvoters living in the Ruhr and threatened
them with unemployment if they left to vote for Upper Silesia. However, the
Germans were also estimated to have lost some votes, since about one
hundred fifty thousand of their outvoters refused to go to Upper Silesia
because of the German propaganda on "Polish terror" there. Finally, two
days before the vote,
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the [German] outvoters were allowed to enter the area. Spurred on by
propaganda, wonderfully organized throughout Germany, more than
150,000 outvoters came from all parts of the Reich and from abroad. Infirm
and aged, crippled and ill, even women approaching confinement, made the
journey to preserve Upper Silesia for the Fatherland. Many had not been
there for decades. Free railroad tickets and free board in the area for ten days
were provided by the German Schutzbund [protective association], which also
provided for children who must be left behind and in other ways made it easy
to take the journey. Some 280 trains brought them from all parts of Germany
in a triumphal progress, bands playing and flags waving at every station on
the journey. Their coming greatly aided the German morale as well as
numbers.
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T h e long-awaited plebiscite took place on Sunday 20 March 1921,
without any disturbance. The results were questionable, for they did not
correspond with the real ethnic structure of the region. A total of 706,820
votes were cast for Germany and 479,418 for Poland. Out of 1,474 communes, 682 yielded Polish majorities; and 792, German ones. However, if we
deduct some 180,000 outvoters for Germany and 10,000 for Poland, the
respective figures are 524,532 for Germany (including some 300,000 Polish56
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speaking Silesians), and 469,294 for Poland. Thus, the resident German
majority vote came to about 5 5 , 2 3 8 . Also, although the Poles had originally
asked for the exclusion of the purely German districts of Neustadt and
Leobschutz, west of the O d e r , the Allies had decided that the vote should
include the whole province. This increased the German vote.
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While the plebiscite results were a disappointment for Poland, their
breakdown into resident and nonresident votes at least disproved the German
claim that Upper Silesia was a purely German province. Indeed, while the
German press celebrated victory, the Berlin stock exchange registered the fall
of Upper Silesian shares and the rise of Polish notes. It was clear that the
plebiscite results were far from conclusive.
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The Struggle for Upper Silesia:
Interpreting the Plebiscite, 20 March
to 10 October 1921

T h e next stage of the struggle for Upper Silesia revolved around the
interpretation of the plebiscite results. Germany claimed that she had won the
vote, that U p p e r Silesia was economically indivisible, and that division was
allegedly contrary to the Versailles Treaty. While the first two claims could be
argued, the third was clearly incorrect. The last sentence of paragraph 4 and
paragraph 5 o f the annex to article 88 of the treaty read:
The result of the vote will be determined by communes according to the
majority of votes in each commune.
On the conclusion of the voting, the number of votes cast in each
commune will be communicated by the Commission to the Principal and
Associated Powers, with a full report as to the taking of the vote and a
recommendation as to the line which ought to be adopted as the frontier of
Germany in Upper Silesia. In this recommendation regard will be paid to the
wishes of the inhabitants as shown by the vote, and to the geographical and
economic conditions of the locality.
It is clear from this text that the German claim to the whole o f Upper
Silesia o n the basis of a German majority vote did not accord with the
Versailles Treaty. Nevertheless, in early April, the German government
claimed the whole region and stated it did so " i n the firm conviction that
Upper Silesia can no more exist without Germany than Germany, bereft of
Upper Silesia, would be in a position to re-establish herself economically, or
recover her productive capacity. A n y other solution would be contrary to the
Treaty of Versailles /
T h u s , the German government linked its reparations' burden with
?

1

Upper Silesia and claimed that any serious proposals on reparations must be
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based on the assumption that the region would remain with G e r m a n y .
Although France was even more interested than Britain in obtaining a
satisfactory reparations settlement—after all, her own industrial region had
been devastated during the war—it was Lloyd George who constantly argued
that Germany could not pay reparations unless she had Upper Silesia. Like
the Germans, he made the final reparations figure dependent on U p p e r
Silesia's ultimate fate. W e should also bear in mind that in his view, the
maintenance o f the European balance of power depended—as one Foreign
Office official put it later—on not abandoning Germany to "the mercy of a
Franco-Polish alliance." For this reason, he tried to keep both Danzig and
Upper Silesia out of Polish h a n d s .
2

3

4

5

Poland, for her part, claimed the so-called Korfanty Line as her frontier.
This line included a strip along the west bank of the Oder and all of the area
east of the Oder, with the exception of the district of Kreuzburg and parts o f
Oppeln and Rosenberg ( S u s z ) . Within this area, 673 communes had voted
for Poland and 230 for Germany; the number o f votes cast for Poland was
435,260 and for Germany, 409,618 (including outvoters). This area included
the industrial triangle in which three out of the four large towns (Tarnowitz/
Tarnowskie G o r y excepted) had a large German majority. However, as a
Times correspondent observed, the townspeople consisted of German shopkeepers and clerical employees, while the Polish workers lived in villages o r
small tenement settlements around the towns. Thus, even in the preponderantly German towns, the labor force was predominantly Polish.
It was in France's interest that Germany lose the industrial triangle;
therefore France supported the Poles. The so-called Le R o n d Line, advocated
by G e n . Henri Le R o n d , president of the Plebiscite Commission, was not as
favorable to Poland as the Korfanty Line but included the industrial triangle
where 51.40 percent of the votes had been cast for Poland. French public
opinion rooted for Poland, and all French political parties exerted pressure o n
the government to remain faithful to the text of the treaty. O n 24 March 1921
the Commission on Foreign Affairs in the Chamber of Deputies voted a
resolution in this sense. O n 6 April, after a passionate debate in the chamber,
Briand assured the deputies that the final decision on Upper Silesia would not
depend on the question of reparations. Nonetheless, the Polish minister i n
Paris warned his government that a decision would have to be reached s o o n ,
since the Q u a i d'Orsay feared that after M a y the danger of a linkage between
U p p e r Silesia and reparations would be very g r e a t .
T h e British position was based on both political and economic considerations. W h i l e a considerable Polish majority would no doubt have forced L l o y d
G e o r g e to acquiesce in a surrender of the industrial region to Poland, the
apparent G e r m a n preponderance played into his hands. As he told the British
ambassador in Berlin, Lord D ' A b e r n o n : " M y inclination is that the country
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should be kept together, and I will not agree to partition unless I am obliged
to. W e are all interested in German prosperity. After all, if we wish Germany
to pay we have to leave them something to earn money w i t h . "
This was also the overall view of the British press, which was impressed
by the German vote and stressed the economic aspect of the problem. T h u s ,
the Economist of 26 M a r c h stated that " a n overwhelming majority" of the
voters had expressed the wish to remain with Germany and ' 'as things are, the
German industralists breathe again, and so may their Allied creditors."
Thus, when the plebiscite results were known, the British cabinet decided that
the whole of U p p e r Silesia should go to Germany. O n 22 March, C u r z o n
instructed General Percival as follows: " F o r your confidential guidance I
think it well to tell you that, in view of [the] overwhelming German majority
in [the] plebiscite area, the only really efficacious solution appears to us to be
the recognition o f German claims to the w h o l e . " The British representative at
the Conference of Ambassadors was instructed that in the cabinet's opinion,
"the existence of isolated areas of a Polish or German majority does not justify
the breaking up of the unity of Upper Silesia and attempts to do so shall be
resisted."
Not only Germany's ability to pay, however, was at stake. Britain feared
that if the industrial region were assigned to Poland, France would then gain
control of its coal, zinc, and steel industry. These fears were fed by the signing
of the Franco-Polish alliance in February 1921 and by rumors of French
attempts to seize a controlling interest in the mines and steel mills. T h e British
had frightening visions of French economic hegemony in Europe. A typical
example of this is to be found in a speech by Lieutenant C o m m a n d e r
Kenworthy, a Liberal M . P . , who also served as a go-between in unofficial
British contacts with Germany. O n 5 M a y 1921, Kenworthy declared in the
House of C o m m o n s that " i f the sanction is applied [to Germany, A . C ] , if the
French get into the Ruhr, and if the Poles get the upper Silesian coal mines,
France will have something like an economic hegemony of Europe through
their control of coal and iron, and we are going to feel the draught very
quickly." O n 13 May, Kenworthy predicted the ruin of Germany if the
Poles obtained Upper Silesia. O n this occasion he warned that this would also
mean the bankruptcy o f both Britain and F r a n c e , though he failed to explain
how a bankrupt France could exercise economic hegemony in Europe.
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Franco-British differences were clearly evident immediately after the
plebiscite. T h e first clash occurred at the meeting of the Plebiscite C o m m i s sion, which was required to recommend a line for dividing the province. T h e
British commissioner, Percival, succeeded in obtaining the support o f his
Italian colleague, Marinis—whom some Italians accused of p r o - G e r m a n
tendencies —and together they proposed a line in accordance with British
views and wishes. However, since it was well known that France would o p p o s e
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the allocation of the whole area to G e r m a n y , the Percival-Marinis Line, while
assigning the industrial region to Germany, left small parts o f Gleiwitz,
Zabrze, Kattowitz, Beuthen, and a strip along the eastern edges of Tarnowitz,
Lublinitz (Lubliniec), and Rosenberg to Poland. The agricultural areas of
Pless and Rybnik were also to go to P o l a n d .
Before the plebiscite, Italian support of French, and therefore Polish,
claims was available at a price. O n 20 February 1921 the Italian foreign
minister, Count Carlo Sforza, instructed the Italian ambassador in Paris,
Lelio Bonin-Longare—whom President Millerand had approached on the
subject—that Italy, in exchange for her support of the French solution for
Upper Silesia, would demand the following: certain changes in the Treaty of
Sevres with Turkey; an exchange of notes on Cyprus; resignation from
French claims to the Austro-Hungarian navy; and suspension of the dispute
about Italian immigration to France. Millerand probably thought this price
too high. In any case, Sforza refused to take up the Polish government's
proposals, made at the end of February, for Polish-Italian cooperation in
exploiting the mineral resources of U p p e r Silesia.
T h e third Polish uprising was sparked by news of the Percival-Marinis
proposal. Korfanty learned of it on 30 April from the Polish consul in Oppeln,
Daniel Keszycki, who had heard it from French sources. Korfanty then
decided to call for an uprising. H o w e v e r , he intended for it to demonstrate the
Polish character of Upper Silesia, not to effect a permanent seizure of
territory. Gen. Jules Gratier, who acted as president of the Plebiscite
Commission during Le R o n d ' s absence in Paris, raised no objections. Thus,
on 1 M a y , Korfanty's German-language paper, the Oberschlesische Grenzzeitung,
published a special issue, which informed its readers of the Anglo-Italian
proposal and also of an alleged decision by German industrialists to destroy
the industrial plants if Upper Silesia were awarded to Poland. By this time,
many mines and foundries were already on strike; on 2 May they were joined
by the remaining plants and mines. Thus it happened that on the night of 2/3
M a y the third Polish uprising broke out in Upper Silesia. The forty
thousand Poles who fought in it were for the most part mine and foundry
workers who preferred to risk their lives rather than remain under German
r u l e . The German underground organization was smashed during the first
stage of the insurrection and had to be reconstituted under cover of the
Selbstschutz, which, as noted above, was a force made up of paramilitary
units subordinated to General H o e f e r . T h e Polish forces had to rely on
themselves, for they received negligible military supplies from Poland.
In fact, the Polish government had opposed plans for the insurrection.
When the insurrection broke out, Warsaw tried to limit it in scope and time
and to use it as a short but powerful demonstration against the proposed
Percival-Marinis Line. This attitude was shared by Korfanty, but he was
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opposed by the young officers in the Polish Military Organization. They
managed to seize the leadership and to direct the uprising onto more
ambitious paths; they hoped it would lead to an occupation of Upper Silesia
by the insurgents up to the Korfanty Line and thus force Allied recognition of
Polish claims. Nevertheless, since in the west, Korfanty was blamed for the
uprising, the Polish government dismissed him from the post of Polish
commissioner in Upper Silesia. At the same time, the Polish army group
under Gen. Stanislaw Szeptycki, with headquarters in Krakow, received strict
orders not to move and therefore never went into action.
The reasons for this policy are not difficult to find. The Polish government was very much afraid of German military intervention; it also realized
that its French supporters would be in a very difficult position versus the
British if the uprising continued to spread. Polish Foreign Minister Sapieha
had traveled to Paris at the end of April and then to London, where he arrived
just before the uprising. On 2 May the undersecretary of state for foreign
affairs, Erazm Piltz, telegraphed the Polish legation in London that the
government was perplexed by the news of the general strike and feared it
could lead to an uprising. Therefore, Premier Wincenty Witos asked Sapieha
to obtain a prompt decision on Upper Silesia from the Allied Powers. Two
days later the Polish government resolved to issue a communique appealing to
the Poles in Upper Silesia to keep calm and to end the insurrection. Sapieha
was informed on the same day that the Polish Council of Ministers insisted on
a prompt Allied decision to prevent the insurrection from spreading. On this
day, too, the Polish government sent a note to the Allied Powers disclaiming
any responsibility for the uprising. In another note of 7 May the government
recalled the sacrifices and efforts made by the Polish workers of Upper Silesia
to receive just treatment, and enumerated the measures it had taken to check
the insurrection. Sapieha himself gave an interview to the Times (London),
in which he stated:
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The Polish Government was well aware that a deplorable impression would
be caused by the disturbances and had done everything it could to stop
them. . . . He had no doubt that M . Korfanty, the Plebiscite Commissioner,
who has now been relieved of his office by the Polish Government, and who
appeared to have joined the movement with a view to maintaining his
influence over his countrymen, would also display a soothing spirit and try to
bring back the workmen and miners to their senses. . . . T h e

Poles

considered that . . . they were entitled to the eastern part of Upper Silesia,
with the mining district. . . .

T o leave Upper Silesia to Germany meant

ruining the result of the Great W a r and sanctioning the "Mittel-Europa
Politik" by placing all Central and Eastern Europe economically in absolute
dependence on Germany.
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Sapieha urged his government to terminate the uprising. In a telegram dated
4 M a y he warned that the uprising might have a very negative effect on the
Polish cause. H e claimed to have assurances from Count Sforza that the latter
would support Briand over Poland in the Supreme Council but that severe
casualties a m o n g the Italian troops had severely jeopardized Polish interests.
Briand told Sapieha that no final decision had been reached so far and that a
favorable decision could only be obtained by restoring c a l m .
Sapieha s recommendations
5
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accorded with the views o f the Polish

cabinet. Korfanty also agreed to work to end the uprising. O n 5 M a y he
appealed to the workers to return to work on 9 M a y , and they heeded him. O n
10 M a y the insurgents signed a preliminary agreement with members of the
Allied Plebiscite Commission, establishing a demarcation line for territories
still remaining under their control. T h e Poles agreed to give up a few strategic
points to the commission and, in return, demanded a line defining their
sphere of operations. T h e signatories for the Allied Commission were: Col. L.
Adam for the French, Lt. C o l . Ettore Periggi for the Italians, and Captain
Gastol for the British. T h e signatories on the Polish side were: H a u k e (Karol
Grzesik), Glowski, Sol ski, and Ludy ga-Lasko wski. Also present were K o r fanty and the French general, Sauvage de Brantes. This was only a
preliminary agreement, which had to be ratified b y the whole Allied Plebiscite
Commission. However, when the Germans protested and when the negative
attitude of Percival and Marinis received support from London and R o m e , Le
R o n d backed down and denied that the agreement existed.
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In the mean-

while, Korfanty s appeal had dampened the fighting on the Polish side. This
5

allowed the Selbstschutz to take up positions, while the Poles were content to
hold the Korfanty Line, which approximated the territory they claimed. But
the Conference

of Ambassadors, sitting in London to discuss

German

reparations, issued statements on 7, 9, and 10 M a y , condemning the
insurrection, giving assurances that n o final decision had been m a d e on the
division of Upper Silesia, and blaming the Poles for the o u t b r e a k .
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Mean-

while, Lloyd George was preparing a diplomatic offensive which was to
provoke a grave crisis in Franco-British relations.
W e should note that on 18 April 1921 the Reparations Commission had
finally fixed Germany's total indebtedness at 132 billion gold marks (about
$33 billion in

1921 dollars). It also demanded that the whole of the

Reichsbank's metallic reserves be transferred to the bank's branches in the
occupied areas. At the session of the Conference of Ambassadors that met in
London between 29 April and 5 M a y , Briand demanded the immediate
occupation of the R u h r as a means of extracting German consent. However, it
was eventually decided that an ultimatum would be sent requiring the
German government to accept the schedule of payments established by the
Reparations Commission and to fulfill the requests on disarmament contained
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in the Allied note of 29 January 1921. If Germany refused to comply with
these demands, the Allies would occupy the Ruhr.
The acceptance of this ultimatum by the new G e r m a n government of Dr.
Wirth on 11 May 1921 was closely connected with the question of Upper
Silesia. A few days before the new government was constituted, the German
cabinet agreed that the rejection of the ultimatum might mean the loss of
Upper Silesia, while acceptance was expected to strengthen British and Italian
influence, which might then turn the scales in favor o f G e r m a n y .
30

The circumstances under which German acceptance of the ultimatum
was negotiated show that the British used all their influence in Berlin to this
end, and they may have implied a promise to support the German cause. In
fact, on July 8, Chancellor Wirth told General Hoefer that he had received
assurances on this point. These might have come through British contacts
with Gustav Stresemann. Since the British government h o p e d that
Stresemann would accept the chancellorship in mid M a y and carry-out a
policy of fulfillment—that is, of paying reparations—he was asked to state the
conditions on which he would, as chancellor, accept the ultimatum on
reparations. But Stresemann first demanded some explanation of the future
intentions of the British and Italian governments in regard to U p p e r Silesia.
He therefore addressed a questionnaire on this subject to the British and
Italian governments. He told the British charge d'affaires in Berlin, Lord
Kilmarnock, on 9 M a y , that if Germany were to retain the industrial district
of Upper Silesia, he thought she might, with a great effort, fulfill the
conditions imposed by the Allied ultimatum. T h u s , if Stresemann were
assured that the British and Italian governments would stand by the proposals
of their representatives on the Plebiscite Commission, he would be ready to
assume responsibility for carrying out Germany's obligations. However,
before deciding whether he could form a new government and accept Allied
conditions, he wished to have some private assurance that the British
government would not allow any other solution in Upper Silesia than that
based on the report of the British representative on the c o m m i s s i o n . The
British ambassador in Berlin, Lord D'Abernon, realized that a formal pledge
to this effect was impossible; he therefore advised his government to declare
that it would adhere to a strict and impartial execution of the Versailles Treaty
with respect to the industrial a r e a .
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The British government could not afford to make any other statement.
The Conference of Ambassadors, which was then considering the separate
reports of the members o f the Plebiscite Commission, failed to reach any
agreement. Jules Cambon, the president of the Conference of Ambassadors,
insisted that no partial decision should be made that would prejudice the
French plan that, in return for the coal mines, Poland should assume part of
Germany's obligations. Therefore, the British declaration requested by
35
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D'Abernon for the German government stated that the British government
could not give any assurances without prior consultation with its allies; " b u t
in our discussions with our Allies [the] German Government may rely upon
our desire to pay due regard to the important German interests involved and
to press for equitable settlement." D ' A b e r n o n found this communication " s o
unexpectedly favourable" that he was sure that if it had arrived before the
creation of Wirth s cabinet (10 M a y ) , Stresemann would have accepted the
chancellorship. However, when the British note was disclosed at the end of
July in the New York Herald and then the Times (London), Lloyd George
denied that any such communication had been m a d e . The Italian government made no reply to Stresemann's questionnaire. Although the Italian
ambassador in Berlin, Alfredo Frassati, supported the German cause, Count
Sforza showed signs of hesitation. T h u s , despite Marinis's support for the
British aim of awarding the industrial area to Germany, official Italian
5
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consent seemed doubtful.
Although the uprising was petering out by mid May, Polish strength in
Upper Silesia and passive French support for the Polish cause again sparked
British attacks on Poland. O n 13 M a y , Kenworthy gave the cue to Lloyd
George in Parliament. H e proposed that for economic reasons the whole of
Upper Silesia should stay with Germany. H e also suggested that the Germans
be given a mandate " t o clear out the Poles, if the Poles do not listen to
r e a s o n . " In fact, the idea of warning the Poles that the Allies might not be
able to restrain Germany had been mooted in a dispatch by Curzon to the
British ambassador in Paris, Hardinge, on 10 M a y . Lloyd George had
apparently decided to make Parliament a sounding board for this move. He
did so despite PercivaTs report of 11 M a y that Korfanty had agreed to stop the
Polish advance, to make no new attacks, and to help resume work in the
industrial plants and on the railways. In return, Korfanty asked that the
insurgents be allowed to administer the area more or less approximating the
Korfanty L i n e . The British rejected this offer, seeing its acceptance as a
"capitulation" to the insurgents. Hence Lloyd George's threats.
O n 13 M a y the prime minister prefaced his proposal by an attack on the
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Poles, including the charge that they had worn German uniforms and had
shot at Allied troops who were fighting for the freedom of Poland during the
war. Speaking about Upper Silesia he said: "Either the Allies ought to insist
upon the Treaty being respected, or they ought to allow the Germans to do it.
Not merely to disarm Germany, but to say that such troops as she has got are
not to be permitted to take part in restoring order in what, until the decision
comes, is their own province—that is not f a i r . "
French reaction was violent. Briand was in danger of falling and
reportedly gave assurances that if regular German troops were sent to Upper
Silesia, the French would automatically occupy the Ruhr without consulting
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the other Allies. In public, he declared at a press conference on 15 M a y that
" a stern and categorical warning was delivered to Germany . . . the invasion
of Upper Silesia by German troops would create a situation of such terrible
gravity that he declined even to contemplate i t . " He also backtracked from
the French proposal that if the industrial district were to be given to Poland,
the latter would assume part of Germany's reparations. He now insisted that
the final decision should be based on equal justice for Poles and Germans. At
the same time, in an aide-memoire of 14 May, he rejected charges of French
partiality to Poland and warned Lloyd George that direct German action
would cause direct Polish involvement and put the results of the war in
question. He doubted whether France or any other power could witness such
events passively. The situation was, indeed, tense, and not only in Paris and
London. As a result of Lloyd George's speech, General Hoefer was appointed
commander of the Selbstschutz. The Germans concentrated some thirty-five
thousand troops in their part of Upper Silesia, and the Poles readied about the
same number on their side of the border in Poland.
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Thus, Lloyd George's speech caused an acute crisis not only in FrancoBritish relations but also in Upper Silesia. Curzon warned that if French
troops entered the Ruhr, the British government would view this as being
inconsistent with the "spirit of the entente" and as "endangering the
alliance." London appealed to Rome for support over Upper Silesia, but
the Italian government replied only that it would support the British in
exercising pressure on the French over the R u h r . In the meanwhile, Colonel
Percival's proposal that the Germans flocking into Upper Silesia be incorporated into the police force was strongly opposed by General Le R o n d . O n 17
May, Lloyd George still hewed to his line. As he put it: " T h e children of the
Treaty cannot be allowed to break crockery in Europe with impunity.
Somebody must place a restraining hand on them, otherwise there will be
continual trouble." There were, however, some Englishmen who doubted
whether the restraining hand should be German. Gen. Sir Henry Wilson told
Austen Chamberlain, after Lloyd George's speech of 13 M a y , that "the
Boches should be invited to carry out and execute the Treaty of Versailles,"
instead o f being let loose on the Poles in Upper Silesia.
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It was rather unfortunate that Lloyd George's speech of 13 M a y came
just at the moment when the uprising was petering out and when the Polish
government was doing all it could to restrain the insurgents. O n 14 M a y the
Polish government replied to a note from the Conference of Ambassadors of
10 May, stressing the spontaneous character of the insurrection and enumerating all the measures taken to lessen the tension, such as the dismissal of
Korfanty, the closing of the Polish-Silesian frontier, the prohibition of
recruitment in Polish territory, and appeals to the nation to keep c a l m . But
the Poles had to refute the allegations made by Lloyd George, and Korfanty
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was the first to reply. In an open letter of 16 M a y to the British prime
minister, Korfanty denied that the Polish population of Upper Silesia
consisted of recent immigrants. Even the Germans had not made such a
patently erroneous claim. As to the charges concerning Polish service in the
German army during the war, Korfanty noted that fifteen thousand Silesian
deserters or prisoners of war had joined Haller's army in France. It was cruel
irony, he said, to imply that Polish Upper Silesians should have revolted
against Germany during the war, when the largest armies in the world had
needed four years to crush German military might. H e also reminded Lloyd
George that the first uprising had taken place before Germany had disarmed.
Korfanty recalled that in his own speeches in the German Reichstag during
the war, he had attacked Prussian militarism and had advocated Polish
independence even at the risk of his life. Finally, he stressed the genuinely
native character o f the uprising, which would not have lasted one day if the
Polish Silesians had not supported it with conviction and enthusiasm.
Nevertheless, on the following day, the Plebiscite Commission refused to
entertain the Polish National Committee's proposal that the zone evacuated
by the insurgents should be occupied by Allied t r o o p s .
O n 17 M a y the British minister in Warsaw, Sir William Max Muller,
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reported that the Polish prime minister would make a speech in the Sejm. T h e
government had approved a declaration condemning the insurrection but
could not publish it after Lloyd George's speech. Still, it would welcome a
hint, through Muller, about a line that would be acceptable to L o n d o n .
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seems unlikely that any answer was sent to this inquiry. O n 18 M a y the Polish
prime minister, Wincenty Witos, replied to Lloyd George. He protested the
latter's unfair and unchivalrous comments about the Poles during the war. H e
asked for a strict interpretation of the Versailles Treaty and complained that
Lloyd George's speech had only aggravated the situation. Witos recalled
Polish measures to check the insurrection, and he stressed the open display of
German military activity in the territory. H e noted that enlistment of German
soldiers for U p p e r Silesia was proceeding openly and that German newspapers had reported the arrival of large transports of regular troops in the
area. Strangely enough, said Witos, Lloyd George seemed to be ignorant of
all this and claimed that the Germans had been disarmed. Where, asked
Witos, was objectivity and j u s t i c e ?
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German armed intervention in Upper Silesia was, indeed, extensive.
M o r e o v e r , both General de Marinis, the Italian member of the Plebiscite
Commission, and other Italian officers favored the Germans. Thanks to the
connivance of the local Italian commander, M a j o r Invrea, the first nucleus of
the German Selbstschutz was organized o n 3 M a y around Ratibor—that is,
west of the O d e r , where the Germans were in the majority. It was at this time
that Italian troops suffered some casualties in a clash with Polish insurgents,
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and this caused tension in Italo-Polish relations. It should be noted that some
members of the notorious Oberland Free Corps took part in these operations.
There were also some armed units in the northernmost tip of the province,
around Kreuzburg. However, these units, consisting partly of local Germans
and partly of members of the Free Corps who belonged to the Spezialpolizei,
were inadequate to stem the Polish tide, aided as it was by passive French
support. In fact, the whole German resistance movement would have petered
out had it not been for the effective and massive support of the German
government. Lloyd George's speech of 13 M a y gave the impetus to German
counteraction. The former air-force camp at Brieg became a camp for
volunteers who came from all parts of the Reich. Men came from Berlin,
Bavaria, the Tyrol, and elsewhere. Heydebreck's " W e h r w o l v e s , " the
Rossbach storm units, and Rheinhardt's Free Corps left their work as
"agricultural laborers" and set up headquarters in Upper Silesia during the
first week of M a y . Former Baltic Free Corpsmen were already there working
as " m i n e r s " ; students and other volunteers arrived by the hundreds.
General Hoefer himself admitted that the Selbstschutz was like a small
army.
T h u s it is not true that "the complete success of the Poles was
prevented, however, first, by the German inhabitants, who organized themselves for resistance under General H o e f e r . " Only part of the Selbstschutz
was m a d e up of native Silesians, and General Hoefer's appointment was
approved by Berlin.
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H o w e v e r , we should note that the German government was seriously
embarrassed by the great numbers of Free Corpsmen in the Silesian
Selbstschutz. T h e government was well aware of their antirepublican, antiSemitic, and generally reactionary character. Whether he knew this or not,
G e n . Hans von Seeckt, chief of the Army C o m m a n d , objected most strongly
at cabinet meetings to the building up of volunteer corps, and he demanded
that the existing Selbstschutz be supported instead. General Hoefer was
received o n 18 M a y by W a r Minister Gessler, and Chancellor Wirth. He was
ordered to restrain the Free Corps and to prevent independent actions similar
to those that had taken place earlier in the Baltic r e g i o n . Gessler states that it
was decided to organize the Selbstschutz within the framework of the
Reichswehr and to supply it with artillery and munitions ordered in Soviet
Russia, even if this meant spending the last gold reserves in the treasury. A
central fund already existed in Breslau from which the Selbstschutz was being
p a i d . S o m e information on the German government's direct involvement in
these matters came out later in the nineteen-twenties. Thus, in December
1925, Chancellor Wirth stated in reply to the Socialist leader Phillip
Scheidemann that the German government and the president of the republic,
Friedrich Ebert, had organized the Selbstschutz in Upper Silesia. Similar
disclosures were made about the army by Ernst Buchdrucker in his book o n
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Seeckt. The latter's biographer, Friedrich von Rabenau, claimed that the
general, while denying any connections with the Free Corps in Upper Silesia,
had secretly supplied them with arms and ammunition and had even sent
military advisers in civilian clothes to their u n i t s .
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Warnings against the Free Corps stemmed from the fact that they
violently opposed the German Republic and discredited the Selbstschutz;
moreover, Western correspondents' reports on their activities shocked public
opinion. Hoefer himself wrote that Free Corpsmen committed anti-Semitic
excesses and even threatened to exterminate all Jews. There were many
criminals among the Free C o r p s m e n . Responsible German papers claimed
that the Free Corps in Upper Silesia had "all the evil qualities of the Baltic
bands. The swastika badge, the emblem of Anti-Semitism, has already made
its appearance, and these corps are said to have the same tendency as that
professed by their forerunners under Erhardt and Luttwitz at the time of the
Kapp Putsch—namely, the ultimate overthrow of the German R e p u b l i c . "
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In any event, the German battle against the Poles was officially waged by
the Selbstschutz. This so-called self-defense organization was remarkably
similar to regular army units and was heavily armed. Sixteen armored trains
and a considerable amount of heavy artillery appeared at the front. Hoefer
claimed that it would have been easy for the Poles, if they had had some help
from Poland, to have overrun the thin German lines before they were ready.
However, the Polish government refused assistance and closed the frontier
between Poland and Upper Silesia. Also, Korfanty had regained control over
the Polish Military Organization and kept it in check. General Hoefer himself
was reluctant to attack the Poles, but the commander of the Southern Group,
Lt, Gen. Bernhard von Huelsen, disobeyed orders. H e was egged on by the
Free Corps leaders and also, allegedly, by an English officer attached to the
headquarters of the Selbstschutz, a certain M a j o r Keatinge, who was allegedly
pro-German. T h e Southern Group launched an operation against the Poles
at the Annaberg (St. Anne's Mountain) on 21 M a y and made some gains,
although both sides suffered heavy losses. Obstinate Polish resistance and
German setbacks at Ratibor and Rosenberg convinced Hoefer that further
operations did not have much hope of success. The Free Corps, meanwhile,
laid plans for the conquest of the whole of Upper Silesia. However, they were
shocked on 24 M a y by the chancellor's decree, which forbade the formation of
Free Corps and similar bodies, provided severe punishments against anyone
contravening the decree, and put measures into effect to prevent Free
Corpsmen from crossing the border into the plebiscite area. This decree was
clearly connected with the simultaneous announcement that four British
battalions were to return to Upper Silesia from the Rhineland, where they had
been transferred because of strikes.
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On 29 M a y , General Hoefer ordered all his troops to remain behind the
line they then occupied. However, his orders were again disobeyed, and
heavy fighting continued until 6 June, when an offensive move by the
Selbstschutz toward Gleiwitz was stopped by Allied troops, who interposed
themselves between Germans and Poles. The latter, as mentioned above, did
not have any support from Poland. This fact was confirmed by an investigation conducted by Lieutenant Commander Rawlings, R . N . , who was attached to the British Military Mission in Warsaw. The results of his inquiry
were communicated to German Foreign Minister Dr. Friedrich Rosen by
Lord D'Abernon on 1 July 1921. The Polish government had also refused
Korfanty's request of 28 May for 40 million German marks and provisions.
Instead, the Polish cabinet decided to provide money to liquidate the
uprising. Korfanty had threatened to print his own currency, but the end of
the fighting aborted this p l a n . Thus, while the German government had
taken the Selbstschutz in hand and had supplied it with arms and money, the
Polish government had refused to give any significant help to the insurgents.
This policy was carried out despite strong pressure from Polish public
opinion, which demanded that help be given to the insurgents. The foreign
minister, Prince Sapieha, was forced to resign. Although this was mainly the
result of right-wing attacks on his policy to federate Poland and Lithuania, he
found no support on the Left because of his alleged weakness in regard to
Upper Silesia. In the following months it became clear that the Upper Silesian
question was above all a major problem in Franco-British relations.
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At the end of May the French had offered the British an olive branch.
Briand delayed his full and official answer to Lloyd George's speeches of 13
and 17 M a y until 24 May. In the meanwhile, aide-memoires crossed and
recrossed the channel, and the newspapers of both countries were full of
mutual recriminations. On 24 M a y , Briand spoke in the Chamber of
Deputies. H e informed his audience of the German government's decision to
prohibit enlistment for the Selbstschutz on German soil. He pleaded for Allied
unity and called German reactions to Lloyd George's speech a "misinterpretation." He defended the French point of view on Upper Silesia,
stating: " A t no time had it been in the thought of France to give Poland
German territories. . . . The fact that Polish votes were to be found in rich
industrial territories was no argument why these territories should be refused
to Poland. In the mining districts Poland had a majority both of votes and of
communes." H e had no difficulty in pointing out the injustice of the British
proposal for the partition of Upper Silesia: " T h e frontier line proposed by the
British representatives would have given Poland only 194,176 electors out of
479,000 who voted for her. Thus only 40 per cent, of the Polish voters would
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have become Polish, while 60 per cent, would have been handed back to
German d o m i n a t i o n . "
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Despite this criticism of the British proposal, Briand's speech had a bad
press in Poland. Fears continued, even in July, that he would try to
compromise with Britain at Poland's expense. Indeed, the German government was suspiciously accommodating on reparations. O n 17 M a y it paid 150
million gold marks into the reparations account for France, and on 1 June,
Chancellor Wirth declared that his government intended to loyally execute the
Versailles Treaty clauses on reparations and disarmament—provided, however, that Upper Silesia remained with G e r m a n y .
Although the British government and public opinion welcomed Briand's
speech, French and British points of view remained literally "Poles apart,"
and French opinion feared that France might be outvoted in the Supreme
Council. Lloyd George had, in fact, threatened, on 18 M a y , that the Upper
Silesian question might be decided in the council by a majority v o t e . The
British government could win this vote, provided it had Italian support. The
Italians, however, demurred. M o r e than that, on 31 M a y , the Corriere dellasera
published a compromise proposal by Count Sforza that envisaged a partition
of the plebiscite area. Sforza suggested that territory where 45 percent of the
population had voted for Poland should go to her. T h e fate of Upper Silesia,
he claimed, should be decided in accordance with the principles of the
Versailles Treaty and the results of the plebiscite. Poland and Germany
should each obtain territory approximating the percentage of votes received.
These proposals had already been communicated to the British government
on 24 M a y , so that Sforza was publicly challenging Lloyd George, and this
made a British victory in the Supreme Council more than doubtful.
Still, the French were not sure of winning their case. At the beginning of
June, they opposed an early meeting of the Supreme Council. They
demanded that the Poles and the Germans first disarm so that peace and order
could be restored. They also asked that a commission of experts be set up to
collect all the data necessary for the Supreme Council to reach a final decision.
The British, for their part, desired an early meeting for the council and would
not budge from the Percival-Marinis proposal to allocate the whole industrial
district to Germany. N o w the Italians again sided with L o n d o n . As a
temporary solution, Percival and Marinis jointly proposed that Upper Silesia
be divided into three parts: Rybnik and Pless were to be occupied by the
Poles; the western and northern parts of the plebiscite area were to be
occupied by German troops; and the industrial district was to be occupied by
Allied troops. This was, however, totally unacceptable to France, Poland, and
Germany. Nonetheless, Briand's conciliatory stance and delaying tactics did
lessen the tension between Paris and London. Furthermore, Colonel Percival
suffered a nervous breakdown and resigned. He was replaced by Gen. Sir
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Harold Stuart, who had been a member of the Inter-Allied Rhineland
Commission. This change, in turn, improved relations between the British
and French members of the Plebiscite Commission, for Percival and Le Rond
had hardly been on speaking terms. Finally, the arrival of six British
battalions (two additional battalions were dispatched on 26 M a y ) , numbering
some three thousand men who were very heavily armed, helped to calm the
local population, even though some Germans deluded themselves that the
British would fight side by side with them against the F r e n c h .
This
assumption can only be explained by the fact that some British members of the
commission rather openly sympathized with the German cause. According to
German sources, some British officers and officials told the Germans that any
transfer of part of Upper Silesia to the Poles would only be temporary. This
opinion was shared by some members of the Foreign O f f i c e .
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In any event, the continuing discord between France and Britain
stimulated German resistance to giving up any ground in Upper Silesia.
While the Poles indicated readiness to evacuate the territory under their
occupation provided the Germans did the same, the Selbstschutz continued its
operations, with Gleiwitz—now occupied by the Poles—as the objective. The
Plebiscite Commission therefore sent an ultimatum to General Hoefer,
demanding that he withdraw to a specified line, and warned that in the event
of refusal, French troops would evacuate the towns in the industrial area and
leave them to the Poles. The German ambassador in London, Dr. Friedrich
Sthamer, delivered a note on 6 June, protesting the ultimatum. The note
stressed the German population's hope that British troops would liberate it
from "the Polish terror." If this hope were disappointed, the German
government feared that an "outbreak of despair with far-reaching consequences is inevitable." The Times (London) called the note " i m p u d e n t . " A
joint Franco-British demarche in Berlin forced the German government to order
General Hoefer to stop all military operations, withdraw from the localities his
forces had occupied, and in general comply with the wishes of the Plebiscite
Commission. At a meeting on 7 June the German cabinet agreed that Hoefer
should avoid anything that might complicate the situation. T h e fate of Upper
Silesia, they concluded, would be decided, not on the spot, but by an interAllied conference. Still, when the Silesian Poles agreed to evacuate Gleiwitz
by 14 June, provided the Germans evacuated Annaberg, General Hoefer
refused. The German cabinet decided on 15 June to tell the British and
French envoys that Allied insistence on compliance with the ultimatum to
General Hoefer might jeopardize the whole policy of "fulfillment" being
carried out by the Wirth government. At the same time, Seeckt advised the
government to deny that it had any responsibility for Hoefer's actions.
Thus, only when the French, British, and Italian representatives in Berlin
jointly demanded on 15 June that General Hoefer obey their orders was he
8 2
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commanded to do so by the German government. His continued resistance
had been facilitated by dissension within the Plebiscite Commission between
the British General Heneker, who had demanded that the industrial towns be
occupied by British troops, and Generals Le R o n d and Gratier, who opposed
him. This, of course, made it easier for Berlin to tolerate General Hoefer's
" d i s o b e d i e n c e . " W a r Minister General Gessler gave the real reason for this
toleration. A t a cabinet meeting on 21 June he proposed that the government
agree to the withdrawal of troops—but on condition that the Allied troops be
ready to break Polish resistance with force. H e also said that if the
Selbstschutz were disbanded, the men would throw their arms away and go
home. T h e n , if the Poles did not observe the agreement, it would be
technically impossible for the Germans to occupy the territory. However,
some cabinet members feared prolonging the conflict. Thus, Eugen Schiffer of
the Democratic Party stressed that a decision on Upper Silesia must be made
soon; otherwise, Germany would lose it. H e also said that even the Germans
of Rybnik might welcome Polish protection against the " t y r a n n y " of the
German bands in that r e g i o n .
The agreement on the dissolution of forces and the evacuation of
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occupied territories was signed by the Poles on 24 June and by General Hoefer
on the following day. By 5 July all combatants had officially left the plebiscite
area. However, this did not mean that the Selbstschutz had been disbanded.
According to German sources, it was partly grouped outside the area, on
German soil, and partly continued its clandestine terrorist activities in Upper
Silesia. T h e German government continued to supply the necessary funds in
the belief that the dissolution of the force would encourage another Polish uprising. In August, Stresemann informed a German senator that the payment
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of these troops—which had been temporarily suspended—had been resumed
and that there was no reason to fear the dissolution of the f o r c e .
"dissolution" existed mainly on p a p e r ,
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T h u s , the

and the Selbstschutz continued in

existence until the spring of 1922. Lloyd George was certainly in error when
he stated, in the House of C o m m o n s on 11 July, that both the Polish and
German forces had been dissolved and reportedly had evacuated the plebiscite
area.
In the meanwhile, the British government continued its efforts to secure
Italian support for awarding the industrial triangle and the surrounding
countryside to Germany. However, on 19 J u n e , Count Bonin-Longare
suggested that the experts proposed by the French should join the Plebiscite
Commission to help the latter draw up the frontier in Upper Silesia. This
was an omen. A few days later, on 25 June, Sforza publicly suggested that
Upper Silesia be divided into three parts: the clearly Polish region, the clearly
German region, and a " g r e y z o n e . " This was the industrial triangle, and he
proposed that this, in turn, be divided u p . This was a blow to the British.
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W e may conjecture that Sforza was continuing his game of raising the price o f
Italian support for either France or Britain. T h e Italian ambassador in Berlin,
Frassati, discounted rumors that Sforza was being influenced by his beautiful
Polish mistress. D'Abernon reported that a certain W (Wirth?) saw the
Italians' cooperation with France as stemming from their opposition to Greek
claims to Turkey, which were supported by Britain. Whatever the case
might be, there was deadlock; Briand and C u r z o n could only agree o n
procedures. Therefore, the Plebiscite Commission was asked to submit a
unanimous report on the frontier to be drawn between Germany and Poland
in Upper Silesia. If unanimity was impossible, a commission of experts,
uncommitted to either side, was to review the plebiscite results and prepare
the ground for a decision by the Supreme C o u n c i l .
However, a new crisis erupted in Anglo-French relations in the second
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half of July, allegedly over the continued presence of the Selbstschutz in
Upper Silesia. Reacting to a British proposal of 15 July that a meeting of the
Supreme Council be held on the twenty-fourth—a meeting that the French
wished to avoid since they were still afraid of being outvoted—the French
government sent a note to Berlin on 16 July. T h e note stressed that the
Selbstschutz had undergone only a mock demobilization; therefore, the
French government demanded the disbanding of that force as well as G e r m a n
assent to transit rights for Allied troops. However, this note was sent without
consulting the British. Knowing this, the German foreign minister, D r .
Friedrich Rosen, asked if the request had been made in the name of the three
occupying powers. He also insisted that German behavior in Upper Silesia
was exemplary.
The French action led to renewed tension between Paris and L o n d o n .
There were not only French threats to send a division to Upper Silesia but also
hints from London that unless France consulted her ally, there would be a
disaster. The situation was further inflamed by two disclosures in the
German press. The first referred to the British government's reply t o
Stresemann's questionnaire of M a y 1921; the second concerned the plan for a
conference between British and German politicians to discuss all outstanding
issues between the two countries. The crisis died down because Briand
probably never intended to do more than tweak the lion's tail in order t o
pressure the British and gain applause in the French press. There had been a
few French casualties during house searches in Upper Silesia (which the
British opposed, alleging that the French searched only German houses), a n d
some caches of German arms had been found. However, it was a far cry f r o m
these incidents to demanding the transit of Allied troops to Upper Silesia.
Obviously, Briand's main concern had been to postpone the meeting o f t h e
Supreme Council—and probably to work on the Italians. O n 29 July h e
explained the whole matter as a misunderstanding and agreed to a meeting o f
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the Supreme Council on 4 August, while also pledging that no French troops
would leave for U p p e r Silesia before that t i m e .
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C o o l heads also prevailed in

London. Sir Eyre C r o w e discouraged pushing for a British diplomatic victory
at the expense o f the alliance. Also he believed that Germany should not get all
of Upper Silesia.
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T h e upshot was a joint demarche by the French, British, and

Italian ambassadors in Berlin on 3 August. The German government was
asked to make the necessary arrangements for the possible transit of Allied
troops to Upper Silesia.
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O n the following day, Foreign Minister R o s e n

agreed to the request, but at the same time, Chancellor Wirth declared in a
speech at Bremen that the whole of Upper Silesia must be returned to
Germany.
In the meanwhile, the Commission of Experts, which met on 25 J u l y ,
could not reach an agreement. While its members agreed on rejecting the
allocation of the territory en bloc and on not considering the vote in absolute
numbers, they disagreed completely on the tracing of the frontier. The legal
adviser to the Foreign Office, Sir Cecil Hurst, insisted on the indivisibility o f
the industrial region and argued that since the towns in that region had a
German majority, it should go to Germany. This was, of course, a repetition
of the arguments and proposals put forward after the plebiscite by Percival
and Marinis. T h e French experts objected to the British exclusion of Rybnik
and Pless from the industrial region, because the inclusion of these two areas
would give an overall majority to the P o l e s .
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The discussions that took place in the Supreme Council between 8 and 12
August showed that Franco-British differences were unbridgeable.
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At o n e

point, Harold Nicolson, a member o f the British delegation, told Jules
Laroche, " A n abyss separates u s " ; to which Laroche aptly replied, " Y e s , but
this abyss is full of P o l e s . "
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Indeed, the British proposals assigned almost

the whole industrial region to Germany, leaving only the fringes to Poland.
The British would not budge on the indivisibility of the industrial region.
Laroche reminded them that in a similar case, they had not hesitated to give
the whole of Transylvania to Rumania, although there was a sizeable
Hungarian minority in the province. Lloyd George, in turn, accused the
French of wanting to steal from the rich Germans to give to the poor Poles,
and he indulged in philippics against the latter, calling them disturbers o f the
European peace and charging that they were incapable of using the industrial
wealth they wanted. H e also claimed that the population of Upper Silesia
numbered 5.2 million people, of w h o m only 1.2 million were Poles. In fact,
the whole of U p p e r Silesia was not at stake, only the plebiscite area. The Times
(London), which still opposed the prime minister in most policy matters,
implied that he had failed to display detachment and impartiality.
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The

Supreme Council was deadlocked. After haggling over mines, mills, Poles,
and Germans, Lloyd George and Curzon were reduced to arguing that the
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nonindustrial part of Upper Silesia, which they proposed to give to Poland,
actually had greater "potential" coal resources than the industrial area, to be
ceded to Germany, which, they claimed, would be " w o r k e d o u t " in fifty
years(!).
On 12 August the French cabinet again rejected the British
proposals, claiming that these would allow Germany to retain her industrial
arsenal for war and that Poland's small share would not be economically
viable. Meanwhile, however, the crisis in Ireland m a d e it imperative for
Lloyd George to leave Paris. The British prime minister then proposed to
Briand that the problems be submitted to the League o f Nations. T h e French
premier agreed. Lloyd George was elated. He told his secretary, Thomas
Jones, that it was his own idea to submit the issue to the League of Nations; he
implied that he had triumphed by getting Briand to a g r e e .
A year later,
however, when the league's decision to partition U p p e r Silesia was criticized
in the British cabinet, its secretary, Sir Maurice Hankey, prepared a
statement that the idea of passing the problem to the league had c o m e from
Briand and the British Foreign Office e x p e r t s . But it seems that the Italians
had suggested the idea to Lloyd George on 11 August and that he was under
the impression that he had secured their support with the promise o f a bribe.
H e had expressed "sympathy" with Sidney Sonnino's desire for an "Italian
colony" in Turkey. He said he saw an Italian population in sparsely inhabited
Anatolia as a ' 'great asset" for Italy. He did not stop there but also urged Italy
to reach an "understanding" with the Greeks over Albania—though not by
written agreements that could be rejected by the League o f Nations. This was
a reference to the Tittoni-Venizelos agreement promising Greek support for
Italian claims to Albania. It had been, however, abrogated by Sforza. Lloyd
George now offered his support for a similar deal, implying that it would be
his payment for Italian support of British proposals over Upper Silesia. As he
said: " A gentleman . . . would pay a betting debt. . . . T h e attitude of a
Power towards a debt of honour might be compared to t h i s . " He then urged
the Italians to reach an understanding with the Greeks without waiting for
another Greek victory over the Turks. It was at the end of this interesting
soliloquy that the marquis della Torretta mentioned the possibility of
submitting the decision on Upper Silesia to the arbitration of the League of
Nations, or to "someone else." Lloyd George seized o n this suggestion and
made it his o w n .
He must have assumed that the British solution would,
with Italian support, be adopted by the League o f Nations, and therefore he
proposed it the next day to Briand, who prevailed on the French cabinet to
accept it. French opinion was divided on whether this was a victory or a defeat
for F r a n c e .
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Lloyd George exuded optimism in his statement to the House of
Commons on 16 August. He repeated all his arguments in favor of attributing
Upper Silesia to Germany, and he accused the Poles of exercising " a system
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of brigandage in Central E u r o p e . " H e believed that an "impartial" decision
of the League Council would settle the matter. As he put it:
There will be the evidence, there will be the documents, there will be all the
considerations relevant to the trial of the case, judgment will be given by the
arbitrator or by the jurists in the ordinary way, and all parties will accept it.
. . . The whole question goes there, and not a part of it. I mean that they are
not bound in the least by any proposals or counter-proposals made either by
the French, by the Italians, or by ourselves with a view to effecting an
arrangement.
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British opinion welcomed this announcement with relief. German reaction was generally positive, although Lord D'Abernon commented on " t h e
invincible tendency in the German character to c o m p l a i n . "
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The Economist

reported the German prediction "that the French contention will be badly
outvoted in the Council of the League of N a t i o n s . "

1 1 2

It is clear that Lloyd

G e o r g e shared this assumption.
But the League Council, given its first chance to settle a major dispute
that had deadlocked the two Great Powers, and assured by them of a
completely free hand, made its own arrangements.
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T o begin with, at its

fourth meeting of 9 September, the council decided to entrust the preliminary
investigation

to four m e m b e r s : the representatives of Belgium

(Paul

H y m a n s ) , Brazil (Gastao da Cunha), Spain (J. M , Quinones de Leon), and
China (Wellington K o o ) . This deprived Lloyd George of what would have
b e e n an easy victory if the committee had been made up of the representatives
o f France, Britain, Italy, and Japan. Secondly, it was agreed not to make any
comparisons with previously suggested solutions and not to consult any
authorities that had definitely supported one or another of the earlier
proposals. This disposed of the British, French, and Italian heads of the
Plebiscite Commission, among whom the French would have been outvoted
two to one. Thirdly, agreement was reached on the legal interpretation of
articles 88 and 90 of the Versailles Treaty—that is, that the frontier should be
fixed according to the wishes of the population and that geographical and
e c o n o m i c factors should be secondary. This disposed of German economic
claims and of the British proposal that the whole industrial region go to
G e r m a n y . It was agreed that if the industrial region were to be considered
indivisible, and therefore subject to allocation to either Poland or Germany,
the wishes of the population would have to be disregarded. Therefore, the aim
was, first, to find an equitable line of division according to the wishes of the
population—as expressed in the plebiscite—and, second, to avoid dislocating
the economic life o f the region and to provide for a gradual adaptation to new
conditions.
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T h e League Council appointed two experts, Professor Herald o f Switzerland and Francis Hodac, a Czech industralist, to study the question and
propose a boundary l i n e . T h e Germans were upset because they suspected
the Czechoslovak government of supporting Polish claims, and indeed, Benes
did so although he did not influence the final d e c i s i o n . T h e most important
fact was that both the experts and the members o f the committee believed that
the wishes of the population—as expressed in the plebiscite in votes by
commune—should prevail. Therefore, the boundary they drew up gave
Poland a little over 40 percent of the population and two-thirds of the
industrial triangle. But a special convention was to be negotiated b y Poland
and Germany to preserve the economic unity of the a r e a .
This was later
embodied in the Geneva, or Upper Silesian, Convention o f 22 M a y 1922.
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T h e league's decision came as a great shock both to Germany and to
Lloyd George and his advisers. They had clearly expected a decision similar to
the one reached in June on the Aland Islands. Here the League Council had
decided to give Finland sovereignty over the islands, while leaving the
preponderantly Swedish population a very large degree of autonomy. T h e
islands were also demilitarized.
Lloyd George had expected the league
either to employ arbitration b y some power or to appoint a b o d y o f legal
experts, such as the one that had successfully solved the dispute over the Aland
Islands.
Therefore, he expected the industrial triangle to be allocated to
Germany but with some sort of guarantees for the P o l e s .
The Germans also supported a solution on the Aland Islands m o d e l .
T h e y even stated how they expected it to work out. O n 19 August the former
German foreign minister, D r . Simons, suggested that Upper Silesia b e made
an administrative unit under German sovereignty, while Poland be given " a
sort o f economic mortgage" on the production o f the province until she was
able to develop her own " m u c h greater possibilities" ( ? ) . H e also suggested
that minorities (from the German point o f view this meant the Poles) be
granted the clearest and surest guarantees possible for their national life, as
had been done in the case of the Aland I s l a n d s . T h u s , there was a meeting
of minds between Lloyd George and Simons. It was perhaps o n the
assumption that the league would adopt this kind of solution that o n 8
September, Stresemann ordered the immediate delivery of some G e r m a n
industrial shares which had been p r o m i s e d to G e r m a n y ' s " E n g l i s h
friends."
But the Aland Islands solution did not stand a chance. O n 29 September,
Balfour reported from Geneva that the league's experts envisaged ethnographic factors to be of prime importance and economic ones to be
secondary. Thus, by 29 September, it was clear that a division of the
industrial triangle was l i k e l y ,
but the decision came as a shock to b o t h
L o n d o n and Berlin. O n 13 October, when the outcome was known, D ' A b e r 118
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non sent an excerpt of his diary to Lloyd George. He noted that according to
" a quite reliable source," the most influential man on the league committee
was a Belgian (Hymans), who carried out French instructions. T h e French
had kept all Czech experts under close surveillance, and the report had been
drawn up by a French professor who had close ties with Czechoslovakia (Jean
Monnet). Moreover, the German government claimed that the committee
had chosen its witnesses from elements "notoriously in alliance with French
interests." D'Abernon thought this last point untrue. A few more details filled
in the picture. Thus, Balfour had allegedly been " s e d u c e d " by the French
philosopher Henri Bergson, who was brought to Geneva—instead of the
traditional cocotte of French spy dramas—to delight the intellectual British
diplomat. Still, D'Abernon concluded that although the English had lost face,
Germany had obtained a very favorable solution as compared with the Le
R o n d Line or with the loss of the whole of Upper Silesia as envisaged in the
draft Versailles Treaty. In comparison with those alternatives, Germany's
gains—due to Lloyd George's efforts—were e n o r m o u s .
The report from a "reliable source" was, of course, an imaginative
fabrication. Balfour did not need Bergson's company to decide in favor of a
partition of Upper Silesia, nor were the German allegations of biased
witnesses correct. The German witnesses called were Williger, Geisenheimer,
and T o m a l l a , respectively president, secretary, and syndic of the
Oberschlesischer Berg und Huttenmannischer Verein. Franz Karger, secretary of Deutsche Freie Gewerkschaften, was called in as a representative of the
workers. O n the Polish side, the committee interviewed an engineer,
Stanistaw Grabianowski, and the vice-president of the Polish Miners' Union,
Alojzy K o t .
Sir Maurice Hankey, however, believed the report. He
commented: " P r i m e Minister. This makes my blood boil. It tends to confirm
your and my opinion as to what happened in Geneva. M . P. A . Hankey, 21.
X. 2 1 . "
O n the same day, Hankey sent a private letter to Secretary
General of the League of Nations Sir Eric Drummond. In a note to Lloyd
George, Hankey wrote that he had waited a few days " t o allow my wrath to
cool before I could write civilly," but the letter was neither cool nor civil. Of
the league's decision Hankey wrote: " I n official circles here, this is almost
universally unpopular. Rightly or wrongly everyone felt that our case was so
overwhelming that if it were put before a thoroughly impartial tribunal, the
decision would have been completely in our favour." The British, according
to Hankey, had advocated a decision by the league because they expected an
impartial tribunal to make a decision on the model of the Aland Islands. He
was bitterly disappointed when the case was referred to members of the
council, who had not been previously concerned with the case, and had
warned the Foreign Office that this was a " b i g risk." As for the representatives of the powers who had been chosen to sit on the council, he called the
124
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Belgian "notoriously Francophile" and noted that of the remaining three,
" t w o were Dagoes and one a Chink.' Since both " D a g o e s " were ambassadors in Paris, they did not want to lose their posts. O n the final decision,
Hankey wrote: " O n e cannot but feel the gravest anxiety that, in the long run,
it will prove unworkable and that it will sow the seeds of future war. . . . I
simply cannot conceive our referring any question of a vital character to
ourselves with the risk of its reference to a Tribunal composed as were the
Upper Silesian arbitrators."
Sir Eric Drummond shed some light on his own attitude and Balfour's
in two personal letters to Hankey. In the first, dated 24 October and sent
in answer to a personal message transmitted through Philip Noel-Baker,
Drummond wrote that when he had originally discussed the matter with
Hankey in London, Drummond had favored the appointment of a commission on the same lines as for the Aland Islands. However, the opposition of
council members to this proposal was too strong. H e also remembered that
Balfour " d i d not altogether favor i t . "
In replying to Hankey's letter o f 21
October, Drummond refuted the latter's accusations. He stated that Paul
Hymans and Quinones de Leon, the most important of the four council
members involved, were both "scrupulously fair." The French government
had never tried to influence them, but the German government had intervened in Madrid, asking that Quinones de Leon be instructed to take a proGerman line. Drummond also enclosed a statement of 10 October by Hymans
regarding the opinion of the Committee of Four on the plebiscite and its
interpretation. As for Balfour, he stated that he had received no instructions from the British cabinet and that he had worked closely and amicably
with the French representative, Leon B o u r g e o i s .
W e may assume that,
given a free hand, Balfour had acted out of conviction that the wishes o f the
population came first. There is no need to doubt Drummond's statement to
Sir John Simon in December 1933, that " t h e Upper Silesian boundary was
determined after a most careful examination of a very complicated ethnological and economic situation. Lord Balfour and M . Leon Bourgeois were
ultimately the principal negotiators, and the former regarded the settlement as
completely f a i r . "
This was also the opinion of Lord Robert Cecil. H e was
not favorably disposed toward the Poles, but as the most prominent British
advocate of the league, he upheld the verdict and seemed to be convinced that
it was just. O f course, he also believed that it could be modified after fifteen
years—the life span of the convention to be signed by Poland and Germany.
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When the League of Nations awarded most of the industrial triangle to
Poland, there were rumors not only that this had been done under French
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pressure but also that French economic interests in the region may have played
a decisive role. In fact, neither league nor French documents bear out this
charge. O n the contrary, French sources indicate that French interests were
not firmly established in the region before October 1921. While the French
government aimed at awarding the industrial triangle to Poland, with
controlling French interests, and negotiated with the Poles to this end, French
business concerns showed little interest in this direction. On the contrary,
some French officials and businessmen negotiated with German industrialists
for control o f Upper Silesian industry with a minimal German share. Thus,
while the French political line was clear, economic policy was at best
ambivalent. The Poles, of course, always assumed that they would obtain the
industrial triangle, but they also knew that they could not exploit it without
French financial aid. The French government wished Poland to have the
industrial triangle, so as to weaken Germany, and was willing to make
arrangements. Therefore, several conventions were signed to this effect both
before and after the signing of the Franco-Polish alliance in February 1921.
Let us first look at the convention concerning state property—that is, the
former Prussian fiscal mines of the region. After long negotiations that began
in January 1920, the convention was signed in Paris on 1 March 1921, three
weeks before the plebiscite. It was signed by the Polish plenipotentiary for
economic negotiations, Professor Artur Benis, and Emmanuel M . J . de
Peretti de la Rocca, deputy director of the Political and Commercial Section o f
the Quai d'Orsay. It was agreed that the former fiscal mines of Prussia were to
be leased for a period of thirty-six years by a Franco-Polish company, the
Societe fermiere des mines fiscales de l'Etat polonais en Haute Silesie, known
as Skarboferme. This became the largest mining concern in Upper Silesia,
accounting for 10 percent of the total coal production. The initial capital
consisted of 300 million German marks (part of which came from the marks
purchased at 1.25 francs each by the French government in Alsace-Lorraine).
Half of the shares were assigned to Poland and credited to her by the French
treasury. A n y depreciation of the German mark was to be taken into account
in the repayment of the Polish debt by adjusting it to the average rate of
exchange as of the preceding month. Thus, Poland bore the brunt of German
inflation. This convention was later complemented by an additional agreement signed on 16 November 1921—that is, after the league's decision. These
agreements advanced the necessary capital to Poland but deprived her of all
revenues from the former fiscal mines for thirty-six years—that is, until 1957.
Thus, the revenues and profits of Skarboferme were used for the repayment of
French loans to Poland; they were then transmitted in dollars to the United
States in partial payment of French war d e b t s . W e should note, however,
that the value of the initial capital fell drastically as the result of German
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inflation and that, in any case, the Skarboferme accounted for only 10 percent
of the total coal production of Upper Silesia.
It was the private German concerns that produced most of the coal and
steel of Upper Silesia. The story of French tergiversations, vacillations, and
negotiations with both Poles and Germans is, indeed, a fascinating one and
has been well told by a French scholar, Georges Soutou, who was the first to
study the relevant French documents when they became available in
1971/72. The Polish and German efforts had been described earlier by
Polish historians, especially Franciszek Ryszka, in studies based on the
archives of the German firms that fell into Polish h a n d s .
Since the Poles
were prohibited from liquidating German concerns without paying compensation for them and since the Poles lacked the necessary capital to work those
concerns, they naturally turned to France. The French treasury could
advance the capital, for, as mentioned above, it had acquired billions of
German marks in Alsace-Lorraine. Thus, mutual interest led to the signing of
the Klotz-Olszowski convention of 17 January 1920, whereby France was to
lend Poland up to a billion German marks. Poland was to buy out certain
German enterprises and then retrocede them to Franco-Polish companies, in
which 51 percent of the shares would be reserved for French financial or
industrial groups and 49 percent for Polish groups.
However, before this agreement was complemented by other FrancoPolish agreements, two groups of French capitalists engaged—with the
approval of the Quai d'Orsay—in negotiations with German industralists in
Upper Silesia and Berlin. Thus, immediately after the Spa Conference o f July
1920, certain French financial, oil, and metallurgical concerns set u p the
Societe d'etudes des affaires silesiennes. This society was headed b y Ernest
Mercier of the Mines de Bethune and included the Comite des houilleres de
France (Henri de Peyerimhoff), the Comite des forges, the Banque de Paris et
des Pays Bas, and the Union parisienne. T h e president of the Plebiscite
Commission, Gen. Henri Le R o n d , had the support of the Quai d'Orsay and
the French treasury in trying to secure a foothold for this group in U p p e r
Silesian industry before the plebiscite. H e began negotiations with G e r m a n
industrialists on the spot. Jacques Seydoux, deputy director of the C o m m e r cial Department of the Quai d'Orsay, approved. H e noted that if U p p e r
Silesia remained with Germany as a result of the plebiscite, then the FrancoPolish Convention of 17 January 1920 would fall t h r o u g h .
T h u s , the L e
Rond negotiations were to hedge France's bets: whatever the outcome o f the
Polish-Soviet war or of the plebiscite, she would control the industry of U p p e r
Silesia.
Parallel to Le Rond's efforts, another venture was launched b y the
French ambassador in Berlin, Charles Laurent, who also happened to be a
prominent financier and chairman of the state electric power m o n o p o l y , the
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Societe centrale pour 1'industrie electrique. Laurent reported that he had
established contact with a Dr. Kleefeld, who represented the Hohenlohe
family and their extensive Upper Silesian concerns. Laurent suggested that
one French intermediary be appointed for all interested French groups, and
he proposed CoL Ernest Weyl, who, in fact, represented Schneider-Creuzot,
the major French steel concern that had not joined Le Rond's Societe.
Schneider-Creuzot was very active in Central and Eastern Europe. It had
acquired sizeable packets of shares in the Teschen area, among others,
through its U n i o n europeenne industrielle et fmanciere. Sabatier, of the Quai
d'Orsay's Commercial Department, considered Schneider-Creuzot to be an
economic tsar, aiming at a complete takeover of German interests in Upper
Silesia. Nevertheless, he approved Laurent's proposal and hoped for a
compromise agreement between Laurent's group and Le Rond's. This came
to pass in November 1920, with the approval of the Quai d'Orsay. The author
of an unsigned note of 1 February 1921—two days before Pitsudski's arrival in
Paris—justified the arrangement. He commented that the Poles and the
French could not, in any case, provide sufficient cadres to replace the
Germans, and the British would oppose such a radical solution. Furthermore,
the Weyl project would give parity to the French in the supervisory councils of
the German firms involved and 50 percent of the seats in the future governing
council—all this for the price of letting the German industrialists keep 10
percent of the shares with an option for an additional 25 percent. Finally, the
W e y l formula would be valid if Poland should lose the plebiscite. The
Commercial Department, which was responsible for this note, advised that
the Poles simply be presented with a. fait accompli.
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All o f these plans might have achieved their aim—that is, FrancoGerman control of most of Upper Silesian industry—if it had not been for the
opposition of the German Foreign Ministry. The German government
delayed negotiations by insisting that the French group guarantee the
retention o f Upper Silesia by Germany, which, of course, it could not do. The
plebiscite of 20 March 1921 gave an overall majority to Germany, but as we
know, the Polish character of the communes in the industrial triangle was the
main French argument for awarding it to Poland. This policy, together with
an official Polish guarantee not to liquidate German property and the signing
of the political and military conventions, led to the Franco-Polish Convention
of 22 March 1921, signed by Benis and Briand, granting concessions and
privileges to French capital in private German concerns.
According to this convention, a group of French industrialists was to hold
shares in the mines and foundries up to the value of 400 million marks. Within
six months, it was to give up one-fourth of these shares to persons nominated
by the Polish government. The French government committed itself to
advance a loan o f up to 100 million marks (on the basis of the convention of 17
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January 1921) to the Polish group, which was to have proportional representation in the administrative bodies. In return, the Polish government guaranteed to repay the loan with 5 percent profit, up to the level of the dividends
falling to the Polish group in the preceding fiscal year and not excluding other
means of paying off the debt. Furthermore, the Polish government undertook
to treat enterprises with French capital on an equal footing with purely Polish
ones. It gave up its rights o f liquidation as per article 297 of the Versailles
Treaty; assured the enterprises export and transport alleviations; and freed
them not only from regulations limiting foreign-currency transactions but also
from capital taxes and compulsory l o a n s .
1 3 8

Meanwhile, Schneider-Creuzot had lost interest in Upper Silesia, except
for the Hohenlohe enterprises. Therefore, on 14 November 1922 a supplementary agreement established a Franco-Polish holding company to administer future participation in the shares. Also, the French loan was augmented to
390 million marks, which were immediately transferred to Poland. This was
possible because the Comite des houilleres and the Comite des forges group
had voluntarily renounced their indemnification for war damages to the tune
of 300 million marks. But this holding arrangement finally came to naught
because of differences between the French government and the two major
spokesmen for the industrialists, Mercier and Peyerimhoff. T h e latter would
not agree to the government's demand that the industrialists submit the
names of the French administrators for its a p p r o v a l .
Thus, the FrancoPolish holding company was abandoned in 1923, leaving the original
convention of 22 March 1921 to be worked out without that body. In any case,
by 1923 the German inflation had almost wiped out the French government's
capital in German marks, while French financiers and industrialists had
neither the interest nor the capital to invest in Polish Upper Silesia.
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French capital was also represented in a large zinc-mining concern at
Lipiny, the Societe des zincs de Silesie. Most o f its shares belonged to a
Franco-Belgian group, and the rest to German bankers. The banks involved
were the Banque de l'union parisienne, its filial branch, Neuflize & C i e , and
the Banque de la Societe generate de Belgique. In 1924, the remaining shares
were bought by the Berlin bank of Delbriick, Schinkler & C o . This company
engaged in extensive smuggling of foreign currency, and the Polish government's measures against its directors led to many interventions by the French
ambassador in Warsaw. There was also a banking venture. O n 23 M a r c h
1921 the French and the Polish governments signed an agreement to set up
the Banque de Silesie, which was to buy out former German enterprises.
However, the French banks were chary of this venture, fearing further
devaluation of the German mark. It was finally under strong pressure from
the French government that the banks agreed to advance the capital, and on
15 December 1921, Briand and Benis signed a convention setting u p the
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Franco-Polish Bank o f Upper Silesia. The basic capital shares were to amount
to 200 million marks, advanced half and half by the French and the Poles. T h e
French side was to advance the Polish shares.
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However, the bank was

always undercapitalized and thus failed to fulfill the aim for which it was
founded.
Another Franco-Polish company in Upper Silesia was the Fonderie
fiscale polonaise de Strzybnica, Societe fermiere de Tarnowitz (Tarnoferm),
set up in 1922 to rent the former Prussian fiscal lead and silver mines in
Strzybnica, near Tarnowskie G o r y (Tarnowitz). Here the capital of 50 million
German marks was advanced by the Societe des minerals et mineraux.
However, the mines made no profit and were taken over b y the Polish
government in 1923. T h e last enterprise that remains to be listed is the
Hohenlohe-Werke, which, with its headquarters in Welnowiec near K a towice, had been the largest coal-zinc business in Germany aside from the
Bergwerkgesellschaft Georg von Giesche's Erbe. Schneider-Creuzot, perhaps
because it did not have the capital to dominate this enterprise, acquired only a
minority of the shares in i t .
It should be noted that in 1924 the Polish
government discovered many illegal practices in the Holenlohe works when
Professor Artur Benis and Wojciech Korfanty were on the board of governors.
These practices included false income returns and the sale of a part of the
enterprise located in German Upper Silesia to its branch, OehringenBergbau. However, the Polish government had to draw back from imposing a
fine of 18 million marks on the works for unpaid taxes in 1922/23, because of
the pressure exerted by the French government in the name of the French
groups involved. In return, the French shareholders agreed to transfer to the
Polish treasury the nominal half of their shares in the Hohenlohe-Werke, a
transfer that should have been made in 1922 according to the terms of the
Franco-Polish convention of 22 March 1921.
The mortgaging of Polish Upper Silesia to France was sharply criticized
in Poland at the time and later. However, there was no alternative. The Poles
had no capital of their o w n , while British concerns showed little interest until
early in 1922. A t that time, however, these British concerns received no
encouragement from the Foreign Office. Ultimately, they took over control of
the important Donnersmarck mines and the Laurahiitte. Some industry was
also taken over by Standard Q i l .
The French did not put all their eggs in
the Polish basket but hedged their bets by negotiating with German industrialists. However, for most of the time, the French supported the Polish cause,
which was, after all, in their national interest.
1 4 1
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W h e n the league's decision on Upper Silesia became known on 12
October, the German cabinet was shocked, and at least one member claimed
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that Germany had been cheated. Stresemann's efforts were to no avail. He
appealed to Lord D'Abernon on 11 October, claiming that the Geneva verdict
would disrupt international economics and violate the principle of selfdetermination. Stresemann therefore proposed that a new plebiscite be
held.
This time, however, the British government recognized that nothing
could be done. O n 12 October, Curzon told the Polish minister in London,
Wladyslaw Wroblewski, that Britain would comply with the recommendations of the League Council without any reservations. Finally, Briand
overcame the objections of the Quai d'Orsay, which feared that Germany
would not be sufficiently weakened.
The German government at first hesitated about whether to resign, but it
did so on 23 October, three days after the Supreme Council had officially
communicated its decision to accept the league's solution. The new government was again headed by Wirth. In the meanwhile, the Supreme Council
decided on 15 October to refer the award to the Conference of Ambassadors,
which was to settle questions of detail. The conference adopted a series of
resolutions on 20 October, which, while confirming the frontier as proposed
by the league, added more provisions to ensure the economic unity of Upper
Silesia after the partition. Accordingly, the convention foreseen by the League
Council was to be concluded between Polish and German representatives
under the presidency of a person appointed by the league; this chairman was
to cast the tie-breaking vote in case the two sides failed to agree.
The discussions in the Conference of Ambassadors were marked by a
difference of opinion between France and Britain on whether the recommendations relating to the provisional economic regime had a binding character or
were to be left to the sovereign decisions of Poland and Germany. Cambon
pointed out that Polish-German negotiations might last several months, while
according to paragraph 6 of annex 1 to article 88 of the Versailles Treaty, the
German and Polish authorities were to take over the administration of the
territories assigned to them within one month of the notification of the final
frontier by the Allied and Associated Powers. The difficulty was resolved by
having the decision of the powers "communicated" to the Polish and German
governments, while the official "notification" was postponed until the
convention had been c o n c l u d e d . The "communication" to the two governments was made on 27 October. The German government entered a legal
reservation (Rechtsverwahrung), which was enclosed with a note delivered by the
German ambassador in Paris on the same day. When the question of the
attitude to be taken by German political parties was discussed, Stresemann
asked whether the appointment of a German delegate to conduct negotiations
with Poland was compatible with the reservation. H e proposed that the
appointment of the delegate could only take place if the Entente Powers
recognized that it did not imply Germany's recognition of the league's
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decision.
Thus, the German note delivered in Paris asserted that the
decision had violated the provisions of the Versailles Treaty, but the German
government would appoint a delegate for negotiations with Poland. However,
France and Britain rejected this point of view. O n 27 October, Briand replied
in the name of the Principal Allied Powers that they could not accept the
German assertion that the league's decision, taken in accordance with article
88 of the Versailles Treaty, constituted a violation of the treaty; therefore, the
German reservation was rejected as being u n f o u n d e d .
Henceforth, the
reservation existed only in German policy.
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The Upper Silesian, or Geneva, Convention of May 1922, which created
a special regime for the region for a period of fifteen years, was in many ways
a model convention. It has been studied by Polish and German authors,
but the most valuable summary of its achievements is provided by George
Kaeckenbeeck, who was president of the Upper Silesian Tribunal of Arbitration.
However, for all practical purposes, the convention ceased to exist in
1925, when the German government refused to renew the coal agreement
under which it was to import 500,000 tons per year duty free. As has so often
been the case in Central and Eastern Europe, politics had primacy over
economics.
While half a million Poles were left under German domination, the
league's decision was clearly in Poland's favor. Therefore, the Polish foreign
minister, Konstanty Skirmunt, advised all Polish diplomats to abstain from
voicing criticism.
W e should note that Polish Upper Silesia enjoyed a
semiautonomous status. It had its own parliament, with legislative competence except in military and foreign affairs, and its own law courts and tariffs.
The executive established by this parliament consisted of a council of five,
headed by the voivode, or governor of the province. According to the Polish
census of 1931, out of a total population of 1,295,000, there were 1,195,000
Poles (92.3 percent) and 90,600 G e r m a n s .
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The German government was, o f course, unreconciled to the loss of
Upper Silesia, and it did everything to make public opinion believe that
Germany had been wronged and that international law had been violated. On
26 October 1921, Chancellor Wirth declared in the Reichstag that the decision
was illegal. The president of Prussia, Adam Stegerwald, declared in the
Prussian Diet that the bonds between Germany and the Germans of Upper
Silesia were unbreakable.
Thus, Germany pursued a revisionist policy accompanied by a propaganda campaign for the return not only of Danzig and the Corridor but also of
Upper Silesia. A few examples will suffice here. Dr. Wirth, whom D'Abernon
called "the embodiment of the better elements in modern German democracy,"
told Brockdorff-Rantzau in 1922 that in a little while, Germany
would win back Upper Silesia by war; in any case, his policy aim was to
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"finish" Poland.
On 28 March 1926, Carl Severing, a Socialist who was
Prussian minister of the interior, declared that the erroneous decision would
be " c o r r e c t e d " with time in Germany's favor. O n 17 September 1928, Reich
President Marshal Paul von Hindenburg declared that 60 percent of the
people had voted for Germany, and they were a n g r y .
A special organization subsidized b y the German government, the
Vereinigte Verbande Heimattreuer Oberschlesier (United Associations of
Upper Silesians True to the Fatherland), served as the center for home
propaganda. Another organization, whose aim was to influence Western,
particularly British, opinion in Germany's favor, was the Wirtschaftspolitische Gesellschaft (Economic-Political Society). Led by its able secretary,
Margarete Gartner, it worked to convince Western journalists, politicians,
and historians that the Polish-German frontier would have to be changed so as
to preserve lasting peace in E u r o p e . This propaganda was also conducted
by means of German minority complaints to the League of Nations. While
there were only two such complaints before Germany entered the league in
1926, the next three years saw the number rise to thirty-two.
German
propaganda was largely successful in Britain because it strengthened the
already widespread opinion in governmental circles and the press that
Germany had been unjustly treated and that peace depended on the
fulfillment of her "justified grievances" in Danzig, the Polish Corridor, and
U p p e r Silesia. The acceptance of this so-called ethnic argument, or "selfdetermination" for the Germans, prepared the way for later Western
acquiescence to the abolition of the Demilitarized Zone in the Rhineland, to
the Anschluss with Austria, and to German annexation of the Sudetenland.
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The Free City of Danzig:
An Unworkable Compromise, 1919-25

The small, sleepy Baltic port city of Danzig—or Gdansk, as it is called in
Polish—could hardly have expected to become the storm center of international relations. Yet, the combination of its geographical location, the defeat
of Germany, and the rebirth of Poland made this inevitable.
The old city had lived through periods of prosperity and decline.
Originally an old Slavic fishing and trading settlement, it had belonged to
Poland from 966 to 1308, when it was seized by the Teutonic Knights. With
the development of trade between Eastern and Western Europe, Danzig
joined the Hanseatic League and soon thereafter came into conflict with its
Teutonic masters. Along with other East Prussian towns, it rebelled against
their rule in the fifteenth century and acquired the status of a free city under
the Polish crown. Then followed a period of great prosperity, when Danzig
enjoyed the monopoly of Polish foreign trade and developed into a center of
learning and the arts. It was sometimes called the Amsterdam of the East, and
indeed, its wealthy, enlightened patrician families were the equals of the
Dutch in their high standard of living and their beautiful houses, libraries,
and works of art. However, the seventeenth-century wars, which ruined
Poland, impoverished the city too; and a recovery did not begin until the
second half of the eighteenth century. This was, in turn, cut short by
Frederick the Great, who not only seized Polish Pomerania but also Danzig's
port (Neufahrwasser) and imposed heavy taxes on goods entering Danzig
(1772). After a long siege the city fell to Prussian armies in 1793, although it
revolted unsuccessfully in 1797. For a few years, between 1807 and 1815, it
was again a free city but was dependent on France, serving as a base for
Napoleon's armies in the east. After the Congress of Vienna it reverted once
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more to Prussia (1815), this time for a period of one hundred and five years,
until January 1920.
During this period, Danzig sank into a long sleep. T h e east-west trade
routes established on Polish territories b y the partitioning powers relegated
the city to an economic backwater. After the unification of Germany in
1870/71, it played no part in the great industrial development o f that power.
Although the port experienced some growth during this period, its trade
turnover in 1913 was only 2 million tons, and it ranked fifth among German
ports. The major industry was shipbuilding, mostly for the German Imperial
Navy, followed by small establishments for the manufacture o f armaments,
chemicals, sugar, beer, spirits, candy, and tobacco products.
During this period the native population of Danzig was outnumbered by
temporary and permanent settlers from Germany. In 1891 the city became
the headquarters of the Seventeenth A r m y Corps; it was also the administrative center for the province of West Prussia and boasted a polytechnic,
founded in 1904. Thus, German soldiers, civil servants, and pensioners
supplied the main purchasing power in the city. During the First World W a r
there was a massive influx of laborers from other German states to work in the
shipyards. T h e population o f the city itself was predominantly Germanspeaking; but in the countryside, people spoke German, Polish, and Kashubian (a Slavic dialect). It is impossible to establish exact percentages for ethnic
affiliations; in any case, most Poles and Kashubians also spoke German. In
1923, official Danzig statistics for the territory of the free city gave a figure of
only 3.3 percent Poles out of a total population o f 3 3 5 , 2 2 1 , but Polish
estimates varied between 9 and 10 percent. Polish experts also estimated that
at the end o f World W a r I, about 30 percent of the total population consisted
of Germanized Kashubians, of whom about 12 percent were conscious of
being Poles.
The future of Danzig was linked with the Polish Question as it emerged
during the First World War. Until the first Russian Revolution of March
1917, the Western Powers saw Poland as an internal matter for their ally the
Russian Empire. Thus, in 1914 a British historian and consultant to the
Foreign Office, Professor Bernard Pares, believed that the outcome of Polish
and Russian claims to Danzig, Posen, and Upper Silesia would depend on the
success of Russian arms. However, by 1916 the Central Powers had defeated
Russia, and in November of that year they promised to establish a Polish state
in order to secure Polish manpower to fight on their side. This prospect
aroused both Allied fears and interest in the Poles.
As far as the British cabinet was concerned, the preferred solution was for
Poland to become an autonomous state within the Russian Empire. Arthur J .
Balfour, for example, then First Lord of the Admiralty, believed in October
1916 that a common Russo-German border would allow Russia to check
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German expansion westwards, while Germany could check Russian expansion in the Middle and Far East. The French government kept silent out of
deference for its ally Russia, although vague hopes were sometimes expressed
that an independent Poland would emerge from the war. It was President
W o o d r o w Wilson, speaking for a still-neutral United States, who said in his
address to Congress on 17 January 1917 he assumed that statesmen everywhere were agreed that there should be a "united, independent and
autonomous P o l a n d . " The mention of autonomy seemed to imply Russian
sovereignty. Also, the United States ambassador in Berlin, James W . Gerard,
assured the German government that these words did not imply any loss of
German territory. Gerard stated that the president envisaged only a free port
for Poland in Danzig, with a guaranteed Polish use of German railways and
canals for access to the sea.
Gerard's statement summed up the view of both the British and United
States governments, until the latter diverged from it toward the end of 1918.
In the meanwhile, Roman Dmowski, the head of the Polish National
Committee—an organization representing Poles who supported the Allies in
the West—openly laid claim to Danzig and Polish Pomerania, as well as
Posen and Upper Silesia, in a memorandum apparently handed to Foreign
Secretary Arthur J. Balfour on 25 March 1917. If, indeed, Balfour received
it on that day, he probably knew its contents earlier, for at the first meeting of
the Imperial War Cabinet on 22 March, ten days after the fall of tsardom in
Russia, he opposed ceding Danzig to Poland on the grounds that it was a
German city. He also opposed Polish acquisition of Polish Pomerania, or the
Polish Corridor, although its population was preponderantly Polish. His
argument was that this would hurt German emotions and interests. Here he
had in mind the territorial separation of East Prussia from the rest of
Germany, which would be the consequence of granting the Polish claims.
British opposition to granting the Corridor to Poland persisted until March
1919. In fact, the Foreign Office guidelines for the Polish-German frontier in
this sector, drawn up at the end of 1918, proposed that Danzig stay with
Germany and that the latter keep most of Polish Pomerania in order to ensure
territorial unity with East Prussia. Poland was to be granted a small enclave
on the coast from Puck (Putzig) up to and including Danzig's port (Neufahrwasser), but this would be separated from the rest of Poland by a broad belt of
German territory. As Lord Robert Cecil, then permanent parliamentary
undersecretary of state put it, the separation of East Prussia from Germany by
a Polish Corridor would be a serious "political m i s t a k e . " In their concluding recommendation the experts in the Foreign Office stated that awarding
German Danzig and a Corridor to the sea to Poland would make Germany's
position "intolerable" when she recovered. Thus, although the Corridor was
acknowledged to be preponderantly Polish, it was to stay with Germany.
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Poland's access to Danzig was to be assured by guarantees for her free use of
the Vistula and of the German railways.
However, by the end of 1918, London's views were at variance with
those of Washington and Paris. Thus, Walter Lippmann wrote to Col.
Edward House in October that if Poland's access to the sea were to be secured
by internationalizing the Vistula and giving her the use of German canals to
Hamburg and Bremen, she would be subjected to Germany, and this would
create great friction. The French government, as far back as November
1917, had envisaged a strong Poland, with free access to the sea, to serve as an
effective buffer between Germany and R u s s i a . A year later, in December
1918, officials in the French Foreign Ministry drew up a memorandum
entitled " U n e methode d'action en P o l o g n e , " wherein it was stated that
Germany would not be truly beaten until she had lost her Polish provinces.
Moreover, a strong Poland, allied with Bohemia and Romania, would keep
Germany in check until Russia had recovered. Therefore, Danzig should go
to Poland, though with safeguards for its German population. However, if
United States and British opposition should prove too strong to overcome,
France could agree that Danzig become a free city attached to Germany,
provided that Poland owned the port facilities.
Finally, we should bear in mind that the German attitude on Poland's
access to the sea was public knowledge. Chancellor Max von Baden made it
clear that Germany would not oppose an independent Poland, provided her
access to the sea was assured through Germany's Baltic ports, railways, and
canals, as well as the Vistula. At the end of 1918 a German emissary to
Warsaw, Count Harry Kessler, tried but failed to reach an agreement on this
basis with the Polish government.
At the opening of the Paris Peace Conference, the Poles received strong
support for their claim to Danzig and Polish Pomerania from the United
States delegation. The latter's memorandum, dated 21 January 1919 and
entitled "Outline of a Tentative Report and Recommendations," argued that
if Polish claims were granted, 1.6 million Germans would be cut off from
Germany, but if German claims were upheld, 20 million Poles would have
only a precarious access to the sea and to the port of Danzig. The United
States view came to dominate the thinking of Allied experts during the first
phase of the conference—that is, until mid March 1919. This was not only
because it coincided with French views but also because the British delegation
had no specific instructions; the Foreign Office recommendations of 1918 had
no mandatory character. Furthermore, Lloyd George was away in London,
coping with economic problems and with Ireland, while Woodrow Wilson was
in the United States. Thus, the British experts in the Commission on Polish
Affairs, which was set up in early February, were left to make up their own
minds and swung to support Polish claims. In early February, Sir Esme
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Howard, of the British delegation, and Professor Robert H . Lord, of the
United States delegation, came to an informal agreement along the lines of the
United States recommendations—namely, that Danzig and a strip of territory
along the west bank of the Vistula should go to Poland. British experts on
Poland were persuaded to accept this solution by the memoranda of two
knowledgeable Admiralty officials, Hamish J . Paton and Francis B. Bourdillon, who ably pleaded the justice of the Polish c a s e .
who opposed it, was left fuming in L o n d o n .
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Lewis B. Namier,

Their recommendations were

criticized by such senior British officials as Sir Eyre C r o w e , the assistant
secretary of state, and L o r d Hardinge, " t h e organizing Ambassador.''
Nevertheless, b y early M a r c h , these officials, as well as Foreign Secretary
Balfour, had concluded that Danzig would have to go to P o l a n d .
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There were already indications, however, that the British government
would oppose such a solution. T h u s , Lloyd George warned the House of
C o m m o n s on 12 February against creating " a n Alsace-Lorraine type of
situation" on the Polish-German frontier.
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Colonel House was right when he

reported to Wilson, eleven days later, that while French and British experts
agreed that Danzig should go to Poland, the British government was
opposed.
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It is worth noting that two days after Lloyd George made his

speech, the German foreign minister, Count Ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau,
told the National Assembly that Poland's access to the sea should be secured
in ways that would not affect German sovereignty.
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Nevertheless, the report

o f the Commisssion on Polish Affairs, which was completed on 11 March,
recommended that Danzig and the Warsaw-Mlawa-Danzig railway, with the
territory along it, as well as " t h e so-called Polish C o r r i d o r , " be given to
Poland.
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These recommendations were to be reversed by Lloyd George. W h e n he
returned to Paris on 7 March, he was faced not only with an overwhelming
inclination to grant Polish claims but also with French demands for the
establishment of the Rhineland as a separate state. At the same time, a bitter
Franco-British dispute had developed over French claims to Syria. By 12
March, Lloyd George stated that if these demands were not dropped, war
between the Allies was inevitable.
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Thus, France and Britain were headed for

a showdown in which Polish claims constituted only one of the issues. As soon
as the American president returned to Paris on 14 March, the British prime
minister moved

swiftly to secure the former's support against French

proposals for the Rhineland. Lloyd George reached agreement with Wilson
that French security be assured b y an Anglo-American guarantee.
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Thus

forearmed, he was able to oppose both French and Polish claims on the
grounds of self-determination and the danger of a Bolshevik revolution in
Germany.
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O n 19 M a r c h , L l o y d George launched his attack on the report of the
Commission o n Polish Affairs. He claimed that the award of " t w o million
G e r m a n s " to Poland would spell trouble for the latter. Furthermore,
Germany might refuse to sign such a treaty, in which case there might b e
another C o m m u n i s t uprising (one had just broken out in Bavaria). H e
claimed that D a n z i g alone had a German population of 412,000 (his source for
that figure is not k n o w n ) , and he protested against giving the German
population along the Warsaw-Mlawa-Danzig railway to Poland. H e suggested that since G e r m a n y was to be assured free communication through the
Polish C o r r i d o r , then Poland should be assured the same along this particular
railway. As for D a n z i g , he proposed that Poland be given free use of the port.
Finally, although he knew this to be untrue, he claimed that the British
members o f the Commission on Polish Affairs had signed its report reluctantly.
It was, h o w e v e r , a British expert, Lt. C o l . Frederick M . K i s c h — a
member o f the military section of the British delegation, an assistant to Sir
William Tyrrell, and a member of the subcommittee on the Polish-German
frontier—who took u p the prime minister's challenge. Kisch proposed that the
commission stand b y its recommendation, and he actively helped to prepare a
rebuttal to L l o y d G e o r g e .
Worse still, the Paris press published the
commission's report, together with a map. T h e prime minister protested
violently against this " l e a k " and threatened to leave the conference unless
measures were taken to secure secrecy. T h e result was the transformation o f
the Council o f T e n into the Council of Four, at which only the heads of state o f
Britain, France, Italy, and the United States were present with their
secretaries (Italy left the Council in April over the question of Fiume). T h e
first problem to b e tackled by this new b o d y was D a n z i g .
L l o y d G e o r g e n o w retired with a few advisers to think out British policy
aims; the result was the famous Fontainebleau Memorandum of 25 M a r c h
1 9 1 9 . It was o n this basis that he mounted a vigorous attack on French a n d
Polish claims, using the arguments of self-determination and the danger o f a
Bolshevik revolution in G e r m a n y . As far as Poland was concerned, L l o y d
G e o r g e h o p e d to cut her off entirely from the sea, but this proved to b e
i m p o s s i b l e . H e did succeed, however, in securing Wilson's support f o r a
compromise solution b y which Danzig was to become a free city—a solution
originally proposed b y James W . Headlam-Morley, a Foreign Office expert
o n G e r m a n affairs. Headlam-Morley and D r . Sidney E. Mezes, a brother-inlaw and a close adviser of President Wilson's, worked out a proposal that t h e
free city b e put under the protection of the League of Nations, and this
suggestion w o n over the president, whose main goal was the establishment o f
the l e a g u e . Agreement in principle was reached on this proposal o n t h e
afternoon o f 1 A p r i l . Clemenceau grudgingly gave way, probably b e c a u s e
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Lloyd George threatened to reverse his stand on German disarmament,
reparations, and the Anglo-American guarantee to F r a n c e . Also, Clemenceau had strained his relations with Wilson, who was threatening to leave the
Peace Conference. It is possible, too, that Clemenceau's resignation over
Danzig had something to do with the Anglo-French agreement to oppose
Wilson's proposal that an investigative commission be sent to S y r i a .
Whatever the reason, Clemenceau bowed to the free-city solution. It is
worth noting that Headlam-Morley and Mezes agreed that Danzig should be
transferred first to the Allied and Associated Powers. Headlam-Morley
believed that this would allow for consultation with the Danzigers, but the
main advantage was to avoid further Franco-British disputes. A s it was, the
Versailles Treaty articles on Danzig were drafted by British experts. The most
important were: 104, which dealt with Polish rights; 107, on the division of
former German state property between Danzig and Poland; 108, on Danzig's
share of German reparations; and 103, on the constitution and the high
commissioner of the League of Nations. However, the final interpretation of
these articles was left specifically to the Allied and Associated Powers, who
were to negotiate the final agreement between Poland and Danzig.
Lloyd George's motives in opposing the award of Danzig to Poland have
been variously interpreted as: (1) fear that the Germans would refuse to sign
the treaty and that this would provoke a Bolshevik revolution in Germany; (2)
support of self-determination; (3) desire to gain a firm footing in Danzig for
British trade. None of these interpretations, however, is backed by conclusive
evidence. Thus, at about the time when he claimed to fear that a German
refusal to sign the treaty would provoke a Bolshevik revolution in Germany,
British diplomats and emissaries were actively encouraging German resistance to French and Polish demands and were declaring their good will
toward G e r m a n y . As for self-determination, Lloyd George used it selectively. Thus, he protested against the inclusion of 2 million Germans in
Poland, but he did not protest against the award of 3 million Sudeten
Germans to Czechoslovakia. Also, he supported Greek claims in Turkey that
went far beyond ethnically Greek territories. Finally, there is no evidence that
he was interested in Danzig as a base for British trade with Poland and the rest
of East-Central Europe. It is true that private British capital became involved
later, in 1920, in the Danzig shipbuilding and railway industries, but it was
Germany which showed the greatest financial and economic interest in
Danzig, and this for purely political reasons. T h e Polish government tried but
failed to interest Britain in developing mutual trade. Thus, Lloyd George's
motives must be sought elsewhere.
They can most probably be found in the desire to reach a provisional
solution that would leave the door open for future revisions of the treaty to
Germany's advantage. This was also the method used regarding the Rhine39
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land and the Saar. In D a n z i g ' s case, this policy aimed to preserve its German
character, thus safeguarding the chances of its returning to the Reich on the
basis of " s e l f - d e t e r m i n a t i o n /

5

W e can find a confirmation of this line of

thought in Lloyd G e o r g e ' s speech in the House of C o m m o n s on 27 July 1936.
H e then declared that his a i m in 1919 was to prevent a union of Danzig with
the Polish Corridor, because the latter had a Polish majority and because such
a solution would have led t o the Polonization of the c i t y .
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Underlying this

conciliation of G e r m a n y was the fear that a Polish-German war over Danzig
would involve France a n d therefore Britain; this would be undesirable both
because Britain wished to balance France and Germany and because Eastern
Europe was not viewed as a sphere of vital British interests. During the next
few years, Britain was to follow a policy of defending Danzig against
Polonization. This was also the policy of Danzig's German administration,
directed from Berlin.
It had been agreed in Paris that on the ratification of the Versailles
Treaty, Danzig and the plebiscite areas in East Prussia would be handed over
to the Allied Powers. T h e s a m e was to apply to Prussian Poland (Posen), but a
Polish uprising in late 1918 and early 1919 placed the territory under Polish
administration. M e a n w h i l e , a German administration remained in Danzig,
East Prussia, and U p p e r Silesia.
The mayor o f D a n z i g , D r . Heinrich Sahm, wasted no time in contacting
British officials a n d i n f o r m i n g them of his view that the literal application of
articles 104, 107, and 108 o f the Versailles Treaty would mean the Polonization of the c i t y .
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Simultaneously, he persuaded the German government to

give financial aid to D a n z i g ' s key industries so as to retain the German
workers there and thus prevent the enterprises from falling into Polish
hands.
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Sahm, w h o was t o prove a doughty fighter in preserving the

Deutschtum of Danzig, deserves a few words of introduction. H e was a German
civil servant w h o had w o r k e d in the German administration of occupied
Poland during the war. I n N o v e m b e r 1918 he had been appointed mayor of
Danzig. In 1920 he b e c a m e the president o f the Danzig Senate, a post that he
held until 1930; he then b e c a m e the mayor of Berlin and ended his career as
German minister t o N o r w a y . Physically a giant o f a man, he was a tenacious
opponent o f Poland. H e showed great perspicacity in 1919, in proposing that
Danzig stay with G e r m a n y but accept far-reaching "state servitudes" to
Poland. These w o u l d include a free port under Polish administration, Polish
customs regulations, Polish administration of the Vistula between Warsaw
and Danzig, and Polish tariffs on the connecting German railway lines.
However, this plan was bitterly opposed by Konigsberg, which saw it as a
selfish gambit b y D a n z i g to monopolize Polish trade; and it was rejected by
the German g o v e r n m e n t .
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Sahm's appeal to British officials probably strengthened the British
government's desire to keep Danzig out of Polish hands; it may also have
suggested the legal means of achieving this aim. Whatever the case may be, in
the fall of 1919 the British were able to persuade the French to divide the
burden of occupation in the plebiscite territories so that British troops were
preponderant in East Prussia and Danzig, while the French had preponderance in Upper Silesia. In mid August, agreement was also reached that
the Allied administrator in Danzig would be British, while a Frenchman was
to occupy the same post in Memel. It was probably at about this time or a little
earlier that Lloyd George and Clemenceau reached a secret agreement that as
long as an Englishman was the league's high commissioner in Danzig, so long
a Frenchman would be president of the Governing Commission in the Saar.
The French would also get the presidency of the Frontier Delimitation
Commission in P o l a n d . Thus, Clemenceau resigned from any effective
French presence in Danzig.
Unaware of this fact, the Polish government for some time suffered from
the delusion that the Versailles Treaty's articles on Danzig could, in fact, be
interpreted as meaning Polish administration of the port and, in general,
preponderant Polish influence in the city. T h e first Polish draft for the
convention with the free city claimed Polish administration of the port and the
port railways, Polish customs officials, complete equality for Polish nationals
and Danzig citizens, and last but not least, a military and naval base in the
city. The draft made no mention of a high commissioner, but it did propose
the use of generally accepted methods of arbitration. This proposal was
heavily criticized by officials of the Foreign Office as well as the League of
Nations. The Polish delegation to the Conference of Ambassadors in Paris
withdrew the draft but resubmitted it in January 1920 with only slight
modifications.
Meanwhile, in late November 1919, the Poles received an indication of
negative British reactions to their draft from Sir Reginald Tower, who had
been appointed the Allied administrator for Danzig. Tower, who had
previously been the British consul in Buenos Aires, knew German, for he had
served in the British consulate in Munich before the war. T h e briefing he
received on the Polish draft of the convention only confirmed the views that he
had formulated after a brief visit to Berlin, Danzig, and Warsaw. H e had then
concluded that the Poles were only waiting to " s t a m p e d e " Danzig. H e also
believed that they would be no match for the Germans in local negotiations.
In any event, it was decided that only preparatory talks would take place in
Danzig, while the negotiations would be conducted in Paris. A young British
diplomat, Edward Hallett Carr, who was to be intimately concerned with
these negotiations, was pleased; he hoped that Polish ministers would be
excluded from the negotiations in P a r i s . Under these circumstances, T o w e r
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told Polish delegates in Paris at the end of November that, in his opinion,
Poland had no right to administer the port but only the right to enjoy its "free
use and service." In his report to the Foreign Office, he stated that those who
believed that the Versailles Treaty gave Poland the right to administer the
port were f o o l s . This British interpretation o f article 104 was soon confirmed
from another quarter. G e n . Sir Richard Haking, the commander of the
British battalion in D a n z i g , had no sooner arrived there on 4 February 1920
then he cabled T o w e r , w h o was still in Paris, that the Polish-Danzig
convention should be delayed until D a n z i g ' s demands had been examined.
Like Sahm, he claimed that if article 104 were interpreted literally, Danzig
would not b e a " F r e e S t a t e . " H e also criticized the Poles for lacking
experienced administrators to take over the p o r t . Tower, of course, held the
same views. It was n o coincidence that o n the same day he voiced serious
objections to Polish delegates in Paris o n the Polish draft convention that had
been submitted in J a n u a r y .
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Given his previous opinions, it is not surprising that after arriving in
Danzig, T o w e r sent l o n g and detailed reports to the Conference of Ambassadors in Paris, stressing Polish obstruction and ineptitude and blaming the
Poles for the existing tension in Danzig. These reports served to build a
foundation for Britain's aim of securing her interpretation of the two most
important articles o n D a n z i g in the Versailles Treaty—namely, 104 and 107.
In his reports, T o w e r took no account of the fact that Poland herself was
suffering from food shortages and chaotic administration or that the Polish
military administration in the Corridor (Polish Pomerania) was no more
heavy-handed than most military administrations tend to be. He did not seem
to notice either that while the Poles vividly remembered Germany's policy of
forced assimilation in Prussian Poland and her oppressive occupation of
Russian Poland during the w a r , the hostile attitude of the Germans in the
Corridor did nothing to make things easier. Oblivious to all these factors,
Tower used every incident to point out Polish shortcomings. But this was only
a variation o n the theme voiced by S a h m , which harmonized with Tower's
views and those o f Haking. This theme was that article 104 could not be
interpreted as giving Poland control over the port of Danzig. Tower's
arguments were directed at the representatives of the Allied Powers at the
Conference of Ambassadors in Paris, since they were to negotiate the final
treaty between D a n z i g and Poland. H e r e , Britain had to have arguments to
gain at least Italian support in order to overcome French support of Warsaw.
Thus, it is not surprising that only two weeks after his arrival in Danzig,
Tower informed the Conference of Ambassadors that the Poles were " m i s reading" the m e a n i n g of article 104 of the treaty by claiming the right to
administer the port, and he criticized " t h e rough and ready division of water
for Poland and land for D a n z i g . " As he wrote to E. H . Carr, he and his staff
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believed that such *'high-handed measures" could not be carried out without
doing "serious injustice to the German element" in D a n z i g . Thus, he
clearly supported President Sahm, with whom he had established a close and
friendly relationship. Like Sahm, T o w e r believed that if paragraphs 2 , 3 , and
4 of article 104 were to be applied literally, Poland would, in fact, control the
port and therefore the city.
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T o w e r ' s opening gambit was followed by pleas to delay negotiations for
the Polish-Danzig convention. These pleas were simultaneously bolstered by
complaints against the Poles for continually provoking border incidents. At
the same time, T o w e r supported Danzig's pleas for extending its borders to
include the town of Tczew (Dirschau), with its important railway bridge. He
also opposed Polish attempts to lease key real estate in the port of D a n z i g .
By mid March, Tower was proposing that until the convention had been
signed, one of the Allied Powers should take over the administration of the
p o r t . Haking, for his part, relayed alarmist reports of a possible Polish
takeover of Danzig and even suggested that it might be best to withdraw
Allied troops from the city. H o w e v e r , cooler heads prevailed; the Foreign
Office, at least, believed Polish denials of military concentrations. Indeed,
Poland was unlikely to attack Allied troops, not least because British naval
units stood in the Bay of D a n z i g .
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Tower went to Paris at the end of April and pleaded for the modification
of article 104, which, in his view (and Sahm's), implied Polish administration
o f the port. H e met with strong resistance from the French, who were
supported by the Italians. H o w e v e r , on 7 M a y , Lord Derby, the British
ambassador to the Conference o f Ambassadors, formally proposed that the
port administration be entrusted to a Mixed Harbor Board, which, he argued,
worked so well in his hometown of Liverpool. T h e French were able to dilute
this proposal to a " r e c o m m e n d a t i o n , " but they agreed that Poland should not
have a military or naval base in D a n z i g . ( W e might note that on this very
day, Polish troops entered K i e v , having launched this offensive against the
Bolsheviks to the accompaniment o f British and, to a lesser extent, French
disapproval.) The conference's decision that Poland was to have no military
or naval base in Danzig was a heavy blow for her. As Haking noted, no
administration was effective without physical or at least moral force to back
i t . Also, the Polish General Staff considered the defense o f the Corridor
impossible unless Poland had a military base in Danzig.
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Heinrich Sahm was very pleased with the results of T o w e r ' s trip to Paris.
He claimed in his memoirs that he had built on Lord Derby's proposal by
suggesting that the Mixed H a r b o r Board also control the port railways. It is
not surprising that Polish-Danzig talks held at the end of M a y , under the
auspices of T o w e r and E. H . Carr, yielded no results. T h e stalemate was
broken, however, by the disastrous Polish retreat before the oncoming Red
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Army. This gave Lloyd George leverage for furthering British aims in
Danzig.
By July 1920 the Polish armies were in full retreat, hotly pursued b y the
Red Army. T h e Polish government appealed to France and Britain for help.
Prime Minister Wtadyslaw Grabski was dispatched to Spa, where Lloyd
George and President Alexandre Millerand were conferring on German
reparations. Grabski's reception there and the terms offered to Poland have
been described elsewhere. Here we will concentrate on Danzig. After
Grabski had accepted the conditions for Allied aid, which included an Allied
decision on Danzig, Lord Curzon raised the issue on 11 July. Significantly, he
stated that the "difficulty" with articles 104 and 107 of the Versailles Treaty
was that if carried out, all the trade and the development of the waterways
would be in Polish hands, while the land property would belong to the
population of Danzig. He then claimed that Poland and Danzig had " a g r e e d "
to the establishment o f a " j o i n t authority" under a chairman appointed b y the
League of Nations, which would administer the port and all local transit
services (i.e., the Mixed Harbor Board). Polish tariffs would apply, but the
customs revenue would be divided between Poland and Danzig. T o w e r was
instructed to start negotiations along these l i n e s . All that the French were
willing or able to obtain for the Poles was a legal loophole: British assent to the
word puisse (may) to qualify the proposal that both Danzig and Poland accept
the Harbor B o a r d .
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The heads of state also decided to send an Allied mission to Poland to
report on the situation. However, while the French hoped for a Polish victory
under Gen. Maxime Weygand (who was to replace Pilsudski as commander
in chief), the British aimed to pressure the Poles into signing an armistice with
the Soviets. As it happened, neither of these aims was fulfilled. Pilsudski
could not be replaced, and the Soviet armistice terms were rejected, with
French support, although the British government had advised that they be
accepted. Pilsudski then defeated the Soviet a r m i e s .
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Meanwhile, however, at the height of the Polish crisis, Sir Reginald
Tower, on orders from London, halted the unloading of ships with supplies
for Poland on the pretext that this would unleash a dockers' strike. In L o n d o n ,
Lloyd George assured the Soviet emissaries, with whom he was negotiating a
trade treaty, that no arms would reach Poland through Danzig if Poland
signed an armistice with Soviet R u s s i a . T o w e r did not protest when the
Danzig Senate proclaimed the city's neutrality on 20 A u g u s t . It was at this
time that a shipment of horses was unloaded in the little fishing port o f Gdynia
in the Polish Corridor, about eighteen kilometers west of Danzig. This was an
omen of things to come.
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O n 20 August, when Pilsudski's victory was no longer in doubt, a
Franco-British clash over Danzig seemed imminent. A French cruiser, the
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Gueydon, arrivecj with orders from Marshal Foch to effect the unloading of
supplies. Foch even authorized the transfer of French troops from M e m e l for
this purpose if necessary. Lloyd G e o r g e — w h o was then conferring with the
Italian prime minister, Giovanni Giolitti, in Lucerne, Switzerland—was
forced to change his stand, since the British press was indignant at his support
of Soviet terms for Poland. H e now declared that the Soviet government had
not revealed all of its demands to him. H e blamed the Danzig "local C o u n c i l ' '
for stopping the unloading of supplies for Poland, and he called for aid to
P o l a n d . T o w e r was ordered to permit the unloading, which was resumed on
26 August. By then Poland had been saved, but the Poles could not forget
Danzig's attitude during the war or the blockage of supplies there. They
began to think of developing their own port in G d y n i a .
Although the Allies did not send help after the Russians had entered
ethnic Poland—as they had promised to do at Spa—the Poles could do
nothing to reverse their acceptance of future Allied decisions on Danzig. T h e
French, for their part, decided that they could do no more than fight a
diplomatic rear-guard action on Poland's behalf. This was further complicated b y Franco-British disputes over the activities of Gen. Henri L e R o n d ,
head of the Inter-Allied Plebiscite Commission in Upper Silesia, w h o m the
British accused of having supported Polish insurrectionists in the area. W h e n
the Polish and Danzig delegations in Paris presented totally contradictory
drafts for the convention, Lord Derby obtained French agreement to the
proposal that the Conference of Ambassadors appoint a mixed commission to
work out a draft of its own. Also, British insistence on the establishment of a
M i x e d H a r b o r Board won the day, in return for allowing General Le R o n d to
continue at his post in Upper Silesia, though with reduced p o w e r s . Sahm
had been informed ahead of time of the possibility o f such a " d e a l " by
T o w e r ' s colleague, Captain Charley. Sahm, who was in Paris as the head of
the D a n z i g delegation, also kept in close touch with E. H . Carr, the British
representative on the mixed commission that was assigned the task of drafting
the convention.
T h e heart of this draft was the Harbor Board. It was to have the right of
administering the port and the port railways and of taking over whatever
former G e r m a n state property it needed (this involved article 107). T h e
French obtained some minor concessions for Poland, such as the Harbor
B o a r d ' s obligation to " c o n s u l t " her on the administration of the Vistula, her
right to " o b j e c t " to the board's control of the port railways, and her right to
" s u p e r v i s e " Danzig customs officials. These slight gains were small consolation to the Poles for losing control of the port, for the prohibition o f a Polish
military and naval base, and for the increased powers of the high commissioner. T h e Danzig delegation, highly pleased with the convention, signed it
on 9 N o v e m b e r 1920. Ignacy Paderewski, now the head of the Polish
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delegation, was allowed some delay but finally signed on 18 November, on the
promise that the league would grant Poland a "defense mandate" for
Danzig.
However, this mandate, when finally worked out by French and British
diplomats, turned out to be worthless. As presented to the League Council on
22 June 1921 by Count Kikujiro Ishii, the rapporteur on Danzig affairs, it
stipulated that the high commissioner must request the League Council to
allow Polish military intervention either for the defense of Danzig or in order
to restore order in the city. But the high commissioner could—and this was a
concession to France—"anticipate" league instructions by asking the Polish
government to intervene in an "emergency situation." Finally, as a concession to Poland, the high commissioner was to " e x a m i n e " the means of
providing a port d attache for Polish warships in D a n z i g . This was not to be a
naval base, but a place where Polish warships could dock for refueling,
supplies, and repairs.
The Polish-Danzig Convention, or, as it was more frequently referred to,
the Paris Convention, was indeed " a German-Danziger C o n v e n t i o n , " as
Col. A . B. Barber, head of the American Technical Mission in Poland, called
i t . Lt. Comdr. Eric L. Wharton, R . N . , head of the British Naval Mission in
Poland, held similar views. H e believed that if Danzig was supposed to secure
Poland's access to the sea, then the Poles should be given more control of the
port than the Danzigers. He also agreed with Polish military experts that the
only way in which Poland could prepare against a German attack on the
Corridor was to take peacetime defensive measures in Danzig. As for Polish
rights in Danzig, he noted: " A convention backed by nothing but illusory
guarantees of defense could lead n o w h e r e . " H e reported that the Poles were
saying they would let Danzig go its own way and develop G d y n i a . Sahm, for
his part, extended his thanks to Tower for helping the Danzig cause. H e wrote
that while Danzig had not won, it had not been vanquished either. He likewise
acknowledged General Haking's support in various disputes with Poland,
including the Defense M a n d a t e . Thus, the foundations for protecting the
city's Deutschtum had been well and truly laid.
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By the summer of 1921, Danzig was under a thinly disguised German
domination. German government subsidies, funneled through the German
consulate general, paid for pensions and unemployment benefits. German
banks controlled the assets of Danzig banks, while the great German
industrialist Hugo Stinnes had already bought most of the Danzig ships in
1 9 2 0 . T h e administration was, of course, German. German civil servants
automatically acquired Danzig citizenship; their service in the free city was
counted as service in Germany, and they could transfer automatically to the
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Reich. Bernardo Attolico, who served as the high commissioner ad interim in
D e c e m b e r 1920 before Haking took up his post, reported: " D a n z i g is a frank
and avowed G e r m a n and anti-Polish c o m m u n i t y . " T h e situation was no
different a year later. T h e deputy secretary general of the League of Nations,
Joseph A v e n o l , reported in March 1922 that the whole constitutional and
administrative organization of Danzig was based on the German model. The
administrative structure was, he observed, more suitable to an empire than to
a territory with a population of 3 6 0 , 0 0 0 . Danzig also had a paramilitary
police force; even Haking noted the fact that it was led by former Prussian
officers in close touch with Berlin. The police possessed not only rifles but also
machine g u n s . T h e Danzig Constitution, while guaranteed by the league,
was modeled on W e i m a r ' s ; and Danzig political parties, except for the small
Polish Party, were branches of German parties. The same was true of the
trade unions. T h e Danzig administration, led by the redoubtable Sahm,
recognized the supremacy of politics over economics. The Danzig Senate
assured Berlin that it was conducting, not Danzig economic politics, but
G e r m a n politics, and considered it a patriotic duty to suffer the sacrifices that
this entailed.
A key element in keeping Danzig German was its industry. Danzig
managed to keep the most important industrial enterprises out of Polish
hands; it succeeded in doing so with the help of British and French
industrialists. T h e enterprises involved were the former Imperial Navy Yard,
known as the Danziger Werft, and the railway workshops at Troyl. In 1919,
Sahm had already managed to obtain German subsidies to employ the
workers and to modernize the plant equipment, as well as to have both
enterprises transferred to Danzig trusteeship. H e succeeded in interesting the
members of the Allied Commission for the Division of Former German State
Property in Danzig, set up in February 1921, in a scheme of vesting the
property rights in the city on condition that it would then lease them to an
international company. A t first the director of the navy yard, Dr. Ludwig
N o e , tried to have the property taken over by an English firm, Craven's Ltd.,
but France foiled this plan. After long negotiations, it was finally agreed that
the enterprises would b e jointly vested in Danzig and Poland, who would then
lease them for fifty years to the International Shipbuilding and Engineering
C o m p a n y Ltd. of Danzig. The shares were divided as follows: French and
British representatives held 30 percent each, while Danzig and Poland held 20
percent each. Poland was, moreover, obliged to sign a contract guaranteeing
orders to the railway yards for ten years. Thus, Poland lost out once more, for
she had aimed either at full ownership of this valuable property or at least 50
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percent control over i t .
Despite the setbacks of the Paris Convention and the decision on the
naval shipyard and the railway workshops, Poland at first followed a policy o f
8 9
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conciliation toward Danzig. This was most clearly visible in the Warsaw
Convention, signed by Danzig and Poland on 18 October 1921. The
convention established a customs union between Poland and Danzig as
envisaged in the Versailles Treaty, thus abolishing import and export duties
on the traffic of goods between the free city and Poland. Warsaw made many
concessions to secure the city's good will. Thus, Danzig was allowed to import
raw materials and half-finished goods from Germany and to export finished
goods abroad. Poland also gave up the weapon of economic pressure by
agreeing to supply the city with food and fuel on the same terms as her own
population. She agreed to divide the customs revenues on the basis of the very
favorable ratio o f six Danzigers to one Pole, thus recognizing the higher
standard of living in the city. However, Sahm jealously guarded the Senate's
prerogative of granting Danzig citizenship and of expelling undesirable
persons, as well as granting permission to buy real estate and to employ Poles.
He even refused to recognize that expulsion was subject to arbitration by the
high commissioner. Also, while Poles living in Danzig were guaranteed the
right to establish their own schools, this was in every case subject to senatorial
agreement.
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But the Warsaw Convention did not have the effects desired by Poland.
Constant disputes raged between the two parties. In most cases the high
commissioners supported Danzig, which, more often than not, also took the
initiative of bringing the disputes before the League of Nations Council. The
result was that over the period 1921 to 1934, seventy such disputes went to
Geneva, of which forty-nine were initiated by Danzig, fifteen by the Polish
government, and six by both sides. These disputes included Polish demands
for a 50-50 ratio in Polish and Danzig personnel to be employed by the
Harbor Board; the Polish demand that the harbor police be under the
authority of the board and not of Danzig; the problem of the Polish railway
administration; the site of the Polish port d'attache; the Munitions Depot, as
well as the guard there; the Polish Post Office; Polish conduct o f Danzig's
foreign relations; double taxation; the status of personnel in the office o f the
Polish commissioner general; and whether Danzig was a sovereign state or
not. It would take too long to describe each dispute, so three examples must
suffice. Danzig did not hand over a building for the use of the Polish Post
Office until January 1925; the problems of the port d'attache and of the
Munition Depot and its guard, though formally settled in 1925, dragged on
until 1932.
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Frustrated by Danzig's obstructive policy, Polish public opinion forced
the government to attempt to abrogate the Paris Convention and to obtain
league recognition of the Versailles Treaty as the basis for Polish rights in
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Danzig. This attempt was made in July 1923, but it failed because of British
opposition and lack of French support. T h e British government opposed the
Polish request despite the fact that both Sir Eric D r u m m o n d , the secretary
general of the League o f Nations, and Sir William M a x Muller, the British
minister in Warsaw, shared the Polish view that the Paris Convention had not
secured the advantages promised to Poland b y article 104 o f the Versailles
Treaty and that changes should therefore be made. It is also worth noting that
the British consul in Danzig, Basil Fry, drew certain conclusions from the
experience of the free city when suggesting a statute for M e m e l , which he
proposed should also b e c o m e a free city. In D e c e m b e r 1922 he advised against
setting up a mixed harbor board in M e m e l , saying it " w o u l d be not only a
grave and needless expense but actually prejudicial to the interest of the
p o r t . " (The Poles, o f course, wished to abolish the M i x e d H a r b o r Board in
D a n z i g . ) Furthermore, he advised against a treaty that would permit the free
interchange of officials with any foreign c o u n t r y .
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(Danzig had such a treaty

with Germany.) It is difficult to avoid the impression that the different British
attitudes toward D a n z i g and M e m e l stemmed from the fact that Britain
wished M e m e l to be free o f German influence, while it assumed that Danzig
would and should return to G e r m a n y at some future time.
In July 1923, British opposition was decisive. It was based on the
assumptions that Poland wished to Polonize Danzig and that she should not be
allowed to do so. T h e French failed to support the Poles, because they wished
to maintain their 1919 agreement with Britain on Danzig and the S a a r .
the series of Polish-Danzig
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agreements concluded between August and

D e c e m b e r 1923 clearly demonstrates how obstructive, in fact, Danzig policy
had been. T h u s , Danzig agreed that the harbor police be put under the
authority of the H a r b o r Board and that the latter should aim to employ Polish
and Danzig employees o n a 50-50 ratio. T h e board's right to apply for foreign
loans was to be subject to negotiation and not be an automatic right, as ruled
b y the high commissioner; Poland then resumed her subventions to the board,
which had been suspended since 1921. Danzig accepted Polish customs
regulations as binding and agreed that differences of opinion should not delay
their application. T h e Senate agreed to inform the Polish commissioner
general of its decisions on Polish applications for the acquisition of Danzig
property. Polish citizens could no longer be arrested for nonpayment of taxes,
except by decision o f a court o f law. T h e high commissioner was to examine
cases regarding the equal rights of Polish nationals before the Senate issued
any regulations. Other agreements concerned the Polish conduct of the city's
foreign relations, the diplomatic status of Polish government property and
personnel, and the taxes imposed thereon. H o w e v e r , D a n z i g reserved the
right to reopen the disputes by qualifying all these agreements as " p r o v i sional."
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The most important agreement concerned the establishment of a separate
Danzig currency, and this was the clue to Sahm's concessions, provisional
though they were. The city used G e r m a n currency and was therefore hard hit
by the galloping inflation that followed the Franco-Belgian occupation of the
Ruhr in January 1923. As Sahm confessed in his memoirs, in signing the
whole series of agreements and particularly the one on Danzig currency, he
was motivated by the fear that if the German situation took a turn for the
worse, Poland could exert economic pressure on the city, particularly by
curtailing orders for the railway workshops of the Danzig Engineering and
Shipbuilding Company. Therefore, much to his regret, he had to make some
concessions to P o l a n d . T h e new currency, the gulden, valued at one-twentyfifth of the English pound sterling, was established with the aid o f a sizeable
loan from British b a n k s . But as D r . L u d w i g N o e , now the director of the
International Engineering and Shipbuilding C o m p a n y , foresaw, the gulden
was pegged too high and therefore raised costs in the port of Danzig, thus
hurting it in competition with other Baltic p o r t s . An aspect unwelcome to
Danzig was partial Polish control of the assets of the new Bank of Danzig, for
Poland provided 28 percent of its funding capital. Nonetheless, this gain was
small compensation for Poland's failure to establish her own currency in
Danzig. The net result of the agreements signed in the last quarter of 1923 was
to strengthen the free city, not Poland.
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Developments in the international situation during 1924/25 led to a m o r e
favorable attitude toward Poland on the part of Britain and, therefore, the
League of Nations. The successful negotiations for the Dawes Plan in April
1924—which scaled down German reparations and set up a new schedule o f
payments—presaged a reconciliation between Germany, on the one hand,
and France on the other, a reconciliation that was the aim of both French and
British policy. T h e effect of this in Danzig was a change of attitude by the high
commissioner. Sir Mervyn Sorley MacDonnell, who had succeeded Haking
in February 1923, was as firm a supporter of the Danzig Senate as his
predecessor had been. In April 1924, however, he urged Vice-President D r .
Ernst Ziehm to avoid an anti-Polish p o l i c y . In the summer he urged Sahm
to avoid holding congresses of German associations in Danzig for the next
four or five years. H e said that, for once, Danzig should reckon with Polish
susceptibilities. Furthermore, he asked the president to keep disputes with
Poland off the agenda of the League Council. Sahm refused to consider these
requests.
The objective of all this advice was to achieve relatively g o o d
relations between the free city and Poland before Germany entered the
League of Nations, and thus to avert Polish-German confrontations in
Geneva. However, Danzig was also to be secured against any Polish
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encroachments. Thus, in N o v e m b e r 1924, MacDonnell more than balanced
his counsels of moderation to the Senate by declaring that Danzig was a
sovereign state in the international sense of the word. O f course, Berlin
supported Danzig's claim to sovereignty as a legal basis for " d e f e n d i n g " the
free city against P o l a n d .
In 1925 the prospect of Franco-German reconciliation advanced further
with Gustav Stresemann's proposal for a Rhine pact—that is, an agreement
guaranteeing French and Belgian frontiers with Germany. This proposal,
made by the German foreign minister at the end of January to Britain and in
early February to France, opened the way to negotiations that finally resulted
in the Locarno Treaties of 16 October 1925. T h e aim of obtaining German
entry into the league led the British government to press for the settlement of
outstanding Polish-Danzig disputes. Furthermore, in preparation for abandoning its protectorate over the city through British high commissioners, the
British government sought a new procedure that would keep these disputes off
the agenda of council sessions. At the same time, the view of the British
foreign secretary, Sir Austen Chamberlain, as of the majority of Foreign
Office experts, was that German entry into the league would open up
prospects of that b o d y ' s negotiating a revision of the Polish-German frontier
in the Corridor and in Upper S i l e s i a .
It should be noted, however, that
while Austen Chamberlain hewed to the traditional British policy of noninvolvement in Eastern Europe and rejected suggestions that times had changed
so that Britain could n o longer display lack o f political interest there, he also
opposed an immediate revision of the Polish-German f r o n t i e r .
In 1926 he
voiced strong criticism of the German policy on Danzig and of German
opposition to the Polish frontier as established by the Versailles T r e a t y .
As
late as M a y 1929 he still hoped that at some future time, revision would come
by mutual Polish-German a g r e e m e n t .
Despite its drawbacks, the year 1925 brought some Polish successes.
MacDonnell reported at the M a r c h session of the league that new machinery
for resolving Polish-Danzig disputes should be developed; otherwise, once
Germany took her seat at the League Council, Polish-Danzig disputes would
become Polish-German disputes. H e suggested that the council's rapporteur
on Danzig affairs could serve as arbitrator or that a committee of three be set
up to deal with Polish-Danzig disputes. Finally, it was decided that M a c D o n nell's tenure would be extended for only one more year; the same applied to
Victor Rault, the French president o f the Saar Governing C o m m i s s i o n .
This state of affairs brought Poland some immediate gains. Thus,
contrary to MacDonnell, who supported Danzig, J . M , Quifiones de Leon,
the rapporteur on Danzig affairs, suggested that the dispute over the Polish
mailboxes (January 1925) be submitted to the Permanent Tribunal of
International Justice at T h e H a g u e , together with the recommendation that
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Poland had the right to more than one building for her postal services. He
also overruled MacDonnell's pronouncement on Danzig's sovereignty, declaring that the status of the free city had been defined by the Versailles
Treaty. Also, once again, it was decided to put the harbor police under the
control of the Harbor B o a r d .
In M a y , The Hague tribunal ruled in
Poland's favor o n the mailboxes—that is, that Poland had the right to set them
up and to collect mail outside the premises of her one existing post-office
b u i l d i n g . A commission of three was then set up to delimit the port area
where the Polish postal service could operate. T h e commission's report
favored the Polish view that the port included not only waterways but also
land, and it drew a " g r e e n l i n e , " which included essential parts of the
business district in the port area. Sahm's accusation that the commission was
biased was rejected, as was his request that the dispute be submitted once
more to The H a g u e .
Finally, the delimitation of the area for the Polish
munitions depot at Westerplatte—which was designated for this purpose by
the League Council in March 1924—was carried o u t .
Despite Sahm's
protests, the area was handed over to Poland on 31 October 1925. In
December the League Council agreed to the Polish demand that a military
unit of sixty-eight enlisted men and twenty officers be assigned to guard the
munitions depot. Again, this was done over Sahm's vehement protests. In
December 1925 the League Council agreed, in a secret session, that M a c D o n nell's term should end in February 1926 and that he would be succeeded by a
Dutchman, D r . Joost van Hamel. This decision was immediately made
p u b l i c . It was greeted with great hostility by the German and Danzig press,
which claimed that Hamel had displayed an anti-German stance during the
war. His term o f office was made very difficult by constant attacks, not only
on his policy but also on his personal reputation. It is not surprising that he
ended his service as a confirmed critic of Danzig and of German p o l i c y .
T h e year 1925 ended with Polish gains in Danzig, but also with a very
difficult economic situation for Poland. T h e existing inflation was accelerated
by the outbreak of the Polish-German tariff war in June. The apparently
imminent bankruptcy o f Poland seemed to bear out calculations that such a
breakdown would give Germany the best chance of putting forward her
demands for D a n z i g and the C o r r i d o r .
Danzig, although it also suffered
from Poland's ills, looked forward hopefully to her complete collapse. Sahm
believed that this would lead either to a Polish-German economic union or the
return of the free city to Germany as the condition for an international loan
for Poland, which was to be raised with German participation. Meanwhile,
in the international context, the Polish-Danzig problem was now seen as a
European problem. T h e British ambassador in Berlin, L o r d D ' A b e r n o n ,
noted in early January 1926 that since Locarno had reduced the danger on the
Franco-German frontier, Danzig had become the " d a n g e r spot of Eu107
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rope."
This was, of course, the view assiduously propagated by German
diplomats and statesmen. It obfuscated the real issue, which was pointed out
in August 1926 by A . W . G. Randall of the Foreign Office, when he wrote:
1 1 6

Danzig was less a factor in Polish-German differences than a touchstone of
Polish-German relations. W h e n Polish-German relations improve, DanzigPolish relations will improve, and, alternatively—though perhaps to a lesser
degree—when Danzig-Polish relations improve . . . , the development of
Polish-German relations may be expected to start from a more favourable
point of d e p a r t u r e .
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Randall's opinion was, in fact, shared by Marshal Pilsudski, who always
maintained that Danzig was the touchstone of Polish-German relations.
T h e history of the next fourteen years, until September 1939, was to bear out
the analysis made separately by a Foreign Office official and by the greatest
statesman of modern Poland.
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The Polish-Lithuanian Dispute
over Vilna, 1918-22

T h e dispute between Poland and Lithuania over the city and region of
V i l n a , * which originated in the last years o f W o r l d W a r I, was to poison
Polish-Lithuanian relations until M a r c h 1938. As in the case of Danzig, the
dispute involved far m o r e than the fate of a city and its inhabitants. In 1919
1

the Western Powers viewed it as part of the unresolved Russian question. A s
long as the W h i t e Russian forces seemed to have a chance o f winning the civil
war, France and Britain assumed that the Baltic provinces would return to a
non-Bolshevik Russia. T h e y also opposed the establishment of German
influence in the region, fearing that this would lead to dominant German
influence in Russia, F r o m the end o f 1919 onward, when the Bolsheviks were
clearly winning the civil war, the British government aimed to secure good
trade relations with Russia b y supporting a solution of the Vilna question that
w o u l d be acceptable to the Soviets. However, French support of General
W r a n g e l required effective Polish military action against the R e d A r m y and
therefore assured selective French support for Polish aims. After Pilsudski's
victory

in the Polish-Soviet war in August-September

1920 and

after

W r a n g e P s debacle in the Crimea shortly thereafter, Britain generally supported Lithuania against Poland. This was because the Soviets had recognized
V i l n a as the capital o f Lithuania in their treaty with the latter in July 1920,
and so it was assumed that Britain's support for this solution would strengthen
her bid for the Russian market. Also the Vilna question provided Lloyd
G e o r g e with a means o f putting pressure on Poland with regard to East

* The Russian name of Vilna is used here because of its general acceptance in Western
literature. The Polish name is Wilno; the Lithuanian, Vilnius.
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Galicia and Memel. T h e French generally supported Poland—that is,
Pilsudski's aim of establishing a federation with Lithuania. This was due to
the French belief that Lithuania herself would be too weak to withstand
German pressure. However, b y M a y 1922, and particularly after Lloyd
George's resignation as prime minister in October, the British also came to
favor federation.
It is therefore in the context of the Russian question that we should see
the opposing objectives of the Polish and Lithuanian leaders regarding Vilna
and Polish-Lithuanian relations. O n the Polish side, Jozef Pilsudski, chief of
state and commander in chief of the army, aimed at establishing a PolishLithuanian federation—including Belorussia—in order to prevent German or
Russian domination of the region, to weaken Russia, and to secure one of the
two " g a t e s " against the invasion of Poland from the East. The Vilna region
constituted this gate in the northeast, while East Galicia was the gate in the
southeast. Between them lay the Polesie Marshes, which were impassable to
armies. Secondly, the Vilna region was preponderantly Polish-speaking, and
Vilna itself, though half-Polish and half-Jewish, was a historic center o f Polish
culture. Thirdly, the region was indispensable to Poland as a direct land
connection with Latvia. Finally, Pilsudski planned to link the PolishLithuanian federation with a Polish-Ukrainian bloc based on an alliance
between Poland and an independent Ukraine. However, majority Polish
opinion opposed federation and had little or no interest in an independent
Ukraine; on the contrary, it demanded the annexation of the Vilna region,
western Belorussia, and East Galicia to Poland.
Federation with Poland was also violently opposed by Lithuanian public
opinion. The Lithuanians aimed at the establishment of the largest possible
state. They hated the Poles and played Germany off against Soviet Russia so
as to prevent the establishment of any federal bonds with Poland. From the
long-term point of view, a Polish-Lithuanian federation might well have been
the best solution for both countries; but this idea had more enemies than
friends.

T h e Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which existed from 1569 to
1795, constituted a historical precedent for union between a reborn Poland
and Lithuania. However, Lithuanian nationalism was more anti-Polish than
anti-Russian. Lithuanian nationalists resented Russian domination, but in
forging a modern national identity, they perceived their most dangerous
enemy to be Poland. Therefore, they saw any form of union as a renewal o f
Polish domination. W e should bear in mind that the Lithuanian and
Belorussian gentry had become Polonized by the end of the seventeenth
century and that until the 1880s Lithuanian had remained a predominantly
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peasant language. Since Polish nobles o w n e d most of the land and since Poles
filled most church offices, the fight for spreading the Lithuanian language in
the latter part of the nineteenth century was both a cultural and a class
struggle.
The cradle of modern Lithuanian nationalism was in the Trans-Niemen
region. Here, prosperous Lithuanian peasant-farmers provided their sons
with the means to obtain higher education, and the latter became the first
leaders of the modern Lithuanian national m o v e m e n t . T h e y sought inspiration, not in the Polish-Lithuanian C o m m o n w e a l t h , but in the old Grand
Duchy of Lithuania before its union with Poland. For them, Vilna symbolized
the greatness of old Lithuania, which had briefly encompassed most of
Belorussia, Volhynia, Podolia, and part of the Ukraine. Since the population
of certain parts of the old duchy had b e c o m e Polonized—which was particularly the case in the Vilna and SuwaJki regions—or spoke Belorussian, the
Lithuanians claimed that the land was Lithuanian " b y b l o o d " and should,
therefore, be part of the Lithuanian state.
2

3

This objective conflicted with the general Polish view that not only
predominantly Polish-speaking territories but also those in which the Poles
constituted a significant majority should belong to Poland. This program was
formulated by R o m a n Dmowski, who called the Lithuanians a " t r i b e , " H e
opposed federalism on the grounds that Poland would weaken herself b y
absorbing areas that lacked at least a significant Polish minority. H e believed
that, given time and state support, such a minority would Polonize the
"nationally immature" majority in any given region. Dmowski's views were
shared by the vast majority of Polish opinion, which was, moreover, as m u c h
enamored of the old commonwealth as the Lithuanians were of old Lithuania.
4

A small part of the Polish elite, however, held that the non-Polish
populations of the borderlands should enjoy home rule in a voluntary
federation with Poland. These "federalists" included not only Pilsudski and
his close supporters but also the Socialist Party and the left wing of the Peasant
Party. This new federal concept was both revolutionary and democratic. It
stemmed from the 1863 manifesto of the Polish " R e d s , " or radicals, w h o then
led the revolt against Russia and offered the peoples of the old borderlands a
choice between union or federation with Poland. T h e insurrection failed, but
the idea was developed further b y Polish Socialists in the period 1880 to 1900.
They then combined the idea of federation with the right of national selfdetermination. Interestingly enough, this new concept was first applied to
Poland and Lithuania, In 1891, Stanislaw Mendelson rejected both the o l d
" h i s t o r i c " Poland and " e t h n o g r a p h i c " Poland. H e spoke of a " r e v o l u t i o n a r y
P o l a n d , " which would establish its own frontiers after crushing Russia, and o f
" a close revolutionary c o n n e c t i o n " between Poland and Lithuania, since
Lithuania would be too weak to stand on her o w n .
5
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In 1892 the program o f the Polish Socialist Party, which was founded that
year, affirmed complete equality of rights for those nationalities that would
enter the future Polish republic o n the basis of "voluntary f e d e r a t i o n / ' T h e
Polish Socialists aimed to weaken Russia by tearing the old borderlands out of
her grasp. Jozef Pitsudski, w h o joined the party at its founding, made this his
leading aim. T w o years later he stressed that the Poles, Lithuanians,
Latvians, and Ruthenes (Ukrainians) had a different history and different
traditions from the Russians. H e observed that they hated Russian national
and religious oppression and had already developed a revolutionary working
class, and concluded that " a l l these conditions allow us to assume that it is just
from this area that the force will emerge that will grind the power of tsardom
into d u s t . "
6

7

In 1904 he tried to secure Japanese support for a Polish uprising, in
which the Poles would lead the process of breaking Russia up into her
component parts and helping these parts to become self-governing units.
Dmowski tried to persuade the Japanese not to d o so; but as it happened,
though Japan defeated Russia, tsardom survived the war. From 1905 to 1917
the paths of the two Polish leaders diverged even more; Dmowski tried to
obtain legal concessions from the Russian government, while Pilsudski
prepared officer cadres as the core of a future Polish army to serve the
independent Poland that he expected to emerge from a war between the
Central Powers, o n the one hand, and the Entente Powers on the other. H e
planned to create a Polish army that would fight for a time on the side of
Austria and Germany against Russia. H e foresaw that they would defeat
Russia, but then would be defeated themselves by France, Britain, and
probably also the United States. Under these circumstances, an independent
Poland would arise.
8

9

In J u n e 1917 the thirteenth congress of the Polish Socialist Party
approved a federal program. In the meanwhile, the March revolution had
overthrown tsardom in Russia. T h e Bolsheviks seized power in November
and came out with their own federal program of self-determination for the
peoples of Russia, but one based on self-determination b y workers and
peasants—led, o f course, by the Bolsheviks. In February 1918, L e o n
Wasilewski, the Polish Socialist expert on nationality problems, expounded
the party's aims with regard to the borderlands, especially Lithuania. H e
wrote that in view of the ethnic complexity o f the borderlands, new frontiers
would have to be established b y mutual agreement and in such a way as to
exclude all foreign intervention and outside influence. Since the Polish state
should not include too many foreign elements, it must establish political o r
economic relations with friendly neighbors o n the basis of c o m m o n interests.
However, in establishing frontiers with unfriendly or hostile states, strategic
considerations would be decisive. Regarding Lithuania, he wrote that if she
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agreed to enter a union with Poland, then some Polish-populated areas could
be included in the Lithuanian state. However, if Lithuania refused, Poland
would demand the Vilna region and other ethnically mixed territories in the
e a s t . Wasilewski's article proved to b e the blueprint for Pilsudski's policy
toward Lithuania from 1918 to 1922.
10

But Polish majority views of Lithuania at the end of the war were
strongly colored by the fact that she was dependent on Germany. The first
Lithuanian government—the Taryba, or State Council—came into existence
with G e r m a n support in September 1917. While this was also true of the
German-created Regency Council in Warsaw, most Poles expected the latter
to be a temporary institution. A strong Poland would, they believed, throw off
German control. Pilsudski became a national hero in summer 1917, when he
refused to support the Germans and when Poland was reborn in November
1918. T h e Lithuanians, however, could not throw off the German yoke. After
G e r m a n y ' s defeat, German troops stayed in Lithuania. Thus, it was easy to
label the T a r y b a a tool of German imperialism, a charge made by Dmowski in
1919/20.
Meanwhile, Lithuanian emigre politicians in the West drew u p plans for
a future independent Lithuania. Thus, Juozas Gabrys—who had contacts not
only with the French and American but also with German intelligence
services —convened the National Lithuanian Conference in Switzerland in
1917. H e published a map of the new Lithuania, with the borders of the
former grand duchy as it existed in 1569. This meant a territory of about
380,000 square kilometers and a population of some 16 to 17 million. O f this,
only about 2.5 million people were, in fact, Lithuanian-speaking; the rest
were Poles, Belorussians, Latvians, Germans, Jews, and a very small
percentage o f Russians. This problem was, however, brushed aside by the
claim that nationality was based, not on national consciousness, culture, or
language, but on " b l o o d , " meaning ancient ethnic origin. Thus, Mykolas
Birziska, a prominent Lithuanian writer and publisher, claimed that ethnic
Lithuania was not limited to Lithuanian-speaking areas but also included
those where Lithuanian had once prevailed. In fact, even in 1569, only part
o f this area had been predominantly Lithuanian. While there were large
discrepancies between the Russian census of 1897, the German one o f 1916,
and the Polish one of 1921—each of which covered somewhat different
areas—Polish preponderance in southern Suwaiki Province and in the Vilna
region was indisputable
11

12

13

14

In 1917 the Poles living in these two areas established an organization
called the United Polish Parties in Lithuania, which aimed at federation with
Poland. In German-occupied Warsaw, where the Polish Regency Council
existed under German control, the Lithuanian Commission was headed by
Prince Eustachy Sapieha, who later became foreign minister of Poland. A n
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agreement was even concluded in Berlin in June 1918 between a member of
the Regency Council, A d a m Ronikier, and a member of the Taryba,
Augustinas Voldemaras. Ronikier recognized the existence o f Lithuania and
agreed with Voldemaras that the future boundaries of their respective
countries would be drawn up on the basis of "ethnic, historical, and economic
p r i n c i p l e s . " However, not only were these principles mutually contradictory, but also both sides differed radically in interpreting them. As it
happened, Voldemaras formed his first cabinet in Vilna o n 11 November
1918, when Polish independence was proclaimed in Warsaw. Here, Jozef
Pitsudski, a native of the Vilna region, became head of the reborn Polish state.
15

Polish and Lithuanian views seemed to be irreconcilable from the start.
T h e Lithuanians aimed to establish a large Lithuanian state with Vilna as its
capital, while most Poles envisaged a large Polish state with either an
autonomous Lithuanian province or an ethnic Lithuania in some union with
Poland. Pitsudski proposed union to a Lithuanian delegation in Warsaw in
December 1 9 1 8 . Shortly thereafter, a new factor complicated the dispute.
O n 2 January 1919 the Germans evacuated Vilna, and the Lithuanian
government left with them. Polish forces took over the city but evacuated it
three days later in the face of advancing units of the R e d A r m y . O n 5 January
1919 the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic was proclaimed in Vilna. The
Vilna Council of Workers' Deputies was headed by a Communist, Vincas
Mickevicius-Kapsukas. T h e Poles had offered Voldemaras help in regaining
Vilna, but he insisted that they first recognize a large, independent Lithuania
with Vilna as its capital. Voldemaras's successor, tvtykolas Slezevicius, took
the same line.
16

17

While Soviet Russia aimed to dominate the borderlands by means of
Communist governments, Germany kept a wary eye on Lithuania, lest the
latter come under Polish domination. A Foreign Ministry memorandum of
February 1919 advised that Germany support all anti-Polish tendencies in
Lithuania and help to establish a Lithuanian state. In M a y the author of
another memorandum saw an independent Lithuania as a possible counterweight to Poland and as a land bridge between Germany and Russia. Since
Poland was bound to become France's satellite in Eastern Europe, a PolishLithuanian union would be dangerous to G e r m a n y . Meanwhile, a German
plenipotentiary remained in Vilna, and German troops stayed in the country.
This was sanctioned by the Allies, w h o , by the armistice of 11 November
1918, had allowed German troops to remain in former Western Russia so as
to block Bolshevik expansion w e s t w a r d . These regular troops were later
replaced by various " F r e e C o r p s " units, which were to cause the Allies many
headaches.
18

19

It was under these circumstances that Polish and Lithuanian claims
clashed at the Paris Peace conference in 1919. R o m a n Dmowski, chairman of
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the Polish National Committee, had already presented his views and sugg e s t i o n s to President Woodrow Wilson in November 1918 in his memorand u m " T h e Territory of Poland." Dmowski admitted that the Lithuanian
n a t i o n a l movement had made great strides in the past forty years, but he
n o t e d that the Lithuanians did not exceed some two million people. Arguing
that n o small state could survive German or Russian pressure, he proposed
that ethnically Lithuanian territory should have home rule in a union with
P o l a n d . H e strongly opposed Pilsudski's proposals for a federation with the
p e o p l e s of the borderlands, declaring that this would only weaken P o l a n d .
D m o w s k i maintained these views at the Peace Conference. Moreover, in his
first m a j o r speech there on 29 January 1919, he tried to discredit the
L i t h u a n i a n national movement by claiming that it was largely the result o f
" G e r m a n i n t r i g u e . " Pilsudski's envoys, who soon joined the Polish delegat i o n , tried to gain their colleagues' support for a federal policy, but failed. In
early M a r c h the delegation rejected this alternative.
Voldemaras officially stated Lithuanian demands in a note to C l e m e n c e a u o f 24 M a r c h , in which he claimed the former Russian provinces of Vilna,
K a u n a s , and Suwalki, as well as the Lithuanian-speaking parts of former
C o u r l a n d (southern Latvia) and of East Prussia. He said that the Lithuanian
n a t i o n rejected any union with Poland because the latter had " e x p l o i t e d "
L i t h u a n i a since the Union of Lublin of 1569 and had "dragged her
[Lithuania] d o w n " with herself in the anarchy that led to the partitions.
F i n a l l y , he said that Lithuania feared a revival of Poland's aggressive
tendencies.
20

21

22

23

F r a n c e and Britain did not have a joint policy; instead, each pursued h e r
o w n . T h u s , in January 1919 the French—who hoped for a speedy settlement
o f Polish-Lithuanian relations so that the Poles could concentrate their forces
a g a i n s t the Germans—believed that if Lithuania obtained Memel and the
l o w e r N i e m e n valley, together with some form of autonomy, she w o u l d
p e r h a p s accept a rapprochement with P o l a n d . The British had different
v i e w s . In a memorandum on the former Russian Empire, dated 20 J a n u a r y
1 9 1 9 , British experts proposed that the Polish-Russian frontier run from East
P r u s s i a t o a line west of Suwalki, then north to the river Niemen, then t o
G r o d n o a n d to the Bug River, then south along the old eastern frontier o f
C o n g r e s s Poland down to East Galicia, where the population was to vote o n its
f u t u r e status. Vilna was excluded from Polish territory, as was L v o v . * T h e
24

* T h e Russian name, Lvov, is used in this chapter because it was in general use at this t i m e ;
t h e P o l i s h n a m e is Lwow, and the Ukrainian is L'viv; the German name was Lemberg; and t h e
F r e n c h was L e o p o l .
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populations of these two regions could vote for Poland; if they did not, they
were to be assured a cultural a u t o n o m y . In its Preliminary Suggestions of 21
January 1919, the United States Inquiry Commission stated that a PolishLithuanian union would be acceptable, but on condition that Lithuanian
demands for the provinces of Vilna, Grodno, and Minsk be met. The authors
thought that if the union depended on these concessions, Poland would make
them. Otherwise, Poland and Lithuania should be independent states within
their ethnic boundaries. But the British had more respect for Russian
territory than the Americans. The Foreign Office experts advised that the
Poles should not be allowed to enter the provinces of Vilna, Grodno, Minsk,
Vitebsk, and Volhynia, except in agreement with the Russian Central
Committee in Paris. This body, known more generally as the Russian
Conference, was an advisory group made up of former Russian diplomats and
officials who represented the White Russian government. It was regularly
consulted by Allied statesmen.
British regard for Russian claims was bolstered by the key Foreign Office
expert on Poland, Lewis B. Namier, who passionately opposed Dmowski's
plans for a great Poland. Namier's expertise was greatest on East Galicia,
where he had been b o m and raised; but his opposition to Polish claims in
Lithuania was just as strong. He cited doubts that there was a Polish enclave
around Vilna—or anywhere else in Lithuania. He viewed Polish claims,
both here and in East Galicia, as the expression of alleged Polish imperialism
and the alleged interests o f Polish landowners. Furthermore, in March 1919
he warned that the extension of Polish frontiers in the east would drive the
Russians and Lithuanians into the arms of Germany. What is more important, the French foreign minister, Stephen Pichon, now reached the same
conclusion.
At this time, Lithuania was in chaos. Soviets (Councils of Workers) had
sprung up all over the country, and as mentioned above, on 5 January 1919
Vilna was taken by the R e d A r m y . The government of MickieviciusKapsukas then became the government of the Soviet Lithuanian-Belorussian,
or Litbel, Republic. Also in January 1919, the first units of the German Free
Corps arrived in Lithuania, and their numbers continued to grow. Soon
thereafter, Allied missions arrived in Kaunas, the seat of the Lithuanian
government. A United States relief mission arrived on 15 March, and a
French military mission, headed by C o l . Constantin Reboul, arrived on 19
March. A British military mission, headed by Col. R . B. Ward, arrived in
June.
On 19 April, Polish troops entered Vilna, after defeating the weak Red
Army units which had tried to hold it. Pitsudski visited the city and on 22
April delivered " A n Address to the Inhabitants of the Former Grand Duchy
of Lithuania." He promised the population of the Vilna region that it would
25
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decide its own fate through duly elected representatives. A provisional civilian
administration was created to restore order and supervise the elections. As
Pilsudski admitted later, opposition to his federal policy in the Polish Sejm
made him decide to march on Vilna during the Easter recess.
Pilsudski's plans for Lithuania have been the subject of much controversy. O n the one hand, he has been accused of aiming at outright Polish
domination over Lithuania under the cloak of federalism. O n the other
hand, he has been credited with a genuine desire to grant self-government to
Lithuania in a federation with P o l a n d . All available evidence indicates that
Pilsudski opposed the incorporation of non-Polish territories in the new
Poland, with the exception of parts of East Galicia and Volhynia, which he
believed were necessary in order to provide a defensible Polish frontier with
Soviet Russia. He consistently strove for federation with Lithuania and local
autonomy for Belorussia. Naturally, this went hand in hand with his primary
aim of preventing German or Russian domination over Lithuania. Also, he
believed that a federal solution was more acceptable to France and Britain
than incorporation, and he was particularly anxious to win British recognition
of Poland as a partner in the Baltic r e g i o n . It is true, as Pilsudski wrote to his
friend Wasilewski, that he did not want to talk of federation "without a
revolver in my p o c k e t , " but this need not necessarily be interpreted as
cynicism. Though often described as a romantic in his overall aims, he was
always a pragmatist in the implementation of policy; he knew that mere talk
without a military presence would accomplish nothing. Finally, we know that
he was willing to leave the Vilna region to Lithuania, provided the latter
entered into a federal union with Poland.
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The problem was that this was unacceptable both to Lithuanian and to
Polish opinion. In Warsaw, the reaction to Pilsudski's Vilna address was
violent. The National Democratic deputies in the Sejm asked whether the
proclamation was legal—that is, whether it had been countersigned b y a
cabinet minister. O n 29 April the Sejm voted that Poland should annex the
northeastern territories. The British and French governments expressed
dismay and issued warnings. O n 22 April, Balfour voiced his objections to
Paderewski against a Polish occupation of Vilna; and four days later the
permanent undersecretary of state for foreign affairs, Lord Hardinge, warned
August Zaleski that Poland should not advance on G r o d n o . O n the same
day, France subscribed to the Supreme Council warning to both Poland and
Lithuania that they avoid serious complications which might lead t o war.
They were advised, instead, to unite in the face of the Bolshevik threat. T h e
Supreme Council also warned that it would not recognize any frontiers
established by military force, since such action contravened its right of
arbitration. The warning was addressed to both Poland and Lithuania;
nevertheless, in view of the latter's weakness, Poland was, in fact, the main
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addressee. Paderewski also warned the Polish government against a policy o f
incorporation. W h e n he returned to Poland in mid M a y , he personally
warned the Sejm that annexationist plans would get no support from the
Western Powers and would only strengthen the position of the old Russian
regime (the Russian Conference in Paris and the White leaders in Russia). As
a result of these warnings, the Sejm voted for self-determination. In the
meanwhile, on 28 April, Polish troops occupied Grodno.
The Polish occupation of Vilna and Grodno was part of the Polish-Soviet
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war, but it was also designed to prevent the Lithuanians from entering these
territories. Voldemaras sent a strong note to Clemenceau on 28 April,
protesting against the Polish military entry into Vilna and other Lithuanian
towns. Voldemaras claimed that the Lithuanian General Staff had planned to
send in their o w n troops. Appealing to the thirteenth of Wilson's Fourteen
Points—which called for an ethnic Poland—Voldemaras called the entry of
Polish troops an invasion and claimed that the Lithuanians had more reason
to fear the Poles than the Bolsheviks.
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The Lithuanian protest fitted in with French and British policy during
the spring and summer of 1919. At the end of M a y the French and British
proposed to Admiral K o l c h a k — w h o m they recognized as the Supreme Ruler
o f All Russia—that for the time being he agree to recognize Estonia, Latvia,
and Lithuania as autonomous units. Also, he was to recognize the establishment of de facto relations between the Entente Powers and the native
governments, pending the final border settlement which was to be made in
consultation with the League of N a t i o n s . T o this, Kolchak reluctantly
agreed, though he reserved for the future Russian Constituent Assembly the
right to make final decisions about the borders. Meanwhile, the Commission
o n Baltic Affairs was set u p at the Paris Peace Conference, an action that was
violently criticized by the Russian Conference in Paris. T h e Russian C o n ference declared that the Commission on Baltic Affairs had n o right to violate
the integrity o f Russian l a n d s " or to prejudice the decisions of the future
Russian Constituent A s s e m b l y . The French government explained that the
commission was designed to help the existing Baltic governments in their
struggle against the Bolsheviks and that it would certainly not prejudice the
possibility of a future democratic Russian federation. They also claimed that
the commission was needed in order to curb German influence in the r e g i o n .
T h e Americans disagreed: Foreign Secretary Robert Lansing and the United
States member o f the commission, Samuel E. Morrison, preferred to have the
Germans stay, as long as the Lithuanians could not occupy their ethnic
territories. But it is clear that for France and Britain the future of the Baltic
provinces, or states, was closely tied to the fortunes of the Russian civil war, in
which the White forces then seemed to have the upper hand. This reinforced
the existing British view that the Allies had no legal grounds for disposing of
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old Russian territory without Russia's consent. As the British put it in early
July, no final decision on the status of Lithuania could be made before the
Entente Powers had reached an agreement with Russia. For the same reason,
in the summer of 1919, the French also excluded any federation between
Lithuania and Poland. Voldemaras, for his part, appealed to the Russian
Conference to prevent the Commission on Polish Affairs from settling the
Polish-Russian frontier without consulting the Russian Conference. More
important was the fact that at this time the British and French governments
were thinking about attaching Lithuania—with guarantees for her autonomy—to a future non-Bolshevik R u s s i a ; therefore both governments opposed a Polish-Lithuanian federation.
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In this context, Lithuanian moves for a rapprochement with Poland were
designed both to avert further Polish military advances and to gain favor with
the Allies. The Lithuanian emissary who visited Warsaw in April and May
1919, Jurgis Saulys (a former Lithuanian minister in Berlin), refused
Paderewski's proposals for a Polish-Lithuanian federation that would have a
common foreign policy, military convention, treasury, railway, and postal
system—even though Paderewski told Saulys that in such a federation, Poland
would not seek to put Vilna under direct Polish rule. A Polish mission was
then sent to Kaunas, but it failed to make any headway. A Polish note of 24
June demanded that the withdrawal of German troops from Lithuania
precede any bilateral negotiations. Also, the population in territories occupied
by Polish troops was to decide its own f a t e . The Lithuanian government
refused. As Birziska put it, the idea of a Polish-Lithuanian union came out of
Polish archives and memories of the past. It was hateful to the young
Lithuanian society.
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The Polish government now turned to a modified federal program. A
draft instruction to the heads of Polish diplomatic missions, dated 7 July 1919,
stated that if it should prove possible to unite the territories of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, or most of them, with Poland, then this solution would
be desirable. However, ethnically Polish territories, or those that were Polish
in civilization, should be incorporated into Poland. This was to be done with
the agreement of the local population, which seemed certain. Nonetheless, a
plebiscite was to be avoided. The Polish government wished to reconcile the
federal project with Polish opinion's demand that some historically Polish
regions be united with Poland; but the government also wished to avoid a
precedent for holding a plebiscite in East Galicia.
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At this time, Pilsudski began to explore another road to his objective.
This was a settlement with a liberal Russian government, if such were to come
into existence. H e thought of establishing a neutral zone on each side of the
proposed future Polish-Russian frontier. Vasily A. Maklakov—a prominent
Russian liberal, a founder of the Russian Cadet Party in 1905, and
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ambassador of the Provisional Russian government in Paris in 1917—had
proposed in M a y 1919 that the populations of some borderland territories be
allowed to express the wish to be separated from Russia and thus avoid
provoking Russian hatred for Poland. Pilsudski told Aleksander Skrzyriski, in
early July, that he would welcome such an arrangement. However, Maklakov
did not have Denikin's support; so no talks took p l a c e .
In the meanwhile, French and British experts on the subcommittee of the
Commission for Polish Affairs in Paris were trying to resolve the problem of
the Polish-Lithuanian frontier. O n 8 April, Sir Esme Howard had proposed
two variants, the second of which left Vilna conditionally in Polish hands.
Howard's departure from previous Foreign Office proposals was due to his
recent visit in Poland. He had been most favorably impressed by the spirit of
the Polish leaders and people, and therefore he had incurred the bitter
criticism of Lewis B. N a m i e r . But Howard was not alone in his sympathy
for Poland. A line proposed by the French member of the subcommittee,
Joseph Noulens, the former French ambassdor to Russia, also left Vilna on
the Polish side of the frontier. However, in M a y , reports of Kolchak's
successes encouraged Russian circles in Paris to restate their claim that
Lithuania and Belorussia were "purely Russian" territories.
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Aside from the fluctuating fortunes of the Whites and the Reds in the
Russian civil-war, the experts' work in Paris was also influenced by the Allied
wish to prevent fighting between Poles and Lithuanians. O n the French side,
Marshal Foch desired a speedy withdrawal of German troops, fearing that
their presence would establish German influence in Lithuania and thus create
a link between Germany and Soviet Russia. O n this point, however, he was
opposed by the United States secretary of state, Lansing, who preferred to
have the Germans stay so as to prevent a Polish occupation. Finally, the
Lithuanian government appealed to the Entente Powers to establish a
demarcation line between Polish and Lithuanian troops in the Suwalki region.
T h e Commission on Baltic Affairs complied on 18 June 1919. It attributed
almost the whole of Suwalki Province—except for Augustow—to Lithuania
but left Vilna and Grodno in Polish h a n d s . Neither side was satisfied.
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The first clashes between Polish and Lithuanian troops occurred in the
northern part of the demarcation line in the Suwalki region, which the Poles
crossed on 7 July. The Poles then asked Marshal Foch to modify the line so as
to leave the three southern counties of Suwalki on their side, as well as more
territory west of the line running from Grodno to Vilna and the river Dvina.
They justified this on the grounds of military security. These suggestions
harmonized with Foch's objective of supporting the Poles against the Bolsheviks and thus obviating the need for German troops. Therefore, on 17 July he
proposed a new demarcation line, henceforth known as the Foch Line. While
this proposal was not completely satisfactory from the Polish point of view, it
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did put m o r e territory on the Polish side. In particular, southern Suwalki was
to b e in Polish h a n d s . As noted above, this area was unquestionably Polishspeaking.
H o w e v e r , Col. R . B. W a r d , the head of the British Military
M i s s i o n in Kaunas, assured the Lithuanian government that the British
w o u l d not allow Polish troops to advance deeper into Lithuania.
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Pilsudski tried to obtain Britain's support, or at least her agreement, to a
further Polish advance eastward. His conversation of 16 July with the British
minister in W a r s a w , Sir Percy W y n d h a m , is a good example of Pilsudski's
efforts to establish Anglo-Polish cooperation in the Baltic region and to obtain
British support for his advance in the east. H e told Wyndham that the Baltic
Sea should b e kept free of either German or Russian domination. Poland
w o u l d never b e a maritime state, but she did need a free Baltic for her trade
and for communication with Great Britain. He also stressed the Bolshevik
danger. It h a d to be ended, otherwise Poland could neither stop her advance
n o r d e m o b i l i z e . Namier's comments were negative, as usual. Referring to
Pilsudski's proposal for plebiscites in areas east of former Congress Poland, he
warned against Allied agreement to what he called quasi plebiscites, to be held
u n d e r Polish occupation, and against British support of a " f a r c i c a l " land
reform in Belorussia. H e also proposed that the administration of Polisho c c u p i e d districts include representatives of the Russian Conference in Paris,
proportionate in number to the percentage of the Russian population in
1914.
N a m i e r could not have been unaware that even according to the
Russian census of 1897 the former Russian provinces of Lithuania and
Belorussia were inhabited by some five and one-half million Belorussians and
six other nationalities and only half a million Russians, but he believed that
the Belorussians were so deficient in national consciousness that they did not
c o u n t as a separate nationality.
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M e a n w h i l e , Pilsudski renewed his efforts to reach agreement with the
Lithuanians. A s the Polish army advanced on Minsk, the administrative
center o f Belorussia, he dispatched a Polish mission to Kaunas on 3 August
1919. T h e Polish emissaries were L e o n Wasilewski, Pilsudski's closest
collaborator in Lithuanian affairs, and M a j . Tadeusz Kasprzycki of the Polish
a r m y . T h e y proposed that there be simultaneous elections in territories
o c c u p i e d b y Polish and Lithuanian authorities. T h e elected representatives
were then to constitute a parliament in Vilna, which would decide on the
juridical-political status of Lithuania and her relationship with P o l a n d . This
was, o f c o u r s e , the implementation of Pilsudski's address to the population of
the f o r m e r G r a n d Duchy of Lithuania on 22 April. The Lithuanians remained
a d a m a n t . P r i m e Minister Slezevicius rejected the idea of plebiscites, claiming
that all the Polish-occupied territories, except Augustow, were ethnically
Lithuanian. H e also stated dramatically: T f Vilna is not recognized as a
Lithuanian city, that is death for L i t h u a n i a . " This, of course, left the same
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impasse as before. Wasilewski tried to obtain British support for Polish aims
by offering the same economic concessions to Britain in Lithuania as those
proposed b y the Lithuanian government. He made this offer to Captain
Brodie (Brodsky) of the British Military Mission in Riga, who attended the
talks in Kaunas as an observer under instructions to work for a common
Polish-Lithuanian front against the Bolsheviks.
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Brodie could do nothing, of

course, except pass on Wasilewski's proposal to his superiors.
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There was no

reply.
T h e failure of the Wasilewski-Kasprzycki mission led Pilsudski to make a
most unfortunate decision—namely, to mount a coup in Kaunas so as to
replace the existing Lithuanian government with one that would be more
friendly to Poland. It seems that he reached this decision on the basis of
reports from the Polish Military Organization ( P O W ) in Kaunas, which
affirmed that some prominent Lithuanians were ready to enter such a
government. This expectation was not completely groundless. A Lithuanian
uprising, with the aim of overthrowing the Slezevicius government, was
expected at the end o f August. T h e government was bankrupt and could not
prevent the occupation of part of the country b y the White Russian army of
General Bermondt-Avalov. Therefore, some prominent Lithuanians were
ready to form a government that would be friendly to Poland. T h e leading
figures were Stasys Narutavicius (a relative of Pilsudski's and a half brother of
the future first president of Poland, Gabriel Narutowicz, who was assassinated
in December 1922) and Gen. Silvestras Zukauskas. The latter told M a j . T .
Kasprzycki, on 3 August 1919, that he considered himself a Pole and that he
only headed the Lithuanian army in order to reach an agreement with
Poland.
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It is doubtful, however, whether these two men could have led the

country into a federation. In any case, Kaunas was forewarned by the P O W
seizure of Sejny on 26 August. Lithuanian troops regained Sejny but were
then ousted by the Poles, who m o v e d up to the Foch Line. Kaunas was also
alerted b y the cutting of telegraph wires around the city. Thus, the coup that
took place at the end of August misfired. Pilsudski was branded as an
aggressor, a charge that he consistently denied. However, the attempted coup
confirmed the worst fears of the Lithuanian government and public opinion.
Furthermore, Britain stepped up her support of Lithuania by granting the
latter de facto recognition on 25 September. T h e British also sent twenty-one
officers, led by M a j . G e n . F. Crozier, as instructors for the Lithuanian army,
as well as arms and a m m u n i t i o n .
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Colonel W a r d supported Voldemaras's

demand for a mixed commission, including representatives of the Entente
Powers, to hear and arbitrate the complaints of both sides.
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Finally, the

British extended a loan to the Lithuanian government to help it overcome its
financial crisis.
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British aid to Lithuania at this time must be seen in the context of
Denikin's seemingly successful drive o n M o s c o w . As the White Russian
representative in L o n d o n , E. Sablin, reported on 18 September, British
military experts saw the de facto recognition of the Baltic governments as a
temporary expedient, pending the reunification of these countries with
Russia. However, by N o v e m b e r , Denikin's drive had turned into a retreat.
Since Kolchak had been defeated in M a y and since General Y u d e n i c h ' s drive
from Estonia on Petrograd had petered out in October, the British government concluded that there was little h o p e of a White victory in the civil war.
Intervention was also most unpopular with British workers. T h e British now
began to transfer their hopes for lucrative trade with Russia from a White to a
Red government. At the end of D e c e m b e r 1919 the Foreign Office advised the
government to begin negotiations with the Bolsheviks so as to avoid political
defeat and to establish trade relations. H . P. B. Maxse suggested that trade
with Russia would not only force the Bolsheviks to retreat from socialism but
would also strengthen the British e c o n o m y , threatened as it was b y overproduction and unemployment. Finally, he asserted that trade with Bolshevik
Russia would weaken Bolshevik propaganda that was being directed at the
British working class. This line o f thought greatly appealed to Prime
Minister David Lloyd George, who adopted it as his own. For the next two
years, therefore, British policy toward the Baltic States aimed to establish
trade relations with Bolshevik Russia, for which the Baltic States offered
important port and rail facilities. For this reason, Britain wished to avoid the
establishment of German or Polish influence in the area. Finally, anxious to
begin trading with the Russians, Britain wished to eliminate the danger of war
between them and the Baltic governments, as well as with Poland. T h i s policy
favored Lithuania. T h u s , in pursuit o f peace and trade, Britain opposed any
further Polish advances to the north and northeast.
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France, who also had a vital interest in preventing German domination
of the Baltic States, differed from Britain on other issues, including, above all,
the role of Poland in this area. T h u s , in October 1919, Le Temps hailed Poland
as "the principal champion of the Allies on the shores of the B a l t i c . " This
did not, however, reflect active Franco-British rivalry. The British navy
dominated the Baltic Sea, and France did not have the industrial capacity to
compete with Britain on the Russian market. Apart from that, nothing was
further from French thoughts in 1919-21 than trade with a Bolshevik Russia
which had repudiated tsarist debts to France—debts owed largely to individual French holders o f Russian b o n d s . T h u s , French policy in this region
was motivated primarily b y the aim of creating between Germany and Russia
a strong cordon sanitaire, whose most vital component would clearly be
Poland. Still, as long as there was a spark of hope for a White victory in the
Russian civil war, France opposed further Polish advances into Belorussia and
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the Ukraine. A s early as September 1919, France threw out hints that the
Poles should not act on their own initiative in the Baltic r e g i o n . Another
element in this policy was the fear of complicating Franco-British relations.
Therefore, France subscribed to the temporary eastern line of Polish administration, as announced b y the Supreme Council on 8 December 1919. This ran
along the Foch Line from the frontier of East Prussia to Grodno, then south to
Brest-Litovsk and along the former frontier of Congress Poland to the eastern
border of Galicia. Although the Supreme Council stated that the line did not
prejudice the establishment of the future Polish-Russian frontier, it clearly left
open the fate o f the territories east of this l i n e . Also, despite Denikin's defeat
in November, the Entente Powers asked Pilsudski to accept Denikin's
demand that the Poles organize the administration on territories east of the
Bug River in his name and that they fly the flag of imperial Russia. Pilsudski,
of course, r e f u s e d .
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Pilsudski n o w resolved to push for a Polish-Lithuanian federation by
isolating Lithuania from the other two Baltic states. H e believed that this
would finally force Lithuania to accept some form of union with P o l a n d . His
first move was to establish relations with Latvia by granting her de facto
recognition in October 1919 and by proposing joint Polish-Latvian military
action against the Bolsheviks on the river D v i n a . This led to an agreement
not to admit Lithuanian troops onto the right bank of the river. T h e Latvians
agreed with alacrity, since the Lithuanians had laid claims to this a r e a .
Another m o v e toward isolating Lithuania was Polish participation in conferences held by representatives of the Baltic States. Here the Poles opposed
the recognition o f Lithuanian territorial claims. There was a Polish observer
at the first Baltic Conference held in Tartu, Estonia, in November 1919. T h e
Soviet emissary, M a x i m Litvinov, offered peace and compensation for
damages done b y the R e d Army in the Baltic States, but this offer came to
naught for lack of support from the Entente. However, when a new
government came to power in Estonia, it signed a preliminary peace
agreement with Soviet Russia on 31 December 1919. By this time, the
defeat of the White Russians was conclusive, and the British now decided to
support peace between the Soviets and the Baltic States.
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Poland also wished for peace, but at the same time she strove to
counteract Soviet and German influence in the area. She therefore aimed at
the creation o f a Baltic bloc under her own leadership. Britain also seemed to
envisage a Baltic bloc—but one that would exclude P o l a n d . Aiming at trade
with Russia, Britain wished to exclude France and Poland, a desire that was
shared by M o s c o w . It is in this context that we should view not only British
warnings to the Poles against further advances in Lithuania but also British
financial aid to the latter. In January 1920, Lloyd George told Polish Foreign
Minister Stanislaw Patek in London that he hoped the Polish-Lithuanian
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conflict would be resolved peacefully; he also stressed the need for Western
trade with Russia. O n 2 March, Gen. Henry Carton de Wiart, head of the
British Military Mission in Poland, asked Pilsudski to give up further action
in Lithuania. Since the fighting continued, on 31 March the Conference of
Ambassadors accepted the resolution of the British representative, Lord
Derby, warning against any further advance of Polish troops into Lithuania.
On 1 April the conference agreed to inform the Polish government that
Lithuania would not tolerate violations of the demarcation l i n e . Meanwhile,
British financial aid to Lithuania included not only help in establishing a
Lithuanian bank but also loans from British concerns to the Lithuanian
government in return for the right to exploit Lithuanian forests. It was not
surprising that Polish efforts to isolate Lithuania at the Helsinki Conference of
January 1920 failed. In March the Latvians refused to sign a military
convention with Poland against Lithuania, though they did agree to military
cooperation against the Bolsheviks.
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Lithuania now looked to Soviet Russia for help. O n 31 March 1920,
Voldemaras sent a note to the commissar of foreign affairs, Georgii
Chicherin, demanding Soviet recognition of an independent Lithuania, which
would include the provinces of Vilna, Grodno, Kaunas, and Suwalki.
Chicherin agreed to accept "ethnic principles" as the basis for a SovietLithuanian frontier, but he proposed that a conference be held to settle the
details. Soviet-Lithuanian talks began in Moscow on 7 May 1 9 2 0 , the day
on which Polish troops entered Kiev together with their Ukrainian allies.
Polish-Lithuanian relations deteriorated further when Lithuania tried to
take advantage of the Polish-Soviet war in order to advance her claims. Thus,
at the end of May, she refused to declare her neutrality despite considerable
pressure from France. O n 4 July, when the Poles were in full retreat and
their situation looked desperate, Foreign Minister Sapieha telegraphed
Lithuanian Foreign Minister Juozas Puryckis, granting Polish de facto
recognition of the Lithuanian government and proposing the establishment of
diplomatic relations, as well as negotiations on the status of national
minorities. But now the Lithuanians were riding high. They had British
support for their claim to Vilna, and they were on the point of signing a treaty
with Soviet Russia in which the latter recognized their claims. As we know,
W . Grabski had to accept Lloyd George's demand, at Spa on 9 July, that
Poland give up all her claims to territories north of Grodno and agree to
accept the terms of a treaty to be signed between Soviet Russia and Lithuania.
At this time, British Foreign Secretary Curzon proposed that Vilna be given
to Lithuania so as to prevent a Soviet occupation. However, it was finally
decided that Vilna's fate was to be settled by the Supreme C o u n c i l . Grabski
had no choice but to accept this, as well as to leave the ultimate decision o n
Danzig, Upper Silesia, and East Galicia to the Allied Powers. This was the
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condition for the Allied aid now promised to Poland if Soviet troops should
enter ethnically Polish territory.
The Spa agreement was to play a major role in later British policy toward
Poland. Equally important was the Soviet-Lithuanian Peace Treaty, signed
on 12 July, which henceforth provided the legal basis for Lithuanian claims.
Signed at a time when Poland seemed to be on the point of collapsing under
the Soviet onslaught, the treaty recognized most of the province of Vilna and
part of the province of Grodno as Lithuanian. The price tag was Lithuanian
agreement—in a secret protocol—to allow the passage of Soviet troops
through the Vilna region and their temporary stay in Lithuania. Interestingly
enough, the Soviet note of recognition stated that though the number of
Lithuanians in Vilna was insignificant, the Soviet government recognized that
city's great importance as the cultural and political center of Lithuania, as
well as the fact that it was the most important railway junction and the main
trade center of the state. However, the Soviets did not recognize Suwalki as
part of Lithuania. It is likely that with an embryonic Polish Communist
government behind their lines, the Soviets did not wish to make it more
unpopular by granting the Polish-speaking part of Suwalki to Lithuania. The
careful wording on Vilna might also have been designed to leave a loophole
for later negotiation. Whatever the case may be, when Lithuanian troops
arrived in Vilna, they found the R e d A r m y already there; and this was greatly
resented in Kaunas. A Lithuanian-Soviet agreement was signed on 6 August,
whereby the R e d A r m y was to evacuate territories recognized as Lithuanian
by the Moscow treaty. Vilna was to be evacuated by 1 September.
In mid August, Pilsudski launched his great offensive from the river
Wieprz and drove the R e d Army out of Poland. The Soviet defeat allowed the
Lithuanians to enter Vilna on 26 August. Before Pilsudski launched his
offensive, the Polish delegate at a Baltic conference in Riga stated his
country's desire to establish friendly relations with Lithuania. The Lithuanian
delegate replied that his country would sign a defensive treaty with Poland
only if the latter first signed a peace treaty with Soviet R u s s i a .
Nevertheless, when the tide of war turned against the Soviets, the Poles did not resort to
force but again sent a delegation to Kaunas. It was instructed to propose
federation and, if this was rejected, a military convention against the
Bolsheviks.
The Lithuanians refused on 26 August. Although the Red
Army had been driven back from Warsaw, the Lithuanians thought that it
might still recover and crush the Poles. They stated that Lithuania would
establish diplomatic relations with Poland only if the latter would recognize
Lithuanian possession of Vilna. The Poles then asked for temporary possession of the Vilna-Lida railway in order to secure their left flank. This request
was also refused. T w o days later, Polish troops entered the Suwalki region.
O n 31 August the Lithuanians broke off the negotiations in Kaunas, and CoL
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Konstantinas Zukas, who conducted the negotiations on the Lithuanian side,
declared that if forced to choose between Poland and Soviet Russia, Lithuania
would choose the l a t t e r .
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Although these talks failed, it is worth noting the suggestions made to
Polish authorities by a member of the Polish delegation, Capt. A d a m R o m e r ,
since his proposals foreshadowed solutions that would be put forward in later
negotiations and in the League of Nations. H e proposed that territories with
Polish and Belorussian populations be granted autonomy and their own
parliament at Vilna. Another parliament was to be elected in the province of
Kaunas (which had a large Polish minority). T h e two parliaments would then
establish a common government for Lithuania. R o m e r believed that the
Polish element in this government would be so strong that federation with
Poland would naturally ensue. H e also thought that the Lithuanian Peasant
and Socialist parties would support this s o l u t i o n .
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Meanwhile, Polish troops advanced without Lithuanian assent. This
was, of course, a continuation of the Polish drive against the R e d A r m y ,
which culminated in the Battle of the Niemen in late September, However, in
late August the Lithuanians reinforced their position in Suwalki Province and
took Augustow on 28 August. O n the same day, Lithuania declared her
neutrality and proposed a demarcation line between Polish and Lithuanian
troops in the southern part of Suwalki Province, leaving it in Lithuanian
h a n d s . The Poles replied o n 31 August b y demanding that the Lithuanians
withdraw beyond the Foch Line, which, in this particular case, also coincided
with the Supreme Council Line of 8 D e c e m b e r 1919. Finally, the Poles also
proposed to hold direct negotiations o n disputed q u e s t i o n s .
Without
waiting for a reply, however, Polish units called on the Lithuanians to m o v e
back beyond the Foch Line and, when they did not, entered Suwalki, which
was then abandoned by the Lithuanians.
Britain tried to restrain the Poles. C u r z o n asked the British minister in
Warsaw, Sir Horace R u m b o l d , to warn the Polish government against
attacking the Lithuanians and trying to recover V i l n a .
The Lithuanians
were counting on a Soviet counterattack against the P o l e s ; so they launched
an offensive in the Suwalki region o n 5 September. This in turn led the Polish
government to make a move with very serious long-term consequences.
Fearing that Polish troops in the Suwalki area might not be able to hold their
ground, the Council of Ministers decided to appeal to the League of Nations.
This was calculated merely to win time until 15 September, when the Polish
military could send more troops to Suwalki from other sectors of the front. As
Wojciech Tr^mpczynski, the Speaker o f the Sejm, put it: " W e can't take the
offensive for ten days, so we will make a virtue of necessity, and our note [to
the league] has this objective in m i n d . "
Poland asked for the league's aid in
persuading the Lithuanians to change their course of action "within a few
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days."
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Although the Polish note stated that Poland only wished the league

to exert pressure on the Lithuanian government—not to intervene or mediate
between the two parties—the result was to place the whole issue before the
league.
The appeal to the league opened a hornets' nest for Warsaw. It gave the
British, in particular, a moral basis for opposing Polish aims, in addition to
the legal basis that they already possessed in article 87 of the Versailles Treaty
(whereby the Allied Powers had the right to settle Poland's eastern frontier)
and in the Spa agreement signed by W. Grabski. However, British concern
was less moral and legal than pragmatic. After Pilsudski's victory over the
R e d Army, British support for Lithuania stemmed from the fear that a Polish
seizure of Vilna might provoke another Soviet attack on Poland, thus
disrupting trade and perhaps again threatening Germany. Therefore, the
Polish drive on Vilna was called " f o l l y . "
The British supported the
awarding of Vilna to Lithuania, because this had been sanctioned by the
M o s c o w Treaty of 12 July. Therefore, Curzon instructed Rumbold to say that
the British government expected Poland to leave the Lithuanian question
alone until after the conclusion of a peace with Russia. Then, if no agreement
could be reached between Poland and Lithuania, the matter was to be referred
to the Allied Powers in accordance with the Spa agreement.
The Poles
replied that they considered the latter to have lapsed, since the Allies had not
fulfilled their pledge of aiding Poland once the Soviets had crossed into
ethnically Polish territory.
The Poles also knew that basically, France
favored their claim to Vilna, even though for the sake of good relations with
Britain, France had officially warned them not to seize the c i t y .
In the meanwhile, the Polish advance continued. The High Command
aimed to reach the line of the German trenches established in 1915-17. These
stretched from Galicia, in the south, to a point northeast of Vilna: they
included Volhynia and part of Belorussia. This was a line the Poles could
easily hold, but in the northeast they would have to pass through some
Lithuanian-held territory in order to reach it. They therefore tried to obtain
British agreement by claiming that there was military cooperation between
Lithuanian and Soviet troops, that there were Soviet concentrations on
Lithuanian territory in this area, and that Soviet troops were moving through
it to R u s s i a .
The British answer was to propose a Polish-Lithuanian
conference in L o n d o n .
The Poles countered by asking what the British
attitude was toward de jure recognition of the Baltic States. Curzon frankly
told Rumbold that the British government was not interested, since it did not
believe in the permanence of the Baltic States and since it feared, in case they
were recognized, that this might involve members of the League of Nations in
a future war with R u s s i a .
Here, again, the British demonstrated that they
viewed the Baltic States primarily in the context of relations with Russia,
1 1 0
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W h i t e o r R e d . I n M a y the French government gave de facto recognition to
L a t v i a a n d L i t h u a n i a ; it also opposed recognition de j u r e ,
presumably
b e c a u s e , u n l i k e t h e British government, it still hoped for a White victory in
Russia.
1 1 8

I n m i d S e p t e m b e r it suited both the Poles and the Lithuanians to hold
talks o n d r a w i n g u p a demarcation line. T h e Poles wished to gain time, since
they w e r e still b a t t l i n g the R e d Army in the Niemen region; the Lithuanians
were a n x i o u s t o u s e Allied support to their own advantage. The delegates who
m e t i n t h e t o w n o f Kalwaria, in Suwalki Province, between 16 and 18
S e p t e m b e r , p u t f o r w a r d virtually irreconcilable demands. The Poles wanted
the L i t h u a n i a n s t o withdraw behind the Foch Line, which also coincided with
the S u p r e m e C o u n c i l Line of 8 December 1919. The Lithuanians replied that
the P o l e s t h e m s e l v e s had violated the Foch Line and that the Lithuanian
g o v e r n m e n t h a d n o t been officially informed of the line of December 1919.
F i n a l l y , t h e L i t h u a n i a n representatives agreed to withdraw temporarily
b e h i n d t h e l i n e w i t h o u t , however, recognizing it as binding and provided that
the P o l e s w i t h d r e w an equal distance on their side. The Poles refused and
b r o k e o f f n e g o t i a t i o n s . Neither side was acting in good faith. T h e Lithuanians
h o p e d f o r A l l i e d support and for another Soviet offensive against the Poles,
while t h e l a t t e r p l a y e d for time, hoping that the league would put pressure on
Lithuania.
T h e Lithuanians were also receiving hearty encouragement
f r o m t h e h e a d o f t h e British Military Mission in Kaunas, Colonel W a r d . Sir
H o r a c e R u m b o l d complained, just before the negotiations began, that Ward
was m o r e L i t h u a n i a n than the Lithuanians; so the latter thought that all their
actions h a d British approval.
1 1 9
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A f t e r t h e British government had dropped its proposal for a PolishL i t h u a n i a n c o n f e r e n c e in London, the dispute over the demarcation line was
taken u p at t h e L e a g u e of Nations Council between 16 and 18 September—
that i s , at t h e s a m e time as the Kalwaria negotiations. The British attitude was
s t r i k i n g l y p r o - L i t h u a n i a n . H . A. L. Fisher supported Voldemaras's demand
that L i t h u a n i a b e neutral within the boundaries recognized by the M o s c o w
T r e a t y o f 12 J u l y . However, the "rapporteur," the Belgian Paul H y m a n s ,
h a d t a c i t F r e n c h support in proposing that the Lithuanians recognize the
S u p r e m e C o u n c i l Line of 1919 as a temporary demarcation line and that they
w i t h d r a w t h e i r t r o o p s beyond it. This coincided, as we have seen, with the
P o l i s h p r o p o s a l at Kalwaria. But Hymans also proposed that the Poles respect
L i t h u a n i a n n e u t r a l i t y east of this line and that observers appointed b y the
L e a g u e o f N a t i o n s be sent to keep the p e a c e .
This proposal was probably
the m o s t t h e F r e n c h could do for the Poles, and it was certainly more favorable
to the l a t t e r t h a n t h e British-supported demands made by Voldemaras, w h o at
first r e s i s t e d t h e H y m a n s proposal but finally accepted it. T h e Polish delegate,
P a d e r e w s k i , w h o w a s not informed of his government's strategy, considered
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the agreement a great success. H e even stated that he no longer considered
Voldemaras as his enemy and then shook hands with him. Paderewski cabled
Warsaw that the decision had gone in Poland's f a v o r .
However, the Polish
government rejected the proposal, because recognition of Lithuanian neutrality at this time ran counter to Polish military plans. Also, on 25 September
the Soviet government declared that it would recognize Lithuanian neutrality
only if the Poles did s o . But the Battle of the Niemen was still undecided, so
the Poles interpreted Lithuanian neutrality as being favorable to the Soviets.
There was no guarantee that the Red Army would withdraw from Lithuania if
the Poles recognized her neutrality.
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In any case, Pilsudski was determined to drive the Red Army out of
Lithuania and Belorussia as well as take Vilna before the Lithuanians could
do so. At this point the Red Army still held Lida and Grodno, the key stations
on the two railway lines to Vilna. After the Polish offensive moved forward on
23 September, Rumbold reported to Curzon that in order to take these cities
as well as Minsk, the Poles would have to attack in a northwesterly direction,
and therefore would have to pass through some Lithuanian territory.
This was the Polish argument, but it found no support in London. The
Polish offensive, and particularly the bloody Polish-Lithuanian battle at Sejny
on 22 September, was severely condemned by both Britain and F r a n c e .
The head of the French delegation to the league, Leon Bourgeois, protested to
the Polish government on 25 September. Paderewski replied three days later,
explaining that the Polish maneuver had been necessitated by war. T o his own
great relief, he could add that the Polish and Lithuanian governments had
agreed to hold a conference at Suwalki beginning on 29 September.
The conference did, in fact, avert serious British pressure. O n 5 October,
after the Poles had taken Orany—which lies midway between Grodno and
Vilna—Curzon expressed great concern to Derby that the Poles had advanced
beyond the "ethnic line." Curzon thought that there was no alternative but to
say that if the Poles continued their campaign against Lithuania and took
Vilna, the British government would withdraw its minister from Warsaw and
replace him with a charge d'affaires. He added that this action would
naturally be more effective if the French government were to cooperate.
T w o days later, Derby cabled Curzon the text of a proposed French note to
Warsaw, advising that it was "loyal and w i s e " to assure Lithuania the
possession of Vilna as her capital, whatever the sentiments of the Polish people
and Pilsudski might b e .
However, since the Polish foreign minister,
Sapieha, informed Sir Percy Loraine on the same day that a PolishLithuanian armistice had been signed at Suwalki, Curzon agreed that there
was no immediate danger to Vilna and therefore no need for strong a c t i o n .
A further reason was French reluctance to cooperate with Britain. Despite
their official stance, the French did not oppose a Polish march on Vilna; they
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merely suggested to Poland that she justify the march on Vilna as part of her
military action against the Bolsheviks, which would not prejudice the final
status of this territory.
Pilsudski now decided to seize Vilna in such a way that the Polish
government could disclaim all responsibility and so deflect Allied fury. His
decision can be dated fairly accurately to the last days of September, just at the
time the Suwalki conference was in session. Since the conference included not
only Polish and Lithuanian representatives but also officers of the Control
Commission appointed by the league (they joined the deliberations on 4
October), any breakdown in talks would be fully reported. Pilsudski knew that
the French, while supporting his aims, did not want his actions to worsen their
relations with the British. What is more, Paderewski warned that a seizure of
Vilna would leave Poland at the mercy of the British and the Germans in
Danzig and would lead to the loss o f Upper Silesia. In fact, just at this time,
the British and the French were at loggerheads over General L e R o n d ' s policy
of supporting the Poles in Upper Silesia and over the question of the Mixed
Harbor Board in D a n z i g .
For all these reasons, Pilsudski had to choose a
mode of action that would incur the least damage to Polish interests.
The method he chose was action by "rebellious" Polish troops, who
would be disowned by the Polish government. It would be justified on the
grounds that they were natives of the Vilna region and had been promised that
they could return home at the end of the war. T h e instrument for this action
was the Lithuanian-Belorussian Division led b y Gen. Lucjan Zeligowski, a
native of the Vilna region. W e should note that Pilsudski had rejected the
alternative suggestion to drive both the Lithuanians and the Bolsheviks into
the Baltic S e a .
Instead, he told General Zeligowski on 30 September that
the only solution was for someone to take "full responsibility" for organizing
an "uprising" in Vilna with the help of the local population. H e told
Zeligowski that if the latter would accept this task, the Polish Parliament, all of
Poland, and even he himself (Pilsudski) might have to disown Zeligowski.
Therefore, Pilsudski could not " o r d e r " Zeligowski to accept. Nevertheless,
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Zeligowski did a c c e p t .
In the meanwhile, the Suwalki Conference had convened on 20 September. Not only did the officers of the Control Commission arrive, led by CoL
Auguste Pierre Chardigny, a Frenchman, but on 7 October an agreement was
signed which was to enter into force three days later. The armistice line now
established left eastern Lithuania, including Vilna, on the Lithuanian s i d e .
If Pilsudski accepted the line, he would have to halt the Polish offensive
against the Bolsheviks in the northeast and give up his Vilna plan.
But, of course, Pilsudski had already made up his mind. With his closest
collaborators, Pilsudski drew up detailed plans on 2 October at Lida, a town
just south of Bastuny on the northern railway line to Vilna. Before the Suwalki
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Conference ended, Zeligowski had taken Vilna with the Lithuanian-Belorussian division and with the support of the local population. The division at his
disposal numbered only about fourteen thousand men, but it was covered by
an additional eighty thousand Polish troops. The Vilna region was not to be
incorporated into Poland; instead a local civilian administration was to be set
up, and the region was to receive the name of Central Lithuania. It was clear
that this state could become a part of Lithuania proper only if the Lithuanian
government agreed to a union or federation with Poland.
O n 7 October, Zeligowski told his officers that he had broken off all
contacts with the Polish High Command and that he would march on
Vilna.
The few officers who protested were detached and sent to other
units. O n 8 October, Zeligowski issued the order to m a r c h .
Curiously
enough, on the previous day he had allowed the visit of two members of the
League Control Commission: the British Major Pargiter and a French officer.
As Colonel W a r d reported to Curzon on 8 October, the Poles had told the
Allied officers that they were going to march on Vilna. Ward thought that the
move would be made independently of the Polish High Command, repudiating its authority, but that it would probably have the secret support of
Warsaw. However, Ward's telegram did not reach the Foreign Office until 20
October,
presumably because his message, which was telegraphed from
Vilna, was intercepted and delayed by the Poles.
When Zeligowski set off at 6 A . M . on 8 October, he had to cover a
distance of fifty miles from his headquarters at Woronow, just south of the
Mereczanka River. The situation was tricky, because the Lithuanian plenipotentiary in Vilna, Ignas Jonynas, had transferred his powers to the representatives of the Entente. Therefore, command of the city was taken over by the
head of the French Military Mission to Lithuania, Col. Constantin Reboul,
who declared a state of siege. He sent his aide-de-camp to Zeligowski,
proposing that Vilna be declared a free city; but the general refused. He and
his troops entered the city at about 2 P.M. on 9 October. They were supported
by the Polish population, especially the railwaymen.
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Zeligowski now had to face Colonels Reboul, Ward, and Chardigny, the
indignant representatives of the Allied Powers and the league. When they
asked why he had seized the city, since Poland had signed the Suwalki
agreement, he said that he wished to give the population the opportunity to
decide its own fate. He then demanded that the Entente representatives and
the Lithuanian troops leave Vilna by noon the next d a y .
T o Chardigny's
pointed questions as to where Zeligowski had obtained arms and soldiers and
what he envisaged as the frontiers of the state of Central Lithuania,
Zeligowski merely said that he had acted independently. The three Allied
colonels left for Kaunas, whence they proceeded to W a r s a w .
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Zeligowski set about organizing the new state of Central Lithuania. He
sent a telegram to this effect to Warsaw, and he also informed the Lithuanian
government, to which he proposed a plebiscite. H e sent the same information
to the Entente Powers and to the League of N a t i o n s .
O n 12 October he
took the title of chief of state and established the Provisional Governing
Commission, which was led by a local Polish politician, Witold Abramowicz.
Zeligowski then proceeded to organize the army, and he established the
emblem of the new state: the eagle and the horse—the coat of arms of the
former Polish-Lithuanian C o m m o n w e a l t h .
This, if anything, made
Pilsudski's intention clear: the seizure o f Vilna was to force the Lithuanians to
accede either to a union or to a federation with Poland. The plebiscite offer to
Kaunas was a threat that, otherwise, Vilna would become part of Poland.
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T h e Zeligowski coup infuriated the British, even though the Polish
government gave assurances that the c o u p had taken place against its w i l l .
Curzon wired Derby in Paris on 11 October that the action belied the
categorical assurances of Polish Foreign Minister Sapieha and was therefore
" a gross breach of faith"; it showed complete " d i s r e g a r d " for Allied advice.
It was all the more intolerable since the issue had been submitted by Poland to
the League of Nations. Curzon now repeated his previous suggestion that the
French and British governments withdraw their ministers from W a r s a w .
However, Curzon's anger was due to reasons other than morality and
prestige. J. D . Gregory, head o f the Northern Department in the Foreign
Office, told Jan Ciechanowski, the Polish charge d'affaires in L o n d o n , that
the Poles were risking another partition of their country. If they rejected
Allied advice and then faced disaster—by which he meant a new Soviet
attack—then Britain would not b e able to help. H e therefore urged that Vilna
be evacuated and that Zeligowski be court-martialed. But the British did not
know that the Polish and Soviet delegations, which were then negotiating a
preliminary peace at Riga, had agreed that Polish-Lithuanian disputes on
territories west of the proposed Polish-Soviet frontier line should be negotiated
directly by the two states c o n c e r n e d .
In any case, Curzon could not do much without French cooperation,
which was not forthcoming. Indeed, privately the French were not at all
displeased with Zeligowski's action. T h e military approved it for strategic
reasons, since, in their eyes, it was a m o v e both against the Bolsheviks and
against German influence in Lithuania. Thus, their advice to the Poles was to
" p r o v e " that the Polish government had had nothing to d o with Zeligowski.
When Warsaw followed this line, even Philippe Berthelot, secretary
general at the Quai d'Orsay, supported the Polish stand. Also, the French
minister in Warsaw, Hector de Panafieu, expressed the view that Poland was
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not bound by the Spa a g r e e m e n t s .
In considering French motives, we
should bear in mind that in early August the French government had acted
independently of Britain in recognizing the White Russian government of
General Wrangel. The French clearly hoped that the Poles would inflict such a
crushing defeat on the R e d A r m y that Wrangel could recover and then
counterattack from the Crimea. Finally, it was difficult for the Western
Powers to proceed drastically against the Polish government because Foreign
Minister Sapieha was threatening to resign.
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In the face of all these problems, Curzon had to accept milder diplomatic
action. He noted on 11 October: " W e are merely beating the air and
attempting to hide our impotence. Events will show. "
O n the following day
he wired Derby that in view of Sapieha s threat to resign, the British
government should refrain from taking drastic action and should merely
accept a public disavowal of Zeligowski by the Polish g o v e r n m e n t .
Thus,
the Franco-British note, delivered in Warsaw on 12 October, protested
against Zeligowski's fait accompli, warned against a policy of adventures, asked
for moderation toward the "Russian P e o p l e , " and demanded that Poland
honor the Spa agreements. Finally, it expressed the hope that the Polish
government would avoid moves that could result in a threat to P o l a n d .
This, of course, referred to a possible Soviet attack.
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T h e Polish government replied that the Spa agreements had lost their
validity, since the British government had not fulfilled its obligation to help
Poland once the Red Army had entered ethnically Polish territory. Also, the
Poles reminded the British of the latter's support of Bolshevik peace terms in
early August, whose acceptance would have been synonymous with the loss of
Polish independence. Finally, the Polish government asked the French and
British governments not to raise new obstacles to the reconstruction of Poland
immediately after the signing of a preliminary peace treaty with Soviet
R u s s i a . In fact, this treaty was signed at Riga on 12 October. When Allied
protests continued, Pilsudski told Loraine, on 14 October, that he might
resign as chief of state and betake himself to his homeland near Vilna as a
private citizen. H e could not, he told the British minister, go back on his
promise to Polish soldiers, who were natives of the region, that they could
return home after the war. O n this occasion, Pilsudski restated his views on
Vilna. He told Loraine that he saw only two possible solutions. One was a
Lithuanian state, with Vilna as its capital. This state would include the Lida
and Grodno districts as well as the part of White Ruthenia (Belorussia) that
had been assigned to Poland by the preliminary Treaty of Riga. This
Lithuanian state would be united by the closest ties to Poland. The other
solution was the union of Vilna with P o l a n d .
Pilsudski's alternatives failed
to evoke an immediate reaction from Curzon, but the threat of resignation
did. It confirmed Curzon's view that the French and British should demand
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only an official Polish disavowal o f the Zeligowski c o u p .
Therefore, the
Franco-British note that was delivered in Warsaw on 17 October merely
demanded a categorical disavowal of General Zeligowski, reserving Allied
action until the situation in Vilna had been clarified.
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Public opinion in Poland was jubilant at the news of Zeligowski s action,
and it confidently expected that Vilna would be incorporated into Poland.
The National Democrats strongly criticized the establishment of the Central
Lithuanian State, which they rightly saw as a move toward a PolishLithuanian federation. Thus, on 10 October the Sejm passed a resolution to
incorporate Vilna into the Polish s t a t e .
Only the Polish Communists
condemned the Zeligowski coup and warned, like Curzon, that it carried the
risk of reviving the Polish-Soviet w a r .
T h e Polish government had to try to
avert a break with the Western Powers and at the same time to mollify Polish
opinion. Therefore, Prime Minister Witos told the Sejm on 14 October that
the Polish government could not accept Zeligowski's "insubordination" and
would investigate it. However, Witos also said that he understood the
bitterness of soldiers who had been denied the right to return to their native
land. Furthermore, he said that contacts would be established with the
Provisional Governing Commission, asking if it intended to allow the
population to decide its own fate. Finally, he warned that the occupation of
Vilna by any foreign forces would be regarded by Poland as a m o v e against
self-determination.
O n the following day, when Colonel Chardigny demanded that Poland impose a blockade on Zeligowski, this demand was
rejected.
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The British now seemed to take a more favorable view of a PolishLithuanian union or federation. A s usual, pragmatic considerations were
uppermost. T o begin with, there was no concrete evidence that the Red A r m y
was capable of launching another offensive, but there was some fear that
Germany might succeed in establishing her dominant influence in the Baltic
region. J . D . Gregory noted on 17 October that Lithuania showed no signs o f
desiring to federate with the other Baltic States, and she was too weak to play a
significant role in the region by herself. H e therefore advocated a federation
between Poland and Lithuania,
Sapieha passed on this information to
Paderewski in Geneva on 18 O c t o b e r .
Loraine, writing to Gregory o n 21
October, noted that although a Greater Lithuania, federated with Poland,
could not absolutely prevent Germany from penetrating Russia, it could at
least help to restrain German attempts in that direction. Curzon may have
been influenced by these arguments. O n 27 October, when the question was
being discussed in the League Council in Brussels, he wired the British
minister there, Sir George Graham, that he preferred Lithuania, with V i l n a
as its capital, to be closely tied to Poland rather than be reabsorbed by Russia.
H e thought that a plebiscite would be a makeshift solution, and he hoped that
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the League Council could persuade the Poles and Lithuanians to settle the
problem on a federal b a s i s . However, the French government now seemed
to support—or at least it did not oppose—a plebiscite in the Vilna region, and
it did not press for federation. This may have been a ploy to appease its chief
delegate, Leon Bourgeois, and league supporters in France who had been
outraged by Polish disregard of the league's authority. Whatever the case
may be, the League Council recommended that a plebiscite be held.
But the Polish government was determined to prevent a plebiscite, not
because it feared to lose in Vilna, but because a plebiscite there would be a
dangerous precedent for settling the Polish claim to East G a l i c i a .
Therefore, while accepting the plebiscite proposal, the Polish note of 7 November
was clearly designed to be unacceptable to Lithuania. The plebiscite was to be
held under league supervision in regions occupied by Polish troops—that is, in
Lida, Grodno, and Oszmiany. In return, Lithuania was to agree to a
plebiscite in those parts of Kaunas Province that had a large Polish minority
and in some other Polish-speaking regions occupied by Polish troops. The
procedure was to be rapid, with open voting under the supervision of
commissions that would include Polish, Lithuanian, and league officials. The
Polish government could not undertake to demobilize the Zeligowski troops in
the Vilna region, but it proposed that they be transformed into a local militia.
Finally, the territory ceded to Poland by the preliminary Treaty of Riga could
not be submitted to a plebiscite beyond the boundary set by the Treaty of
Moscow.
Thus, the Polish government excluded plebiscites in Belorussia,
Volhynia, and East Galicia.
The Lithuanian reply to the proposal of the League Council was just as
uncompromising. The Lithuanians accepted the plebiscite " i n principle" but
refused to agree to its being held north of the demarcation line set in Suwalki
on 7 October. This meant that there would be no plebiscite in the Vilna
region.
O n 23 November, Voldemaras claimed that the Lithuanian
character of Vilna and the surrounding region was indisputable, for " a nation
is composed more of the dead than the living." The evidence of four centuries
of history should, he claimed, outweigh the revindications of a small group of
Poles.
The British now believed that Vilna could be the capital of Lithuania, but
only within the framework of a federation with P o l a n d .
Unfortunately, by
now the federal concept had lost whatever limited support it had once enjoyed
in Poland. Not only did the majority of Polish opinion favor the incorporation
of Vilna into Poland, but so did the Provisional Governing Commission in
Central Lithuania. Aside from this, Pilsudski had to oppose suggestions from
the Provisional (Polish) Political Committee in Kaunas that he settle the
Lithuanian-Polish problem by marching on K a u n a s .
The Lithuanian
government, for its part, opposed any kind of union or federation with
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Poland. In the meanwhile, clashes had taken place between Polish and
Lithuanian troops. An armistice was signed on 29 November 1920, but the
league's Control Commission did not support the Lithuanian demand for the
evacuation of Zeligowski's troops from Central Lithuania.
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The end of fighting meant that the dispute could now be dealt with by
negotiation, mostly in the League of Nations. By the end of 1920, Polish
prospects seemed favorable, for the Soviets were weak and the British were
growing weary of Lithuania's uncompromising position. As Loraine noted,
the Lithuanians' idea of negotiations was that the main points at issue should
first be conceded to them. Still, even the French government's support for a
federal solution was conditional on Lithuanian possession of the Vilna region.
Annexation of this region by Poland was seen as dangerous, since this might
lead Lithuania to opt for either Bolshevism or German domination. T h e
French sugared the pill for the Poles b y hinting that a Polish-Lithuanian
federation leaving Vilna to Lithuania would, in fact, facilitate Polish domination of the l a t t e r . But in Warsaw the opposition to federation was adamant.
T h e Sejm voted in November for the annexation of the Vilna r e g i o n ,
and
direct Polish-Lithuanian negotiations that had been proceeding in Warsaw
were broken off on 29 December. Therefore, Hymans informed the League
Council on 1 March 1921 that the plan for a plebiscite had failed. The British
then suggested, and the League Council agreed, that both parties should enter
into direct talks once a g a i n . The Poles were considerably strengthened by
the signing of the alliance with France on 19 February and of the Treaty of
R i g a on 18 March 1921, but they still had to keep a wary eye on U p p e r
Silesia.
This was the setting for Foreign Minister Sapieha's new federal project,
which he proposed in the latter part of March to the French, British, and
Italian ministers in Warsaw. As reported on 23 March 1921 by Sir William
M a x Muller, the new British minister to Poland, Sapieha proposed that: (a)
the federation would be based on complete equality; (b) Vilna was to go to
Lithuania, on condition that the latter be transformed into a state o f two
cantons—Kaunas and Vilna, with Vilna as the common capital and seat of
their common government and parliament; and (c) a treaty would be
concluded between this Lithuanian state and Poland, providing for a c o m m o n
foreign policy and a joint General Staff, though the armies would remain
separate. Sapieha told Muller that he did not wish to propose this plan in the
n a m e of the Polish government but that he would appreciate the views of the
British g o v e r n m e n t .
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Foreign Office reaction was positive. Sir Eyre Crowe believed the Polish
terms to be so generous that the Lithuanians would be foolish to reject them.
C u r z o n thought that the proposal was worthy of consideration, though he
could not see why a "spurious parentage" should be assumed by the league or
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anyone e l s e .
H e did not understand that Sapieha was seeking British
support as a lever against majority Polish opinion, which desired annexation.
On 7 April, Gregory put another federation proposal to Tomas Narusevicius,
the Lithuanian charge d'affaires in London; it included provisions for cultural
autonomy in the V i l n a region and for Lithuania's support of the Great
Powers' stance toward the Riga Treaty. In return, the Great Powers would
grant de jure recognition to Lithuania and would assign Memel to h e r .
This was a bribe for Lithuania to agree to a modified federation with Poland
and to secure Lithuanian support for whatever policy the Powers should
decide to adopt toward the Polish-Soviet frontier. The Lithuanians demurred.
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In April the Polish proposal was modified in line with suggestions made
by the three Allied ministers in Warsaw. Both states were to be fully sovereign
but were to share certain institutions in common. Thus, the chief of state was
to be elected by the joint delegations or by representatives of the Polish and
Lithuanian parliaments. There were to be joint Ministries of Foreign and
Economic Affairs, o f Defense, and a joint General Staff. Lithuania was to
have its own legislature and administration.
This scheme, sometimes
known as " T h e Three Ambassadors' Project," was reflected later in the First
Hymans Plan. Sapieha accepted the modified project, but it met with strong
criticism in Poland, especially from the National Democrats. In mid April the
Sejm voted that the population of the Vilna region should decide its own fate.
Sapieha still hoped to work something out that would lead to a federation.
He drew up a package plan, including a Polish-led Baltic federation, which,
together with the Polish-Rumanian alliance, would create a united bloc
between Germany and Soviet Russia. T h e Polish General Staff informed its
French counterpart that the only obstacle to this plan was a chauvinistic
Lithuania, which, if left under German domination, would provide Germany
with a bridge to R u s s i a .
The French government responded favorably. In a
note of 26 April to London, the French only proposed to replace the word
"federation" with " u n i o n , " Also, the French reserved their de jure recognition of Lithuania and the possible award to the latter of Memel until a PolishLithuanian agreement had been reached on the lines proposed a b o v e .
However, the prospects of British support were dashed by the third Polish
uprising in Upper Silesia. When Sapieha visited London and asked Crowe for
British support on 2 M a y , he met with a cool reception. Indeed, at this time,
Gregory tried to work out a separate project with Narusevicius. The result
was a Foreign Office memorandum which guided British policy at the
forthcoming session of the League Council.
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The Foreign Office memorandum of 7 May stated that the British
government was not bound either by the confidential Lithuanian proposals
made to Hymans or by the Three Ambassadors' Project. Since no federal
solution was acceptable to the Lithuanians, whereas the Poles wanted Vilna
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and the rest of Lithuania (which they did not. A . C ) , the British government
believed that the League Council should first state that Vilna belonged by
right to Lithuania and that Lithuania should include both Vilna and Memel.
Only after the de jure recognition of such a Lithuanian state could there be
any discussion of a Polish-Lithuanian federation. This, of course, strengthened Lithuania; it also reflected Britain's condemnation of the third Polish
uprising in Upper Silesia.
It was not surprising that Polish-Lithuanian talks in Brussels failed to
produce agreement. In late M a y , Hymans put forward what came to be
known as the First Hyman's Plan. H e collaborated closely with French
diplomats in working this out, and apparently Colonel Chardigny also played
an important role in its formulation.
It bore a striking resemblance to the
Three Ambassadors' Project. Lithuania was to become a state made up of two
autonomous cantons, Kaunas and Vilna, on the Swiss model. Vilna would be
the capital. All ethnic groups would receive guarantees of religious and
linguistic freedom; Polish and Lithuanian would both be recognized as official
languages. Poland and Lithuania would recognize each other's independence
and sovereignty but would also acknowledge their common interests by
concluding a series of special conventions. These would include a military
agreement and an economic convention. Lithuania would also assure Poland
of commercial transit and free use of Lithuanian ports. There was to be a joint
council for foreign affairs. A n y dispute on the interpretation o f these
agreements would be submitted to an arbitrator named by the League of
Nations. This plan was approved by Briand and Berthelot.
The Lithuanian Delegation, headed by Ernestas Galvanauskas (who
replaced Voldemaras), voiced strong objections. Galvanauskas not only
rejected the idea of "particularist sentiments" in any part of Lithuania—
meaning Vilna—but he also objected to the proposed joint institutions and to
league arbitration. Finally, he said that the proposal seemed to violate
Lithuanian sovereignty.
The Polish delegate, P r o f Szyrnon Askenazy,
accepted the plan for the time being; but seven days later, he declared that the
Polish government would accept it only on condition that representatives o f
the Vilna population be admitted to the t a l k s . T h e Lithuanian counterproposals of 30 M a y insisted on the independence and sovereignty of Lithuania,
as well as on her possession of Vilna. Minority rights would be recognized,
but Lithuania would not undertake any military cooperation with Poland
until the Polish-Soviet frontier had secured international recognition—that is,
by the Western Powers.
The Lithuanian stance wks strengthened by British support. T h e Poles
rejected these proposals and stated that they would never recognize Lithuanian sovereignty over Vilna. Still, at the end of June the Polish government
was ready to accept the Hymans Plan, and though the Lithuanians insisted
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that Zeligowski first evacuate Vilna, the League Council approved the plan as
it stood on 28 J u n e .
Only the British delegate supported the Lithuanian
demand that Zeligowski withdraw.
Though the Lithuanians rejected the plan officially on 22 July, they did
not wish to bear the stigma of refusing all further negotiations in the League of
Nations. The Poles, for their part, strengthened their hand on 29 July by
concluding an agreement on cooperation in international affairs with Finland,
Latvia, and Estonia (the Helsinki P r o t o c o l ) . When Hymans invited both
sides to continue talks at Geneva on 25 August, they accepted. Each hoped
for an outcome favorable to its claims.
Hymans at first conducted separate conversations with each delegation.
Then, on 3 September, he submitted his Second Plan, asking that it be
accepted as a package by 12 September. The Second Hymans Plan attempted
to placate the Lithuanians. Thus, the Vilna canton was to have its own local
government and was to elect representatives to its legislature in exact
proportion to its ethnic groups, on the Swiss model. However, the joint
institutions that would bind Poland and Lithuania were to be the same as in
the First Plan. The annexed protocol specified that all nonnative troops
occupying Vilna, as well as nonnative administrations, should leave the
region as soon as possible. After the elections, the Lithuanian government was
to transfer its seat to Vilna. Until then, there was to be a police force adequate
to keep order and to secure the eastern frontier. Lithuanian and Polish troops
should, after agreement had been reached, reinforce the police in equal
numbers. A three-member commission designated by the League Council was
to trace the frontier between Polish and Lithuanian territories and between
the Vilna canton and the rest of Lithuania. Negotiations were then to take
place on the military and economic conventions. A representative of the
league was to interpret the agreement and supervise its execution.
The Second Hymans Plan proved unacceptable to both Poland and
Lithuania. It was supported by the British government and was surreptitiously opposed by the French. The Lithuanian government played for time
and British support by accepting the plan " i n principle," but it added
reservations that, in fact, restated the Lithuanian point of view. Thus, the
Lithuanians proposed a frontier with Poland that would give them all the
territory awarded by the Moscow Treaty of 12 July. Furthermore, they
proposed that the Vilna region be an autonomous unit in the Lithuanian state,
with its own Diet, thus rejecting the idea of the two delegations and the joint
parliament.
Hymans found the Lithuanian reply unacceptable, while Askenazy
regarded the Lithuanian proposal for an autonomous Vilna region in
Lithuania as being contrary to federation. The British and French heads of
delegations, Balfour and Bourgeois, accepted the Second Hymans Plan; the
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League Council endorsed it; and the League Assembly approved it on 24
September 1 9 2 1 . At this time, Lithuania was also admitted to the League of
Nations, although it had not yet been recognized de jure by members of the
league. Despite Bourgeois's acceptance of the Second Hymans Plan, the
French government opposed it, fearing that an autonomous Vilna region
would facilitate German-Soviet contacts. Therefore, the French told the Poles
that they would prefer some internationally acceptable form of incorporating
the region in Poland. For this reason the French asked for the speedy removal
of General Zeligowski and his t r o o p s .
The French government's point of view was clearly set out to the Poles
while the Second Hymans Plan was still under discussion in the League
Council. Jules Laroche, deputy director of political and commercial affairs at
the Quai d'Orsay, laid it out on 21 September to Jozef Wielowieyski,
counsellor of the Polish legation in Paris, and to the first secretary, Juliusz
Lukasiewicz. Laroche made five proposals: (1) Zeligowski should leave Vilna
as soon as possible. (2) Within two months an autonomous administration
should be set up to organize elections to the Vilna legislature. This body,
however, was to represent not only the Vilna region but also parts of the
neighboring Polish districts, extending to the frontier set by the Moscow
Treaty of 12 July 1920. In this way, Laroche claimed, the elections and the
autonomy of the Vilna region would carry more weight with Western opinion.
(3) It would be desirable to grant an amnesty to all imprisoned Lithuanians
and to establish an independent Lithuanian school system in the Vilna region.
(4) The Poles should accept Colonel Chardigny's suggestions that the league's
Control Commission establish the frontier in Suwalki Province. This would
largely follow the Curzon Line (identical here with the Foch Line), and thus
leave two-thirds of the province in Polish hands. (5) All international
commissions in the Vilna region should be removed as quickly as p o s s i b l e .
Laroche's proposals indicated two things: first, that the French government
clearly believed that Poland was more capable than Lithuania of preventing
German-Soviet cooperation and, second, that the French were anxious to
make the Polish incorporation of Vilna as palatable as possible to Great
Britain.
Given secret French encouragement, the Poles rejected the Second
Hymans Plan. The Polish Council of Ministers did so on 30 September at
Sapieha's invitation, though for the sake of appearances it agreed to
additional study of the Polish-Lithuanian dispute by the League of Nations
Council.
Pilsudski then ordered an extension of the plebiscite area to
include the two districts Lida and Braslav. H e also set the date of the elections
for 8 January 1922. O n 17 November the Polish Sejm voted for the election o f
a representative assembly in Vilna, which was then to determine the political
and legal status of the r e g i o n .
O n 30 November, General Zeligowski
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resigned his position as chief of state in Central Lithuania and turned over
power to a civilian administration headed by Aleksander Meysztowicz, a
Polish landowner and businessman.
So far, Polish moves had followed French suggestions. But Paris was
worried, and with cause, that incorporation might be effected too swiftly, thus
provoking British objections and further complications. So, Paris advised
against the annexation of the Vilna region too soon after the elections. Like
Pilsudski, the French government saw the elections as a step toward PolishLithuanian federation. This would be impossible if the Polish Sejm voted for
incorporation, and France would then also find it impossible to defend
Poland's right to V i l n a .
Unfortunately, the bulk of Polish opinion did not
favor what it viewed as a half-way solution, not least because Lithuania again
appealed for Soviet support.
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The Lithuanian government, in fact, requested a declaration from
Moscow that the latter would view a Polish-Lithuania union as a hostile act.
Chicherin obliged on 15 September. This was in keeping with the Soviet aim
of preventing Polish or Western domination of Lithuania. At the same time
the Lithuanian government could not accept the Second Hymans Plan or
negotiations with Poland because of public opposition. When Foreign Minister Juozas Puryckis sent a personal representative to Warsaw with counterproposals—which would have been rejected anyway—an attempt was
made on his life. Therefore, on 3 December the Lithuanian cabinet finally
decided to reject the plan and so informed the League Council on 24
December. Still, it tried to show its good will toward the league by supporting
the council's resolution to guarantee the autonomy of the Vilna region, even
though this had no chance of being accepted by Lithuanian opinion. As the
German minister in Kaunas put it, the government had capitulated to the will
of the people. Henceforth, Lithuanian supporters of the Second Hymans Plan
were known as "Hymansininkas," or Hymansmen, and this became one of
the most pejorative epithets in the Lithuanian political vocabulary.
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The Polish government also found it impossible to defy its public
opinion. Therefore, it could not follow French advice to delay the incorporation. Foreign Minister Skirmunt certainly tried. He had called Zamoyski
home from Paris so that the latter could personally present the French point of
view, in order to convince the Political Committee of the Council o f
Ministers, the Sejm Foreign Affairs Commission, and the Polish politicians
from the Vilna region to work for time. The British government also issued a
warning. O n 31 December, Max Muller said that the British government
knew that the Vilna Sejm would vote for incorporation into Poland. He drew
the Polish government's attention to the serious consequences of such a step: it
would make a Polish-Lithuanian federation impossible later, and it would do
harm to Polish relations with other Baltic States. Moreover, since the dispute
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was still before the League Council, such action on Poland's part would be all
the more regrettable. The Polish government answered that incorporation
would, indeed, make the prospects for federation worse, but, it hoped, not
impossible.
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The elections to the Vilna Sejm took place as scheduled on 8 January
1922; and as expected, they returned an incorporationist m a j o r i t y .
While
Colonel Chardigny criticized the lack of voter identification at the ballot boxes
and noted that the Lithuanians, Jews, and a large number of Belorussians had
abstained,
the majority of the population was Polish and wanted to be
incorporated into Poland. O n 12 January the League Council resolved that its
efforts at mediation had ended in failure, but warned that it would not
recognize a one-sided settlement. France signed this resolution along with
Great Britain. The Lithuanian delegate, Narusevicius, protested and proposed that the dispute be referred to the International Tribunal of Justice. H e
also requested that the League Council ask the Allied and Associated Powers
to fix the eastern frontier of Poland, as they were empowered to do b y article
87 of the Versailles Treaty. H e stated that this act would also settle the PolishLithuanian d i s p u t e . His appeals were seconded by the British, who warned
the Poles against annexation. O n 19 January, M a x Muller transmitted a note
to this effect to the Polish minister for foreign affairs,
and at the end of
January, Curzon warned Sapieha, n o w Polish minister in L o n d o n , that
annexation would be the final blow to Poland's international s t a t u s .
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Despite these warnings, the Vilna Sejm voted on 20 February for union
with Poland. The Ponikowski cabinet resigned over the issue on 3 M a r c h .
Four days later the government presented the act o f union to the Sejm, which
ratified it on the fourteenth and voted separately for the union of V i l n a with
Poland on the twenty-fourth. Skirmunt had warned the Council of Ministers
against annexation, but his appeals could not prevail against the will of the
VUna Sejm, the Polish Sejm, and the majority of Polish opinion. Therefore,
the British request that the Polish government assure a broad autonomy to the
Vilna region was impossible to implement. Later, in 1922/23, British
diplomacy linked Vilna with M e m e l , but b y that time there was n o talk of
federation. O n 14 March 1923 the Powers recognized Polish sovereignty over
Vilna and gave conditional recognition to Lithuanian sovereignty over
M e m e l . While the Poles rejoiced, the Lithuanians swore not to let the world
forget their claim to Vilna. T h e Lithuanian Constitution named it as the
capital of the country, and a state of " c o l d w a r " continued to exist between
the two neighbors for fifteen years. There were no diplomatic relations, no
direct communications, not even a direct postal service; letters from one
country to the other had to pass through a third state. Lithuanian diplomats
raised the Vilna question on every possible occasion, and the Lithuanian
government rejected all Polish attempts to establish normal relations until
2 1 0
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March 1938, when they came into being as the result of a Polish ultimatum. The Poles, for their part, were unable to realize their aim of a
Baltic federation. By March 1938 it was too late to make up for lost time.
A Polish-Lithuanian federation would undoubtedly have benefited both
countries. It might also have made a Baltic bloc or federation a possibility.
Unfortunately, neither Polish nor Lithuanian opinion was ready to accept it at
the time. Western, especially French, support might have swung the scales in
1919/20, at least in Poland, for the chief opponents of federation were the
National Democrats, who were self-proclaimed friends of France. However,
at that time, France and Britain still counted on the victory of the Whites in
the Russian civil war and therefore on the rebirth of a strong Russia, whose
claims to the Baltic States they both recognized. But though France came over
to the view that federation was desirable after Pilsudski's victory over the Red
Army in August 1920 and though she supported Zeligowski's seizure of Vilna
in October, Britain only came to accept the federal solution after much
vacillation, and it then backed away, thus strengthening Lithuanian opposition. Any version of the Hymans Plan, if implemented, would have established a loose Polish-Lithuanian federation while safeguarding Lithuanian
sovereignty. But neither France nor Britain was willing to exert the necessary
pressure on Poland and Lithuania in order to overcome the opposition of their
public opinion. Perhaps this would have been possible if Paris and London
had been able to set aside other disagreements, but this was not to be. Though
no one saw it in such a light at the time, this was, in fact, the first failure of the
League of Nations, whose efficacy depended then, as later, on the Western
Powers.
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East Galicia and the Question
of Poland's Eastern Frontier,
November 1918 to December 1921

In the two years that followed the signing of the Treaty of Riga, the
major goal of Polish diplomacy was to secure Western recognition of Poland's
eastern frontier as established by that treaty. This issue dominated Poland's
relations both with the Western Powers and with her East European
neighbors: Soviet Russia, the Baltic States, Rumania, and Czechoslovakia.
The need to secure this frontier led to Poland's only East European alliance,
the defensive alliance with Rumania against the Soviet Union, signed on 3
March 1921.
The official obstacle to Western recognition of Poland's eastern frontier
was the undefined status of East Galicia.* The basic reason was, however,
Prime Minister Lloyd George's policy of using the issue of East Galicia both
as a bargaining chip with Soviet Russia and as a means of putting pressure on
Poland. East Galician oil also played a role in Allied policy. The internal
aspect of the problem was the Polish struggle with the Ukrainians of East
Galicia, who wanted independence, either alone or united with Great
Ukraine. The undecided status of East Galicia fueled both the ferment of the
Ukrainian population and repressions b y the Polish authorities. These, in
turn, enraged liberal opinion in Britain and strengthened the image of Poland
as an "imperialist" and oppressive state. At the same time, majority Polish
opinion viewed the inclusion of East Galicia in Poland as both a strategic
necessity and a historic right. The East Galician capital of Lvov was an old
center of Polish culture which had a predominantly Polish population. The
1

* The name East Galicia is used here because it was common usage at the time. Ukrainians
referred to it as Halychyna, or Zahid'na Ukraina (West Ukraine), and the Polish name was
Matopolska Wschodnia (East Little Poland).
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bitter Polish-Ukrainian struggle over the city in 1918/19 made it even more
difficult for Polish opinion to support significant concessions to the Ukrainians. Finally, Poles accounted for some 35 percent of the population east of the
San River, and they were adamantly opposed to an autonomous East Galicia
with a Ukrainian administration, as demanded by Britain.
The problem of East Galicia was similar in most respects to that of Vilna,
since it involved an ethnically mixed territory in which the Poles formed the
upper class and also part of the peasant population. Like the Vilna region,
East Galicia had belonged to Poland before the partitions, but unlike Vilna, it
had never been part of the Russian Empire. In both areas the non-Polish
political leaders opposed Polish rule. A s in Vilna, so in Lvov, the majority of
the population was Polish-speaking; and there was also a high percentage of
Jews. Both cities had been the capitals of non-Polish states in the early Middle
Ages. As with the Lithuanians, so with the Ukrainians, the national division
ran along class and language lines, with an additional religious split in East
Galicia between Catholics, Uniates, and Orthodox. The Poles were preponderantly Catholic, while the majority of Ukrainians belonged to the Uniate
Church and a minority belonged to the Orthodox C h u r c h . There was also a
large Jewish population, mostly in the towns. In both Lithuania and East
Galicia, Polish culture was dominant and was seen as the major enemy by
Lithuanians and Ukrainians.
2

The land of East Galicia (Polish—Halich; Ukrainian—Halych) had been
ruled by R o m a n Mstyslavych and his son Daniel from the early thirteenth to
the mid-fourteenth century. Then it came first under Hungarian and later
under Polish rule, which spread with time to include most of the Ukraine.
However, the KhmeFnyts'kyi revolt against Poland in the mid-seventeenth
century led the Cossack leaders to sign a treaty of union with Russia in 1655.
Three years later, they signed the U n i o n of Hadziacz with Poland, but it was
repudiated by the Cossack masses. In 1667, the left bank, or East Ukraine,
went to Russia, while the right bank, or W e s t Ukraine, stayed with Poland. In
1793, Russia seized the lands west of K i e v and Volhynia. Chelm was annexed
in the Third Partition and again in 1815.
3

Meanwhile, East Galicia came under Austrian rule in 1772. In 1848 the
Austrian governor of Galicia, Count Stadion, established the Holovna Ruska
Rada, or Chief Ruthene Council, which formulated the first Ukrainian
territorial program. It demanded the establishment of a Ruthene crownland
in the Austrian Empire, consisting of East Galicia and Sub-Carpathian
Ruthenia. In 1867, Emperor Francis Joseph granted de facto autonomy to
Galicia. Since the Poles formed the educated class, they now played the
dominant role in the schools and in the administration. In the last years o f the
nineteenth century, the Ukrainian national movement was led by the great
historian Mykhailo Hrushevs'kyi, w h o founded the Ukrainian National
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Democratic Party. Its goal was also a Ukrainian crownland within the
Austrian Empire—this time consisting of East Galicia and Bukovina. In 1910
the Revolutionary (Socialist) Party demanded an independent Ukrainian
state.
World War I exacerbated the existing Polish-Ukrainian antagonisms.
The maximum goal of the Ukrainian political leaders was a great Ukraine—
including both left- and right-bank Ukraine—with the support of the Central
Powers; their minimum goal was a separate Ukrainian crownland within the
Austrian Empire. This was the aim of the East Galician Social Democratic,
Radical, and National Democratic parties, which established the Holovna
Ukrainska Rada, o r Chief Ukrainian Council, in August 1914. O f course, this
aim collided head on with the political goal of most Polish parties in Galicia,
which wanted the establishment of a Polish crownland of Galicia as the
nucleus of a future Polish state. The Rada established its own military
organization, the Sich, which took its name from the seventeenth-century
Cossack organization but was modeled, in fact, on the Polish riflemen's
organization established by Pilsudski. The most prominent Ukrainian politicians who worked for the crownland program were Kost Levytsky and
Mykhailo Vassylko. However, while the Austrian government could not
afford to alienate the Poles, it failed to reach agreement with its German ally
on the shape of the future Polish state. In early 1918 the Austrian government
favored the Ukrainians and lost the Poles, as we shall see below.
In March 1917 the first Russian Revolution led to the establishment of
the Rada, or Ukrainian Central Council, in Kiev. It was chaired by Professor
Hrushevs'kyi, w h o had returned there in 1905. The Rada desired a federal
relationship with Russia, but was rebuffed by the Russian Provisional
Government, T h e Rada therefore issued a declaration of Ukrainian autonomy on 23 June 1917. The Bolshevik Revolution of 7 November immediately
affected the Ukraine. On 20 November the Rada proclaimed the Ukrainian
People's Republic, as part of a Russian federation. The Bolsheviks, however,
set up their own Ukrainian government in Kharkov and declared the Kiev
Rada dissolved. Under these circumstances, the Rada decided to send a
delegation to Brest-Litovsk to participate in the peace negotiations between
the Bolsheviks and the Central Powers.
On 9 February 1918, A . Sevriuk, head of the Kiev Rada's delegation,
signed a separate peace treaty with the Central Powers. Furthermore, in the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, these powers awarded the provinces of Chelm and
Podlasie to the Ukrainians, despite the preponderantly Polish population in
Chelm. This, of course, infuriated the Poles. Also, the Ukrainians of East
Galicia signed a secret protocol to the treaty, whereby the Austrian government was to establish a Ukrainian crownland made up of East Galicia and
Bukovina. In late April 1918, however, the Germans abolished the Ukrai4
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nian Rada in Kiev and installed hetman Pavlo Skoropads'kyi as head of a
puppet Ukrainian state. H e demanded that the Ukraine include the Kuban,
Bessarabia, southern Belorussia, the Crimea, the Don region, Podlasie, and
Chelm.
In November 1918 the former Kiev Rada created a Directorate, with V .
Vynnychenko as Chairman and Simon Petlyura, F. Shvets, P. Andriyevs'kyi,
and A . Makarenko as members. They led a national uprising against
Skoropads'kyi and took Kiev on 14 December. The Directorate issued a
radically socialist and nationalist proclamation and turned to the Entente
Powers for help. Although the French showed some interest, this was limited
to establishing cooperation between the Directorate's army and that of
General Denikin, commander of the White armies in Odessa. The Bolsheviks took Kiev on 4 February 1919, and the Directorate fled west to Vinnitsa,
then to Kamenets and R o v n o . At this time, Petlyura began to think of seeking
help from Pilsudski.
Meanwhile, in September 1918, when the defeat of the Central Powers
seemed imminent, the Ukrainians of East Galicia began to make preparations
for a takeover. The Poles were caught by surprise. The P O W , or Polish
Military Organization, had only about thirty or forty members in Lvov, most
of whom were arrested by the Austrian authorities in September 1918. The
Polish legionaries under Col. Wladystaw Sikorski numbered about two
hundred in October, while the P K W , or Polish military cadres, stood at about
one hundred.
On 19 October a Ukrainian conference met in Lvov and rejected union
with East Ukraine. It appointed a new council, headed by Kost Levytsky.
When the Austrian government would not sanction a Ukrainian takeover, the
council decided on 30 October to proceed on its own. Thus, on 1 November
1918 the Ukrainians, who had gathered many of their units from the Austrian
Army in the vicinity of Lvov, took over the city. They proclaimed the
establishment of the West Ukrainian Republic, and a Ukrainian flag was
hoisted over the town hall. But the Polish population put up a strong
resistance and, after a few days, regained some key buildings. Sich riflemen
arrived from Bukovina, and a detachment came from East Ukraine, but
Polish troops were sent in from Krakow. T h e y forced the Ukrainians to
evacuate the city on 21 November, though it was under siege throughout the
winter of 1918/19.
The Ukrainian attempt to seize Lvov, and the Polish counterattack that
followed, precipitated the initial Western involvement in the problem of East
Galicia. As in Vilna, so in East Galicia, the attitude of the Western Powers
was governed at first by their support of the White leaders in the Russian civil
war. The British attitude was officially based on the principle of selfdetermination, which coincided conveniently with the traditional British view
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of Poland as Congress, or Russian, Poland (1815-30). Moreover, in 1916,
Balfour had noted that from a "selfish" point of view, Britain wished to see a
small Poland, which would not be an obstacle to alliance between the Western
Powers and R u s s i a . In October 1918, in what was probably his first serious
consideration of East Galicia, Balfour saw it as an example of the difficulty of
excluding non-Polish areas from Poland. H e noted that there had been six
hundred years of Polish rule in East Galicia and parts of Lithuania. However,
this fact, plus the existence of a wealthy and educated Polish upper class,
should not, he thought, modify the British stand at the forthcoming Peace
Conference. He thought that the division of Galicia would " p a i n " Polish
nationalists. At the same time, he noted that it would be even more difficult to
include genuinely Polish areas in western Poland because of German opposition.
The White Russian leaders, who were then supported by France and
Britain, not only claimed East Galicia but also refused to consider the
possibility of a federal Russian state. Their motto—One Great, Indivisible
Russia—found support in the West. Even Lewis B. Namier, the Political
Intelligence Department's expert on Eastern Europe, wrote in 1917 that " t h e
Little Russians [Ukrainians] in the South and the White Russians [Belorussians] in the North are essentially part of the Russian n a t i o n . " A year later
he argued that any extension of Poland's frontiers beyond ethnic lines was
"fanciful" and bound in the long run to benefit the Germans. In his view,
only the recovery of a Great Russia could " f r e e " Poland from the Central
Powers. If the Poles expanded in the east, they would have to use military
force against the Lithuanians, the Ukrainians, and the Belorussians and
would, therefore, never be free of German tutelage. In August 1918 he
believed that Germany could bid for Poland at the expense of the Lithuanians,
Belorussians, and Ukrainians and that Berlin could rely on the Polish
"nobility" and its "imperialist" interests in the east. In November he
claimed that the Ukrainians were determined not to submit to Polish rule and
that they wanted to be under Kiev. Putting East Galicia under Polish rule
would be an " o u t r a g e " and a great danger for peace. H e therefore proposed
that the Polish minority in East Galicia be granted autonomy. Finally, a
Foreign Office memorandum in December, which probably came from his
pen, argued that if the Peace Conference were to give the Poles large areas of
Russian or German land, this would lead to a new partition of P o l a n d . T h e
Germans reached their own conclusion. They feared a great Poland as a
barrier to German-Russian cooperation and saw her as the ally and pawn of
France in Eastern Europe; therefore, they were determined to do everything
possible to prevent the creation o f a large Polish state.
As a member of the PID (Political Intelligence Department), Namier did
not, of course, formulate British policy; but he did provide it with useful
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arguments based both on self-determination and on alleged Realpolitik.
In
fact, as was the case regarding the Baltic States, British policy aimed to leave
o p e n the door for East Galicia's union with Russia. Therefore, Namier's
advice that the Poles should be ordered to reach an agreement with the
Ukrainians accorded with British P o l i c y . Thus, the British note of 8
N o v e m b e r 1918 threatened great displeasure if the Poles were to undertake
military operations in East Galicia in an attempt to forestall the decisions of
the Peace Conference. At the same time, R . A . Leeper of the Foreign Office
pointed out that Britain could only replace Germany on the Russian market if
she maintained friendly relations with (White) Russia —which claimed East
Galicia. The Americans also were inclined to exclude this region from
P o l a n d . Only the French government supported Polish claims, because its
overall aim was to build a " s c r e e n ' ' between Bolshevik Russia and the Czechs
and Hungarians and, above all, between Bolshevik Russia and Germany.
However, even the French assumed that East Galicia would be an autonom o u s province within P o l a n d . As for the Poles, at the end of 1918, Roman
Dmowski and the National Democrats demanded the whole of East Galicia,
while Pilsudski and his supporters were content with a " m i n i m u m " line,
which included Lvov and the oil fields of Drohobycz and Boryslav. When
the Peace Conference opened, Dmowski demanded the whole area for Poland.
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At this time the British delegation's memorandum on the former Russian
Empire, dated 20 January 1919, proposed that all non-Polish territories in the
east be excluded from the Polish state. As for East Galicia, it was to be allowed
to opt for independence or for union with the Ukraine—or even with
Czechoslovakia. O n the same day, Namier supported the third option; he
noted that the Czechs wanted a c o m m o n frontier with Russia and could also
" o r g a n i z e " that vast country. H e cited Thomas G. Masaryk, the president of
Czechoslovakia, on the desirability of a "federation" between East Galicia
and Czechoslovakia. Namier added that the Czechs feared complete e n circlement" by the Magyars and Poles since the latter could then "dictate"
terms to the Czechs on Austrian Silesia ( T e s c h e n ) . Somehow, the wishes of
the East Galician Poles, who formed about 35 percent of the population, were
lost sight of in these schemes.
In any case, British and American views on East Galicia were governed
primarily by the desire to keep the good will of the White Russians. The
British also succeeded in holding up Haller's army in France until mid April,
w h e n it was sent to Poland o n the express condition that it not be used to fight
the Ukrainians in East Galicia. Also, the Allies sent commissions of inquiry
to the area, which were supposed to stop the fighting. T h e first of these,
headed by Gen. Marie-Joseph Barthelemy, left for Poland in January 1919.
A t this time, only the French supported Polish claims, although they
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envisaged East Galician autonomy within Poland.
very interested in East Galicia's oil industry.
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The French were also

Oil was an important ingredient in the East Galician question. Oil
production in 1913 was 2,053,150 tons. Though it had declined to a mere
900,000 tons in 1916, it still had considerable potential. In 1913, French,
British, and Belgian capital represented over half of the total investments, the
rest being German and Austro-Hungarian, with a small Polish involvement.
At the end o f the war, British capital was estimated to be 10,125,000 frs.;
French, 44,800,000 frs.; and Belgian, 20,000,000 frs. Polish capital was
estimated to be 10 percent of the total.
Western interests were represented by the Eastern Continental Petroleum and M i n i n g Syndicate Ltd., established in London in August 1914,
and b y the International Committee for the Protection of British, French,
Belgian, and Other Allied Interests, established in London in October of that
year. T h e British Premier Oil and Pipeline C o . Ltd. had a member on that
committee. While French capitalists proceeded to buy out Austrian and
German oil shares, the British followed another tack. T w o British members of
Barthelemy's mission, a Major Fordham and a man named Macintosh, who
was connected with Premier Oil, proposed in February 1919 that Polish and
Ukrainian troops withdraw from the oil fields, which would then constitute a
neutral zone with Polish police and administration. The oil fields, refineries,
and reserves would be put under an Entente commission to be chaired by
Macintosh. Control and distribution of production was to be carried out with
the participation of Polish and Ukrainian delegates.
T h e Poles saw this project as threatening foreign annexation of East
30
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Galician oil resources;
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so they proposed a Polish-Ukrainian agreement

instead. In the meanwhile, the Ukrainians, who controlled the oil fields, had
signed an agreement with the Karolyi government of Hungary to get arms in
return for oil. T h e agreement was later ratified by Bela Kun, who set up a
Communist government in Hungary in March 1919. The Ukrainians also
signed an agreement with the Czechoslovak government, exchanging oil for
coal.
In early March 1919 the International Committee began to press its
claims. Its representative, L. Litwinski, arrived in Warsaw on the eleventh
and saw Pilsudski four days later. Litwinski demanded that the member
companies o f the International Committee be allowed to take possession of the
oil wells and refineries that belonged to them. Pilsudski demanded that the
committee first press the British Foreign Office to aid Poland with military
equipment. O n e result of this was a letter from Charles Perkins, chairman of
Premier Oil, to Balfour, asking for British aid to Poland. However, neither
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this nor other interventions b y Perkins had any effect. The reason may lie in
the Franco-British oil agreement that will be described below.
Sir John C adman, director of H . M . Petroleum Executive and oil adviser
to the British government, negotiated an oil agreement with Senator Henri
Berenger, the French commissioner general of Petroleum Products. A draft of
the agreement was submitted to the Foreign Office on 13 March 1919. On the
British side it was signed by Walter Long, First Lord of the Admiralty;
Berenger signed for France. The Long-Berenger agreement divided the oil
rights in the Middle East and in Eastern Europe between the French and the
British governments. In Eastern Europe they agreed on an equal division of
the rights that might be obtained by either side in Rumania, Russia, and
Galicia. The agreement was approved on 8 M a y and confirmed by Britain
eight days later. Although Lloyd George noted in July that he knew nothing
about i t , he accepted it later, for Cadman and Berenger concluded a new
agreement along the same lines. Curzon and Berthelot accepted it as the basis
for an oil agreement signed on 23 December 1919.
In the meanwhile, Polish-Ukrainian negotiations failed because the
demands of the two parties were mutually contradictory. Each side* claimed
the oil fields and Lvov. The British and Italians supported the Ukrainians so
as to leave the door open for a union of East Galicia with Russia, while
Barthelemy's proposal that the oil region be made a neutral zone on the Polish
side was refused both by the Poles and by the Ukrainians. At this point it is
worth noting that the British General Staff took a different view from that of
the Foreign Office. The General Staff favored the fusion of East Galicia with
Poland and the establishment of a Polish-Rumanian frontier. Alternatively,
the General Staff suggested an autonomous East Galician state, rather than
having it included in the Ukraine, warning that this would give Russia access
in the future to the Carpathians. The General Staff was traditionally antiRussian; therefore it feared that Russia would expand into the Eastern
Balkans and dominate the Straits—the old fear of which had led the British to
support the Ottoman Empire in the nineteenth century.
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The Ukrainians of East Galicia now played their anti-Bolshevik card. W e
should note that the West Ukrainian Republic had signed an act of union with
the East Ukrainian government (Directorate) in January 1919. G e n .
Omelyan Pavlenko, commander of the East Galician troops, told members of
the Allied subcommittee that was negotiating an armistice with the Poles that
he was awaiting instructions from his government in Stanistawow (Ukrainian,
Stanyslaviv) and the results of conversations with Allied representatives in
Odessa on action to be taken against the Bolsheviks there. Despite French
denials, conversations with Petlyura's representatives there did take place.
Saint Aulaire reported from Bucharest that the Ukrainian Directorate had
offered to retake Odessa from the Bolsheviks, but only after an armistice had
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been signed in East Galicia. Then they could transfer sixty thousand men
from East Galicia to Odessa.
T h o u g h nothing came of this in the end, it was a factor in Pavlenko's
decision to suspend the armistice and to attack the Poles in early March. This,
in turn, led Jules Cambon, president of the Peace Conference, to tell the
Supreme Council on 12 March that the Polish situation in Lvov was critical. If
Lvov fell, he claimed there would be danger of "German intrigues" against
the Polish state. O n this ground, he argued that Haller's army be immediately
dispatched to P o l a n d . T w o days later the Franco-British commission led by
General Barthelemy and the British representative, Colonel Smyth, produced
a report favorable to the Poles. It warned that if East Galicia went to the
Ukrainians, Russia would expand westward at Poland's expense, and there
would b e a new partition of Poland. The commission claimed that the
Ukrainians were incapable of establishing a state because they constituted an
ignorant mass with but a few educated men and were allegedly committed to
implementing a Communist program (!). Therefore the commission proposed
that Polish-Ukrainian hostilities be ended by force and that East Galicia be
united with Poland, though with guarantees for the different nationalities and,
if need b e , a " r e a s o n a b l e " autonomy under Polish tutelage.
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T h e commission's report was obviously written under the impact of the
Ukrainian attack on the Poles. While the Ukrainian intelligentsia in East
Galicia was very small and while the Ukrainian peasants obviously wished
to divide the Polish estates among themselves, the last thing they wanted was
Communism. Led by a patriotic Uniate clergy, they wanted their own
government and radical land reform. In any case, the French Ministry of
Foreign Affairs reacted negatively to the report. It advised the minister of war
to be prudent. France should not take sides in the Polish-Ukrainian question,
which was to be decided by the Peace Conference. Also, since French troops
were menaced b y the Bolsheviks in Kherson and Odessa, attention should be
directed there. French policy, stated the author of the memorandum (probably Berthelot) had been to use Ukrainian troops against the Bolsheviks, not to
attack the Ukrainians to Poland's advantage.
This advice reflected the French desire to avoid antagonizing the White
Russians and the British. The latter's attitude was clear. On 19 March, at a
meeting of the Council of T e n . Lloyd George—who for once had an ethnic
map at his disposal—pointed out that Lemberg (Lvov) was a Polish island in a
Ukrainian sea. H e called the Polish claims "exorbitant" and said that he
believed them to be intimately related to Galician o i l . However, the Russian
factor was paramount. O n 4 April the French agreed with the British that the
Ukraine could not be independent of Russia and also that the Denikin
government was the only one worth supporting in South Russia. Naturally,
the (White) Russian Political Conference in Paris agreed. Its memorandum of
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9 April to J. Gambon claimed that the new Russia must establish her relations
with Poland on " a solid and just b a s i s . " The authors recalled that the
Provisional Government had recognized an " e t h n i c " Poland on 30 March
1917, but they also stated that Poland must have D a n z i g . Thus, the White
Russians favored the ethnic principle for Poland in the east but not necessarily
in the west. Not surprisingly, the Commission on Polish Affairs reported on
21 April that a definitive settlement of Poland's eastern frontier would have to
await the establishment of a Russian government with which the Western
Powers could deal on this question.
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By now the hope for the emergence of a non-Bolshevik Russia, perhaps
under Denikin or Kolchak, dominated the French attitude toward East
Galicia. Jules Laroche, assistant director of the Department for Political and
Commercial Affairs at the Quai d'Orsay, wrote that France should work for
western Polish frontiers that would conform to Polish national "aspirations"
and that she should use them as a lever to make the Poles accept eastern
frontiers based on the idea of "nationality." This, he noted, was contrary to
the "imperialist" ambitions of many Poles. H e thought that Polish claims to
Lithuanian, Belorussian, and Ukrainian lands paralleled German claims to
Polish lands—that is, they were based on arguments of superior wealth and
culture and the possession of an administrative class. He believed that the
rejection of Polish claims in the east would only affect the great landowners,
who were a feeble minority in Polish society. A radical land reform would, he
thought, create a strong Polish peasant class, which would in turn lead to a
strong middle class. This would bring about a stable Polish state, like those of
the Czechs and Serbs (!). This was all the more desirable, he wrote, since great
Polish landowners had connections with German nobles and thus represented
an uncertain element for France. They might work for a pro-German policy
or for an equilibrium between France and Germany, thus making Poland into
a new kind of Italy (!). It was therefore in France's interest to weaken the
Polish landowners. It is interesting that while Namier had originally
attributed Poland's eastern claims to her landowners, by the spring of 1919 he
had concluded that the Polish Socialists and Pilsudski were no more reasonable than the National D e m o c r a t s .
Namier still failed to notice that
Warsaw's claims to East Galicia were supported by the vast majority of Poles.
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At the end of April the Commission on Polish Affairs proposed three
possible solutions to the new Commission on East Galicia, headed by Gen.
Louis Botha o f South Africa. T h e three possibilities were: an independent
East Galicia; an autonomous East Galicia under league control; a partition
between Poland and the (Russian) Ukraine. Interestingly enough, the
semiofficial Gazeta Polska of 27 April proposed that the territory east of Lvov
should go to the Ukrainians. This was, of course, Pilsudski's point of view,
but it went counter to a resolution voted by the Sejm on 4 April that East
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Galicia should belong to P o l a n d . Now Western pressure mounted on the
Polish government to stop the fighting. At the same time, Witold JodkoNarkiewicz, director of the Political Department in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, wrote to Paderewski from Warsaw that Sazonov's private secretary,
Kvashin, claimed that Sazonov had obtained specific promises from Pichon
and from the British on the future Polish-Russian frontier. The Ukrainians
were not idle either. At the end of April, Lord Acton, the British minister in
Berne, reported proposals made by Nicholas Vasylko, an emissary of the West
Ukrainian government. Vasylko said his government insisted on the line of
the San but was willing to give the Poles oil concessions for fifteen years. He
warned that if the Allies rejected Ukrainian claims, the Ukrainians would
massacre the P o l e s .
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The Poles now accused the Ukrainians of having an agreement with the
Bolsheviks to let the R e d A r m y go through East Galicia to Hungary; the Poles
also claimed that the Ukrainians had been completely "Bolshevized."
These Polish charges fitted in with the dominant Allied aim of fostering the
emergence of a non-Bolshevik Russia. On 5 May, at a meeting of the
subcomission on Poland's eastern frontiers, Colonel Kisch proposed that there
be a high commissioner for East.Galicia. The intent was clear, for he referred
to former Russian claims, to their war sacrifices, and to the similarity between
the Ukrainians of East Galicia and their eastern neighbors. General Le Rond
pointed out, however, that Russia had no legal claim to East Galicia and that,
if she acquired it, she would stand on the Carpathians.
British opposition to Polish claims and to military operations in East
Galicia stiffened perceptively when a White victory in Russia seemed almost
certain. In M a y , Kolchak reached the Upper Volga basin, Denikin began a
rapid advance from the Lower Volga toward Moscow, and Yudenich stood
outside Petrograd. Some British and Commonwealth officials may have
believed that the problem was quite simply Polish "imperialism," but for
others this argument was just a pretext to support Russian claims, especially
since on 10 M a y the Russian Political Conference had claimed that "selfdetermination" for East Galicia, Bukovina, and some Hungarian counties
was an "absolute necessity." The conference also demanded a common
Russian-Czechoslovakian frontier, justifying this by Russia's need for Czechoslovak industrial g o o d s . O n the same day, Namier advised that until
Russia had recovered and a final settlement had been made, East Galicia
should be put under a high commissioner appointed by the League of
Nations. H e noted that most of the British delegation supported this idea.
Although on 13 M a y the Polish Sejm voted for regional autonomy in East
Galicia, this did not satisfy the Allies. The British and the Americans pressed
the Polish government either to accept an armistice or to risk the loss of Allied
support for the restoration of the lands of Prussian Poland. At the same
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time, the French and Italians secretly advised the Poles to proceed by' jaits
accomplis. O n 14 May, however, the Foreign Ministers' Conference in Paris
decided that the peace treaty with Austria should include special clauses
whereby Austria would resign her sovereign rights over East Galicia and
transfer them to the Allied and Associated Powers. Also, economic sanctions
could be used against any state that was waging war against its neighbors
contrary to the will of the P o w e r s . Indeed, at the sessions of the Supreme
Council on 17, 19, and 21 M a y , Lloyd George and Wilson proposed that very
stiff sanctions be imposed against the Poles if they continued their offensive in
East Galicia, launched on 14 M a y .
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Pilsudski tried to mollify the British. On 19 M a y he told Sir Percy
Wyndham, the British minister in Warsaw, that Poland would be content
with Lvov and the oil region—which had just been captured by the Poles—
and leave their other claims in the area to be decided by the Peace
Conference. At this point, too, S. Petlyura saw Polish aid as his only h o p e
for survival. On 27 May his envoy, Boris Kurdynovsky, signed an unofficial
agreement with Paderewski in Warsaw. There was to be a joint PolishUkrainian struggle against the Bolsheviks under Polish command, and the
Directorate renounced claims to East Galicia and Volhynia up to the river
Styr. In return, Poland would support the establishment of an independent
Ukraine. The rights of Poles in the Ukraine and of Ukrainians in Poland were
to be guaranteed. Although the agreement was rejected by the Directorate,
under pressure from East Galician leaders, it foreshadowed both the final split
between East and West Ukrainians and the Pitsudski-Petlyura treaties of April
1920.
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Meanwhile, in Paris, both Lloyd George and Wilson were very angry
with the Poles for continuing their advance in East Galicia. O n 26 May the
two heads of state obtained French agreement to a threat of cutting off supplies
if the Poles did not accept the advice of the Peace Conference. O n the same
day, a telegram was dispatched to the " R u l e r of all Russia," Admiral
Kolchak, which stipulated conditions of Allied aid to him. Although East
Galicia was not mentioned, the document twice stated that disputed b o u n d aries should be settled through the arbitration of the League o f N a t i o n s .
This proposal tied in with the British delegation's proposal to put East Galicia
under a high commissioner appointed by the league. As noted above, this was
to leave open the possibility of a union with Russia.
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Pilsudski countered the Allied threat to cut off supplies by explaining his
advance on military grounds. H e said that it was a reply to Ukrainian attacks
and that he wished to effect a juncture with Rumanian forces. He argued that
this was necessary since, if Germany were to cut off Poland from the west, the
Poles would be able to receive Allied support only through R u m a n i a .
Disclosing his real reasons in a letter to Paderewski, Pilsudski wrote that since
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the settlement of Poland's western frontiers depended for " n i n e tenths" on
the Allies, he had to delay any risk o f conflict with them until these frontiers
were settled. After that, however, " P o l a n d will become a first class force in
Eastern E u r o p e , " and the Entente would have to recognize her as such.
Pilsudski also informed Paderewski o f his instructions to Sapieha, the Polish
minister in London. Sapieha was to oppose the concept of a Great Russia,
stretching to the Bug River. Instead, he was to gain support for Pilsudski s
concept of forming a federal union between Poland and all territories lying
between her and Russia proper. H e was also to stimulate British interest in the
5

Polish e c o n o m y .
In Paris, Paderewski confronted Lloyd George on 5 June and rebutted
the latter's charges o f Polish " i m p e r i a l i s m . " However, this was not the real
issue; the dominant factor was Allied support of Kolchak. O n 11 June,
Kolchak replied to the Allied message of 27 M a y by reserving the right to
make final boundary decisions to the future Russian Constituent Assembly.
H e also confirmed the Provisional Government's recognition of an "ethnic
P o l a n d " of March 1 9 1 7 . French military intelligence reported that Czechs
were supporting a Moscow-oriented Ukrainian group led by Volodymyr
Synhalevych, who was backed by the White R u s s i a n s . Meanwhile, British
and United States officers in East Galicia reported that Ukrainian peasants
welcomed Polish troops as guarantors of peace and order. This was clearly an
impression that had been obtained through Polish sources. What is more
important, these officers reported that unless Polish troops were permitted to
move u p to the Zbrucz R i v e r , nothing could prevent the Bolsheviks from
crossing i t . Indeed, the commander of the West Ukrainian army, who was
hard pressed by the Bolsheviks in his rear, signed an armistice with the Poles
in L v o v on 16 June 1919. T h e Bolshevik advance was to prove the key to
Allied approval of Polish military operations. Before we discuss this, however,
we must turn again to the oil question.
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As noted earlier, the Long-Berenger oil agreement was confirmed by the
British government on 16 M a y . T h e International Committee also pressed the
Poles to allow it to buy out German and Austrian oil shares. At the end of
M a y , Perkins of Premier Oil demanded that the Polish government allow
interested British firms to take over their own property. However, the Polish
government managed to stave off these d e m a n d s .
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It is not surprising, in view of the Bolshevik threat and of Western oil
interests, that the Commission on Polish Affairs recommended on 17 June
that East Galicia be attached to Poland, though it also suggested that Lvov
might be made a free city. T h e commission now argued for frontier line B,
leaving Lvov and the oil fields to Poland, instead o f line A , which would
exclude them from the Polish state. O n the next day, 18 June, East Galicia
was discussed by representatives of Britain, the United States, France, Italy,
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and Japan. Balfour stood by the former British proposals that the league
appoint a high commissioner for East Galicia and that a plebiscite be held in
the future. He argued that this would keep open the Ruthene option to join
either Poland or Russia, or to enter into a federation with one of them. He
also suggested that a study be made of a possible union with Czechoslovakia.
In the meanwhile, Polish troops should be allowed to advance to the Zbrucz
River, but this would not prejudge the future status of East Galicia. However,
Balfour found himself isolated. The French and Italian representatives
favored an autonomous East Galicia in Poland, but they opposed a future
plebiscite and were joined in this by the United States representative.
Finally, on 25 June, the Allies agreed that Polish troops should be allowed to
advance to the Zbrucz River. The Polish government was authorized to set up
a civil administration in East Galicia, but it was also required to safeguard the
rights of the Ukrainians and to allow them to exercise self-determination at a
time to be fixed by the Allies. This allusion to a plebiscite was inserted in order
to satisfy the British government, even though the Commission on Polish
Affairs had advised against i t . This was the first legal restriction to be put on
Poland with regard to East Galicia. T h e second came three days later with the
signing of the Versailles Treaty. Article 87 stated that the frontiers of Poland
that were not defined in the treaty would be decided by the Allied and
Associated Powers. The third was to follow in the Treaty of St. Germain in
September, in which, according to article 91, Austria ceded her sovereignty
over East Galicia to the Allied and Associate Powers.
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At this time, the British government and private concerns increased their
interest in East Galician oil. The journal Oil Finance reported on 12 July that
the British government had sent F. W . Robertson Butler, secretary of H . M .
Petroleum Executive, and R . R . Thompson, a representative of AngloPersian Oil, to examine the situation in East Galicia. At the same time, the
Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Industry managed to
stave off the takeover by the British Premier Oil Company of the largest oil
wells and refineries, which were located in Tustanowice. Instead, the Polish
government established a temporary Polish administration, though this
included persons nominated by Premier O i l . Polish control of all of East
Galicia strengthened the government's hand with Western oil interests. In
August the International Committee failed to obtain Polish assent to its
takeover of German and Austrian oil property in East Galicia, even with
compensation to the Polish government. Paderewski told the committee's
representatives that Polish economic policy would depend on what decisions
were made in Paris regarding the future of East Galicia. Premier Oil also
failed in its bid to unite all former enemy refineries into one company, with
great privileges for the British. Still, hopes of lucrative concessions made
Perkins write Balfour on 22 August that Premier Oil could not support either
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a provisional decision on East Galicia or any limitations on Polish sovereignty
over the province. Balfour replied that the British government could not
accept or recommend the subordination of the rights and liberties of any
country to the real or supposed interests of Western investors. He may have
been sincere in this yiew, but he also knew that the Treaty of Versailles,
according to article 87, left the settlement of Poland's eastern frontiers in
Allied hands. Also, b y this time, French investors were well on the way to
acquiring a dominant interest in the East Galician oil fields, thus reducing
British chances.
Pilsudski had to keep the Versailles Treaty in mind when he considered
Petlyura's proposal of 9 August for close cooperation. In return, the
Ukrainian leader was ready to renounce claims to East Galicia. Since
Pilsudski could not risk alienating the Western Powers by making an open
agreement with Petlyura, the Polish foreign minister informed them that the
proposed renunciation o f East Galicia was unilateral and that its purpose was
to coordinate the anti-Bolshevik campaign in South Russia. On 30 August,
Petlyura took Kiev but was ousted the next day by Denikin. The East Galician
Ukrainian troops then agreed to cooperate with Denikin, in protest against
Petlyura's renunciation of East Galicia. O n 1 September, Petlyura signed an
armistice with Poland.
Early September witnessed Denikin's greatest advance toward Moscow.
The Poles feared that his victory would reduce Poland to a revived Grand
Duchy of W a r s a w . Indeed, Denikin's press secretary, Shulgin, published a
book in R o s t o v - o n - D o n entitled Great Russia, in which Poland was to have the
eastern boundaries of 1 8 1 5 .
Polish talks with Denikin were therefore
inconclusive and were undertaken only to satisfy the Entente Powers. In the
meanwhile, Polish representatives in Paris protested against any provisional
status for East G a l i c i a , while the West Ukrainian leaders claimed that the
Poles were systematically liquidating Ukrainian language and thought in the
province. Some of these protests were sent from Czechoslovakia, where
members of the West Ukrainian government and some troops had found
refuge and support. Finally, the treaty of Saint-Germain with Austria was
signed on 10 September. As noted above, according to article 91, Austria
renounced all rights and titles to her former territories lying beyond her new
frontiers, whose fate had not yet been decided by the Allied and Associated
Powers, and transferred her sovereignty to the latter. Also, in article 67 she
agreed to accept such frontiers with Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and the Serbo-Croat-Slovene state as would be
decided b y the Allied and Associated Powers. Nine days after the signing of
the Treaty o f Saint-Germain, Sir Eyre Crowe, representing Balfour, told a
meeting o f the heads of delegations that the statute for East Galicia should
leave the way open for union with Russia. As he put it, " N o obstacle should
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be placed in the way of an ultimate union of Eastern Galicia with Russia, and
it therefore should not be made impossible for this province to separate itself
from P o l a n d . "
Although Paderewski was allowed to defend Polish claims before the
heads of delegations, he warned Pilsudski that the Allies were counting on
Denikin's success and that Poland could not afford the slightest clash, let alone
conflict, with h i m . General Rozwadowski, the Polish military representative
in Paris, confirmed that this was also the French view.
Under these
circumstances, it was not surprising that in its report of 25 September, the
Commission on Polish Affairs recommended a provisional Polish eastern
boundary similar to that of Congress Poland. The commission also stated that
the final determination of Poland's eastern boundary would require the
cooperation of a future Russian government. The French had to go along,
although they generally favored the Polish cause. Thus, Jules Cambon
assured Paderewski privately that in his opinion, East Galicia would ultimately belong to Poland. But Cambon urged the Polish government to show
generosity in granting autonomous institutions and to agree that the League
of Nations Council act as arbitrator between the Polish and the East Galician
diets on the application of disputed laws.
It is no surprise that British insistence on a future plebiscite coincided
with the demands of White Russian diplomats in Paris. Lloyd George found
another ally for his policy in the government of Canada, which was under
pressure from numerous Ukrainians who had settled mostly in the western
provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Manitoba. Lloyd George allegedly
assured Sir Samuel Hughes, a Canadian M . P . , that the Ukrainians of East
Galicia would in all probability be allocated to the Ukraine instead of to
Poland. Indeed, Lloyd George was adamant that "under no circumstances
should East Galicia be annexed to Poland." In October he favored a Polish
mandate for ten years, after which there was to be a plebiscite; on 11
November, however, the British agreed to a twenty-five year Polish mandate
for East Galicia. Despite Denikin's defeat, all that the French proposed to
the other heads of delegations on 2 December was that they recognize Polish
sovereignty over West Galicia. At the same time, the Allies agreed on a
provisional line for Polish administration north of East Galicia.
The
proposal caused an outcry in Poland, and Foreign Minister Patek warned that
the government would fall if it accepted the mandate.
As the Bolsheviks mopped up the remnants of Denikin's defeated army
and took Kiev, the hopes for a great non-Bolshevik Russia faded, and
Poland's stock began to rise. In December, Clemenceau managed to persuade
Lloyd George to retreat from the twenty-five year clause on the Polish
mandate for East Galicia. However, the British prime minister insisted that
this clause merely be "suspended" and reserved for later consideration. By
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now, Lloyd George wished to end Allied intervention in Russia. The Foreign
Office hewed to R . A. Leeper's earlier views that Great Britain should seek to
establish herself as Russia's chief trading partner, but this time Bolshevik
Russia's. Lloyd George and Celemenceau agreed to end the intervention, and
withdrawals of British troops began in December. We may assume that Lloyd
George kept East Galicia up his sleeve as a card for dealing with the
Bolsheviks.
As the year 1919 drew to a close, Pilsudski told Halford R . Mackinder
and General Keyes, British emissaries on their way to Denikin, that the Polish
army could march on Moscow in the spring, "but from a political point of
view he asked himself what he should do when he got there." Referring to the
territories occupied b y Polish troops, Pilsudski emphatically disclaimed any
imperialistic aims. H e declared that he would allow plebiscites in the east as
far back as the Conference Line, including Brest-Litovsk. At the same
time, he hinted that he would pursue his plans for an independent Ukraine
and a Polish-Lithuanian-Belorussian federation.
Pilsudski gave more hints of this aim to the British and French ministers
in Warsaw in early January 1920. By this time, the Soviet peace proposals to
Poland were known, and the departing French minister in Warsaw, Eugene
Pralon, expressed strong disapproval of Pilsudski's aims. Pralon reported on
12 January that the Polish chief of state hoped that the defeats of Kolchak and
Denikin would make the French give up their policy of restoring the Russian
monarchy and would induce them to support a Great Poland instead. Pralon
thought the Polish aim was only a cleverly disguised plan to annex the
borderlands. H e believed France should oppose this, for Russian hatred of
Poland might threaten the Versailles Treaty itself. Thus, Pralon agreed
with the Namier-Berthelot-Laroche school of thought that a large Poland at
Russia's expense would lead to Russo-German cooperation. T w o weeks later,
Pralon reported that Pilsudski was thinking of establishing an independent
Ukraine with a democratic government but one that would be "docile to his
suggestions." H e commented that Pilsudski had conceived this plan a long
time a g o .
Sir Horace Rumbold, the new British minister in Warsaw, seemed to be
more sympathetic to Pilsudski's aims. H e reported Pilsudski's statement that
there were two alternatives—either " a larger Poland" in alliance with all
Russian border states, including Finland, which could then fight Bolshevik
Russia; or " a lesser P o l a n d , " which would settle with the anti-Bolshevik
Russians. Pilsudski's idea, wrote Rumbold, was " a kind of League of Nations
in the Near East of Europe for combatting the Bolsheviks." However, two
left-wing anti-Soviet Russian leaders, Boris Savinkov and Nikolai V .
Chaikovskii, with whom Pilsudski discussed this idea, preferred a federation
to an alliance system. Pilsudski, for his part, held that Finland and Poland
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could not be in a federation, since they were independent states. He thought
the White Russians would at best agree to autonomy for the border states —
presumably within a Russian federation.
Pilsudski's plans might have had some chance of success if the French
government had given up its dream of a non-Bolshevik Russia allied to
France. However, this was not the case. Therefore, the French government
opposed the preliminary peace proposals that Poland made to the Soviet
government on 11 February—namely, that Russia give up claims to the
territories lying within the Polish frontiers of 1772 and that all disputes be
settled by free expression of the will of the p o p u l a t i o n .
On 4 March,
President Millerand instructed the new French minister in Warsaw, Hector
de Panafieu, that it was not in Polish interests to flaunt "exaggerated"
territorial claims. This was, he wrote, contrary to the principles of the Peace
Treaties; also, Poland could not afford to be on bad terms with both Germany
and Russia. He noted that Poland would need some time to recover her
"moral unity" and that France was destined by history to be her "disinterested and friendly adviser." Therefore, Millerand instructed Panafieu to
advise the Poles to avoid maladresses (tactless blunders) which would only make
France's task more difficult. Panafieu was also to remind Warsaw that only
General Le Rond was in a position to allow the Polish population of Upper
Silesia to express its free o p i n i o n , This attempt to pressure the Poles into
giving up their demands for plebiscites in Polish-Russian borderlands
smacked of blackmail. At the same time, the French supported British
opposition at the Conference of Ambassadors to any plebiscites in eastern
territories under Polish occupation. They still hoped that General Wrangel,
whom they supported, would defeat the Bolsheviks. The British, who aimed at
good trade relations with the Bolsheviks, also wished to avoid any plebiscites
in what had formerly been western Russia. Therefore, the British cited Polish
acceptance of future Allied decisions on the eastern frontiers in accordance
with article 87 of the Versailles T r e a t y .
Rumbold made a statement along
these lines to Foreign Minister Patek on 14 M a r c h .
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At this time, some British officials favored the idea of making the League
of Nations the trustee for the eastern territories claimed by Poland. Thus,
Palairet thought that the league might undertake the administration of
disputed territories and hold them in trust for R u s s i a . Namier returned to
the charge, claiming that Poland's eastern policy was dictated by the great
landowners and that, anyway, she had been trying to break up Russia for
centuries. He insisted that the Little Russians (Ukrainians) and the Belorussians were branches of the Russian nation. Finally, he argued that the results
of a plebiscite would be invalidated if Poland became Bolshevik or if Russia
became capitalist^). Rumbold made his own suggestions. H e thought that
in the eastern territories, Britain could support a mixed administration, made
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u p of Polish and local officials, under the supervision of the League of
Nations. These territories could " b e held in trust" for a reconstituted Russia
o r , if the Allies favored autonomous states, in trust for those states. J . D .
G r e g o r y , head of the Northern Department, favored Poland. Sir Eric
D r u m m o n d , secretary general of the League of Nations, noted on 27 April
that Gregory favored Polish sovereignty over East Galicia and Belorussia if
their autonomy was guaranteed. Drummond himself thought that Poland
m i g h t be given a mandate but with a very strict "organic law," providing for
a large measure of autonomy. If the Powers so wished, there could be a
resident commissioner to supervise Polish execution of the stipulations of the
mandate.
As we shall see, some of these suggestions would crop up later.
Amid rumors of an impending Bolshevik offensive against Poland,
Panafieu reported in mid April on Polish negotiations with Petlyura. The
French minister thought that Pilsudski's aim of an alliance with a free and
independent Ukraine masked a desire to find in the rich provinces of South
Russia and on the Black Sea those advantages that the Poles had vainly sought
o n the Baltic. This was only partly true, for Pilsudski's primary goal was to
weaken Russia. In any event, the Polish-Ukrainian alliance was signed on 21
A p r i l , and the military convention, two days later, Interestingly enough,
o n the same day, 23 April, East Galician and Bukovinian Communists held
their first conference in Kiev and passed a resolution for the union of Galicia
with the Soviet U k r a i n e . Both sides were gearing up for war.
As we know, on 24 April the Polish armies and Petlyura's troops
launched an offensive against the Ukraine. Two days later, Pilsudski issued a
proclamation to the Ukrainian people. He stated that the Polish army was
c o m i n g to clear the land of "foreign rulers" and that it would remain only
until a legitimate Ukrainian government had established control. Petlyura
issued his own proclamation on 27 April, stating that Poland was helping the
Ukrainians against " a common f o e " and that the blood of the two nations
would cement their mutual friendship.
As the Poles and the Ukrainians advanced on Kiev, French opinion was
divided. On the one hand, Etienne Mantoux, head of the league's Information Department, noted on 1 May that he was "very frightened" by Polish
ambitions in the East. He thought it most dangerous for Poland to claim her
frontiers of 1772, even with autonomy for non-Polish populations. In his
view, a Poland enlarged through the annexation of East Galicia and
Belorussia would head straight for a fourth partition; in any case, the league
could not accept Polish faits accomplish *
O n the other hand, General
Rozwadowski reported that Marshal Foch approved the Polish advance. Foch
tempered this by the advice that the Poles should treat the border populations
well, especially the Ukrainians, and develop their territories economically by
supporting foreign capital investment. In this way, said Foch, "Poland could
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strengthen her rule there for a long time to our own advantage and that of the
whole of E u r o p e . ' '
The East Galician Ukrainians were not idle, however. T h e y tried to
interest the French government in the establishment of an " e t h n i c " Poland
and of a " n e u t r a l " East Galician state, which would serve as a "transit
territory" between Poland and Russia. They proposed that this state include
Chelm Province, West Volhynia, and central Grodno Province, giving it an
area of 150,000 square kilometers and a population of about ten m i l l i o n .
This population was only half Ukrainian, with the rest being made up of Poles
and Belorussians. However, the victorious Polish advance spurred French
declarations of support for Polish claims to East G a l i c i a . T h e French were
also gathering up the oil, and the British Foreign Office had no objections to
the sale of shares of Premier Oil to French c o m p a n i e s .
N o wonder the
Polish Foreign Ministry instructed its missions abroad to interpret article 87
of the Versailles Treaty as meaning that there would be an Allied decision on
the frontiers, not of Poland, but of the plebiscite territories.
A few days
later, the Finnish government recognized the Petlyura government as the de
facto government of the U k r a i n e .
The reports from British military
observers in Kiev were positive. Lieutenant Commander Rawlings was
impressed by the "excellent b e h a v i o r " of the Polish troops. His colleague,
Major Grant, agreed. Both, however, had doubts as to the strength of
Ukrainian national f e e l i n g .
As we know, the Polish victory soon turned into a rout when the R e d
Army struck from the Ukraine and Belorussia. At Brussels on 4 July, Lloyd
George insisted that Allied aid could only be given to Poland if she agreed to
request it, asked for peace, agreed to come to terms with all border nations,
and adopted a conciliatory attitude toward D a n z i g . Three days later, Philip
Kerr told Patek that Poland should be a national state within " e t h n o g r a p h i c "
boundaries.
On 8 July, Lloyd George and Foch agreed that the Lithuanians, the Ruthenes, and the Latvians should be included in Polish-Soviet
peace negotiations. O n the same day the Revolutionary Committee of East
Galicia and Bukovina, meeting in K i e v , issued an appeal to the workers and
peasants of East Galicia to join the R e d A r m y .
The final draft of conditions
that Poland would have to accept in order to obtain Allied aid was worked out
at Spa on 10 July; it included the agreement to negotiations o n East Galicia
under the auspices of the Peace C o n f e r e n c e .
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Grabski agreed that Polish and Soviet troops should stand on the front
line as of the day the armistice was signed. This was still favorable to the Poles
in East Galicia, since Polish troops stood on the Zbrucz River. T h e insertion
by the Foreign Office of an armistice line identical with line A in the report of
the Commission on Polish Affairs of 17 June 1919 might have been a clerical
error.
However, the Foreign Office was well aware of the fact that both the
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Bolsheviks and the White Russians had claimed the p r o v i n c e .
Rumania insisted that it be awarded to Poland.
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At a time when Poland seemed to be at the nadir of her fortunes,
Edouard Benes managed to obtain French and British assent for the definitive
award of Teschen Silesia to Czechoslovakia. The story of this thorny problem
has been well told elsewhere.
It has been known for some time that a
" d e a l " was struck at Spa between Benes\ Laroche, and Crowe. Its exact
terms are to be found in a holograph letter that Benes wrote to Laroche, dated
Spa, 11 July 1920. In it he promised that once back in Prague, he would
arrange matters so that all hostilities with the Poles would cease immediately.
He would speak publicly to inaugurate the new p o l i c y .
Benes made the
same commitments to the Polish delegates at S p a .
In return for these
promises, his secret agreement with Laroche and Crowe stipulated that the
Conference of Ambassadors—to which the Poles had unwittingly agreed to
submit the Teschen dispute—would simply award the territory to Czechoslovakia.
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Nevertheless, the Czechoslovak blockage of war supplies to Poland
continued, and on 10 August the Czechoslovak government declared its
neutrality. O n that same day, two significant and related events took place.
Lord Curzon telegraphed the Soviet peace terms—as formulated by Kamenev
in L o n d o n — t o Poland, advising that if they were made in good faith, Warsaw
should accept t h e m .
At the same time, two treaties were signed at Sevres.
The first was the Treaty o f Sevres between the Allied Powers and Turkey, in
which, as one American historian has put it, Britain obtained " a n imperialistic settlement following the best traditions of nineteenth century imperialism. "
T h e other was the "Treaty between the British Empire and Principal
Allied and Associated Powers and Poland, Rumania, the Serbo-CroatSlovene State and the Czecho-slovak State relative to certain frontiers of those
States." In this treaty, which Poland did not sign or ratify, Polish sovereignty
was recognized over Western Galicia along line A , as in the report of the
Commission on Polish Affairs of 17 June 1 9 1 9 .
Thus, Lvov and the oil
fields were left outside Polish territory. East Galicia was mentioned as a
separate entity, but its status was not defined. Thus, British support of the
Soviet terms to Poland, the Czechoslovak declaration of neutrality, and the
treaty signed at Sevres—all indicated that both the Western Powers and
Czechoslovakia aimed to leave East Galicia outside the boundaries of Poland.
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The treatment of Poland at Spa and the consequent decision by the
Conference of Ambassadors to award the disputed part of Teschen to
Czechoslovakia created an open sore between the two countries which festered
for years to c o m e .
But Teschen was not the only issue dividing the two
countries. The problem of East Galicia played a key role in Polish-Czechoslovak relations in the years 1919 through 1922 and contributed greatly to
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mutual suspicion and resentment. Aside from economic aspects, East Galicia
was an illustration of the fundamentally different Polish and Czechoslovak
attitudes toward Russia. Czechoslovak statesmen wanted a common frontier
with Russia. In accordance with majority Czech opinion, they regarded
Russia as a " b i g brother" and potential ally against Germany, both for their
country and for other East-European states. They did not believe that any
combination of these states could prevent renewed German expansion into
Eastern Europe without Russian a i d . T h e Poles saw Russia as a threat both
to their own independence and to that of other East-European states. The first
clash between these two points of view took place over East Galicia.
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As early as February 1919, Benes thought that Poland should not be
given any Ukrainian or Belorussian territories but that she should be
restricted to ethnic boundaries in the east. Like Namier, with whom he was on
friendly terms, Benes warned that a Poland burdened with Ukrainian and
Belorussian minorities would quarrel with Russia and thus " d o the work of
the G e r m a n s . "
Such a view might sound strange coming from a statesman
whose own population included one German for every two Czechs and
Slovaks. However, Germany was not, at the time, claiming the Sudetenland;
that was to come later. Ironically, Benes and Masaryk justified the inclusion
of the Sudetenland in Czechoslovakia on the same grounds as those on which
the Poles claimed East Galicia—that is, historical, economic, and strategic
ones. But the Poles, at least, could claim that some 35 percent of the
population was Polish-speaking, while the Sudetenland was 90 percent
German- speaking.
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From the economic point of view, the Czechoslovak government hoped
to play an important role in the vast Russian market, especially in the
Ukraine, with its Black Sea ports. Indeed, trade agreements were signed at
the end of 1918 with both the Ukrainian People's Republic of Kiev and the
West Ukrainian Republic (East Galicia). A third agreement was signed with
Petlyura in March 1 9 1 9 .
Besides the desire for a common frontier with
Russia and economic interests, a third element in Czechoslovakia's opposition
to Poland's eastern policy was her ambition to play the dominant role in
Eastern E u r o p e .
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After the Polish armies had advanced to the Zbrucz River with Allied
consent in late June 1919, part of the West Ukrainian army crossed over to
Czechoslovakia. It was later joined by other units as well as by some troops
that had formerly been held prisoner in Italy and, in late 1920, by some o f
Petlyura's troops, who, along with Ukrainian politicians, found refuge in
Czechoslovakia. A Polish report of 4 January 1920 indicated the presence o f
some Ukrainian formations in the region of Mukacevo, Uzhorod, and
H o r o h i v . Soon thereafter the West Ukrainian Republic opened a consulate
in P r a g u e .
At the end of July 1920 a Polish press report claimed that
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President Masaryk had assured Dr. Evhen Petrushevych, president of the
West Ukrainian government-in-exile, that Czechoslovakia was his ally in the
struggle for East G a l i c i a .
Petrushevych reportedly had assured Masaryk
that East Galicia was Czechoslovakia's " w i n d o w " to the whole of Eastern
Europe and Asia as w e l l . The Polish press reported in early September that
Petrushevych had asked the British government to establish a Czechoslovak
protectorate over East Galicia.
As noted above, Balfour had suggested on
18 June 1919 that a study be made of a possible union between East Galicia
and Czechoslovakia.
The Polish victory over the Red Army in August-September 1920
seemed to eliminate the possibility of Soviet annexation, but the status of East
Galicia remained formally unresolved even after the signing of the Treaty of
Riga on 18 M a r c h 1921. Although in this treaty the Soviet government
formally gave up its claims to East Galicia and other territories west of the new
frontier, neither the Soviet Russian nor the Soviet Ukrainian government
ever gave up the claim that East Galicia should be united with the Soviet
Ukraine. But it was British insistence on autonomy for East Galicia that made
this the key issue in Poland's relations with the Western Powers, the Soviet
Union, Czechoslovakia, and the Baltic States until mid March 1923.
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There is no need here to enter into a detailed account of the Polish-Soviet
negotiations that led to the signing of the Treaty of Riga on 18 March 1 9 2 1 .
W e will, therefore, limit ourselves to the question of East Galicia. At first, the
Soviet delegates, while agreeing to a Polish frontier east of the Curzon Line,
demanded that Poland recognize the independence of the Ukraine, Belorussia, and East Galicia. They also demanded a plebiscite t h e r e .
However, Lenin then instructed Adolf Joffe, head of the Soviet delegation, to
secure peace within ten days. If necessary, Joffe was to accept the old frontier
between Russia and East Galicia (the Austro-Russian frontier of 1 9 1 4 ) .
Although article 2 o f the preliminary Soviet treaty demanded a plebiscite in
East G a l i c i a ,
this was probably just a bargaining point. Interestingly
enough, representatives of the Petrushevych government at Riga made the
same d e m a n d .
Petrushevych failed in his efforts to put the West Ukrainian case
personally to the British Foreign O f f i c e ,
but the French government was
still reluctant to condone Polish-Soviet negotiations because of its support of
General Wrangel. Thus, Askenazy reported from Paris on 10 October that
Petit, secretary to President Millerand, agreed with the White Russians that
article 87 of the Versailles Treaty really meant that the Allies should obtain
the agreement o f "real Russia" to any Polish-Russian settlement. Finally,
the destruction of Wrangel's army at Perekop in early November and the
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French desire to acquire control o f East Galician oil swung France more
toward P o l a n d .
160

Meanwhile, the Petrushevych government was active in Western Europe. On 24 October it sent its first memorandum to the League of Nations,
protesting against Polish policy in East Galicia. T h e Poles suspected Benes of
supporting this action, since the Czechoslovak press stridently opposed the
union of East Galicia with P o l a n d .
From now on, the league became the
recipient of memoranda from the West Ukrainian government-in-exile. On
28 November it sent a long memorandum to the league, requesting selfdetermination and therefore independence for East Galicia. T h e Polish
government rebutted Ukrainian charges of oppression and claimed that the
issue did not lie within the competence of the league but within that of the
Supreme C o u n c i l .
T h e Czechoslovak stance was ambivalent. O n the one
hand, Masaryk told the Polish minister in Prague that the Czechoslovak
government did not support the Ukrainians of East G a l i c i a . O n the other
hand, the British minister in Prague, Sir George Clerk, doubted the veracity
of Masaryk's pledge. H e reported that Benes opposed the awarding of East
Galicia to Poland, because he disagreed with the concept of building a
" b a r r i e r " against Russia stretching from the Baltic to the Black Sea. Benes
thought it was in the interest of Western Europe to keep open the road from
Czechoslovakia to Russia, and therefore he wanted an autonomous East
Galicia, which, like the Baltic States, he expected eventually to enter into a
federal union with a " r e o r g a n i z e d " Russia. Gregory's comment on this
report reflected his own views and those o f C r o w e but not those o f the majority
of the Foreign Office. H e noted: " I t is this very contribution to Pan-Slavism
which we want to avoid. It is in fact the main political reason for assigning
East Galicia to P o l a n d . "
T h e British military and Marshal Foch both
agreed. They did not want to see the Russians standing on the Carpathians;
indeed, Foch wanted the conclusion o f a Polish-Rumanian-Czechoslovak
military convention to prevent a Russian incursion into Central E u r o p e .
However, the French Foreign Office, while basically supporting Polish
sovereignty, also pressed Poland to accept a twenty-five-year mandate—
despite the fact that this had been suspended, with Lloyd George's consent, in
December 1 9 1 9 .
Still, Sapieha managed to obtain a French promise that
the Conference of Ambassadors would send the matter to the Supreme
Council, which would shelve it until better t i m e s .
Berthelot's pressure on
Sapieha for the long-term mandate was strange, since the British Foreign
Office seemed content to let the issue be. Gregory only asked Sapieha how
East Galicia could be left out o f a definition of Poland's eastern b o r d e r s .
The Treaty of Riga did not end Polish-Soviet friction. Like many
European statesmen, Pilsudski did not believe that the Soviet regime would
last. In 1921 there was a famine in the Ukraine, which led to some peasant
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resistance to the Red A r m y .
There is evidence that Polish military
intelligence surreptitiously supported White Russian and Petlyurist forays
into the Soviet Ukraine until late fall 1921. In May, Boris Savinkov prepared
a plan for an uprising in the Ukraine. In June he established the Union for the
Defense of Fatherland and Freedom in Warsaw; it envisaged the separation of
the Ukraine from R u s s i a .
But the Soviets were active too. Pamphlets and
leaflets were smuggled into eastern Poland, calling on the population to
support the union of the borderlands with Soviet Russia. Also, the Provisional
Polish Revolutionary Committee of 1920 continued to exist in Soviet
Russia.
There was also the activity of the so-called Zakordot, the foreignaid office of the Communist Party o f East Galicia, which seems to have been
established in Prague sometime in 1 9 2 0 / 2 1 . O n 25 August 1921, Foreign
Minister Skirmunt protested against the Soviet Ukrainian government's
participation in activities aiming at the overthrow of the legal Polish
government and the social structure of P o l a n d .
Christian Rakovsky, the
Ukrainian foreign minister, answered o n 28 September, declaring that
Zakordot was a Ukrainian, not a Russian, organization and that it was being
liquidated.
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However, since both the Polish and the Soviet governments wished to
avoid a break in relations, a protocol was signed in Warsaw on 7 October 1921
by the Soviet minister, Lev Karakhan, and the Polish deputy foreign minister,
Jan D^bski. According to articles 2 and 3, fourteen Russian and Ukrainian
leaders who had been granted asylum in Poland were to leave that country by
20 October. Also the Polish government undertook to break off relations with
" counter-revolutionary organizations," as per article 5 of the Treaty of Riga,
and to move the work battalions, made up of interned troops (Ukrainians and
Russians), away from the eastern frontier. In return, the Soviet government
agreed to pay the first part o f the promised compensation for Polish railway
equipment that had been taken to Russia during the world war and to return
Polish property and cultural o b j e c t s . T h e protocol smoothed Polish-Soviet
relations, but Dsbski was forced to resign because of parliamentary criticism
that he had violated the right of a s y l u m .
Pilsudski and his close collaborators, particularly the Military Intelligence Department, continued to support the policy of ''Promethianism,''
that is, the goal of breaking up Soviet Russia into independent national
states.
However, this goal enjoyed very little support and really had the
character of propaganda to prepare for a future dismemberment of Russia
into national states. O n the Soviet side, the Comintern and its member
parties preached the principle of"self-determination," which was designed to
prepare the disintegration o f ' h o s t i l e " states in Eastern Europe. This created
difficulties for the Communist parties, since, except for Hungary and
Bulgaria, each state contained sizeable national minorities. The Polish
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Communist party was in a particularly difficult position, since it not only
supported self-determination in eastern Poland—that is, the union of the
borderlands with Russia—but also in western Poland—that is, the return of
most of the formerly German-held territories to Germany. However, in 1923
the party was forced to recognize Polish claims to Upper Silesia. As far as
East Galicia was concerned, the Communists there became a branch of the
Polish Communist Party.
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In the meanwhile, Poland tried to improve her relations with Czechoslovakia. This meant finding a solution, or at least a compromise, for PolishCzechoslovak territorial disputes and for the recognition of Poland's eastern
frontier, especially Polish sovereignty over East Galicia. Negotiations between
Foreign Minister Edouard Benes and the Polish minister in Prague, Erazm
Piltz, took place between July and October 1921. The result was a commercial
and political agreement known as the Benes-Skirmunt Pact, signed on 6
November 1921. It included mutual territorial guarantees, agreement on
implementing treaties signed in common, and benevolent neutrality in
wartime, including transit of war material. Czechoslovakia expressed her
disinterest in East Galicia and promised to dissolve those Ukrainian organizations that worked against Poland. It was also agreed that a mixed delegation
would study controversial questions in the disputed areas of Teschen, Spis,
and Orava, while the fate of Javorina and Orava was to be settled within six
months. In the secret protocol, Czechoslovakia promised to support Poland
"within the limits of her possibilities" on the issue of East Galicia and not to
harm the Polish-Soviet settlement signed at Riga. Poland, in return, promised
not to recognize any Habsburg attempts to regain Austria and/or H u n g a r y .
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Unfortunately; the Benes-Skirmunt Pact was not ratified. This was
largely due to Czechoslovak unwillingness to cede to Poland the small Polishspeaking area of Javorina, a symbolic cession that the Polish government
needed in order to have the pact ratified by the Sejm, Also, Prague continued
to oppose the awarding of East Galicia to Poland and to support various West
Ukrainian organizations and institutions located in Czechoslovakia. Ukrainian soldiers and officers who found refuge in Czechoslovakia received the
same pay as C z e c h s . Ukrainian students also received h e l p .
Ukrainian students went to Czechoslovakia because they found it difficult
to study in East Galicia. West Ukrainian emigres constantly accused the
Polish government of suppressing Ukrainian culture and education. This was
true with regard to restricting Ukrainian student enrollments, but we must
remember that the Poles and Ukrainians had fought bitterly in 1918/19, that
the area was in constant turmoil until the spring of 1923, and that Ukrainian
students were, for the most part, ardent nationalists. Indeed, many were
veterans of the West Ukrainian army. Finally, due to the unrest in East
Galicia, this area was under martial law at certain periods from 1919 to 1923.
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Ukrainian students not only organized their own underground education but
also led the local opposition and committed acts of political terrorism. Thus,
in protest against the Polish government's announcement on 30 September
1921 that a population census would be held in Poland, including East
Galicia, a Ukrainian student, Stefan Fedak, tried to assassinate Pilsudski on
25 September during the latter's visit to L v o v .
West Ukrainian political
leaders called for a boycott of the census.
1 8 4
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Aside from the opposition of right-wing Ukrainian nationalists, the
Polish authorities also had to deal with local Communists. However, the latter
were weakened by internal splits and arrests made by Polish police at the St.
George (Sv. lura) Monastery in Lvov on 30 October 1921. Ironically, at the
trial, which lasted from 11 November 1922 to 11 January 1923, the public
prosecutor was unable to prove charges of treason. Therefore, Polish " b o u r geois" justice merely succeeded in providing a public forum both for
Communism and for Ukrainian national d e m a n d s .
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Let us n o w turn to the development of Western policies and views
regarding the eastern frontiers of Poland, and especially East Galicia, in the
period between the signing of the Treaty of Riga and the end of 1921. The
general line followed by France and Britain was to suspend a final decision
while waiting for the Polish government to implement some type of autonomy
in East Galicia which would satisfy Britain. The British government had to
take into account not only its leading role in insisting on extensive East
Galician autonomy in 1919 but also the support that this demand had
generated in Parliament and in the liberal and left-wing press. The French
government, for its part, was dependent on Britain in the question of
reparations. Also it wanted Poland to grant extensive commercial privileges,
especially in East Galician oil. Furthermore, the dispute over the interpretation of the Upper Silesian plebiscite was unresolved until the decision made by
the League o f Nations on 12 October 1 9 2 1 . Meanwhile, in order to lessen
the tension in Franco-British relations, the French government pressed the
Poles to grant extensive autonomy to East Galicia. This was, of course,
impossible, since the bulk of Polish opinion, as well as the Poles in East
Galicia, opposed such a solution.
While insisting on autonomy, many French and British officials saw no
alternative to the incorporation of East Galicia into Poland. When, at the end
of March 1921, J . W . Headlam-Morley proposed that the East Galician and
Upper Silesian questions be treated jointly, he was rebuffed by the permanent
undersecretary o f state, Sir Eyre Crowe. Headlam-Morley pointed out that
the German claim to Upper Silesia was based on historic grounds and on the
fact that the upper class was German. The Poles opposed this on the grounds
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that the peasants and workers were Polish; but in East Galicia the Poles
applied the same criteria as the Germans did in Upper Silesia. H e therefore
suggested that the Poles and the Ukrainians be allowed to argue their claims
" i n the glare of full publicity" before the Assembly of the League of Nations.
However, Crowe commented that while Upper Silesia could be awarded
either to Germany or to Poland, the only alternative to the incorporation o f
East Galicia into Poland was its incorporation into Russia. " T h i s , " he wrote,
"is not a solution that we politically desire, as it would bring Russia right
down to the Carpathians, which has never been the case b e f o r e . " Also, all
reports indicated that the Ruthenes of East Galicia were content with the
situation(l) and that it would therefore be best to avoid fresh agitation. H e
concluded: " W e should deal with the Upper Silesian problem on its merits
alone, and not complicate the situation by dragging in Eastern Galicia."
Curzon initialed this without comment, thus indicating his a g r e e m e n t .
But Headlam-Morley did not give up. In a historical memorandum o n
East Galicia dated 19 April, he argued again that the solution of the East
Galician problem be linked with that of Upper Silesia. H e also supported the
British demand for a statute guaranteeing East Galician autonomy, under a
Polish mandate, for twenty-five years. Crookshank agreed and suggested that
the matter be raised in the Supreme Council. However, Gregory and Curzon
dissented. They noted that further friction with France over Upper Silesia
should be a v o i d e d . The West Ukrainian politician Stefan Tomashivsky had
suggested the same linkage to Philip Kerr, and the latter mentioned it in a
letter to Robert Vansittart on 18 April. However, Curzon commented: " T h a t
is not practical p o l i t i c s . "
Despite further urging by Crookshank in early
June, the Foreign Office's motto was "Quieta non m o v e r e . "
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Some French officials feared that the British government could make use
of the same arguments against the Poles in East Galicia as the French were
using in their favor in Upper Silesia. For this reason, in early J u n e , Panafieu
urged that Poland be advised to remedy the situation by satisfying legitimate
Ukrainian claims. He suggested a comprehensive administrative autonomy
and the end of repressions; but he clearly had received no instructions, since
he asked for them to be s e n t .
Reversing Headlam-Morley's argument,
Panafieu noted in August that Lloyd George, who strongly defended German
rights to Upper Silesia on historic and social grounds, should, b y the same
token, recognize Polish rights to East Galicia. But by this time the French
government was pressing Warsaw to grant comprehensive autonomy.
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On 3 August the French premier and foreign minister, Aristide Briand,
wrote to Panafieu that Polish policy in East Galicia could provoke a popular
revolt and that it only fed Bolshevik agitation. Therefore, Briand claimed that
Polish policy supported the efforts of those Ukrainian emigres and Bolsheviks
who wished to suspend the "statute" and settle the issue contrary to Polish
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interests.
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What he had in mind, of course, was the use that the British

government might make of this situation.
However, the British government showed no desire to take up the issue.
Meanwhile, the British minister in Warsaw, Sir William M a x Muller,
prodded the Polish government on his own initiative. O n 9 June 1921 he
asked a Polish minister—in connection with the latter's earlier suggestion of
making oil concessions to Britain—whether such an agreement would take
into account Allied sovereignty over East G a l i c i a .
O n 15 July, Muller
reported having told Foreign Minister Konstanty Skirmunt that from a legal
point of view, Poland's position in East Galicia " w a s merely that of a
temporary caretaker." Muller added that while the Polish occupation of East
Galicia was likely to be confirmed, the Allied Powers would require satisfaction that the rights of the Ruthenians were properly safeguarded. He hoped
the Polish government would lose no time in submitting a scheme for
autonomy to the Supreme Council for its a p p r o v a l . Muller's initiative on
this occasion may have been sparked by Lord Cecil's parliamentary question
on 6 July regarding the legal status of East Galicia. Lloyd George then
answered that it had not yet been fixed; he also claimed that the Polish
government had made no effort to assure the self-determination of the
Ruthene population according to the Supreme Council's resolution of 25 June
1919, and he charged that Poland was " c o l o n i z i n g " the territory.
In the autumn the Polish government proceeded with the administrative
incorporation of East Galicia. O n 1 September the office of governor was
abolished, and the land was divided into three voivodships (provinces): Lwow
(Lvov, Lviv), Tarnopol (Tarnopil), and Stanislawow (Stanislaviv). This
provoked Ukrainian protests at home and abroad. O n 16 September the
Canadian delegate to the League of Nations, the R t . H o n . Charles J .
Doherty, proposed a recommendation on the desirability of an early settlement of the status of East Galicia. This came as a great surprise to the British
government. Balfour, the head of the British Delegation, asked for papers and
information on East Galicia. Curzon was angry at the lack of consultation by
the Canadians; he called the resolution an " i m p r o p r i e t y " and deplored it as
an effort " t o force the hands of H M G . "
The League Council adopted
Doherty's resolution on 2 October and then transmitted it to the Supreme
Council.
Doherty's resolution spurred M a x Muller to take further action in
Warsaw. Muller asked again what title the Polish government had to the East
Galician " c r o w n l a n d s . " But he also complained to Curzon that he had urged
more than once the necessity of having the British government expedite the
East Galician question and had received no r e s p o n s e .
It was the French
government that now urged Warsaw to implement autonomy in East Galicia
by l a w .
The political situation in Poland was, however, most unpropitious
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for such a move, especially after Fedak's attempt to assassinate Pilsudski.
Also, Max Muller reported in early November that no Polish government
would last a day if it accepted any statute for East Galicia that did not establish
full Polish sovereignty over the p r o v i n c e . Given the opposition to extensive
autonomy on the part of the Sejm and Polish opinion, the Polish Foreign
Ministry began to work on a project that would apply the provisions of the
Minorities Treaty to the Ukrainian population in the three eastern voivodships. Such a project was sent to Zamoyski in Paris on 1 December, but two
weeks later he reported that it was not t i m e l y . Also, August Zaleski had told
Max Muller a month earlier that, in view of the attitude of the Polish
population in East Galicia, he was thinking in terms of establishing Polish and
Ruthene district councils in areas with large Ruthene populations. In his
report, Max Muller agreed with Headlam-Morley s view of 19 April that
Petrushevych and his government were able to maintain their position chiefly
due to the support of the British government. Muller thought it best to have
the Ruthene population "settle d o w n " under Polish r u l e .
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By late 1921 the British government hoped that the Poles would establish
an autonomous regime acceptable to L o n d o n , without being asked to do so.
Writing to Gregory on 15 November, M a x Muller referred to the former's
dispatch of 11 November, in which it was hoped that the Polish government
would, of its own volition, grant a large measure of autonomy to East Galicia
and thus enable the Powers to transfer to Poland their titles under article 91 of
the Treaty of Saint-Germain. M a x Muller commented that while the
secretary of state might have cherished this hope, Muller's own archives
showed that this had never been placed on record. Muller reminded Gregory
that he (Muller) had first raised the question on 15 July and had referred to it
several times since, but had received no indication of the views of the British
government. Muller wished that the latter or the Supreme Council would tell
the Poles clearly what it would do in response to various Polish moves and
would not " g a m b l e " on what the Poles might do. H e thought the British
government could not expect the Poles to act on their own according to British
wishes, since they were not really displeased with "the present indeterminate
state of affairs."
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The reasons for British passivity most probably lay in Anglo-French
relations. As William Tyrrell noted on 6 December, there were "difficulties"
with the draft proposals for the statute, and he thought it best to drop the
matter. Crowe assented and observed that there was a danger of " a n n o y i n g "
the French and the Poles. Curzon a g r e e d . Clearly, at this time the French
and Italians were not ready to support a British initiative on formulating a
statute that would be unacceptable to the P o l e s . In his December talks with
Lloyd George in London, Briand apparently suggested a twenty-five year
Polish administration in East Galicia, to be followed by a plebiscite, but Lloyd
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George allegedly rejected this i d e a .
Since the Poles had earlier rejected a
similar proposal, Briand's suggestion—if made—must be seen in the context
of his goal to bring about a Franco-British alliance. As we know, AngloFrench relations were strained. Not only did Lloyd George reject Briand's
proposals for a British guarantee of the Franco-Polish alliance, but there were
also Franco-British disputes in the Middle East, and France had rejected
Anglo-American proposals for the limitation of cruisers and submarines at the
Washington Naval Disarmament Conference (12 November 1921 to 22
February 1922). The French also had serious reservations about British
support for Greece in the war with Turkey. Last but not least, the French
were lukewarm toward the idea o f calling an international conference to
discuss the reconstruction of Russia. The Genoa Conference was to draw
together the many disparate threads of European politics and briefly to raise
the issue of Poland's eastern frontiers—and of East Galicia in particular.
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East Galicia and Poland's Eastern
Frontier: The Genoa Conference
January-June 1922

The idea of launching a great economic reconstruction of Europe, and
particularly of opening up Russia for Western trade and investment, had a
mixed parentage. O n 28 October 1921 the Soviet foreign commissar, Georgii
V . Chicherin, had proposed a conference to settle outstanding tsarist debts to
the Western Powers in return for their recognition of the Soviet government.
The Soviets needed Western economic aid for the reconstruction that had
begun in Russia in March of that year under the New Economic Policy.
Western reaction was cool except in Britain, where Lloyd George had been
trying to establish viable trade relations with Moscow since 1920. N o w , as
before, he saw trade with Russia as a way to solve Britain's economic woes,
especially unemployment, which reached two million in 1921. European
reconstruction was also proposed by the German foreign minister, Walther
Rathenau, w h o suggested an international consortium for this purpose in
November 1921. H e saw German trade with Russia as a source for payments
of German reparations. The French and British were interested in this
possibility, especially since their hopes of having the United States cancel war
debts had been dashed. Therefore, British experts studied the possibility of
establishing a syndicate for trade with Russia, in which Germany would
participate so that she could pay reparations with part of her expected profits.
French experts also favored French participation out of fear that otherwise,
Britain and Germany would go ahead on their o w n . The French difficulty
was, however, that some six million Frenchmen held Imperial Russian
b o n d s , and the government was committed not to establish relations with the
Soviets unless they first agreed to honor the imperial obligations. Still, as early
as August 1921, the French Foreign Office linked German ability to pay
reparations with a collective Western reconstruction of Russia.
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O n 6 January 1922, Lloyd George and Briand agreed on the terms under
which Soviet Russia should be invited to a conference at Genoa. There was to
be mutual recognition of different political systems and of public debts,
abstention from the use of propaganda, and an undertaking by all nations to
refrain from aggression against their neighbors. T h e Allied Powers declared
they were ready to accord official recognition to Soviet Russia, but only if she
accepted all their stipulations. As we know, Briand was forced to resign, and
the new government of Poincare was very lukewarm toward the conference.
7

8

The Polish government viewed the approaching conference with a
mixture of hope and fear. Foreign Minister Konstanty Skirmunt hoped that
the Allies would recognize Poland's eastern frontier, but he feared that the
British might suggest that Poland pay a share of the Russian imperial debt.
He was reassured by the British Foreign Office on that point, however.
Polish hopes for recognition of the frontier were raised by the signing of the
Franco-Polish commercial conventions on 6 February 1922, which opened the
way for the ratification of the alliance and the military convention of 1 9 2 1 .
9
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Fear that the Allies might conclude agreements with Russia at Poland's
expense impelled Skirmunt to seek collective action by the East European
states at Genoa. Poland participated in two conferences of the Little Entente
States and organized a conference of Baltic States. Skirmunt also tried to
establish cooperation with Soviet Russia. For once, Soviet and Polish interests
seemed to mesh, for there was an obvious connection between the Allies' de
jure recognition of Russia and Polish desire for their recognition of the PolishSoviet frontier. Skirmunt also hoped to mediate between the Western Allies
and Russia. He found no takers, but Benes managed to play the role o f
mediator between Poincare and Lloyd George.
The Soviets, meanwhile, were courting both Berlin and Paris. In fact, the
German-Soviet treaty that was signed later at Rapallo was fully worked out
beforehand in Berlin. As for Paris, Lord D ' A b e r n o n reported: " T h e r e is n o
doubt a good deal going on between Paris and M o s c o w . Poincare knew about
the pourparlers two months ago and will probably continue them. The Poles
are getting alarmed, as they fully realize that their somewhat expensive
charms would wane rapidly in French eyes when contrasted with those of a
Moscow h e i r e s s . " Poincare acknowledged that he had had contacts with
Chicherin, and the French press wrote of negotiations. However, nothing
came of this; it was probably a Soviet bluff to put pressure on Germany.
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The Poles now tried to build up a diplomatic front with other EastEuropean states. Aleksander Skrzyiiski, the Polish envoy in Bucharest,
represented Poland at a conference of Little Entente States there from 2 to 24
February. Polish, Czechoslovak, Rumanian, and Yugoslav representatives
agreed to uphold the principle of the inviolability of treaties and the equality of
participating nations at Genoa. They also agreed to oppose the settlement of
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matters of general interest by the Great Powers alone. Skrzyriski stressed
Poland's special position due to the Treaty of Riga, the Franco-Polish
alliance, and Poland's goal of establishing cooperation with the Baltic
States. The experts of the three Little Entente States and Poland then met at
Belgrade from 9 to 12 March in order to determine a common stand at Genoa.
They agreed that "the treaties in force must not be infringed." O n 15 March
a communique was issued in Prague, stating that Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Rumania, and Yugoslavia had agreed on the following: (a) to adopt a
common economic line, as laid down at the Belgrade conference of experts;
(b) that measures to facilitate trade and transport be compatible with the
independence of the Allied states; (c) that each state should take part in the
discussion of questions in which its interests were involved; and (d) to adopt a
common line against revision of the existing Russian treaties. This last was a
veiled reference to the so-called Boulogne Declaration made by Lloyd George
and Poincare on 25 February, in which they stated their opposition to any
encroachments on the rights of the League of Nations or the "treaties signed
in France since the P e a c e . " This was read to imply that France and Britain
might not oppose the revision of treaties that the Soviets had signed with
Poland and the Baltic States.
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The next Polish step was the meeting of the foreign ministers of Poland,
Latvia, Estonia, and Finland in Warsaw from 13 to 17 March. The Polish
goal was basically in harmony with Soviet interests, and Lev M . Karakhan,
the Soviet minister in Warsaw, had been so informed on 18 February.
However, though Skirmunt had invited the Soviet government to send a
representative to the conference, it had declined. Polish objectives at the
conference, as outlined by Stanistaw Zalewski of the Foreign Ministry,
showed that Polish and Soviet interests meshed. Zalewski's project of 7 March
proposed the following: (a) the conference participants should ask Russia for
assurances that she would not question her existing treaties with them and
would oppose any such move b y third parties; (b) the participants would
oppose the establishment of one great economic consortium as well as the
division of Russia into spheres o f economic influence and would oppose all
projects clearly aiming at the destruction of Soviet sovereignty; and (c) the
participants would assure the Soviet government that their agreements on
common action was not hostile to it, but that this attitude depended on Soviet
implementation of existing treaties.
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However, Zalweski's project was abandoned. Instead, the conference
dealt with mutual relations between the participating states, with recognition
of their treaties with Russia, and with peaceful methods of solving disputes.
The states also agreed to maintain benevolent neutrality toward any member
who might become the victim of unprovoked aggression. Finally, there was
agreement on a common line of action at G e n o a . Why were Zalewski's
21
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proposals abandoned? The reason lay in French pressure. As the British
minister in R i g a reported a few days later, the Lettish (Latvian) foreign
minister told him that the French government had asked the conference to
discuss Russian debts and international spheres of economic influence in
Russia. These topics were "introduced apologetically by the Polish Minister
of Foreign A f f a i r s . " Still, while the four ministers agreed in principle to the
exploitation of Russia by an international syndicate, they rejected the
proposal to divide her into four zones of economic influence (Petrograd for
industry, V o l o g d a for timber, the Caucasus for oil, and the Don Basin for
coal). T h e ministers also agreed that their treaties with Russia absolved them
from any responsibility for imperial Russian debts. Indeed, the Latvian
foreign minister warned France that if such a claim should appear on the
agenda in G e n o a , it would be opposed by a bloc of Little Entente and Baltic
States.
T h e Soviet response to the Warsaw Conference was a peremptory
invitation on 21 March for its members to attend a conference in Moscow on
the following d a y . This might well have been sparked by rumors of a
forthcoming Finno-Polish alliance, which Finland was actually ready to
s i g n . In any event, the ministers could not go to Moscow on one day's
notice, so it was agreed that their representatives would meet with the Soviet
delegates to Genoa—Chicherin, Joffe, Litvinov, and Yurienev—in Riga,
where they would stop on their way west.
The meeting of the Polish, Estonian, and Latvian representatives with
the Soviet delegates took place in Riga on 29-30 March. The Finns only sent
an observer. T h e result of the meeting was the so-called Riga Protocol. The
two sides agreed that the inviolability of their treaties with Russia was to be the
basis for a c o m m o n understanding. Both declared their peaceful intentions,
proposed the general disarmament of all states, and agreed to protect their
frontiers only with regular troops or border guards. They also proposed to
establish special zones along the frontiers, where only a minimun number of
troops would be stationed. They condemned the armed bands that were
ranging along the frontiers and recognized them as a threat to peace.
Furthermore, both sides agreed that de jure recognition of the Soviet
government by the Western states would be "desirable and useful/ Both
sides also agreed on the usefulness of agreements regarding trade and
transport.
T h e French press reacted to the Riga Protocol with an outburst of
indignation. A n editorial of 5 April in the French-controlled Journal de Pologne
(Warsaw) asked h o w it was possible to reconcile Skirmunt's declarations on
standing by France at Genoa with the declarations made at Riga, particularly
on the official recognition of Soviet Russia. Correspondence from Paris,
published in the paper on the following day, reported that Poincare had told
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Skirmunt—who was then in Paris—that the protocol had come as a surprise
and had made a very bad impression. The Polish government also faced
sharp criticism in the Sejm, notably from the National Democrats, and
Skirmunt was forced to disavow the Polish representative, Witold JodkoNarkiewicz, for overstepping his powers in signing the protocol. Thus,
Skirmunt had to navigate between the Scylla of losing French support for the
recognition of Poland's eastern frontier and the Charybdis of losing a line of
action that Moscow had seemingly agreed to take at Genoa.
It was not an auspicious moment for trying to secure French and British
promises to recognize the Polish-Soviet frontier at the forthcoming conference. However, Skirmunt forged ahead. H e told Poincare in Paris on 2
April that Jodko-Narkiewicz had gone to Riga only as an " o b s e r v e r " and that
he had exceeded his powers by signing the protocol. But when Skirmunt asked
Poincare whether the Allied Powers would implement their right to define
Poland's eastern frontier, the French premier only promised to give the
matter his "most benevolent consideration."
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Skirmunt's paramount objective was to secure French support for official
Allied recognition of the Polish-Soviet frontier. He informed Poincare that
Poland would request it, and Wielowieyski, counsellor at the Polish legation
in Paris, gave Laroche the draft of a letter that Zamoyski had been instructed
to address to Poincare. However, Zamoyski said that if French reservations
were such as to make the Polish government's position difficult in Warsaw,
then the letter would not be sent. Laroche advised Poincare that the French
government could reply in a manner that would satisfy Polish expectations
without formally prejudicing the collective Allied action foreseen in article 87
of the Versailles Treaty. The French government could recognize the PolishSoviet frontier as traced by the Treaty of Riga, though he thought an
exception should be made for the Polish-Lithuanian sector, which still had to
be defined. He noted that the Polish government wished that sector to
correspond with the demarcation line proposed by the League Council on 13
January 1 9 2 2 .
29

However, a more elaborate note, dated 4 April 1922, was less promising
for the Poles. Its author—probably Berthelot—wrote that France had never
opposed the attribution of East Galicia to Poland, provided the area was
granted an autonomy that would be safeguarded by serious guarantees. T h e
Anglo-Saxon Powers, especially England, were the ones who wanted a
provisional regime there under a twenty-five-year mandate for Poland, with a
plebiscite at the end of this period. The French government considered these
points only to be concessions to England, and the Polish government knew
this. The French reply to the Polish request could mention the Treaty of Riga,
but this might be inadvisable on the eve of the Genoa Conference. Therefore,
the French government could reserve agreement with the other Allies, and so
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avert the charge of prejudicing the final decision which should be made in
common. However, the French government should indicate that it would be
disposed to examine the Polish eastern frontier while keeping the actual
situation in m i n d . It was this cautious policy that Poincare finally adopted.
In the meanwhile, Skirmunt went on to London, where he held
conversations with officials at the Foreign Office and was invited by the king
and queen to have lunch at Windsor Castle. He also spoke with Lloyd George
on 4 April. Although there is no written British record of this conversation,
several sources confirm its general tenor. According to a report sent by the
Polish legation in London, Lloyd George agreed that if Poland's eastern
frontiers were discussed at Genoa, this would only indicate Allied recognition
of the Polish-Soviet frontier as laid down in the Treaty of Riga. The draft
conclusions o f a meeting of the British cabinet's Finance Committee of 5 April
quoted Skirmunt as saying that the Poles considered the recognition of the
Polish-Soviet frontier as fixed at Riga to be "most desirable." Lloyd George's
reply is not given, but M . P. A . Hankey, secretary of the cabinet, noted: " H e
[Hanky] understood that the difficulty was connected with the future of
Eastern Galicia.
Zamoyski communicated a third version of the conversation to Peretti de la Rocca at the French Foreign Office on 10 April; this
version was based on the account that Skirmunt had given Zamoyski at
Brussels. According to Skirmunt, Lloyd George had agreed with him "in
principle" on the need to recognize the Polish-Soviet frontier and also that the
question of Russia's frontiers with her Western neighbors should be regulated
at Genoa by a special treaty. Allegedly, Lloyd George added that Poland was
in the same situation as Rumania. Skirmunt replied that this was not so, for
Rumania did not have a treaty with Soviet Russia. The prime minister then
agreed with Skirmunt that since the Polish-Soviet frontier had been fixed at
Riga, the Allies should simply recognize it. Lloyd George allegedly had said
that if the question had been definitely settled by Poland and Russia, then it
was settled and would not be discussed at Genoa. The fourth and final
version of the conversation is to be found in Skirmunt's memoirs. Although he
wrote them many years later during the Second World War and without the
benefit of documents, they supply much interesting information. Skirmunt
wrote that he told Lloyd George that the time had come for the official
recognition o f Poland's eastern frontier. However, according to article 87 of
the Versailles Treaty, this should be done by the Powers at the Conference of
Ambassadors and not by the Genoa Conference. Lloyd George seemed to
agree and asked Skirmunt to see him at Genoa. Of all these accounts, the
most precise seems to be the version that Skirmunt gave to Zamoyski.
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The Foreign Office took a favorable view of Polish demands. An
unsigned memorandum of 6 April 1922, probably written by Gregory or at
least approved by him, stated that Britain should "welcome" the settlement of
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some "interminable disputes/' such as Vilna and East Galicia. The author of
this memorandum saw no alternative to attaching East Galicia to Poland,
though with local autonomy. As to Vilna, he thought that Britain should state
her disinterest and leave its settlement to Poland and Lithuania.
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Having secured a favorable reception in London, Skirmunt now approached the French. The Polish note of 6 April, delivered by Zamoyski on 11
April, cited article 87 of the Versailles Treaty and asked for a " p r o m p t
s o l u t i o n . " Three days later, Skirmunt communicated an official note to all
the Allied Powers. He stressed that the recognition of Poland's eastern frontier
was essential for a lasting peace and for the economic reconstruction of
Europe.
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The Poles did not have to wait long for the issue to surface at Genoa. T h e
conference opened on 9 April, and after a few days it was clear that the Allied
and Soviet positions were irreconcilable. The Allies demanded that the Soviets
recognize imperial Russian debts and that they agree to far-reaching Western
control of Soviet resources in return for economic aid. The Soviet delegation
countered by claiming extensive compensation for damage done by the Allies
in Russia during the civil war. O n 15 April, Lloyd George tried to entice the
Soviets by proposing that they discuss other questions—for example,
Lithuania. The next day, however, the conference faced a. fait accompli: the
German-Soviet Treaty of R a p a l l o . But Lloyd George did not want to
abandon the conference on which he had staked so much. He feared returning
empty-handed to London after claiming that European, and particularly
British, economic problems would be solved by an agreement on the
reconstruction of Russia. The Allies drafted a sharp note to the German
delegation, and Skirmunt supported Lloyd George's stand that attempts to
obtain an agreement with Russia must continue. Poland, said Skirmunt,
would be the first to suffer the consequences of a Russo-German alliance.
O n the afternoon of the same day, 18 April, Lloyd George said that the
Powers should do their best " t o seduce Russia from the arms of G e r m a n y , "
for if Russian reconstruction were left completely in German hands, then it
would proceed only according to German interests. Skirmunt suggested,
however, that the Allies should say precisely what help they would give Soviet
Russia if she were to accept their conditions. This suggestion was brushed
aside.
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O n the following day, 19 April, Poincare finally replied to Zamoyski's
note asking for prompt Allied recognition of Poland's eastern frontier. By this
time there was little chance of Allied de jure recognition of Russia, and thus of
the recognition of the Polish-Soviet frontier. It is not surprising, therefore,
that Poincare merely stated that the French government alone could not deal
with East Galicia, but only together with the other Allies in accordance with
article 87 of the Versailles Treaty. However, he assured Zamoyski that France
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would, as always, be inspired by sentiments of profound friendship for
Poland.
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O n 22 April the Polish Sejm rejected the Socialist resolution for the
territorial autonomy for East Galicia. At the same time, French and British
delegates at Genoa still hoped that Poland's eastern frontier and the status of
East Galicia could be settled at the conference. On 24/25 April, Hankey,
Hurst, Seydoux, and Henri Fromageot agreed that the questions to be settled
in connection with item 2 of the Cannes agreement—namely, peace and
trade—would include the following: (1) the proposed pact of nonaggression
and (2) the arrangements for the Final Act of the Conference. They then
agreed that certain questions would require settlement before the Pact of NonAggression could be concluded: (a) the Eastern frontiers of Poland; (b) East
Galicia; (c) Bessarabia and the issue of Rumanian gold in Russia. Thus,
they were preparing the ground for salvaging something from the conference.
At this point, Benes suggested to Lloyd George that he oppose the
recognition of the Polish-Soviet frontier. Benes did this in violation of the
agreement reached with his Polish, Rumanian, and Yugoslav colleagues to
pursue a common line at the conference. In his conversation with Lloyd
George on 26 April, Benes linked the proposed nonaggression pact with a
British guarantee to France and with the Polish-Soviet frontier. He noted that
the pact involved recognition of this frontier as laid down in the Treaty of
Riga and said that his government had not recognized this treaty. He asked
what would be done about Vilna and East Galicia. Lloyd George answered
that there might be a clause on Vilna stating that Poland would recognize a
decision by the League of Nations. As for East Galicia, he did not wish to see a
separate state, so it could be said that it would belong to Poland but would
have complete autonomy. When Benes asked if Lloyd George was ready to
accept the Polish boundaries as laid down by the Treaty of Riga, Lloyd
George answered that if Russia had accepted them, it was not up to him to
object. Benes was not pleased. According to British notes of the conversation,
he concluded by telling Lloyd George that "if, within a certain number of
years, as he [Benes] thought would occur, Russia were to attack Poland, his
country would have to say that morally it was opposed to the eastern boundary
drawn in the Treaty of R i g a . "
Benes's proposal seemed to be an attempt to lure Lloyd George into
granting a British guarantee of support to France, complemented by an
agreement with the Little Entente but excluding Poland. There is no evidence
that Poincare was ready to sanction this sort of arrangement, so Benes was
probably acting on his own. It is most likely that the Czechoslovak foreign
minister raised the issue of Poland's eastern frontier in the context of his
ongoing negotiations for trade treaties with Soviet Russia and the Soviet
Ukraine. The Czechoslovak press insisted that Czechoslovakia depended on
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the Russian market and that on this point her interests did not coincide with
those of France. Benes may have been thinking of a deal whereby Britain
would give a guarantee of support to France in return for the latter s
abandonment of her support for Poland over Vilna and East Galicia. Another
complementary deal Benes might have envisaged was British insistence on a
type of autonomy for East Galicia that would have allowed for SovietCzechoslovak trade through its territory.
But Lloyd George would not be seduced into a British guarantee to
France. Despite his previous declarations, neither he nor the Foreign Office
nor British opinion as a whole would accept such a commitment. However,
Benes may have inspired Lloyd George to raise the issue of East European
frontiers. On that same evening, 26 April, the prime minister gave a speech at
a dinner for the Anglo-American journalists attending the conference. He
pointed to the danger of a conflagration in Eastern Europe. As he put it,
"From the Baltic down to the Black Sea there is hardly a line there which is
not contested, and every one of those lines involves in itself the possibility of a
terrible conflict in Europe." He also spoke of "this racial lava surging right
through the centre of Europe." Finally, he declared that Germany and Russia
could not be kept down permanently by any combination of Powers. All of
these statements looked very much like signals to the Germans and Soviets
that Britain was at odds with France. Most probably, Lloyd George hoped to
entice the Soviets into further negotiations, or at least to secure a nonaggression pact covering Eastern Europe.
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Whatever the case may be, Lloyd George told the Belgian foreign
minister, Henri Jaspar, and the Italian minister, Carlo Schanzer, that Benes
and Skirmunt "were very frightened" of a Russo-German bloc and that the
Russians were trying to get out of the Treaty of Riga, "which was a
thoroughly bad t r e a t y . " Two days later, Lloyd George raised the question
of the western frontiers of Russia. While agreeing with the Rumanians on
their claim to Bessarabia—which Britain had recognized in 1921—he said that
before there could be anything in the nature of a nonagression pact, the
frontiers would have to be defined, and the Russian position on these issues
would have to be known. He reiterated his view that there was a "sharp
distinction" between the frontiers of Bessarabia and those of other countries.
Thus, the Lithuanian frontier was still unsettled, and the East Galician
question was still open, for the latter's status did not correspond with the
position outlined in the treaty of Saint-Germain. He noted that the Allies had
sovereignty over East Galicia and that the frontiers of this " c o u n t r y " had not
yet been defined. This was not the case, he said, with Bessarabia, since a
treaty had been signed.
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A few days later, on 2 May, Lloyd George took up the nonaggression
pact with Barthou. He now said it was needed in order to avoid (Soviet)
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military operations against Poland, Czechoslovakia, or Rumania.
He
claimed to be "absolutely certain that sponer or later the Russians, acting in
collusion with the Lithuanians, would clear the Poles out of Lithuania.'' In
such an event, the Allies could not send troops, and he reminded Barthou of
Foch's opposition at Spa to sending French troops to Poland. Lloyd George
also said he thought the Russians might not stop in Poland, since they might
find food there(!). While he was willing to leave the settlement of the PolishLithuanian border to the League of Nations, East Galicia was a different
matter. H e did not wish it to be a separate state, therefore he believed it
should accept Polish sovereignty, but only with "complete domestic independence"—such as had been granted by Britain to Ireland.
Barthou was uncertain as to Lloyd George's intentions; he therefore sent
one of his collaborators to see Gregory. The latter thought that Lloyd George
wished to recognize Polish sovereignty over East Galicia but with autonomy
similiar to that stipulated for 'the Ruthenes of Slovakia.'' Although there was
a Ukrainian minority in Slovakia, Gregory may have meant the Ukrainians of
Subcarpathian Ruthenia; in any case, the conversation dealt more with the
need for a simultaneous settlement of Vilna and Memel than with East
Galicia.
The Rapallo Treaty introduced more tension into Polish-Soviet relations,
and this lent some credence to Lloyd George's alarms over Eastern Europe.
At the end of April, Chicherin had publicly attacked Skirmunt for having
signed the Allied letter to the German Delegation condemning the Rapallo
Treaty. Chicherin accused Skirmunt of having committed a serious violation
of the Treaty of Riga, claiming that, by giving de jure recognition to Soviet
Russia, Poland had automatically recognized Soviet Russia's right to conclude international agreements. He also accused Poland of having backed out
of the Riga Protocol, which assured Polish support for Soviet efforts to obtain
de jure recognition from the Allies.
Skirmunt gave a sharp reply to these charges. He stated that the Soviet
government had no right to intervene in Poland's relations with other states;
he denied that Poland had violated sovereign Russian rights; and he claimed
that she could not have violated the Riga Protocol, since it had not imposed
any commitments on its signatories. On 3 May the Polish press published
Chicherin's letter to Schanzer, in which Chicherin claimed that some
territories in Eastern Europe were still under "military occupation," citing
Vilna and East Galicia. H e seemed to be playing Lloyd George's game.
While Skirmunt took a tough stance in public, he tried to clarify the issue
and to smooth Polish-Soviet relations in a private meeting with Chicherin.
The conversation took place between 2 May—when the Allied memorandum
proposing financial and trade agreements was sent to the Soviet delegation
and 5 M a y , when Skirmunt saw Lloyd George. As Skirmunt told Lloyd
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George that day, he had assured Chicherin that the Polish attitude was not
hostile to Russia, but added that the Soviet government was not carrying out
the agreements of the Riga Treaty. Chicherin replied that "all this was d u e to
the fact that the Poles were too friendly with France, and were associated too
closely with the group hostile to R u s s i a . " In recounting this conversation to
Lloyd George, Skirmunt stressed the fact that Chicherin had not touched on
Polish frontiers; and when Skirmunt had alluded to Vilna, Chicherin did not
take it up. Skirmunt therefore concluded that frontiers were not the issue. But
Lloyd George observed that, on the contrary, this silence confirmed his
impression "that if there were difficulties with Russia as the result o f the
present conference, the Russians would at once raise these q u e s t i o n s . "
6 0
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After recounting his conversation with Chicherin, Skirmunt told L l o y d
George that he thought the Allied memorandum of 2 May did not g o far
enough on the reconstruction of Russia. H e believed that the Russians wanted
more credits; instead, they were offered an export credit plan which merely
financed Western merchants and others who would do business in Russia. H e
believed that the Russians should be given at least the impression that a large
loan might be considered. H e also suggested that an Allied mission be sent to
Russia to study the situation, similar to the one sent to Poland in the spring o f
1919.
Lloyd George brushed these suggestions aside. Instead, he indulged in
threats that Britain would disengage herself from Europe—which, he c l a i m e d ,
she did not need—and let Europe "stew in her own j u i c e . " Skirmunt
answered that both he and Chicherin believed that the conference should not
be broken o f f Chicherin had told Skirmunt that he viewed the m e m o r a n d u m
of 2 M a y , not as an ultimatum, but as a basis for discussion. While L l o y d
George agreed that the conference should not be broken off, he also said that
Britain would not send a " c o m m i s s i o n " to Russia. He added flippantly that if
the Poles, French, and Belgians did so, they would find only typhus, a n d
many would fail to return. Skirmunt calmly replied that there was also typhus
in Poland and that his idea of a commission had nothing to do with France a n d
Belgium.
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Lloyd George then raised the issues o f Vilna and East Galicia, but in a
way suggesting that he had given up any plans to discuss them. He said he
wished it had been possible to settle these issues before the end o f the
conference. If there had been a reasonable chance of a European settlement,
he said, these questions might have been discussed, but if the conference w e r e
to break down, this would hardly be worthwhile. Lloyd George clearly w i s h e d
to sound out Skirmunt, and the latter obliged. Skirmunt referred to his
conversation with Lloyd George in London (4 April) and noted that the
decision on Poland's eastern frontier was reserved for the Allied a n d
Associated Powers by article 87 of the Versailles Treaty. Skirmunt said that
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these questions were not the concern of the Genoa Conference but that " i f a
pact of non-aggression was to be reached the frontiers ought to be settled; if
not at Genoa, at any rate soon. If Mr. Lloyd George would like to postpone
the matter until things took a better turn at Genoa he [Skirmunt] would have
no objection, but they ought to be settled in connection with the pact of nonaggression." Skirmunt cited one reason for a prompt settlement—namely, the
fact that Polish elections were due toward the end of the year. Lloyd George
complimented Skirmunt by saying that Skirmunt was the first Polish foreign
minister he had talked to without feeling that Poland was irreconcilably
opposed to Great Britain. Skirmunt then asked for another opportunity to see
the prime minister before leaving Genoa, and requested that he make no
decision before hearing his views. This clearly referred to Poland's eastern
frontier. Lloyd George agreed to both requests. However, he also said that the
existence of the Soviet Ukraine gave Russia the opportunity of intervening in
East Galicia and that Lithuania would probably appeal to Russia over
Vilna.
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On 11 May the Soviet delegation rejected the Allied proposals of 2 May.
Lloyd George either expected this or had been forewarned. In any case, he
startled the representatives of the inviting Powers on the morning of 10 May,
by insisting that the conference discuss East Galicia. He claimed that the
situation existing there could give Russia every excuse for interfering in Polish
affairs, and he said that he would submit the question to the conference at its
next plenary meeting. However, Schanzer proposed that the matter be
referred to the Supreme Council—thus indicating that Italy would not
support Britain—and Barthou, predictably, opposed the whole idea. It was
perhaps because France and Italy took such a stand that Lloyd George
explained that he had merely wished to have a discussion of article 2 of the
agenda, which pertained to peace. Barthou then suggested that the matter be
discussed in the subcommission. Lloyd George countered by stating that the
conference should discuss not only East Galicia but also Lithuania and
Bessarabia. However, he finally accepted Barthou's suggestion that these
questions be raised in the subcommission. He threatened that if this were not
done, he would raise them in plenary session " i n full view of the world." As
for the question of Lithuania, he admitted that this might be referred to some
other body for settlement but insisted that the conference must review i t .
Skirmunt protested to Lloyd George, and the Polish delegation threatened to leave the conference. However, on 12 May, Poland and Italy signed
a trade agreement; they were also actively negotiating for an oil agreement.
These developments apparently shifted Italy toward Poland, and this,
together with French opposition, may have forced Lloyd George to retreat.
On the morning of 13 May he merely referred to the necessity of a truce " o n
the basis of existing de facto frontiers." In this truce, Russia and her neighbors
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would extend mutual assurances of nonaggression. Skirmunt, who had been
present at this meeting, said nothing; but he restated the Polish position on the
eastern frontier at another meeting in the afternoon. He said that Poland's
legal position had been fixed in a treaty with Russia and that only the Western
Powers considered the Polish frontier unsettled. He also said that Poland had
no reason to fear Russian aggression but would be interested, from the point
of view of general pacification, in the insertion of a provisional clause of
nonaggression in the agreement about to be concluded with Russia.
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Skirmunt had a clash with Lloyd George two days later. In a discussion of
the proposed nonaggression pact, Skirmunt suggested an amendment granting provisional recognition of the status quo. Lloyd George charged Skirmunt
with trying to preempt a decision on the part of the League of Nations, by
which he meant the Vilna question. Skirmunt denied having any such
intention and repeated that the Polish-Soviet frontier was not in dispute.
The Polish delegation also issued a statement to the press, denying that there
were important Russian reinforcements on the Polish border or that there was
a partial mobilization in Poland; finally, it claimed that the Genoa Conference
was not empowered to deal with Poland's eastern b o r d e r . Lloyd George
gave up. He agreed with Barthou and Schanzer that since the drawing up of a
final Allied treaty with Russia had been postponed until an investigation by a
committee of experts could be made, that would also be the time to settle
frontier problems in Eastern E u r o p e . As for Chicherin, he made a clear
distinction between respect for and recognition of the status quo in Eastern
Europe, saying: "Respect for the status quo between the Ukraine and
Roumania, for example, did not in any way imply, for Russia, recognition of
the present territorial status quo of Roumania, and particularly recognition of
the present occupation of Bessarabia by R o u m a n i a . " Thus, he intimated
that Moscow did not consider as binding the Allied recognition of Rumania's
frontiers in 1921.
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Finally, after a belated Lithuanian effort to obtain a guarantee against
Polish attack—and so to raise the Vilna question—the issue of Poland's
eastern frontiers was d r o p p e d . Whatever Lloyd George had hoped to gain
from his efforts remained his own secret. As Eyre Crowe noted in regard to a
parliamentary question on the settlement of the statute and borders for East
Galicia, it was difficult for the Foreign Office specialists to advise an answer,
since they did not know or understand what precisely had been done about
this problem at G e n o a . Gregory, who had been at the conference, c o m mented later that Lloyd George's idea had been to confirm Polish sovereignty
over East Galicia but also to insist on a degree of autonomy similar to that of
the Irish Free State. However, Gregory also noted that the Poles would never
have agreed; so it was just as well that the matter had been d r o p p e d . Indeed,
when former Premier Ignacy Daszyiiski, a prominent leader of the Polish
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Socialist Party, proposed a motion in the Sejm on 30 M a y that East Galicia be
granted a provincial diet and administration, he was soundly defeated—just
as the previous Socialist motion had been defeated on 22 A p r i l .
Skirmunt returned to Poland feeling that he had done everything possible
to safeguard Polish interests. Pilsudski disagreed. As Skirmunt wrote in his
memoirs, the marshal sharply criticized his (Skirmunt's) activity at Genoa.
Pilsudski insisted that Poland was gravely threatened—by which he meant the
Rapallo Treaty—and claimed that a strong government was needed in order
to handle the forthcoming general elections. Therefore, the Ponikowski
cabinet resigned on 2 June, and Skirmunt lost his post as foreign minister.
T h e French minister in Warsaw reported that Pilsudski had rebuked Skirmunt for not sticking with France and Belgium Indeed, Zamoyski had told
Peretti de la Rocca on 15 M a y that Skirmunt had allowed Lloyd George to
"outflank h i m " by raising the question of Vilna and East Galicia. According
to Zamoyski, Skirmunt had then decided " t o go completely with the French
Delegation." Peretti de la Rocca said he hoped this would always be the
case.
The Genoa Conference was not a defeat for Poland, but neither was it a
victory. Lloyd George had failed to settle the issues of Vilna and East Galicia,
contrary to Polish interests. However, Allied recognition of the Polish-Soviet
frontier remained in limbo, and Benes's policy had severely undermined
Polish efforts to construct a united front of East-European states. Worst of all,
the Rapallo Treaty raised the specter of a new partition of Poland.
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East Galicia, Vilna, Memel, and the
Recognition of Poland's Eastern
Frontier, June 1922 to March 1923

After the Genoa Conference, the Polish government faced the formidable
task of working out a statute for East Galicia that would satisfy both the
British government and the Sejm. As the Polish legation in London reported
on 8 July, the Powers—especially Britain—would choose their tactics according to the type o f autonomy granted and how it was to be implemented.
While the leading British supporters of East Galician autonomy, Col. Josiah
Wedge wood and Lord Cecil, asked questions in Parliament, the British and
French representatives in Warsaw exerted unofficial pressure on the Polish
government. O n 12 July, R . H. Hoare, the British charge d'affaires, told
Kajetan Dzierzykraj-Morawski that the failure to work out a scheme of
autonomy confronted the Poles with a "hopeless dilemma": if they included
East Galicia in the national elections, they would be accused of usurpation; if
they did not, they would be accused of disenfranchising a large part of their
population, Morawski agreed, but he also said that the government had hoped
to reach agreement with a sufficiently large and influential section of the
Ruthene (Ukrainian) population to establish a generally acceptable form of
autonomy. H e claimed that these negotiations had gone well until Ukrainian
hopes of independence had been raised at Genoa. In his report, Hoare
observed that the British legation in Warsaw was in a difficult position on East
Galicia, since it had no idea as to the intentions of its government. Max
Muller's pleas for directives had been fruitless, so the legation had stopped
urging the Poles to get on with plans for autonomy. Hoare thought there was
not much the British government could do, except to be a little disagreeable,
adding that " i f the Poles offered to clear out of E(astern) Galicia tomorrow we
should be in a pretty quandary!"
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Official British policy on East Galicia at this time was passive. Balfour
simply told the Polish minister in London, Wroblewski, that if Poland
presented an autonomy project, the British government would not delay
discussion on it. Emrys Evans, a temporary clerk in the Northern Department of the Foreign Office, had more specific ideas. In his memorandum of 28
July on the status of East Galicia, he proposed that the Polish government find
a solution similar to that of Ulster, which had its own parliament but also sent
deputies to Westminster. He suggested that French help be enlisted for the
proposal that the Powers " m e d i a t e " between the Poles and the Ruthenes.
Gregory, however, thought that Britain should not take the initiative in a
matter in which she had no direct interest, and others agreed. In the
meanwhile, the Polish Sejm passed a resolution on 22 July calling on the
government to propose a law on the self-government o f voivodships
(provinces) with mixed populations. This resolution indicated the type of
autonomy that was acceptable to the Sejm. A few days later, on 3 August, the
Sejm voted to end the state of emergency that had existed off and on in East
Galicia since the Austro-Hungarian government had proclaimed it on 25 June
1914.
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The Polish government set to work on 7 August. O n that day the head of
the Polish delegation to the League of Nations, the historian Szymon
Askenazy, met with the Political Committee of the Council of Ministers and
outlined to them the status of the East Galician problem abroad, especially in
the league. The committee then resolved: (1) to prepare the text of the statute
that the foreign minister would take to Paris to present to the Conference of
Ambassadors; (2) to prepare the ground, before his departure, through talks
with Allied envoys in Warsaw; (3) to prepare maximum concessions to the
Allied Powers, especially in oil and coal, so as to ensure that they would
definitively award East Galicia to Poland; (4) that the Polish government
would take full responsibility for negotiating the agreement on East Galicia
with the Conference of Ambassadors and would not consult the Sejm or the
Covenant of Seniors (party leaders) before presenting the project for approval
to the Sejm; (5) to work out the project and consult the Conference of
Ambassadors by 18 August—the day on which the decree proclaiming
national elections was to be published. T w o days later the presidium of the
Council of Ministers established a commission of inquiry, which was to
examine the project of the statute that had been proposed b y the Entente
Powers in 1919 and to see whether it could be modified in such a way as to
safeguard Polish interests and secure approval by the S e j m .
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W e should recall that, despite some disagreements, the Supreme Council
had approved a statute for East Galicia in November 1919; this envisaged not
only a separate, autonomous territory, with its own provincial diet and
administration, but also the possibility of a plebiscite. At this time, the British
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had insisted that the statute leave the door open for the union of East Galicia
with Russia; hence these provisions. It is not surprising that the Polish
project, as worked out in August 1922, departed from the key points of 1919.
In any case, this kind of autonomy had failed to work in Czechoslovakia (for
the Ukrainians o f Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia), but what was most important, massive opposition in Poland meant that even if it wanted to, the
government could not secure regional autonomy for East Galicia. Therefore,
the government proposed autonomy for the three Eastern voivodships of
Lwow, * Tarnopol, and Stanislawow, each of which was to have its own
voivode (governor) and diet. Thus, there was to be no Galician Diet with wide
legislative powers, as in the Allied Supreme Council proposal project.
Further, the diet of each voivodship was to be divided into Polish and Ruthene
curiae; each diet was to be separately elected, meet separately, and vote
separate taxes and budgets. They had to agree on mutual affairs but, again,
were to vote separately. T h e authors of the proposal clearly sought to
prevent Ukrainian majority rule over the Polish minority. Therefore, they
took as their model the Moravian Compromise between the Czechs and
Germans of Moravia in 1905, whereby the Czech majority had accepted
equality with the German minority. Foreign Minister Gabriel Narutowicz
presented the proposal to the Allied envoys in Warsaw.
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Sir W i l l i a m M a x M u l l e r reported his reactions on 16 August.
Narutowicz had told Muller that the recognition of Polish sovereignty over
East Galicia was urgent, since elections would soon be held nationwide. Max
Muller vented his pent-up frustrations on the luckless Narutowicz. Rather
tactlessly, Muller told him that the "pointless" dismissal of Skirmunt, who
had won confidence abroad, would reduce the chances of obtaining British
consent. Referring to the change of government in June, Muller castigated
Poland as " a state which had once again given proof of political immaturity
and inability to subordinate party to country." Narutowicz calmly replied
that Polish policy had not changed but that the government had to be stronger
in order to deal with the Sejm. Muller then conceded that cooperation was
possible, but he said that he had no idea what the British reaction would be
and that he himself was not favorably impressed by the proposal. In his report
to London, Muller enclosed comments by the British consul general, Frank
Savery, who analyzed the draft Polish statute and noted that the long
uncertainty over the future of East Galicia had fomented turmoil. In
explaining Polish objectives, Savery cited the opinion of a prominent East
Galician J e w , D r . Henryk Lowenherz, that territorial autonomy would

* Since most official documents at this time used the Polish name Lwow, it is so used in this
chapter.
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inevitably prepare the ground for the union of East Galicia with Russia.
Savery believed that this was the main reason for the Polish government's
proposal to divide the region into three separate administrative units. Finally
he noted that Britain, n o less than Poland, had no wish to see Russia on the
Carpathians.
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Despite these explanations, the Foreign Office's reaction to the Polish
proposal was negative. O n 23 August, Emrys Evans noted that the Polish
scheme was so complicated that it would be almost impossible to make it
work. Also, the division of East Galicia into three provinces with local diets
indicated that the scheme was " n o t serious," and he could not see how the
British government could agree unless the proposal was amended to set u p a
"federal"

government for the three provinces. Another official

in the

Northern Department, Esmond O v e y , thought that the Polish proposal did
not represent "real a u t o n o m y , " but he advised a wait-and-see attitude. R . C.
Lindsay thought that Britain should withhold her blessings, but should also
refrain from uttering curses. Finally, Curzon wrote that he thought the
scheme was " a very bad o n e . " After the prominent role that Britain had
played in the question o f Galician autonomy, he did not think she " o u g h t to
fall down at the first blast of the Polish t r u m p e t . "

15

Jan Ciechanowski

reported on 26 August that the British government had no intention of
approving any statute that did not give territorial autonomy to East Galicia.
But he also noted that the Foreign Office had not made any counterproposal;
therefore, he thought that Britain's protest against elections in East Galicia
would only be formal and that London would not oppose t h e m .
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The French reaction was more positive. Wielowieyski communicated the
Polish proposal and accompanying justification to Peretti de la R o c c a on 22
August,

17

who said that it would be " p r e m a t u r e " to raise the question, since a

unanimous decision by the Great Powers was impossible for the time b e i n g .
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Still, in answer to British queries, the Quai d'Orsay stated on 6 September
that the French government had examined the proposal and that " i t did not
seem to it that any objections could be formulated against its a d o p t i o n . " R .
A. Leeper commented on 9 September: " T h e French have no conscience in
this matter." He thought that the British government should inform the Poles
of its opinion, but he did not want " t o stir up the Ruthenes." R . C . Lindsay
commented two days later that the Polish minister had advanced

two

arguments to him: (1) that the Polish scheme was taken from the Moravian
Compromise of 1906 (1905), which had worked in a satisfactory fashion, and
(2) that if only one Power refrained from accepting the proposal,

the

"Ruthene malcontents" would not recognize any scheme for autonomy, no
matter how liberal. Lindsay asked whether the secretary of state would be
helped if it could be shown that the Moravian Compromise had worked
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satisfactorily, but he noted that the text could not be found in the Foreign
Office Library. Curzon wrote: " I doubt this is worthwhile."
The foreign secretary was obviously unwilling to act. When Lindsay
asked on 17 September whether the British government could declare that it
was not in favor o f a "Ruthene State," Curzon commented that he did not
think the British government could make such a declaration alone. One
element in Britain's reluctance to tackle the issue at this time was the GrecoTurkish war in which Britain was supporting Greece, while France and Soviet
Russia were supporting Turkey. This was probably the reason for the
invitation extended b y the chief of the British General Staff, Lord Frederick
R . Cavan, to the chief of the Polish General Staff, Gen. Wtadystaw Sikorski,
who visited Britain in early September. Cavan and the head of the Political
Intelligence Department, Barnet Stuart, assured Sikorski that they regretted
their government's attitude toward Poland and foresaw an improvement in
mutual relations in the near future. However, Sikorski made no commitments
and even refused to see Lloyd George. Likewise, Stanistaw Los, director of the
Eastern Department in the Polish Foreign Ministry, would not commit
himself when Frank Savery demanded in early October that Poland agree to
have Rumanian military units sent to the Bosporus and the Dardanelles to
bolster the British units there. In fact, Poland and Rumania agreed on East
Galicia, and the Poles promised to recommend to the French government that
Rumania be elected to the League Council. Foreign Minister Take lonescu
told Lloyd George that if East Galicia were torn away from Poland, Rumania
would have to occupy the region in her own interests. Nor could the British
count on the Italians. The Italian government, tempted with Polish oil
concessions, stated that it would not create difficulties over Allied recognition
of Polish sovereignty over East Galicia.
In mid September, Ukrainian protests against the forthcoming elections
in East Galicia flowed into the League of Nations. On 12 September, Balfour,
head of the British delegation, asked Curzon whether the latter was thinking
about issuing a joint warning to the Poles that elections in East Galicia would
be illegal. Five days later, William Steven Fielding of the Canadian
delegation m o v e d that the League Assembly renew the (Doherty) resolution of
27 September 1921 that the League Council draw the attention of the Allied
Powers to the desirability of determining the status of East Galicia at an early
d a t e . O n 20 September, Curzon informed Balfour of the different opinions
held on the Polish proposal by the British, the French, and the Italian
governments. Curzon said that he was unwilling to do anything to increase or
maintain the agitation in East Galicia, while there was no point in Britain's
protesting the elections a l o n e . This was also Lloyd George's view. Parliament then recessed; so the supporters of East Galician autonomy could not be
heard. Finally, the head of the Polish delegation to the league, Askenazy,
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helped to defuse the tension b y stating that the Polish government had
accepted the Doherty resolution of 27 September 1921 and was working on a
statute that would grant extensive autonomy in East Galicia, including
language and religious rights.
However, the Polish government found it impossible to secure parliamentary support even for the proposal that was so distasteful to the British.
When Premier Julian Nowak sent the bill to the Sejm on 13 September, the
National Democrat Stanislaw Gtgbinski proposed an amendment that would
deprive the already diluted autonomy of any distinctive character. H e
proposed that the autonomous structure suggested for the three Eastern
voivodships be extended to all the voivodships of Poland. He also proposed
that limitations be placed on the competence of the diets. The Sejm approved
this amendment on 26 September and stipulated that the law should be
implemented within two years. The government was, however, called upon to
establish a Ukrainian university. This proposal was designed to conciliate
the British.
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The French minister in Warsaw, Panafieu, shed some light on the Polish
government's difficulties and tactics in obtaining approval of this project. H e
reported on 2 October that Premier Nowak's bill was a compromise between
the right-wing parties, who opposed a special regime for East Galicia, and the
Socialists, who wanted complete territorial autonomy for that province.
Nowak allegedly counted on the moderates and the Populist (peasant) Party to
make up the majority. But many deputies were in a hurry to return to their
electoral districts, and they therefore voted for Glgbiriski's amendment almost
without discussion. At the session of 26 September, at which the law was
passed, only about thirty Socialists, fifteen to twenty Populists, and about one
hundred deputies from the Center and the Right were present. M o s t of the
Center deputies were absent, and this forced Nowak to accept all the
amendments demanded by the National Democrats. Panafieu concluded that
the law was only a timid attempt to show good will toward Allied w i s h e s .
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The British Foreign Office showed little if any comprehension of the
difficulties being faced by the Polish government on East Galician autonomy.
It might seem surprising that men who were so proud of "the mother o f
parliaments" should fail to understand the significance of Polish parliamentary opposition. However, British officials thought in terms of their o w n
government's commitment to East Galician autonomy, and particularly of the
support that it enjoyed in their parliament. Therefore, Curzon sent a telegram
to M a x Muller on 26 September, instructing him to tell the Polish government that London would not approve the proposal as described in Muller's
dispatch of 17 September, nor would it discuss suitable amendments. H e said
that the final British decision would depend on the nature of the proposed
autonomy, both on paper and in practice, This postponed British consent to
31
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some nebulous future. Muller transmitted the news to the Poles in an aidememoire on 4 O c t o b e r ,
but he warned his superiors that no Polish government could be induced to go much further toward autonomy unless it was
forced to do s o . However, Curzon's opinion remained unchanged, all the
more so perhaps because the Italian government now said that it viewed the
Polish law as "unsatisfactory. "
In the meanwhile, the situation in East Galicia was rapidly approaching a
state of civil war. Knowing that the Polish government wished to demonstrate
popular support for Polish sovereignty, Ukrainian political leaders, both in
East Galicia and abroad, called for a boycott of the elections scheduled for
November. T h e boycott was implemented with the aid of two terrorist
organizations: the V o l a (the will) and the Ukrainian Home Student Council.
The latter had organized the assassination attempt on Pilsudski in September
1921, but it had not become active again until the fall of 1922. At this time,
Evhen Konovalec, a former colonel of the Sich, arrived in Lwow; he assumed
command of V o l a and of all terrorist-diversionary activities in East Galicia.
Rumors circulated that Soviet troops would come in, or that the Ukrainian
brigade would Gross over from Czechoslovakia. There was also much talk of
an uprising. However, the key weapon that was used against Ukrainians who
supported the Polish authorities, and especially those who participated in
organizing the elections, was terror. They received threatening letters, were
attacked, and sometimes were murdered. The victims included such prominent figures as Sydor Tverdokhlib, editor of the Ridnyi Krai; Vassyl Pihulak;
and Ivan Bakhmaschuk. There were also cases of arson and bombings, an
attempt to blow up a railway bridge, and an attack on the train in which the
governor was traveling.
Terrorist activites peaked in September, when 116 incidents were
reported, most of them involving arson. Some were carried out by partisan
units. T h e Polish population was panic-stricken, and the National Democratic press demanded that the government declare a state of emergency. In
Lwow, National Democratic students retaliated by beating up Ukrainians and
by placing a b o m b in the Prosvita building, as well as by causing explosions in
the building of the Schevchenko Scientific Society and in a Ukrainian student
residence.
In this situation, the Polish government sent special troops to East
Galicia and gave their commanders extensive judiciary powers. Their military
courts could condemn and execute anyone who could be proved to have
committed murder, robbery, arson, and so forth. At the same time, Polish
authorities imprisoned as many Ukrainian political activists as possible,
including newspaper editors. Finally, when all these measures failed, the
Council of Ministers appointed Gen. Stanistaw Haller as commander in chief
of all military forces in the Lwow-Przemysl (Peremyshl) military district, and
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gave him the power to issue directives to the civil authorities. T h e main reason
for giving him such great powers was the government's desire to avoid armed
conflict. It also feared that the Ukrainians might obtain Soviet a i d . Haller
proved equal to his task, for the incidence of terrorism was reduced by more
than half during October.
As a result of the boycott, which was carried out by all parties except the
Communists, Ukrainian participation in the elections was very low. While the
overall voter participation in Poland was 68 percent, it was 32 percent in
Stanistawow and 32 percent in Tarnopol but 52 percent in Lwow, which, of
course, had the largest Polish population. The Manchester Guardian and the
Daily Herald (London) called the elections " a n act of lawlessness." This was
legally correct, since the Allied and Associated Powers still had sovereignty
over East Galicia. However, they did not protest the elections and thus
implicitly recognized the Polish government's right to hold them.
The national elections of 5 November 1922 gave the rightist parties 29
percent; the Center, 24 percent; the Left, 25 percent; and the "Minorities
B l o c , " 22 percent of the vote. In the last group, the Jews had the largest
number of deputies, 34; the mostly Petlyurist Ukrainians of Volhynia had 20;
the " C o m p r o m i s e " Ukrainians of East Galicia, who were called khliboroby
(breadmakers), had 5; the Germans had 17; and the Belorussians had 11.
W h e n the Sejm proceeded to elect the president of Poland, the rightist
candidate, Maurycy Zamoyski, obtained 222 votes in the first round; but this
was not enough. In the fifth round, Pilsudski's candiate, Gabriel Narutowicz,
won with 289 votes, thanks to the support of the Minorities Bloc and the
Populist Party. The National Democrats, furious at Zamoyski's defeat,
launched a virulent press campaign against Narutowicz, charging that he had
been elected with non-Polish votes. Right-wing demonstrations took place on
the day of his inauguration, when students and toughs tried to stop Jewish and
Socialist deputies from reaching the Sejm building and thus to prevent a
quorum for the swearing-in ceremony. They failed, but large-scale fighting
was only narrowly averted. O n 16 December, Narutowicz was assassinated by
the right-wing fanatic, the art historian Eligiusz Niewiadomski. H e was tried
and sentenced to death, but some National Democratic papers made him out
to be a national m a r t y r . Pilsudski, who had been Niewiadomski's primary
target, was shocked and embittered. In 1923, when Pilsudski resigned from all
his posts in protest against the policy of the new right-wing coalition, he
extended his bitter condemnation of the National Democrats to the parliamentary system as it then existed in Poland. This paved the way for his
decision to seize power in M a y 1926.
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At the turn of 1922/23, three developments helped Poland to attain the
goal of her diplomatic efforts: namely, Allied recognition of her eastern
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frontier and, with it, her sovereignty over East Galicia. First, Lloyd George's
obstinacy in supporting the Greeks against the Turks, even at the risk of an
Anglo-Turkish war, led to the breakup of his Liberal-Conservative coalition.
It collapsed on 19 October 1922, and he was forced to resign. Bonar Law
formed a new cabinet, and the Conservatives won the elections in November.
With Lloyd George gone, Poland's chances improved. Second, on 11 January
1923, French and Belgian troops marched into the Ruhr, claiming that the
Germans were not paying reparations. This created a serious crisis in AngloFrench relations. Third, and most important for Poland, on the previous day,
10 January, Lithuanian " v o l u n t e e r s " invaded the M e m e l (Polish—Klajpeda;
Lithuanian—Klajpeda) region, which had been under Allied (French) administration since January 1920. This activated the Memel question, which was,
in turn, closely linked to the recognition of Poland's eastern frontier.
W e should note that the Franco-Belgian invasion of the R u h r created an
atmosphere of great tension in Polish-Soviet and in Polish-German relations.
O n 11 January, Nikolai I. Bukharin, then chairman of the Comintern, wrote
an open letter to the French Communist Boris Souvarine, stating that if there
were a revolution in Germany and if Poland were then to attack Germany,
Russia would probably be obliged to m o v e against Poland. In this case,
Bukharin declared, the workers of the whole world should support the
German revolution and the war carried on by Soviet Russia against P o l a n d .
O n the same day, State Secretary Baron A g o von Maltzan spoke to the Polish
charge in Berlin, Jerzy Madeyski, about rumored Polish designs on East
Prussia and Upper Silesia and warned him that any such move would have
unforeseen consequences. Prime Minister Sikorski refuted the rumors on 16
J a n u a r y , but five days later an article in Izvestia stated that if Poincare
extended French control from the Rhine to the Vistula, this would threaten
Soviet vital interests; therefore, Poland's "aggressive plans" were a direct
menace to Soviet security. T h e same issue of Izvestia contained an article b y
Vladimir A . Antonov-Ovseenko entitled "Plans of the Polish Imperialists,"
in which he accused Poland o f harboring designs on East Prussia. T w o days
later, Maltzan hinted to Madeyski that Russia would intervene in case of a
German-Polish conflict. Since Poland had no intention of attacking either
Germany or Russia, Soviet accusations were designed to check any possible
Polish cooperation with France, should a revolution break out in Germany.
(As we know, the Comintern planned a Communist uprising in that country,
but the Communists only succeeded in seizing brief control over Saxony and
Thuringia in the late spring of 1923.) These accusations were also linked with
the Memel question, to which we shall n o w turn.
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Memel had been founded by the Knights of the Sword in 1252 and had
passed to the Teutonic Knights in 1328. Later it became a part of Prussia and
then of the German Empire, in which it remained until 1919. The Prussian
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census of 1910 showed that the port city had a German majority of 92 percent
and a Lithuanian minority of 8 percent out of a total population of 21,419.
However, the Lithuanians constituted a majority of 66 percent in the
countryside. In the Memel region as a whole, the Germans numbered 71,191,
or 50.7 percent; the Lithuanians, 67,345, or 47.9 percent; and the bilinguals,
who were mostly Lithuanians, 1,970, or 1.4 percent.
Memel had been even more of a sleepy, provincial port than Danzig. Its
main export had been lumber—for which Britain was the most important
customer—and then flax. The port's development had been stifled by
Prussian favoritism toward Koenigsberg, on the one hand, and Russian
favoritism toward Riga, Windau, and Reval on the other. Russian development of these ports and their communications had, in effect, robbed Memel of
trade with its natural "hinterland," Belorussia and the Ukraine.
Article 99 of the Versailles Treaty forced Germany to give up her rights
and titles to Memel and to transfer them to the Allied and Associated Powers.
German protests that the right of self-determination was thus violated, since
the majority of the population was German, were rejected by the Allies. It is
worth noting that on 5 June 1919, Paderewski stressed the economic
significance of Memel for Poland and stated that the region was Lithuanian in
character despite considerable Germanization. Warsaw supported the
award of Memel to Lithuania, provided the latter would enter into some form
of union with Poland. The port was the natural outlet for the lumber, flax,
and other agricultural products of Polish territories east of the Bug River.
However, if there were to be no Polish-Lithuanian union, Warsaw favored a
free city or a free state, in which Poland would have extensive rights and
privileges.
France also had an interest in Memel. Part of the Anglo-French
agreement that a British administrator would be sent to Danzig was that the
French would have one in Memel. O n 15 January 1920 a French battalion
arrived in the city, followed a month later by an Alpine sharpshooter unit led
by Gen. Dominique Odry. H e was the Allied administrator and, later, high
commissioner. He established a "directorate" to administer the city's postal,
railway, and customs affairs. The majority of its members were G e r m a n , as
was the Civil Service. O n 20 June 1920, Gabriel Petisne was appointed as civil
commissioner; he was to succeed Odry as high commissioner in 1922.
Petisne followed a policy of encouraging local autonomy. He established
good relations with the German merchant community, and he pushed French
economic penetration by purchasing valuable real estate and negotiating
concessions to French interests. He also tried to obtain French concessions for
Polish lumber and flax, which could come down to Memel on the Niemen
River. In early 1921 he hinted to the Polish delegate in Memel, Czestaw
Andrycz, that France's attitude toward the Lithuanian question (that is, Vilna
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and federation) would depend on Poland's agreeing to such concessions.
However, Foreign Minister Sapieha was very cautious, and no deal was
m a d e . At this time, the Poles were correct in assuming that the French
" m a x i m u m p r o g r a m " was to make Memel a free city or a free state, under
the league's protection, but with dominant French influence.
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T h e Lithuanians, of course, always claimed MemeL By October 1922
there were demonstrations for union with Lithuania, and on 11 November the
Lithuanian Parliament resolved that Memel must be united with Lithuania.
However, the French plan of making Memel a free city or a free state
coincided with the wishes of the city's preponderantly German community.
The Association for the Establishment of a Memel Free State was formed at
the end of 1921. Its referendum garnered 54,329 out of a total of 71,856 votes
cast in the territory. Even the German Fatherland Association supported the
free-state solution. Poland also favored this project, and she developed
contacts with German business circles in Memel. A merchant delegation
visited Warsaw in late June 1921, and a delegation of the Directorate signed a
provisional one-year trade-and-transport agreement in Warsaw on 6 April
1922. The British government, however, made the reservation that the
agreement could not constitute a precedent for other similar agreements.
Poland opposed the Memel provisions in the two Hymans plans, of May and
September 1921, for a Polish-Lithuanian union in which Memel was to go to
Lithuania but Poland was to have free use of the port and free transit down the
river Niemen to M e m e l . The Poles wanted the union to be signed and sealed
before Memel was awarded to Lithuania.
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In November 1922 the Conference of Ambassadors began to work on the
Memel statute. The Polish government's program, drawn up for its delegation a month earlier, stipulated Polish interests and the right to at least a
consultative voice in working out the statute. Poland wanted a "free z o n e " in
the port and an agreement on the administration of the Niemen River by the
participating states. In the administration of the port, she wished to apply
the bitter lessons learned in Danzig, but this time to her own benefit. Thus,
the port administration was to be in the hands of a harbor board, consisting of
representatives of M e m e l , Poland, and Lithuania, with a chairman appointed
by the League o f Nations. This board would also administer the city's railway
system and the lower Niemen River. In Memel, Polish citizens were to enjoy
the same economic rights as the natives, while the latter would enjoy equal
rights in Poland. This again followed the Danzig model. Finally, the Polish
government foresaw the possibility of making Memel a "free territory" under
the league's protection—again on the Danzig model—but for a period o f t e n
years. After this, a plebiscite could be held, and new decisions would be
possible. This would leave the door open for the awarding of the city to
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Lithuania, if there were a Polish-Lithuanian union, or for a continuation of
the free-territory status if a union proved impossible.
W h e n the Conference of Ambassadors discussed the Memel question in
November 1922, the Polish project seemed to have a good chance of success.
Not only did it coincide with French objectives, but Joseph Krause, president
of the M e m e l Chamber of C o m m e r c e , also came out in favor of a free state.
The city's trade-union representatives demanded a referendum for either a
free state or union with Germany. Even German sources confirmed that the
majority of Memel Germans wanted " i n d e p e n d e n c e " under the protection of
a Great Power—which could only b e France. The Lithuanian delegates, of
course, demanded union with Lithuania. Thus, the conference of Ambassadors leaned toward the free-state c o n c e p t .
N o wonder the Lithuanian government decided to seize the Memel
region by force, especially since it was encouraged to do so by both Germany
and Russia. The German government preferred the union o f Memel with
Lithuania to the establishment of a free state under French protection, which
would be favorable to P o l a n d , and G e n . Hans von Seeckt encouraged the
Lithuanian government to seize the c i t y . The Soviet government also
favored such a move. Juliusz Lukasiewicz believed there had been a meeting
between Premier Galvanauskas, the German minister to Lithuania, Franz
Olshausen, and Chicherin on 28 November 1922, at which they discussed the
plan and the military operations as well as diplomatic action.
Indeed,
Galvanauskas confirmed this in his memoirs. He wrote that he met Chicherin
at the Kaunas railway station, when the Soviet foreign commissar was on his
way to the Lausanne Conference. Chicherin had no objections to the p l a n .
The Soviet minister also warned the British, French, and Italian governments
in December that Memel was so important to the Soviet Russian and
Belorussian republics that the latter would not consider a settlement made
without their participation as b i n d i n g .
Thus, by the end of 1922 the Lithuanian government was assured of both
German and Soviet support if it should seize Memel. The date was set for 10
January—one day before the Franco-Belgian occupation of the Ruhr was due
to take place. O n the evening of 3 January 1923 the French Council of
Ministers had set the date of 11 January; and, as we know, on 9 January the
Reparations Commission declared Germany in default on her coal deliveries.
The Lithuanians may have gotten wind of this and chosen their timing
accordingly. Whatever the case may b e , the Lithuanian coup came as no
surprise to the French. O n 7 January 1923 the deputy Polish delegate in
Memel, Wolowski, was informed of the impending Lithuanian attack by none
other than Commissioner Petisne himself.
T w o days later the Polish
minister in Riga, Jodko-Narkiewicz, telegraphed Warsaw that according to
the French legation, the Lithuanian attack would take place the next day.
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French intelligence even knew the number of troops involved. On the same
day the French informed the British that they were thinking about sending a
cruiser to Memel and asked if the British would send one t o o .
The Lithuanians decided to follow Zeligowski s precedent, but with a
variation. Instead of a " m u t i n y " by regular troops, they chose a "partisan"
uprising by regular troops in civilian clothes; these troops infiltrated the
territory on 10 January. Commissioner Petisne issued a formal protest and
declared that he would resist. O n e hundred and fifty French soldiers and two
hundred Memel policemen manned trenches around the city. British, French,
and Italian representatives protested to Galvanauskas, but he disclaimed any
responsibility. Fighting broke out on 12 January, but Petisne s forces were
hopelessly outnumbered. The French and British now made a show of force.
The British cruiser Caledon and the French torpedo boats Senegal and Algerien
were sent in, while the cruiser Voltaire was ordered to make its way thence.
O n 13 January the Conference of Ambassadors demanded that the Lithuanian government withdraw its regular troops from Memel and asked the
Legal Commission to draw up a r e p o r t . At the same time, Colonel Trousson
of the French Military Mission in Poland was ordered to Memel. However,
two days later, when Trousson left Danzig aboard a Polish gunboat, an
armistice was signed in M e m e L O n the following day, Lithuanian units
began to evacuate the city in a move designed to mollify the Allied Powers.
O n 17 January the Conference of Ambassadors decided to send a Commission
of Inquiry to Memel, made up of Georges Clinchant, head of the Asian
Department of the Quai d'Orsay, who was appointed chairman of the
commission; Consul Fry; and Consul Bertanzi from D a n z i g . (Bertanzi was
soon replaced by Pompeo Aloisi, former Italian consul in Copenhagen.) On
20 January the captain of H M S Caledon received a delegation of Lithuanian
"partisans" on board his cruiser and advised them to evacuate the city. He
said that this would have a positive effect upon the forthcoming decision on
Memel by the Conference o f Ambassadors. However, the next day the
newly elected president of the Memel Region, Erdman Simonaitis, telegraphed President Poincare that peace reigned in Memel. H e blamed the
French troops and Petisne, in particular, for violating the armistice. He said
that the population would fight for its freedom, and he demanded the
withdrawal of French t r o o p s . The Conference of Ambassadors instructed
Petisne to observe the armistice and to await the arrival of the Allied
commission. Jules Laroche, chairman of the conference's Memel Committee, now abandoned his former support of autonomy for the city and instead
proposed that sovereignty be granted immediately to Lithuania. The British
feared this would lead to Warsaw's demand for recognition of its sovereignty
over Vilna, which they opposed because their aim was the simultaneous
settlement of the Vilna and Memel issues. But Curzon believed that nothing
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could reinstate the Lithuanians in Vilna; so he was inclined to accept what he
called " t h e double o u t r a g e . "
On 29 January the Commission of Inquiry appealed to the Lithuanian
"partisans" to leave the city and declared that the Conference of Ambassadors desired a solution that would be acceptable to the population. T w o
days later the commission issued an ultimatum, but this, too, had no effect.
The French government then decided to withdraw Petisne, replacing him with
his financial adviser, Malin. All these gestures clearly indicated that the
Powers were seeking a face-saving way out of the situation. Indeed, the
Conference of Ambassadors only wished to preserve some appearance of
legality before handing the city over to the Lithuanians. On 4 February the
members of the commission were ordered to leave within a week, together
with Petisne; they finally left on 19 February. The Lithuanians took over the
administration at the end of the month.
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The Conference of Ambassadors tried to cover up its discomfiture b y
resolving that Memel would go to Lithuania, provided the latter agreed to
grant the city an autonomous administration and a representative regime.
Furthermore, the Lithuanian government was to organize free land and river
transit to benefit both Polish and Lithuanian interests, for which Memel was
the natural outlet. Once the Lithuanian government had accepted these
terms, a Memel statute would be drawn up by the conference in Paris with the
participation of representatives from Lithuania and Memel, and an appropriate convention would be drawn up for Lithuania to sign.
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In the meanwhile, Mussolini proposed on 30 January that the M e m e l
problem and the recognition of Poland's eastern frontier be placed before the
Conference of Ambassadors. This move was not unconnected with the
Polish-Italian oil agreement, due to be signed the next day. The British also
softened their position. O n 31 January, Sir William M a x Muller informed
Foreign Minister Skrzyiiski of British satisfaction that Poland " h a d remained
quiet on the Memel question" (probably a reference to rumors that the Poles
intended to seize Danzig). He said that this had made an excellent impression
in Britain, and he implied that his government was ready to recognize
Poland's eastern frontier.
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The Polish government now launched a diplomatic campaign to secure
this recognition. O n 6 February, Skrzynski delivered an expose in the Sejm,
warning the Great Powers against indecision in regard to unsettled international conflicts. O n 8 February, Zamoyski paid a visit to Peretti de la R o c c a
at the Quai d'Orsay, during which he expressed Polish hopes for the swift
liquidation of all unsettled questions of interest to Poland. Zamoyski claimed
that this state of affairs allowed Germany to foment trouble over the statute for
Memel, over Polish transit on the Niemen River, the Polish-Lithuanian
frontier, and the recognition of the Polish-Soviet frontier. Peretti de la R o c c a
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answered that the French government would examine all these questions but
that perhaps the right moment had not yet come. In any case, he thought that
all the issues should not b e examined at once. Zamoyski replied by quoting
Mussolini that the question of recognition was urgent. Zamoyski also
delivered a letter for Poincare, which accused the German government of
trying to persuade the Lithuanians to attack Vilna and reported German
troop concentrations in East Prussia. He therefore suggested that the
Conference of Ambassadors recognize the Polish-Soviet frontier as laid down
in the Treaty o f Riga. H e observed that for Poland to be a pillar of the
European order, she must have Allied support.
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The Italian ambassador in Warsaw, Tommasini, officially informed the
Polish government on 9 February that his government was ready to help with
the recognition of Poland's eastern frontier. He also mentioned this unofficially in private conversations with Polish journalists. However, the French
were still reluctant to tackle the issue. A French Foreign Office note, dated 10
February, stated that the time was right, but the difficulty lay in satisfying
Poland while granting the Ruthenes national freedoms that would be
compatible with the unity of the Polish state. This referred, of course, to
British opposition to the type of autonomy that had been voted by the Polish
Sejm in September 1922. Thus, in answering Zamoyski's letter on 12
February, Poincare stated the need for a convention on Memel and promised
to obtain a swift decision from the Conference of Ambassadors concerning the
Polish-Lithuanian frontier. With regard to other parts of the frontier,
however, he said that France must act together with her allies. Nevertheless, if
Poland so desired, France would take the initiative in asking the conference to
consider the question as soon as possible.
In transmitting the text of this letter to Panafieu in Warsaw, Poincare
added some secret information. Referring to the statement made by the
Italian minister in Warsaw that the Italian ambassador in Paris had proposed
that the conference regulate Poland's eastern frontier, Poincare claimed this
was "false on all p o i n t s . " H e stated that the Italian ambassador had only
asked Jules C a m b o n whether it was opportune to raise the question of East
Galicia. Poincare had been told that the French government believed that the
Polish government did not wish to raise the question (sic). In any case,
continued Poincare, Zamoyski had not raised it. If the Polish government did
wish to raise it, however, the French government was willing to do so,
provided the British made no difficulties. He added that all the questions
could not be settled at once and that Vilna could not be attributed to Poland
without a convention being signed on MemeL In fact, Zamoyski had
mentioned the M e m e l problem first, but he had included East Galicia by
asking for the recognition of the Polish-Soviet frontier. However, the French
government seemed determined to settle the Memel question first. On 12
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February the conference learned that Poincare insisted on fully safeguarding
Polish interests in M e m e l .

8 7

The Polish government now increased its pressure on Paris. O n 12
February the Sejm passed a resolution demanding that the Allies recognize
Poland's eastern frontier, and Foreign Minister Skrzynski told M a x Muller
that he would request recognition from the Conference of A m b a s s a d o r s .
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Premier Wladyslaw Sikorski wrote a letter to Poincare on 12 February, which
Zamoyski delivered at the Q u a i d'Orsay four days later. Sikorski stated that a
decisive intervention by the Great Powers would avert the need for the Polish
government to settle its disputes with Kaunas " d i r e c t l y . " (This was a
reference both to Vilna and to a small sector of the frontier, decided b y the
League of Nations o n 3 February, but not accepted by Lithuania.) H e
claimed that Memel was the pretext for a German campaign of calumnies
against Poland. (This was a reference to German accusations that Poland was
planning to invade East Prussia or Upper Silesia—accusations originally
made by M o s c o w . ) He mentioned the Sejm resolution demanding Allied
recognition and announced a forthcoming Polish demarche to the Conference o f
Ambassadors. According to the terms of this demarche, the conference was to
recognize the frontiers of Poland, on the one hand, and those of Russia and
the Ukraine on the other, " s u c h as had been traced by the Treaty o f Riga o f
18 March 1 9 2 1 . " Sikorski added that the results of Polish conversations in
R o m e and London were favorable and that he hoped France would support
Poland.
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O n 15 February the Polish delegation to the Peace Conference

addressed a request to Poincare, as president of the Conference of A m b a s sadors, for the settlement of the eastern frontier of Poland as defined b y the
Treaty of Riga; the delegation also asked that such recognition be considered
as fulfilling article 87 of the Versailles T r e a t y .
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O n 16 February the Conference of Ambassadors passed a resolution o n
Memel, which was to be awarded to Lithuania, but on certain conditions: the
city was to have autonomy; there would be guarantees for free trade and free
transit to M e m e l , including safeguards for Polish interests; Lithuania was t o
pay the costs of Allied administration and occupation from 1920 to 1923, as
well as a share of German reparations; Lithuania was to accept the M e m e l
statute and sign a convention to this effect. O n the same day, the conference
considered a Polish note stating that the Polish government could not accept
any compromise on M e m e l , unless it received simultaneous guarantees o n the
use of M e m e l harbor and navigation on the Niemen River; also, the Polish
government insisted that the Polish-Lithuanian frontier be defined and settled
in Poland's favor. However, the conference decided that it was inadvisable t o
make a final decision on Vilna, on the grounds that this might precipitate a
Polish-Lithuanian w a r .
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O n the following day, August Zaleski, the Polish minister in R o m e ,
wrote to the Italian deputy foreign minister, Ernesto Vassallo, setting out the
Polish point of view o n M e m e l . Zaleski stated that if the Conference of
Ambassadors leaned toward awarding it to Lithuania, Poland would demand
safeguards for her e c o n o m i c interests, including a Polish free zone in the port.
H e also stated that if Lithuania recognized Polish possession of Vilna and if
Lithuania reduced her army to a level that would guarantee her peaceful
intentions, she c o u l d expect Poland to reduce some of her demands in Memel.
These matters could be discussed in bilateral negotiations and could be
guaranteed in a peace t r e a t y .
M e a n w h i l e , the Lithuanians gained no credit with the Allied Powers by
their actions. After the Commission of Inquiry had left Memel on 19
February, regular Lithuanian troops entered the city and ordered the Polish
delegate and his staff to leave immediately. T o distract attention from Memel,
the Lithuanian government protested to the League of Nations against alleged
Polish aggression. T h i s led to a minor scandal. General Carton de Wiart and
M a j o r G r a n t , o f the British Military Mission in Poland, accompanied by two
Polish officers, left V i l n a b y car for Orany on 20 February to investigate the
alleged Polish aggression. T h e whole party disappeared. It later turned out
that they had b e e n arrested by Lithuanian border guards and had been
detained. Both G r e g o r y and Curzon made comments about Lithuanian
stupidity.
O n 21 February, Poincare informed Panafieu that he had just received
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Sikorski's letter of the twelfth; he also instructed him to thank Sikorski and to
say that he (Poincare) would send a reply by the next bag. Panafieu was also to
say that the French delegation to the Conference of Ambassadors would
propose that m o r n i n g that the representatives immediately ask their governments to authorize the conference to regulate the unsettled frontiers of Poland.
Poincare added that the French government would do everything it could to
find a solution in conformity with Polish wishes.
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Indeed, the French

delegation presented such a resolution at the conference that very morning;
simultaneously, the delegation proposed that the Polish-Lithuanian frontier
b e settled so as to give Vilna to Poland. The conference also discussed the
Soviet note to the Polish and Lithuanian governments, which vaguely
threatened intervention if the Polish-Lithuanian frontier were to be settled
without Soviet participation. This note was clearly welcomed by the Lithuanian premier, Galvanauskas, who told the British minister in K o v n o on 25
February, that Russian interests would be prejudiced by any international
agreement o n the N i e m e n and on M e m e l .
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However, the French delegation

proposed that the transfer of sovereignty over Memel to Lithuania be
conditional o n Lithuanian acceptance of the conference's decision of 16
February.
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T h e French government's willingness to raise both the Vilna and the
Memel issues, and its favorable reaction to Polish demands, stemmed not only
from the Lithuanian coup in M e m e l but also from the knowledge that Italy
supported Poland. But Mussolini, -who had suggested on 30 January that
Poland's eastern frontier be finally recognized, now introduced a complication. O n 22 February the Italian foreign minister instructed the Italian
ambassador in Paris that their government favored the French proposal; but
he also stated that he thought the settlement of the Polish-Lithuanian frontier
should be left to the League of Nations, which had already been concerned
with it and whose decision the two parties were more likely to accept. The
Polish government disagreed. Skrzyriski visited the Italian minister in Warsaw, Tommasini, and asked him to see to it that the Polish-Lithuanian dispute
not be left up to the league. H e said that if the decision on Vilna should go in
Lithuania's favor, the Polish government could not resist public pressure for
military action. Tommasini telegraphed this message to R o m e . O n the same
day, Zaleski told the Italian Foreign Ministry that Italy was the only obstacle
to the solution of the Polish-Lithuanian frontier that would be satisfactory to
Poland. Mussolini backed d o w n .
9 7

T h e British now raised difficulties over East Galicia. O n 22 February,
Curzon saw Skirmunt, the Polish minister in London. The British foreign
secretary made it clear that his government would not desist from its stand on
autonomy for East Galicia. H e also said that the Polish-Lithuanian dispute
should be settled peacefully. Skirmunt assured Curzon that the recognition of
the Riga frontier would not prejudice British views and reservations regarding
East Galicia. T w o days later the Quai d'Orsay sent instructions to its
ambassadors and ministers in L o n d o n , R o m e , and Warsaw, recapitulating
French proposals and asking for replies from the governments to which these
diplomats were accredited. The date proposed for discussing the issue was 28
February.
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T h e Polish government continued to put pressure on Paris. O n 25
February, Juliusz Lukasiewicz—formerly first secretary and counsellor at the
Polish legation in Paris, n o w head of the Eastern Department in Warsaw—
came to see Laroche. Lukasiewicz criticized Allied " p a t i e n c e " with
Lithuania. Presumably he referred to the fact that the Conference of
Ambassadors was still waiting for the Lithuanian reply to its Memel resolution
of 16 February. Lukasiewicz asked that Lithuania not be informed that the
conference would determine Poland's eastern frontier, and he suggested
different formulas for Vilna and the rest of the frontier.
But the French
government foresaw problems. A n unsigned note for Poincare of 23 February
observed that France should avoid " r e c o g n i z i n g " the Treaty of Riga. In any
case, the Polish government was reported to be asking the Allies to " r e c o g n i z e " the frontiers as laid down by the Treaty of Riga but to " s e t t l e " the
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frontier between Poland and Lithuania. The first point was intended to avoid
any official French recognition of the Soviet government, and the second, to
settle the Polish-Lithuanian dispute over Vilna and a small section of the
border.
At this point the British announced their attitude on the issue o f
recognition. On 26 February, Curzon telegraphed the British ambassador in
Paris, Lord Crewe, that he was not averse to settling the Polish-Lithuanian
frontier in such a way as to include Vilna in Poland. Curzon also believed that
the frontier should be defined at a point between Suwalki and Vilna, where
the demarcation line was unclear. Furthermore, the British government was
disposed to comply with French and Italian wishes to recognize the PolishRussian frontier as laid down by the Treaty of Riga, but subject to two
reservations. On East Galicia, Curzon suggested a stipulation that the Polish
government furnish satisfactory evidence of its intentions to grant the region a
special measure of autonomy if it were placed under Polish sovereignty. H e
also wanted a formula to avert British responsibility for the Polish-Russian
frontier in case of Russian attack, as per article 10 of the League Covenant
(which obligated league members to go to the aid of a member who was the
victim of aggression). As Eyre Crowe explained to the French ambassador in
London, Saint Aulaire, both reservations were meant to satisfy certain
elements of British parliamentary opinion, especially the supporters o f L l o y d
G e o r g e . The British ambassador transmitted his government's views to the
conference on 28 February.
Crewe objected to Curzon s instructions. He reported that both the
French and the Italian governments had already notified Warsaw that they
considered the autonomy granted by Poland to East Galicia as sufficient and
satisfactory. If Crewe were to demand special assurances from the Polish
government, he would be in a minority of one. As to reservations on article 10
of the League Covenant, he thought that it would be difficult to make a case,
since none had been made regarding the Russian-Rumanian frontier (in
Bessarabia) in the treaty signed on 28 October 1 9 2 0 . Curzon tried to find a
way out. He replied that the British government could not follow the French
and the Italian governments in formally recognizing the Polish scheme for
East Galician autonomy. He therefore suggested that the Allies simply state
that their recognition of Polish sovereignty over East Galicia was being given
in consideration of Poland's undertaking that East Galicia would enjoy a
suitable measure of a u t o n o m y .
It was clear that the British government was ready to accept a face-saving
formula so that it could join France and Italy in recognizing the Polish-Soviet
frontier and, in particular, Polish sovereignty over East Galicia. As C u r z o n
explained it to Lord Robert Cecil—the most vociferous supporter o f the
Ukrainian cause in Parliament—the British government desired a solution in
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East Galicia because "nationalist passions" there were a threat to peace.
Cecil's proposal that the matter be submitted to the league would not expedite
it, since in that forum, Britain would also have to face opposition from France,
Poland, and Italy. Finally, in view of Italian support for Poland, the British
government saw no alternative but to award East Galicia to P o l a n d .
The
Powers now wanted to be rid of the burden; presumably for the same reason
the Conference of Ambassadors ignored a request from the Committee of
Jewish Delegations in Paris that a special Jewish council be set up in East
Galicia to look after the considerable Jewish population t h e r e .
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In early March, however, when recognition of Poland's eastern frontier
seemed imminent, the British attempted to delay the decision. This was
connected with the Memel problem. As Crewe reported to Curzon on 7
March, the counsellor of the Polish legation in Paris, Wielowieyski, had called
on his counterpart at the British embassy, Eric Phipps. Wielowieyski
suggested that the surest way to avert Polish-Lithuanian hostilities would be to
settle all of the Polish eastern frontier as soon as possible. But Crewe was still
inclined to believe that Memel should be settled first. If the Lithuanians were
ready to negotiate on it, he wrote, then Allied recognition of Polish
sovereignty over Vilna and East Galicia would alienate them and thus lessen
the chance of solving the Memel p r o b l e m . Crewe's advice tied in with the
British policy, established in July 1922, of solving the two issues at the same
time. In fact, Orme Sargent, first secretary at the British embassy in Paris and
a member of the British delegation to the Conference of Ambassadors, had
sent a letter to Jules Laroche on 2 March, asking the conference to delay its
recognition of Poland's eastern frontier pending Lithuanian agreement to the
Memel conditions of 16 February. Otherwise, wrote Sargent, the Lithuanians
would " a r g u e " if the Poles were given Vilna. Laroche, who was chairman of
the Committee on Memel, objected to the delay, but Sargent said that he was
merely repeating the views of the British ambassador.
Sargent restated
these arguments in a conversation with Laroche on 3 M a r c h .
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Three days later, Jan Ciechanowski asked Gregory for an explanation of
Sargent's action. Gregory took cover in explaining that Ambassador Crewe
had "misunderstood" his (Gregory's) instructions. He repeated this to
Ciechanowski later and showed him the text of an additional telegram, which
had been sent to Paris, stating that recognition of Poland's eastern frontier
would not be conditional on any previous settlement of the Memel question.
He also said that he expected the conference to make its decision on 15
March.
This was not surprising, since the Lithuanian government had
been given the deadline o f 10 March for its answer.
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Although on 10 March the Lithuanian government indicated its general
assent to the conference's conditions of 16 February, this was not considered
satisfactory. It was presumably for this reason that the French and British
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wished to gain more time. They agreed to ask the Polish government to sign
the Treaty of Sevres of 10 August 1920, regarding frontiers in Eastern
Europe, and they objected to the fact that there was as yet no fixed frontier
between Poland and L a t v i a .
Thus it was that on 10 March, Laroche
suddenly proposed to Juliusz Lukasiewicz that Poland sign the Treaty of
Sevres, or at least that she ratify the Treaty of Saint-Germain.
Zamoyski
replied two days later that as soon as the Powers had transferred sovereignty
over East Galicia to Poland, the Polish government would do what was
necessary in order to ratify the Treaty of Saint-Germain. *
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Meanwhile, also o n 10 March, the Political Committee of the Polish
Council of Ministers drew up instructions for Foreign Minister Skrzyiiski,
who was supposed to press the Polish case in Paris. Besides reaffirming that
the Powers must recognize Polish sovereignty over East Galicia before
Warsaw would implement its plans for the region, the committee also
demanded recognition of Polish sovereignty over Spis and Orava, territories
that Poland claimed from Czechoslovakia. Further, Poland insisted on
keeping Vilna and asked for a correction in the demarcation line proposed by
the league in the Orany-Vilna sector on 3 February 1 9 2 3 . Two days later,
Premier Sikorski stated these demands in his speech to the S e j m . We should
note that in demanding recognition of Polish sovereignty over Spis and
Orava, the Polish government hoped to put pressure on the Czechoslovak
government to agree to cede at least Javorina to Poland—which was in turn
necessary in order for the Sejm to ratify the Polish-Czechoslovak agreements
signed in 1922. However, the French government decided not to raise the
issue, since any decision was bound to dissatisfy either Poland or Czechoslovakia.
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The French government did not welcome Skrzynski's visit. Laroche
noted caustically on 13 March that the Polish foreign minister seemed to think
that he and his cabinet were responsible for reestablishing good relations
between the two allies. Further, wrote Laroche, it was important to impress
on Skrzyiiski that the French government had never ceased to defend Polish
interests. Therefore, Laroche wrote, Polish interventions for the recognition
of the eastern frontier had merely succeeded in "breaking down an open
door."
Two other interventions took place on 13 March. A certain Miss Jane
Anderson, representing Bainbridge Colby, former secretary of state under
President Wilson, asked to be heard on the attribution of East Galicia to
Poland.
A s it turned out, Colby was involved in an attempt by the
Petrushevych government's representatives in Canada and the United States
to float 6 percent bonds secured by East Galician o i l . The other intervention came in the form o f notes from the Soviet Russian and the Soviet
1 1 8
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Ukrainian governments, protesting the settlement of East Galicia's fate
without their participation.
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Finally, also on 13 March, Foreign Minister Galvanauskas accepted the
conference's conditions on M e m e l . H e stated that the Lithuanian government, in its note of 10 March, " i n n o way meant to reserve its adhesion to the
principles of February 1 6 . " T h e conference found this satisfactory, and the
last obstacle to granting Polish wishes was removed. O n 14 March the
Conference of Ambassadors finally recognized the Polish-Lithuanian and the
Polish-Soviet frontiers. However, the British reservation with regard to article
10 of the League Covenant could not be fully met. As Eric Phipps reported, all
that the members could recommend to relieve their governments of the
responsibility of guaranteeing the Polish-Soviet frontier, as per article 10, was
the insertion of the words " s o u s leur responsabilite" (on their responsibility),
in the paragraph referring to the frontier agreed upon by Poland and Russia
in the Treaty of R i g a .
This signified, of course, that the Western Powers
did not bear any responsibility for this frontier.
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As for East Galicia, Poincare, informed Panafieu that the formula used
was the one proposed by the Polish g o v e r n m e n t .
The decision stated that
concerning the eastern part o f Galicia, Poland recognized that ethnographic
conditions necessitated an autonomous regime. Further, in the treaty of 28
June 1919 (the Minorities Treaty), Poland had accepted special guarantees for
racial, linguistic, or religious m i n o r i t i e s .
As far as the Polish-Russian
frontier was concerned, the conference accepted " t h e line traced and marked
in agreement between the two states and on their responsibility, on 23
November 1 9 2 2 . " The conference also delimited the Polish-Lithuanian
frontier, leaving any rectifications to the two states concerned. Finally, the
conference recognized, and Poland accepted, all sovereign rights over the
territories between the Polish-Lithuanian and the Polish-Russian frontiers, on
the one hand, and the remaining Polish frontiers on the other, while reserving
the dispositions of the Treaty of Saint-Germain concerning the charges and
obligations incumbent on states taking over the territory of the former AustroHungarian E m p i r e .
The conference's decision was signed b y Eric Phipps
for Britain, R o m a n o Avezzano for Italy, Raymond Poincare for France, M .
Matsuda for Japan, and Maurycy Zamoyski for Poland.
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Sikorski thanked Poincare for France's aid in obtaining this d e c i s i o n .
However, when Skrzynski and Wielowieyski talked to Laroche on 17 March,
they expressed anxiety on the formulation that had been used regarding the
Polish-Russian frontier. Skrzynski feared that the phrase " o n their responsibility" could mean that a new Russian government, succeeding the Bolsheviks, would not be bound to recognize the frontier. Wielowieyski said he had
explained to Skrzynski that the phrase meant that the Powers did not wish to
be bound by a guarantee of the frontier as per article 10 of the League
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Covenant. Skrzyiiski, however, wished to have this confirmed so that he could
reply to questions in the Sejm. Laroche claimed that there was a more precise
reason for the formula. T h e frontier, he said, had been slightly modified since
the Treaty of R i g a , but the Polish government had not furnished the procesverbal of these modifications to the Powers. So, at Poland's request, members
of the conference had limited themselves to the recognition of a. fait accompli,
and they could take no responsibility for i t . This was, of course, a piece of
juridical sophistry. Internal correspondence indicates that the key factor was
French resentment at Poland's signing the Treaty of Riga, despite French
opposition to recognizing the Soviet government. Also, French statesmen
wished to keep open the door to a future revision of the Polish-Russian
frontier to the advantage of a non-Bolshevik Russia. Since neither fact could
be admitted publicly, the French took refuge in a formula that also had the
virtue of releasing the Powers from the obligation of coming to Poland's aid if
she were attacked by Russia—an obligation that France had undertaken in the
Military Convention of 1921. Finally, the letter that Skrzyiiski had requested
was sent on 30 M a r c h . It stated that the Polish government had asked the
Powers not to determine but to "recognize" Poland's eastern frontier.
Therefore, the Conference o f Ambassadors could not assume responsibility
for it toward the League of N a t i o n s .
As for Memel, although the
Lithuanians had accepted the conference conditions on 13 March 1923, the
appropriate convention was not signed until 17 May 1924 and was not ratified
until 25 August 1925.
1 2 8
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The recognition of Poland's sovereignty over East Galicia had an
immediate impact both o n the West Ukrainian government-in-exile and in the
land itself. Petrushevych and his ministers had expected the Powers to support
complete independence for East Galicia, or at least to impose territorial
autonomy. O n 5 M a r c h , Petrushevych had demanded that East Galicia be
established as an independent state under the protection of the Powers or of
the League of N a t i o n s .
O n 14 March he arrived in Paris with Levytsky,
and they were joined by the Uniate metropolitan of Lwdw, Andrei Sheptyts'kyL They appealed the conference's decision, but Poincare told Sheptyts'kyi that the decision was final.
There were combined Czechoslovak
and Ukrainian demonstrations in Prague, and the Czech press condemned
the d e c i s i o n .
However, Petrushevych and his policy were discredited. At
the end of April he established a liquidation commission to wind up his
government.
In East Galicia the Ukrainian leaders protested the decision but were
forced to reassess their policy. Since independence was now out of the
question, the Trudovik (labor) party adopted a program of territorial
autonomy for all Ukrainian lands that were inside the Polish state.
This
was, of course, a rejection of the voivodship (provincial) autonomy voted by
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the Polish Sejm. but it was a retreat from the demand for independence. The
Ukrainian Social Democratic Party declared that it would never accept the
conference's decision but failed to secure the backing of the masses.
Most
people decided to make the best of a bad situation. As for the exiles, some,
such as Hrushevs'kyi, decided to settle in the Soviet Ukraine; some stayed
abroad; and some returned to East Galicia. The Ukrainian Military Organization and its political party, the U N D O , made their headquarters in Berlin.
Many exiles settled in Czechoslovakia.
T h e Petlyurist Ukrainian government in exile continued to exist in Warsaw.
As far as the Russians were concerned, both Monarchists and C o m m u nists protested the conference's decision. Former Premier A . F. Trepov
protested to Poincare in the second half of M a r c h .
O n 17 March, Izvestia
printed an article by lurii Steklov, in which he protested that the decision was
directed against Russia. The Soviet envoy to Warsaw, Leonid L. Obolensky,
told the Jewish newspaper Hajnt that Russia could not remain indifferent to
the disturbance of "the political b a l a n c e " on her western frontiers. O n 12
April, at the second session of the Central Committee of the Ukrainian
Communist Party, Christian Rakovsky rejected the conference's decision as
being " a n act of violence." H e declared that the Soviet Ukraine would never
recognize the union of East Galicia with P o l a n d .
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Like many peace settlements, the one concerning East Galicia satisfied
one party and embittered the other. While the Poles were relieved, the
Ukrainians resented not having either their own government or, at least,
home rule. However, it is difficult to see any realistic alternative to the
solution that was finally reached. T h e vast majority of Polish opinion opposed
independence or autonomy for East Galicia for fear that this would lead to its
union with Soviet Ukraine and thus threaten Polish security. Finally, the
Polish minority in East Galicia, which amounted to some 35 percent, was
violently opposed to East Galician autonomy, since it would have meant a
Ukrainian instead of a Polish administration.
For Britain—or, rather, for Lloyd George—insistence on East Galician
autonomy had been a carrot for Soviet Russia and a stick for the Poles. It is
clear, of course, that the Ukrainians would not have welcomed Polish
sovereignty had it been granted by the Allies in 1919, but it is also clear that
the unresolved status of the region kept up the hopes of the Petrushevych
government and its supporters and therefore the turmoil that almost erupted
into civil war in September 1922. It seems fair to assume that an earlier
recognition of Polish sovereignty—which the Powers could not, in fact,
ultimately deny—would have spared much suffering on both sides.
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Toward Locarno: Poland
the Western Powers, and Germany
January 1924 to September 1925

T h e road to Locarno began with France's failure to squeeze reparations
from Germany by occupying the R u h r . T h e subsequent galloping German
inflation threatened to kill the goose that could lay the golden egg; so, both
Western and German statesmen agreed that a different solution must be
found. Gustav Stresemann, w h o became chancellor o f Germany in August
1923 and was foreign minister until his death in October 1929, chose a policy
of "fulfillment," or coming to terms with France and Britain, both in order to
restore the German e c o n o m y and to gain Western support for his objective of
revising the Polish-German frontier. American bankers insisted on a strictly
financial approach to reparations, and President Poincare agreed to a meeting
of experts in Paris. T h e Dawes Committee reported in April that German
finances must be reorganized with the help of foreign loans. O n 24 August
the Dawes Plan was ratified in the L o n d o n Agreement. Arnold Toynbee
emphasized the breakthrough in relations between Germany and her former
enemies when he wrote: " I t would be hardly an exaggeration to say that these
were the first conversations between representatives of Germany and the
Allies which had taken place in a normal atmosphere since the outbreak of the
W a r of 1 9 1 4 . "
In the meanwhile, the French elections of 11 M a y 1924 led to the victory
of Edouard Herriot's Cartel des Gauches over Poincare's Cartel Bleu. The
French Socialists who now came to power had advocated the scaling down of
reparations and were critical of the Versailles Treaty. T h u s , there was a
meeting of the minds with the British Labour Party. Furthermore, both
R a m s a y M a c D o n a l d and E d o u a r d Herriot declared that they would
strengthen the League of Nations, base their policy on the League Convenant,
and work for Germany's entry into the league.
1

2
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The London Conference, which resulted in the adoption of the Dawes
Plan in August 1924, was Stresemann's first victory in foreign affairs. As he
later told a German audience, Germany was like a man up to his neck in debt;
all his creditors were interested in his health so that he could at least pay them
the interest. The Dawes Plan drew up a schedule for reparations payments on
a reduced scale until the first normal year, which, ironically, was to be
1929/30. At the rate of payments established, it would have taken Germany
forty years to pay 100 billion gold marks, while the initial figure set by the
Allies in March 1921 was 132 billion gold marks. Having obtained this
schedule, Stresemann planned to reduce reparations further in the future.
4

The new policy toward Germany reflected established British views and,
therefore, British preponderance in the Entente. This did not augur well for
Poland. All hues of political opinion in Britain supported the revision o f the
Polish-German frontier, and the Labour Party had specifically included that
issue in its election platform of 1922. Philip Snowden, the chancellor of the
Exchequer, publicly advocated revision of the treaty early in February 1924,
specifically with regard to reparations. The secretary for home affairs, Arthur
Henderson, urged the revision of the Versailles Treaty in a speech on 23
February at the Burnley election. However, MacDonald had no intention of
damaging the new rapprochement with France and therefore decided to play
down the issue. He gave the same explanation to the Polish minister,
Konstanty Skirmunt, as he gave to the House of C o m m o n s . MacDonald said
he had known nothing of Henderson's plans for the speech, which had been
made on the latter's initiative. Furthermore, while revision of the treaty was
in the Labour Party's program, it was not in the government's. T h e party
paper, the Daily Herald, immediately commented that there was no need of
cabinet authorization for a policy that was approved throughout the land.
The Liberal Manchester Guardian, however, took a different line. It warned that
to upset the whole fabric of the treaty would throw Europe into turmoil and
would accomplish nothing, but this did not imply support for the treaty. In
early March the Guardian stated that Britain could give no unilateral
guarantee to France, nor could she guarantee the status quo of Poland or
Czechoslovakia. Despite M a c D o n a l d ' s public stance, the Labour Party's
attitude toward Poland was not encouraging. In January, W . N. Ewer, the
editor of the Daily Herald, told Jan Ciechanowski, counsellor at the Polish
legation, that while the trade-union group favored the preservation of the
Entente, the intellectuals were pro-German. Also, most Labourites disliked
Poland, whose "imperialist" image of 1920 was still very much a l i v e .
5
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France also worried her ally Poland. Herriot made no secret of his desire
to normalize relations with Russia, a fact that raised fears of a Franco-Russian
alliance in Polish minds. What was more important, there were growing
indications that France aimed at concluding an alliance with Britain to
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safeguard her frontier with Germany, while leaving Poland and Czechoslovakia to shift for themselves. In February 1924, immediately after the
conclusion o f the Franco-Czechoslovak alliance, Marshal Foch had sent a
memorandum to Polish and Czechoslovak authorities suggesting a military
convention between the two countries. This proposal met with far-reaching
reservations in Warsaw and Prague. Still, the policy of the French General
Staff was much more favorable to Poland than the policy of the Cartel des
Gaudies. T h e Quai d'Orsay, for its part, viewed the Little Entente,
reinforced b y Poland and under French leadership, as an organ of the first
importance for safeguarding peace. This was, in fact, the strategic-political
testament of the Bloc National (or Cartel Bleu); but the Cartel des Gaudies
soon moved in another direction. In September, Panafieu informed the Polish
Foreign Ministry that France would conclude a guarantee pact with Britain
and Belgium. Poland was therefore advised to conclude an alliance with
Czechoslovakia; later, both groups would reach an understanding. Maciej
Rataj, the Speaker of the Sejm, thought that this would be fatal, since it would
mean the abrogation o f the Franco-Polish alliance. When Foreign Minister
Skrzynski asked Prime Minister Herriot about Panafieu s demarche, Herriot
claimed that a long-lost paper had been sent to Warsaw simply by way of
information. H e did not convince anybody with this story.
11
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Polish suspicions were fed by French behavior in the months that
followed. O n 2 October the League of Nations accepted the text of the Geneva
Protocol. Unlike the draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance of September 1923,
the protocol seemed to have a good chance of being accepted. It included
provisions for security, general disarmament, and Germany's entry into the
league. France—its main proponent—and nine other countries, including
Poland and Czechoslovakia, signed it immediately. The Polish government
now faced the task of adapting the Franco-Polish alliance to the protocol and
of preventing the devaluation of the alliance by a Franco-British-Belgian
security pact. There were also fears of a Franco-Soviet alliance. In fact, the
French minister in M o s c o w , Jean Herbette, had proposed a close FrancoSoviet understanding in A u g u s t .
Under these circumstances, General
Sikorski's visit to France in October-November 1924—which was undertaken
at the invitation of the French war minister, Gen. Charles Nollet—took on a
political as well as a military significance.
15
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Sikorski's visit—which seems to have taken place against the wishes of
Foreign Minister Skrzynski —made French hesitations clear to the naked
eye. Sikorski had two main objectives: to reach an agreement on the
consequences o f the Geneva Protocol for both states, and to give the FrancoPolish Military Convention of 1921 the form of a document that would be
binding not only on the French military but also on the government. The
French, however, side-stepped the first issue, proposing that it be left for
17
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further discussion. With regard to the second, they agreed only that the
convention of 1921 should remain in force. Finally, they even hesitated to give
formal recognition of Poland's frontiers in the protocol. After much difficulty,
General Sikorski obtained the following statement:
T h e Polish war minister presents considerations relating to Polish frontiers.
T h e French war minister and the minister of the marine take note of these
and refer,

in this respect, to the engagements resulting from

different

decisions of the Conference of Ambassadors and the treaties signed by France
concerning Polish frontiers.

18

Sikorski told Rataj that Herriot had at first refused to sign the protocol
but had agreed to do so at the last moment; so the passage on Polish frontiers
was inserted in a different h a n d . It was probably no coincidence that France
officially recognized the Soviet U n i o n on 24 October 1924, but the problem
went deeper. On 30 October, Jules Laroche, political director at the Quai
d'Orsay, rejected the proposal of Marshal Foch and General Debeney that
France should in fact maintain the Franco-Polish Military Convention of 1921
while registering an anodyne text with the League of Nations. Laroche
objected to the words in the Foch-Debeney text—that both sides "engage to
act in common in case of aggression"—as being too extreme, although n o
such objections had been raised in 1921. The French General Staff was right
in seeing this as a sign that the Quai d'Orsay—and of course Herriot—wished
to loosen the alliance. Nevertheless, the General Staff did succeed in
pressuring the government into making a speedy advance, in August 1924, of
the 400 million francs, promised in 1921, to rearm Polish military forces.
Also, French supplies were promised in case of war, and France promised to
support the expansion of the Polish navy.
19
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Meanwhile, a trend toward rapprochement appeared in Polish-Czechoslovak relations. This became evident at the time of the signing of the Geneva
Protocol, of which Benes was one of the principal authors. Benes then agreed
with Skrzyiiski to work for better relations and to surmount existing
difficulties. Pro-Polish demonstrations took place in Czechoslovakia when the
remains of the great Polish writer Henryk Sienkiewicz were transported
through that country to Poland in the autumn of 1924. At about this time,
Benes told the Polish Socialist leader Mieczyslaw Niedzialkowski that " o n his
word of h o n o r ' ' he wanted an agreement with Poland and that he considered
this possible. Benes gave assurances that he no longer wanted a CzechoslovakRussian frontier; he also said that in case of a Polish-Soviet war, Czechoslovakia would be neutral; but if Germany moved against Poland, this would b e
a casus belli He thought the Bolsheviks would collapse. He promised to
support Poland against German revisionist demands for the Corridor and
Upper Silesia, even declaring that if Germany were to recover them,
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Czechoslovakia's turn would be next. Rataj was skeptical. His doubts were
to be confirmed a few months later.
Another disappointment awaited Poland with regard to Polish-Soviet
relations. Skrzynski wished to see an improvement so as to strengthen Poland
vis-a-vis both France and Germany. O n 22 August, immediately on taking up
his post as foreign minister, he sent a note to Georgii Chicherin, the Soviet
commissar for foreign affairs, proposing a conference to normalize relations
and solve outstanding problems. Chicherin replied, on 18 September, that the
Soviet government desired friendly relations with Poland. O n 18 October, in
a speech to the Central Executive Committee of the Supreme Soviet, he
declared that an improvement in Polish-Soviet relations was desirable and
that it depended only o n P o l a n d . Ten days later, Skrzynski told the Sejm
that Poland would not cross her eastern frontier, undertake any crusades
against Russia, or be the tool of any power against Russia. Poland, he said,
wanted peace based on the Treaty of Riga and considered "moral disarmam e n t " p o s s i b l e . A new Soviet envoy, Pyotr Voykov, arrived in Warsaw in
October and presented his credentials on 8 November. He was to work for the
improvement of Polish-Soviet relations and to prepare for Chicherin's visit to
Warsaw.
It seemed at this time that a Polish-Soviet rapprochement was possible.
22
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Both Poland and Russia feared an exclusively Western settlement with
Germany, which would threaten their security. The "Zinoviev Letter" affair
o f late October in England—which will be discussed later—and the subsequent electoral defeat of the Labour government, increased Soviet fears.
Skrzynski was not deterred by the Zinoviev affair or by the abortive Soviet
coup in Estonia, which took place on 1 December. A departmental director in
the Polish Ministry o f Industry and Trade, Dr. Henryk Tennenbaum,
stopped in Berlin on his way back from Paris and talked with Stefan
Rayevsky, who was on the staff of the Soviet legation. According to Rayevsky,
Tennenbaum said that the tendency to form an anti-Soviet bloc was clearly
visible in Western Europe. Poland had the choice either of joining it or of
concluding an agreement with Russia. He said that Premier Wtadyslaw
Grabski and Foreign Minister Skrzynski favored the latter, since it would lead
to the development of normal economic relations between Poland and the
Soviet U n i o n .
Tennenbaum's statements were meant to worry the Soviet government
and make it seek an understanding with Poland. His proposals included
mutual recognition of the territorial status quo, nonintervention in each
other's internal affairs, and nonparticipation in blocs aimed at either state.
Poland was not, however, prepared to conclude a bilateral pact with Russia.
After his return from the Baltic Conference in Helsinki, Skrzynski told
Voykov that he envisaged a multilateral nonaggression pact between Soviet
2 5
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Russia, on the one hand, and Poland, the Baltic States, and Rumania on the
other. This was not a new aim, because Poland had been trying to organize
such a Baltic bloc under her leadership since 1921 and because she was allied
to Rumania. The Soviet government, however, insisted on a bilateral pact; so
this rapprochement proved abortive.
27
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Alleged Soviet fears of a capitalist bloc led by Poland against the U S S R
were not the reason for M o s c o w ' s rejection of Skrzyiiski's proposal. It is most
likely that the Soviet proposal for a bilateral pact with Poland was designed to
put pressure on Germany. In the first place the Soviet leadership feared that
Germany's entry into the league might force her to participate in some antiSoviet action under article 16 of the League Covenant. (This article stipulated, among other things, that members of the league were to afford passage
to armed forces of other members coming to the aid of a victim of
aggression.) A Soviet attack on Poland might confront Germany with such
demands. Secondly, Soviet leaders professed to fear that a Western security
pact would create a Western bloc directed against the Soviet Union. T h e
German ambassador in Moscow, Count Ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau—
who was in any case a staunch supporter of the "eastern orientation" in
German policy—tried to reassure the Russians by playing the "Polish c a r d . "
He did so with the permission of the head of the German Foreign Ministry,
Baron Ago von Maltzan, known as the " R e d B a r o n . " The ambassador
played this card in a conversation with Chicherin on 20 December 1924. H e
then said that the solution of the Polish Question would probably lie in
"forcing Poland back to her ethnographic frontiers"—a euphemism for a new
partition of Poland. Although Maltzan was soon thereafter appointed ambassador to Washington, the instruction was confirmed to Brockdorff-Rantzau
by Maltzan's successor, Dr. Carl Theodor von Schubert. On receiving an
account of the conversation, Schubert telegraphed the ambassador that his
suggestion on Poland was consistent with the Foreign Ministry's l i n e .
Chicherin, however, did not swallow the bait. What he wanted was a general
discussion of policy; he hoped that this would lead not only to a trade treaty
but also to a declaration of German neutrality in the event of conflict between
the Western Powers and the Soviet Union. He was not averse to blackmail. As
he told Brockdorff-Rantzau a few days later: " W e shall do nothing with
Herbette, if you don't do anything with Chamberlain."
In the meanwhile, the British elections of October 1924 had led to the
defeat of MacDonald's Labour government. A Conservative government was
formed under Stanley Baldwin as prime minister, with Austen Chamberlain
as foreign secretary. Here we should consider the curious Zinoviev Letter
affair and the role of Polish Military Intelligence in it. The letter, allegedly
signed by Grigory Zinoviev, then head of the Comintern; Arthur M c M a n u s ,
member of the presidium and head of the British Communist Party; and O t t o
29
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Kuusinen, head of the Finnish Communist Party and secretary of the
presidium, appeared in the London press on 24 October 1924. It caused a
furor, The letter urged the British Communists to work for the ratification of
the Anglo-Soviet commercial treaties signed in August; it also instructed them
to infiltrate the armed forces in preparation for a revolution. The letter, as
published, was accompanied by a protest from John D . Gregory, head of the
Foreign Office's Northern Department, to Christian Rakovsky, the Soviet
charge d'affaires in London, who was the chief negotiator of the commercial
treaties. The Zinoviev Letter, though it was immediately labeled a forgery
by the Soviet government, gave an enormous boost to the Conservatives
during the last stages of the election campaign, even though it did not
determine the outcome, as was presumed at the time. In fact, Conservatives,
Liberals, and powerful business interests already opposed the ratification of
the treaties; and without Liberal support, the Labourites could not remain in
power.
Polish involvement in this affair is curious. General Sikorski boasted to
Rataj on 9 November that he was the author of the letter. He said that the
instructions contained in it had been issued by the Third International (the
Comintern). The Polish General Staff had acquired them, had "adapted them
to British conditions," and then had added Zinoviev's signature. Sikorski
claimed, moreover, that Gregory—whom he described as a candidate for the
post of British minister in Warsaw—had "helped" with the "mystificat i o n . " Sikorski's claim to authorship is not borne out by available evidence,
but Polish Military Intelligence was, indeed, involved. A certain Captain
Paciorkowski, press attache at the Polish legation in Berlin, had commissioned
s o m e Russian emigres to forge the letter. The goal apparently was to prevent
the ratification of the Anglo-Soviet commercial agreements. Gregory does not
seem to have been involved, for he informed Sir Eyre Crowe that the letter
looked like a forgery. Crowe felt obliged to allow it to be published when he
learned that it was in the hands of Thomas Marlowe, the editor of the Daily
32
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As the year 1924 drew to a close, Polish worries about the conclusion of a
purely Western security pact with Germany increased. Furthermore,
Stresemann did not conceal his view that a revision of the Polish-German
frontier was inevitable. In September he told the British ambassador in
Berlin, Lord D'Abernon, that there could be no permanent peace without the
Rhineland and Danzig again becoming part of Germany. In a speech at
Koenigsberg on 27 November, Stresemann said that East Prussia had been
violently separated from Germany and that the day would come when it
w o u l d be reunited with the R e i c h . Such statements were not new, but they
presented a more immediate danger in Polish eyes, when set in the context of
a purely Western security pact. Therefore, the Polish minister in London,
35
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Konstanty Skirmunt, warned Foreign Secretary Austen Chamberlain on 2
December 1924, that a pact that would guarantee only the western frontiers of
Germany would encourage her to prepare for war in Eastern Europe. In the
end, he warned, both France and Britain would be dragged into such a w a r .

37

Sikorski gave vent to the same fears at the end of the year. In a letter to
Skrzyiiski he considered the possible forms that a Western pact might take and
the consequences for Poland. H e thought it likely that the British government
would add such modifications to the Geneva Protocol as to make it worthless.
In such a case, he foresaw the conclusion of an Anglo-French-Belgian security
pact. This, he wrote, was being seriously considered in L o n d o n ; it also had
the support of French public opinion. Another possibility was a pact
guaranteeing Germany's frontiers with France and Belgium; France would
simultaneously maintain her military agreements with Poland and Czechoslovakia. Sikorski thought that the first alternative would be murderous for
Poland, while the second would be extremely dangerous. It would, he
thought, lead Germany to concentrate her main attack, in case of war, on
Poland; while in peacetime it would encourage hostile German activities
against h e r .

38

With these dangers in mind, Polish diplomacy set its sights on a

pact that would guarantee security equally in Western and in Eastern Europe.
However, the prospects for success were dim from the outset.
The negative British reactions to the Geneva Protocol confirmed Polish
fears. The prestigious Liberal Manchester Guardian expressed general British
opinion that the protocol would encourage the existing system of military
alliances and thus guarantee French "military h e g e m o n y " in E u r o p e .
Furthermore, the paper claimed that the protocol would " p e t r i f y "
frontiers of 1 9 1 9 .

4 0
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It claimed that real security would mean the elimination of

those "injustices" which threatened peace and were the " c a u s e " of armament production and large a r m i e s .
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A n uncritical rejection of the protocol

would be disastrous, but a blind acceptance of it would be even worse.

42

However, the Guardian opposed a Franco-British-Belgian military treaty, since
France needed no protection. Indeed, the phrase "French Security" was
interpreted to mean the defense of France's "military system" in both
Western and Eastern Europe. What was needed, said the Guardian, was a
security system for all of E u r o p e ,

43

which meant a system that would include

Germany. The Guardian's distrust of France and her allies, and its critical
attitude toward the Versailles Treaty, represented majority opinion in Britain
as expressed in the press. E. L. W o o d w a r d summed it up as follows:
Thus by 1925, the legend of the infamous treaty of Versailles had not only
taken shape,

but was accepted without question by large sections of

conservative as well as progressive opinion in Great Britain. This legend was
believed more easily because, in the average British view, the greatest
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obstacles to European peace and recovery came not from Germany, but from
France, and from the so-called client states of France in central and eastern
Europe.

44

It is against this background that we should consider the views of Austen
Chamberlain. The new foreign secretary differed from the majority o f the
cabinet and from the bulk of the British press in believing that France must
have security in order to improve her relations with Germany and that this
security should take the form of an Anglo-French or an Anglo-French-Belgian
alliance. His sympathy for France stemmed from a happy sojourn there as a
young man, while his skepticism toward Germany was equally the result of a
stay in that country. In any event, by early January 1925 he believed that
without the security of an alliance with Britain, France could drag the British
into another Armageddon. He also believed that French security was a vital
British interest, but he realized that an alliance with France would be much
more difficult to conclude than in 1919, for public opinion in both Britain and
the dominions opposed it. However, he thought that one would be possible if
it excluded guarantees for Eastern Europe. This exclusion was in harmony
with his own views, for " I t is one thing to defend the channel or the eastern
frontiers of the Low Countries and France. It is quite another thing to
guarantee the very unstable situation in Eastern Europe which the Peace
Treaties have 'balkanized' with a vengeance." With these considerations in
mind, he asked the Central Department of the Foreign Office to prepare a
statement on "Europe T o d a y . " H e also asked James W . Headlam-Morley,
the historical adviser to the Foreign Office, to write a paper on the historical
position of Great Britain and how it applied to the present situation. In the
meanwhile, the Committee of Imperial Defense (CID) set up a subcommittee
to study the Geneva Protocol. Rejection of the protocol by the C I D was a
foregone conclusion; the question was what to substitute for it.
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Chamberlain found a strange ally for his project of a French alliance in
Sir Maurice P. A . Hankey, the long-time secretary of the C I D and secretary
of the cabinet. Hankey's conversion was due mainly to fear either of a French
attack on Britain or of a German attack on and domination of France and
Belgium and hence a threat to Britain. He also thought that if Britain rejected
the Geneva Protocol and did not offer France any compensation in security,
the latter might react violently. Still he accepted an alliance only as a last
resort; he preferred a collective-security system. He therefore thought that Sir
Eyre Crowe's suggestion, as accepted by the subcommittee of the C I D ,
indicated a way out of the dilemma. Sir Eyre Crowe's proposal, which was
incorporated into the subcommittee's report of 27 January 1925 on the
Geneva Protocol, was for Britain, France, and Belgium to declare that they
recognized the independence and integrity of their territories bordering on the
47
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North Sea and the English Channel as being a "vital interest" to their
respective countries. They would resist any unprovoked aggression in this
area and. if such were to take place, would notify the League o f Nations of
their action under the provisions of article 16 of the League Covenant. At the
same time, the C I D report implied that no British aid would be forthcoming if
Germany were to attack Poland or Czechoslovakia. Finally, Germany was to
be a party to a comprehensive Western security system.
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T h e C I D paper

confirmed Chamberlain's opinion that Britain could not ratify the Geneva
Protocol as it stood. As far as Eastern Europe was concerned, he thought that
French security in the west would in itself lessen the danger for that region.
Here he cited Edouard Benes, who had told him at the League Council session
in R o m e in December 1924 that " i f Germany does not go to war with France,
Czechoslovakia will be s a f e . " Chamberlain thought much the same would
apply to P o l a n d .
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Although Chamberlain did not realize it at first, the German proposals
for a Western security pact—which were transmitted by Lord D'Abernon to
London on 20 January 1925—indicated a way out of the British dilemma.
Before discussing them, however, we should consider the two memoranda that
Chamberlain had requested from the Foreign Office in early January, for they
reflect strikingly different views. T h e first, dated 23 January 1925 and
circulated in a revised version dated 20 February, was written by Harold
Nicolson o f the Central Department. It was entitled "British Policy Considered in Relation to the European S i t u a t i o n . "
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It merits serious attention

because, as Chamberlain wrote in the preface, it represented not only his own
views but those o f the Foreign Office as a whole. It is particularly important
for us because of the light that it sheds on the views of the foreign secretary
and of the Foreign Office regarding the Polish-German frontier.
Nicolson hoped that " t h e more intelligent G e r m a n s " would not desire a
war of revenge with France, but
it may be confidently asserted that so soon as Germany recovers, there will be
a steady movement towards the righting of what are, for a German, the two
most objectionable provisions of the Peace Settlement, namely, the Polish
Corridor and the partition of Upper Silesia. . . . There is obviously a danger
that a nation of over 60 millions will not permanently acquiesce in being
sundered from the province which was the cradle of the Prussian State, or in
being deprived of those mineral resources on which the national prosperity
was largely based.

In considering the relation o f British interests to European security,
Nicolson thought that a British guarantee to France and Belgium would be an
important contribution. Statesmen would know, as they did not in 1914, just
where Britain stood. Germany would then not be likely to risk war with the
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British Empire by attacking France, while France, for her part, would feel
more secure. France's hitherto " p r o v o c a t i v e " policy would diminish and
" s h e will contemplate with less alarm the impending evacuation of the
Rhineland; she will be less inclined to constitute the Little Entente as an
armed camp to the east of Germany; she will b e able to settle down to financial
stabilization and to a policy o f debt repayment." Nothing should stand in the
way o f including Germany in such a security system.
W h a t then should be done about the "injustices" that Germany so
bitterly resented? Like Chamberlain, Nicolson took a long view:
Although in the present mood of Europe, it would be useless to mention the
revision of the peace treaties, yet if the concert of Europe can thus be
gradually recreated, saner councils will prevail. It is conceivable, especially if
Germany, with French goodwill, becomes a member of the League of
Nations, and obtains a permanent seat in the Council, that it may be possible
eventually to revise by European agreement the dangerous conditions
involved in the Silesian settlement and the Polish Corridor.
H o w e v e r , he concluded that "until we can quieten France, no concert of
Europe is possible, and we can only quieten France if we are in the position to
speak to her with the authority of an A l l y . "

5 1

Chamberlain approved the memorandum. It represented his views and,
as he claimed, those of the Foreign Office. T h e y diverged significantly from
the bulk of British opinion both in advocating an alliance with France and
Belgium and in relegating the revision of the Polish-German frontier to some
future date. Such a revision was, nonetheless, considered as the natural if
delayed consequence of a Western security agreement that would include
Germany. Only one voice was raised in the Foreign Office against this
conclusion. Although it fell on deaf ears at the time, it is worth mentioning,
since the author's views not only elicited some interesting comments from
Austen Chamberlain but also proved remarkably prophetic.
As mentioned above, James Headlam-Morley had also been asked to
write a memorandum. H e had been closely involved in drawing up the
Danzig articles of the Versailles Treaty, as well as those pertaining to the
plebiscite in Upper Silesia. In his memorandum entitled " T h e History of
British Foreign Policy and the Geneva P r o t o c o l , "
he agreed with his
colleagues on only one matter: " A s everyone knows, the danger point in
Europe is not the Rhine, but the Vistula, not Alsace-Lorraine, but the Polish
Corridor and Upper Silesia." His conclusions, however, were very different.
Although he found no guide in history to justify British interests and
responsibility in Eastern Europe—for Britain had neither opposed the
partitions of Poland nor taken up arms o n the latter's behalf during the
nineteenth century—he observed that there had been good reasons for this
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passivity. Poland was then very remote from British shores, and nothing could
be done for her anyway as long as the three Eastern Powers stood united.
N o w , however, the situation had changed. T h e three eastern monarchies had
collapsed, and Britain could no longer remain indifferent to Poland's fate.
This was primarily due to Britain's interest in preventing a Russo-German
alliance, which would allow these two powers to dominate the Continent.
Such an alliance would undoubtedly be cemented by an attack on and a
partition of Poland. As far as Germany herself was concerned, he noted: " W e
cannot be indifferent if Germany breaks through upon the .east and there
begins to acquire a new accession of territory and strength which would
inevitably in the future be brought to bear u p o n the R h i n e . " France was
right, he wrote, in assuming that the future of Europe was bound up with the
new states, and he saw no reason for castigating her as a militarist power. He
thought that Poland, in particular, was important. If Warsaw had fallen to the
Bolsheviks, Europe would have been in turmoil, and no one could say where it
would have ended. If Poland had depended o n British aid, she would have
been destroyed; it was French support that had saved Poland and Europe(!).
He then tackled the question of whether any British government could
ask the dominions to go to war in order to protect the Polish Corridor and
Upper Silesia. While admitting that East European frontiers left room for
improvement, he stressed that the problem should be seen in a broader
perspective, and asked:
Has anyone attempted to realize what would happen if there were to be a new
partition of Poland, or if the Czechoslovak State were to be so curtailed and
dismembered that in fact it disappeared from the map of Europe? The whole
of Europe would at once be in chaos. There would no longer be any
principle, meaning or sense in the territorial arrangements of the continent.
Imagine, for instance, that under some improbable condition Austria
rejoined Germany, that Germany, using the discontented minority in
Bohemia, demanded a new frontier far over the mountains, including
Carlsbad and Pilsen, and at the same time, in alliance with Germany, the
Hungarians recovered the southern slopes of the Carpathians. This would be
catastrophic, and even if we neglected to intervene to prevent it happening,
we should be driven to interfere, probably too late.
After stressing that, in general, the 1919 settlement was based on reason
and justice and that the new East European states were now able to take their
place with other secondary European states, he asked what they really wanted.
H e thought they needed to have confidence in British support at a time of
crisis. It was n o use telling them to seek support in the League of Nations;
ultimately the latter's strength would depend on the Great Powers. HeadlamMorley agreed that British support for the East European states could not be
the same as that afforded to France and Belgium, but he contended that
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passivity was neither wise nor practicable. He therefore suggested that the
secretary of state make a statement, either in Parliament or to the dominions,
that in certain cases the league could depend on British support. The
statement should say that " w e are interested in the maintenance of the new
system in Europe, that we could not regard with equanimity the forcible
overthrow of any o f the new States, and that if a grave crisis arose, we should
really carry out the obligations into which we have entered." Contending that
" w e cannot dissociate ourselves from responsibility in regard to what
happened in Eastern and Central Europe," he saw the Council of the League
as the forum in which Britain could exert her influence for conciliation. He
believed that some European protocol was needed in order to create a security
system that would be consistent with the League Covenant. Finally, he
believed that Britain should help the new states commercially.
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W e may well wonder how Headlam-Morley came to espouse conclusions
so different from those o f Austen Chamberlain and the majority of his
colleagues in the Foreign Office. Presumably, they stemmed from his own
extensive knowledge of Europe. W e also know that he was susceptible to the
opinions of his friend Lewis B. Namier, who had become a firm supporter of
Poland's case against Germany—though not against Russia. * But HeadlamMorley's views were unacceptable to Austen Chamberlain. The foreign
secretary noted that he had expected Headlam-Morley to deal with the
security of the channel ports and of the Low Countries. While Chamberlain
found much o f interest in the memorandum, he differed from its author
regarding British interests in Eastern Europe:
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But I must admit frankly that I am not at one with W. Headlam-Morley. I
draw a far sharper distinction than he between the nature of our interests in
the West and East of Europe, and between the character of the influence or
intervention which we should seek to exercise in these two spheres. I would
say broadly that in Western Europe we are a partner; that, comparatively
speaking, in Eastern Europe our role should be rather that of a disinterested
amicus curiae. Our safety in certain circumstances is bound up with that of
France, or Belgium, or Holland. If this be secured, I do not believe that it is
bound up with that of Rumania, for example; and if I rightly comprehend
him, I would not contemplate linking our fortunes so closely with the Eastern
States as he would do. Nor again until Russia is herself again under whatever
form of Government, do I believe that a serious war will break out east of
Germany if peace is firmly secured on Germany's western boundaries. But
Russia is an imponderable factor, curiously enough as frightened of other
people as other people are of her, or so, at least, it seems to me.
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Thus, Chamberlain based his hopes for European peace on an alliance
between Britain, France, and Belgium, to be complemented by a broader
security arrangement o f which Germany, too, would be a member. By 21
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February, when he penned his comments on Headlam-Morley's memorandum, the German proposals were, of course, known to him. They had been
delivered in London, under seal of secrecy, on 20 January. Chamberlain had
at first been suspicious. H e thought that Stresemann's aim was to obtain the
evacuation of the Rhineland and, at the same time, to drive a wedge between
France and Britain so as to prevent their alliance. The secrecy also annoyed
him. T w o weeks later he wrote that the German proposal was " a n endeavor to
entrap me into conversations unknown to our A l l i e s . "
However, the
Germans forwarded their proposal to Paris on 9 February, and in early
March, Chamberlain told the cabinet that "these overtures seem to offer the
best chance of giving security to France and peace to the world. T o turn it
down would be to thrust Germany into the hands of R u s s i a . "
While the timing of the German proposal of January 1925 had resulted
from Allied refusal to evacuate the Cologne zone at that date—on the grounds
that Germany had not fulfilled her treaty obligations on disarmament—and
from Stresemann's fear of an Anglo-French alliance, the idea of a Western
security pact was not new. Proposals to this effect had been put forward by
Chancellor Wilhelm Cuno in December 1922, and again by Stresemann in
September 1 9 2 3 . The British ambassador in Berlin, Lord D'Abernon,
urged Stresemann to make such an offer at the end of 1924. Only in this sense
can D'Abernon be seen as the father of the German proposals of January/
February 1925, which would eventually lead to the Locarno Treaties. Still,
Chamberlain was not far off the mark in his initial suspicions. In April 1925,
Stresemann wrote to the German ambassador in Washington, Baron A g o von
Maltzan, that such an agreement would secure the Rhineland against a
renewed French assault, split the Allies, and open new possibilities in the
east.
The German offer first came under public discussion on 5 March 1925,
during the House of C o m m o n s debate on the Geneva Protocol. While
Chamberlain's remarks on Poland were friendly, the debate clearly demonstrated that in most minds any British guarantees of France were bound to
include the security of her East European allies. This was unacceptable to
many people who believed that revision of the Versailles Treaty was a
necessary precondition for European security. Thus, Herbert Fisher spoke for
the Liberals in opposing any Anglo-French-Belgian alliance. H e noted that
Lloyd George had refused to guarantee the frontiers of France's East
European allies in 1922. He thought that the new German proposals sounded
promising and that Germany should be free to seek territorial revision under
article 19 of the League Covenant. H e also mentioned Danzig and claimed
that Poland was "constantly undermining its independence." Chamberlain
answered that while he shared Fisher's desire for good German-Polish
relations, Poland was " n o w coming of a g e , " though he noted that she was still
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being menaced on her frontiers. In contrast to the early days of her
independence, she could now, he thought, be expected to show "surety of
judgement."
Despite Chamberlain's attitude, the opinion of the House of Commons
was clearly that territorial revision must come first and security second. This
was the line taken by Lt. Col. Sir Edward Grigg (Lloyd George's private
secretary), M a j . Gen. Sir R . Hutchinson, Captain Garro-Jones, and Captain
Ashmead-Bartlett. They all thought that the best way to avert war in Eastern
Europe was to revise the territorial settlement. Ashmead-Bartlett also regretted the demise of the Habsburg Empire, which, he said, should have been
preserved because it was "like a miniature League of N a t i o n s ' ^ ! ) . Thus,
Chamberlain had his work cut out for him. He had to fight a general
consensus that opposed not only an alliance with France but even guarantees
for the Franco-German frontier and demanded the revision of the Versailles
Treaty.
It was not surprising that the cabinet rejected an alliance with France,
though it did, rather gingerly, welcome the German proposals. Even so, it was
highly ambivalent with regard to British participation in a multilateral
guarantee pact to secure the frontiers of France and Belgium with Germany.
O n 2 March the cabinet approved instructions for Chamberlain's forthcoming
conversation with Herriot. He was to say that while Britain could not
contemplate a dual alliance with France, a quadruple pact between France,
Germany, Britain, and Belgium, with Italian assent if possible, would be a
different matter. Such a pact could assure European peace and therefore lead
to disarmament. If the French agreed, the British government would begin
discussions with the dominions. However, on the afternoon of 4 March,
objections were raised to the rough draft of such a pact as presented by
Chamberlain, especially against the provision that the parties should guarantee each other's frontiers. This, it was said, could mean a British guarantee,
b y force of arms, of the present frontiers of France and Belgium against
German aggression. Such a commitment, it was claimed, was much more
than public opinion in Britain or the dominions would accept, at least at this
stage in the negotiations.
Chamberlain went to Paris on 6 March and broke the news to Herriot,
who was visibly shaken on being told that he could not count on a British
guarantee pact with France that would be parallel to the multilateral security
pact envisaged in the German proposals. Herriot said that France could not
purchase her own security at the expense of her Polish ally. Chamberlain
argued that an agreement in the west would lead to general appeasement and
security everywhere. However, privately he felt that it was imperative to
promise France more security than the cabinet had authorized him to offer.
H e cabled Baldwin to this effect, and Sir Eyre Crowe suggested to the prime
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minister that Chamberlain be authorized to say that Britain might participate
in a series of separate but connected pacts. Baldwin called the cabinet
together, and a stormy discussion ensued. Churchill said that France should
"stew in her own j u i c e . "
Leopold Amery, secretary for colonial affairs,
thought that the dominions would not back any security pact, and h e
withdrew his support for it. C r o w e sent a report of this discussion to Geneva,
where Chamberlain had already informed the League Council of the reasons
for Britain's rejection of the Geneva P r o t o c o l . H e suspected Baldwin o f
deserting him, and he thought about resigning. H o w e v e r , Crowe induced
Baldwin to come out in full support of the foreign secretary. By 15 March the
crisis was o v e r .
6 5
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The attitude o f the British cabinet and public opinion toward France a n d
her allies augured ill both for Polish plans and for Poland's sympathizers in
France, who at first clearly manifested their support for Warsaw and an allEuropean security arrangement. Poincare thought that the German proposals
were "detestable" and that they prophesied future German aggression.
Marshal Foch thought the German offer was " b u t the thin end of the w e d g e , '
designed to dismantle the Versailles Treaty piecemeal. H e believed that the
Germans would go first for the Polish Corridor, then for Austria a n d
Czechoslovakia. After that, he said, Germany would have a population of 100
million, and it would be too late to stop h e r . The powerful daily Le Matin
declared on 8 and 9 March that if Poland and Czechoslovakia failed to receive
guarantees of security, Germany would proceed to make violent changes o n
her eastern frontiers. T h e editor, Lausanne, wrote that if France were to agree
to the loss of one piece of Polish territory in return for a scrap of paper, h e
would blush for shame. Former President Millerand also came out in favor o f
security for Poland's frontiers.
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The Poles were, of course, very worried. It was true, as Premier W .
Grabski told the Sejm on 6 M a r c h , that France would—as her initial reply to
Germany had stated on 20 February—first submit the proposals to her allies
and then work with them to establish a security system within the framework
of the Versailles T r e a t y . At the same time, however, the Polish minister in
Berlin, Kazimierz Olszowski, reported that the French ambassador, Pierre d e
Margerie, had said he was not convinced that the Polish Corridor had to stay
in Polish h a n d s . It is not surprising that Foreign Minister Skrzynski and
General Sikorski both appeared in Paris; the first in early March, the second
in April. Indeed, Skrzynski said that France was " a b a n d o n i n g " P o l a n d ,
and he complained to a Havas journalist in Geneva that Poland had
apparently been chosen as the nation to satisfy German demands. W h y , he
asked, was there no thought of giving Germany some c o l o n i e s ? Nonetheless,
despite his misgivings, Skrzynski saw no alternative to supporting A n g l o French cooperation, and he strove for a Polish rapprochement with B r i t a i n .
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H e favored a security pact, but he hoped it would provide equal security for
both Eastern and Western Europe.
In pursuit o f this policy, he had a conversation with Austen Chamberlain
in Geneva, but it was not encouraging. The foreign secretary did not tell
Skrzyiiski in so many words what he had written in February to Lord Crewe,
the British ambassador in Paris—namely, that no British government would
ever risk the bones of a single British grenadier for the Polish C o r r i d o r . But
Chamberlain indicated that in the long run a revision of the Polish-German
frontier was inevitable. A s he wrote to Eyre Crowe, he had told Skrzyiiski on
13 March that
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Poland stood between two great nations in a position of danger which her
tragic history must make only too plain. Surely it was in the interest of
Poland to come to terms if possible with at least one of these Great Powers.
Did he not think that it would be easier to cultivate good, and even friendly
relations with the German Reich than with the Soviet Union?
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Still, he did not go quite as far as the Times, which advised Poland to consider
" a generous effort and a reasonable compromise in the matter of frontiers."
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Skrzyiiski told Chamberlain he feared that a Western pact with Germany
would appear to " l e g i t i m i z e " German aspirations in the east. Chamberlain
disagreed, arguing that Germany's refusal to make exactly the same declaration on her eastern as o n her western frontiers meant that she intended to keep
her engagements (!). H e also made it quite clear that Britain could not
undertake any commitments in Eastern Europe: " I told him I had no idea of
signing any pact which included a reference to the eastern frontiers of
Germany. . . . A n y pact into which we might enter . . . would necessarily be
confined to those frontiers in which we had an immediate interest."
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The one positive result of this conversation was the favorable impression
that Skrzyiiski made o n Chamberlain. The foreign secretary wrote that
Skrzyiiski's demeanor, as he had previously observed it in the League
Council, was " a l l smiles and irony, but seemed to me to wear that air of
uneasy assumption which those who are uncertain of their own position are
apt to a s s u m e . " N o w , he wrote: " H a v i n g formed this unfavorable impression
o f M . Skrzyiiski, I was very favorably surprised when, opening our conversation in good English, he spoke simply and directly, with none of the swagger
or conceit which had seemed to me a constant part of his public f o r m . "

8 0

Despite Chamberlain's advice for Poland to seek good relations with
Germany and his caveat against British commitments in Eastern Europe,
Skrzynski found some reassurance in the foreign secretary's statements. H e
concluded that British policy was not aiming at a rapprochement with
Germany and that she was not Britain's protege. Finally, he was pleased with
Chamberlain's assurance that the guarantee pact would not affect any
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provisions of the Versailles T r e a t y .
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H e would have been less pleased had he

known the opinion o f Aristide Briand, then the head of the French delegation
in Geneva and soon again to b e premier and foreign minister of France. As
Chamberlain noted:
M r . Briand himself is under no illusions as to the impossibility of maintaining the present arrangements in Eastern Europe. H e observed . . . that if
Germany would only join the League and trust to time and article 19 of the
Covenant,

the council itself,

after a series of such sittings as we had

yesterday, would become convinced that some change must be m a d e .

8 2

This was a reference to the council's discussion of Polish-Danzig disputes, a
fixed item on the agenda at almost every meeting.
Chamberlain's thoughts o n the Polish-German frontier meshed perfectly
with Briand's: revision was inevitable, but the issue should be left to the
healing hand of time. Chamberlain therefore agreed with Headlam-Morley
that immediate revision should not be encouraged. Commenting on the
latter's memorandum

to this effect, the foreign secretary wrote:

"We

deprecate premature discussion of a problem which time and good will alone
can solve, at a moment when such discussion can only make more difficult and
might easily entirely destroy such chances as exist of stabilizing p e a c e . "

8 3

He

elaborated these views in a letter to Lord D'Abernon:
I myself believe that within a reasonable number of years she [Germany] will
find herself in a position where her economic and commercial support is so
necessary and her political friendship so desirable to Poland that, without
having recourse to the League machinery, she will be able to make a friendly
arrangement on her own account directly with the Poles. This is what Briand
said to me and what other members of the Council repeated. For the success
of such a policy good will, patience, and tact are necessary. If the German
public and press could be restrained from talking so much about the eastern
frontiers, they might get more quickly to a solution.
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The foreign secretary took much the same stance publicly on 24 March,
in the House of C o m m o n s debate on the Geneva Protocol. Speaking of
German-Polish relations, he said that Poland had every interest in seeking
good relations with Germany, while Germany could gain no advantage from
attacking Poland. "Friendly adjustment," economic forces, and the free play
o f commercial interests would, with time, bring about a close friendship
between the two states. In discussing the German proposals, Chamberlain
stated that Germany was willing to guarantee the status quo in the west and to
renounce war as a means of changing European frontiers in both the east and
the w e s t . Finally, he rebutted Lloyd George's violent attacks on Poland,
particularly the latter's charge that Poland had refused to accept the League
Council's decision on the mailbox dispute with Danzig, a decision that, as
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Chamberlain pointed out, had not yet been made. However, many speakers
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again advocated the revision of the Versailles Treaty as the precondition for a
European security agreement.
Chamberlain's statement on Germany's readiness to renounce war as a
means of changing her eastern frontiers provoked objections from the German
ambassador in London.

Dr. Friedrich Sthamer told Chamberlain that

Germany did not wish to exclude war entirely in the east, since arbitration
might not be accepted by both parties involved. Chamberlain was furious and
threatened to tell the House of Commons that Germany had gone back on her
proposals. Sthamer said that Germany had no such intentions, but the
arbitration treaties that she had in mind would be modeled on those she
already had with Sweden and Switzerland. In his report to Berlin, Sthamer
expressed doubt that Chamberlain was familiar with these treaties, for they
excluded frontier disputes from arbitration.
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But Chamberlain knew this;

however, his interpretation was different. As he told the House of Commons,
by excluding frontiers from arbitration, Germany intended to settle disputes
by conciliation and by mutual agreement; he believed that this meant she
would renounce war. This was not the German view. As Schubert wrote to
Brockdorff-Rantzau, the German government was adamantly opposed to any
renunciation of war in the east, because this would put it on "the slippery
slope" to the recognition of the Polish-German frontier.
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Still, Cham-

berlain's strong reaction to Sthamer's statement did elicit an unofficial
declaration that the German government explicitly rejected the use of force
with regard to changing the Polish-German frontier.
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At this time, German aims were outlined by Herbert von Dirksen, the
head of the Eastern Department in the Foreign Ministry, in a memorandum
on German policy regarding Danzig and the Corridor. While noting that the
moment was inopportune for raising the problem, he wrote that Germany
should, at the right time, demand the return of Danzig and the Corridor. In
the latter case, Germany should demand territory as far south as a line
running from Schneidemiihl (Pita) in the west and continuing through and
including Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) and Thorn (Toruri) in the east. In exchange,
Poland would be offered a free port in Danzig and the right to tariff-free road
and rail communications with the city. She might also be offered another
access to the sea at Memel through a special "corridor"—presumably
through Lithuanian territory. Considering various alternatives, Dirksen
rejected the amalgamation of Danzig and the Corridor into an enlarged free
city-state, because the Corridor's preponderantly Polish population might
lead to the Polonization of Danzig. He also rejected an exchange of
populations as impracticable. In conclusion, he noted that these German
demands could only be put to Poland if the latter should fall into complete
decay. However, German representatives abroad were to prepare the ground
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for this solution by mentioning it in private conversations. It is interesting
that at this time Philip Kerr, formerly Lloyd George's private secretary,
suggested to President Sahm of Danzig that a plebiscite might be held in the
region between the sea and Bromberg. Sahm replied that such a procedure
would be dangerous unless a distinction were to be made between voters living
in the Corridor before and after 1 9 1 8 . He thus implied that the population
living in the Corridor before 1918 had been preponderantly German, a n
assumption contradicted b y the results of the 1910 census in this area.
Dirksen's views were shared by Gustav Stresemann. O n 30 June 1925
the Foreign Ministry sent a directive to the principal German missions
abroad, which even increased the amount of territory claimed by Germany i n
the Corridor. Upper Silesia was also to be returned to G e r m a n y . But like
Dirksen, Stresemann believed that the time was not ripe for raising the issue.
He assumed that Germany's payment of reparations and her readiness t o
grant France security on the Rhine would ultimately produce Anglo-French
support for the revision of the Polish-German frontier. H e did not wish to r o c k
the boat. As he told German journalists in March, they should leave the
discussion of the " u n t e n a b l e " German-Polish frontier to the Times ( L o n d o n ) .
H e told them that even General v o n Seeckt thought that Germany could n o t
possibly take any military action; Germany could not even hold her o w n
frontiers in a defensive war, while an offensive one was unthinkable, given the
resources at her disposal. In the meanwhile, Stresemann contented himself
with statements to the press and to the Reichstag that Germany would n o t
officially recognize her frontier with Poland. H e tried to mollify the leaders o f
his own German People's Party b y claiming that Chamberlain, in his speech
in the House of C o m m o n s , had at least indirectly recognized G e r m a n y ' s
stand on revision. In any case, Stresemann claimed that once Germany h a d
taken her seat on the League Council, she would participate in all the
important decisions on Danzig and the eastern boundaries—a clear reference
to the implementation of article 19 o f the League C o v e n a n t . At the same
time, he exerted pressure on the French and British ambassadors in Berlin. I n
March he told them that German public opinion was opposed to a n y
cooperation with the West, unless Poland would give up Danzig and the
Corridor. He also said that while the German government did not wish for a
Polish-Soviet war, Soviet victory in such a war would mean the return of these
territories to G e r m a n y .
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In the meanwhile, Herriot's government had fallen in April 1925, It was
succeeded by a new one under Paul Painleve, in which Aristide Briand again
held the two posts of premier and foreign minister. At the end of that m o n t h ,
Briand stated his position to the Poles. H e told Ambassador Alfred C h t a 242
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powski that while France wished to go as far as possible to obtain security for
Poland's western frontier, she had to reckon with Britain, who was adamantly
opposed to any security pact that included Poland. However, Briand declared, France would always observe the principle that the resulting western
treaties should be in harmony with the Franco-Polish alliance and that they
could not modify the Treaty of V e r s a i l l e s . " Thus, he implied that Poland
would not be an equal partner in the forthcoming security negotiations. What
is m o r e , Briand told Sikorski that he would not register with the league the
protocol signed by Herriot in November 1924. Briand explained this on the
grounds that it did not have the character of an agreement, since it had not
been ratified by the parliaments o f both c o u n t r i e s . Though he did not say as
much, the same applied to the Franco-Polish Military Convention of 1921.
Indeed, as Jules Laroche told Aleksander Szembek, the Polish military charge
d'affaires in Paris, the convention would have to be revised so as to harmonize
with the French Constitution and the League C o v e n a n t .
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Briand's policy toward Poland stemmed from his desire for closer
relations with Britain o n the one hand and with Germany on the other. He
might have been obliged to take a line more favorable to Poland if the Poles
and Czechs had stood together, but this was not the case. It is true that Benes
warned Chamberlain in early M a r c h against reopening the discussion on
frontier questions; he said that if the question of East Prussia came up (i.e.,
the Corridor), all the other questions would follow—namely, the Vilna
question, the Treaty of T r i a n o n , Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Bulgaria, the Balkans, and so forth. H e specifically warned that the projected
western treaty should not be interpreted as an abandonment of security on
Germany's eastern frontiers. Nevertheless, he chose to accept a western
security treaty, and this was known in B e r l i n .
By the same token, he
opposed the Polish goal of obtaining equal security for both Eastern and
Western Europe. As Benes told Chamberlain, he was convinced that " i t was
Poland which was menaced and not C z e c h o s l o v a k i a . "
While he stated
repeatedly that security in the west equaled security in the east, he did so with
this assumption in mind. Indeed, Czechoslovak ministers were fond o f
drawing a distinction between their country's good relations with Germany
and the bad relations that existed between the latter and Poland. Despite
Benes's declarations to Niedzialkowski, the Czechoslovak ministers did not
hide their support of G e r m a n revisionist claims nor their critical attitude
toward Poland. Thus, the secretary general of the Czechoslovak Foreign
Ministry, Vaclav Girsa, told D o d d o f the British legation that Czechoslovakia
had n o fear whatever that her present frontier would be changed. T h e Polish
case was different: " P o l a n d did not feel the corridor really belonged to h e r , "
while "Czechoslovakia has no borrowed coat and consequently is not
nervous."
Speaking to the British minister, Sir George Clerk, Benes
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himself said that if he were the Polish foreign minister, he would give u p the
Corridor while seeking to retain the Polish share of Upper Silesia; Poland
could gain access to the sea through M e m e l .
At this time, Benes also told
the United States charge d'affaires, Frederick I. Pearson, that he did not
believe in the permanence of Polish frontiers and that, if severely pressed,
Poland would accede to some demands for r e v i s i o n .
Benes told the
Czechoslovak parliament that Polish control over the Corridor and U p p e r
Silesia could not last and that he recognized the need for some revision of
Poland's western b o u n d a r y .
1 0 5
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In the meanwhile, Benes was warmly received in Warsaw, where he
signed a series of treaties on 23 April. These included a treaty of arbitration
and conciliation, which did not, however, cover territorial questions; a
liquidation convention on matters arising from border delimitations; a treaty
regularizing the treatment of respective minorities; a commercial treaty; and
some technical conventions. A m o n g the latter was an agreement for the
transit of war material to P o l a n d .
However, Benes did not change this
views. As he told Lewis Einstein, the American minister in Prague, in M a y ,
the Polish Corridor was an " a b s u r d i t y ' ' that Poland would abandon in twenty
years' t i m e . In June, President Masaryk told the British minister that " t h e
real problem of European peace lay in the Polish frontiers and in finding
means to bring these frontiers into harmony with facts without another w a r . "
He denied that Czechoslovakia had any military agreement with Poland a n d
said that this was absolutely out of the question. H e also said that a smaller
and more homogenous Poland would be more stable and added that " t h e
Czech people would not stand for military commitments towards the Poles, o f
whose fondness for hazardous adventure they were profoundly suspicious."
O n this occasion, Masaryk mentioned that an emissary sent b y
Stresemann had assured Benes that Germany had no wish to seek any changes
in the German-Czechoslovak f r o n t i e r . Masaryk may have been referring to
the message that Stresemann sent to Prague at the end of March, in which he
said that German strategy was identical for Poland and Czechoslovakia o n l y
because to proclaim otherwise would result in the open isolation o f P o l a n d .
While Benes's attempts in M a y and June to establish direct contact with
Berlin f a i l e d , the cumulative effect of his statements could not but weaken
Polish diplomacy while strengthening Briand's inclination not to risk any
disruption of Franco-British relations or to endanger a French rapprochement
with Germany by insisting on equal security for Germany's neighbors in the
east and in the west.
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It is not surprising, therefore, that, in M a y , Briand informed C h a m berlain that he did not desire the same guarantees for both the eastern and the
western frontiers of G e r m a n y .
Skrzynski, for his part, hoped for the best.
Having seen the draft French reply to the German note, he instructed
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Skirmunt to tell Chamberlain that he, Skrzynski, did not intend to ask for an
explicit German acceptance of the Polish-German frontier and that he was
satisfied with the references to it in the French d r a f t . A few days later the
British minister in Warsaw reported Skrzynski as having said that while the
assurances regarding the Polish-German frontier in the French draft were not
as definite as Polish opinion might wish, yet " h e counted on what was implied
in the draft rather than on what was explicitly stated." Here Skrzynski
mentioned French insistence on Germany's entry into the league and the
statement that no eventual agreement should imply or lead to the revision of
the peace treaties or to the Allies' renunciation of their rights and obligations
under the treaties and the League C o v e n a n t .
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At this time, Briand apparently hoped to obtain Britain's participation in
the projected Polish-German arbitration pact, either as a party to it or as a
guarantor. Jules Laroche tried to persuade Ralph Wigram, of the British
embassy in Paris, that such participation would not commit Britain to helping
Poland but that a British " p r o t e s t " against a German violation would give
France the " m o r a l right" to aid Poland. In this connection, Laroche hoped
that the projected Rhine pact would not prevent France from helping Poland
in case of German aggression.
While the first part of Laroche's proposal
was unacceptable to L o n d o n ,
the second part was controversial, as we shall
see later. As far as Warsaw was concerned, Briand instructed the French
ambassador to say that France was only returning to the policy of 1921, when
he (Briand) had tried to get an Anglo-French pact signed at Geneva. Briand
claimed that France was not neglecting Polish interests and that in all AngloFrench conversations he was trying to secure indispensable guarantees for the
Poles and C z e c h s .
In fact, like his protege Philippe Berthelot, who once
again became secretary general of the Quai d'Orsay, Briand envisaged a
solution that had been considered for some time by the German Foreign
Ministry. As Chamberlain noted on a conversation that he had with Briand in
June at Geneva:
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Briand, who has a great sense of the real and practical, regrets that in the
peace treaties the Poles bit off more than they can easily chew, and he
appears to have some idea that eventually an arrangement may be made with
Russia on the basis of some adjustment of territory, and with Germany at the
expense of Lithuania, or so at least I suppose, for he said that it was in view of
these considerations that they had postponed the coming into force of the
Memel Convention at the Ambassadors' C o n f e r e n c e .
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The implication o f this statement was that Poland might be compensated for
losing Danzig by receiving special rights in this port of M e m e l , or perhaps by
getting possession of M e m e l itself. Berthelot made a similar suggestion to
Ernest Remnant, the editor and owner of the English Review. As noted earlier,
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the French government had supported the idea of establishing Memel as a free
city in 1922, but in March 1923 the Conference of Ambassadors had
recognized Lithuania's sovereignty over the city, conditional on her granting
it a certain a u t o n o m y .
At Geneva, Chamberlain gave Briand an assurance that the French right
to cross the Rhine under certain circumstances would not constitute a
derogation from the mutual character of the proposed p a c t .
A Havas
communique to this effect caused some excitement in Germany and Britain,
and the Foreign Office denied that France could attack Germany in order to
defend P o l a n d .
The French reply to the German proposals was finally
delivered in Berlin on 16 June. The French note specifically stipulated that
Germany should conclude arbitration treaties with Poland and Czechoslovakia and that France would be their guarantor. Also, France reserved the
right to go to the aid of her allies if they were attacked: the note stated that the
Rhine Pact should not prevent her from doing s o .
Chamberlain lent
support to the French note—which had been drafted in common—in an
instruction that was sent simultaneously to Joseph Addison, the British charge
d'affaires in Berlin, and to Sir William M a x Muller in Warsaw. At the same
time, Chamberlain took care to point out that some widely discussed solutions
of the problem of the Polish-German frontier were unrealistic. He wrote that
the German security proposals had " p a r a d o x i c a l l y " focused attention on the
east and had aroused one of the periodic outbursts of criticism of the Versailles
Treaty in Britain. In countering this criticism, he noted that the decisions o f
the Peace Conference had been at least "ethnographically correct and had
provided the best solution possible at the time. With regard to the G e r m a n Polish frontier, he dismissed as unrealistic the suggestions of an exchange o f
Danzig for Memel, or of neutralizing East Prussia. H e said that the first
solution was futile because of the Polish-Lithuanian quarrel and the status o f
Memel. T h e second, seen as an alternative compensation for the loss of Polish
rights in Danzig, Chamberlain thought would be unacceptable to Germany.
He warned that it was dangerous to assume that a revision of the PolishGerman frontier was inevitable and that, therefore, Britain should promote it.
In his opinion, as little as possible should be changed until change proved
necessary. Moreover, the idea that the British government favored change
would only increase the feeling of insecurity. H e had told the Polish minister
in London that the latter s country should not irritate the Germans, and he
told the German ambassador that Germany must not expect a change in the
settlement. He concluded that " i f the Germans are wise they will let the
question sleep for a generation. If the Poles are wise they will make it possible
for them to do s o . "
A few days later, on 24 June, Chamberlain publicly took a stand against
the immediate revision of the Versailles Treaty. In the House of C o m m o n s
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debate on the projected Security Pact, he stated that Britain's major concern
was the guarantee of the Franco-German frontier but that " i n seeking to make
that frontier secure and to prevent war from breaking out there, nothing could
be further from our thoughts than to cast any doubt upon the stability of the
position elsewhere, or on the sanctity and obligations imposed by other
provisions of the Treaties." If frontiers were to be changed, he said, this could
only be done through article 19 of the League Covenant or through article 80
of the Treaties of Versailles and Saint-Germain (which stipulated that
Germany recognized Austrian independence as inalienable, except with the
consent of the League Council). He then argued against an immediate
revision o f the peace settlement:
T h e idea that we should set to work within six years of the signature of the
Treaty, and after all the labour they involved, rewrite the boundaries of
Europe and tear up the settlements then arrived at—to try to create a fresh
one—seems to m e to be an idea that cannot be conceivable to anyone outside
Bedlam.

However, he also declared that if Germany were to attack Poland, and if
France were then to attack Germany, Britain's only obligation would be the
one that she already had as a signatory of the League Covenant.
This assurance did not appease the critics, nor were they convinced by
Chamberlain's arguments against revision of the treaty. Lloyd George
advocated British participation in the eastern arbitration treaties, but on the
express condition o f first changing the Danzig and Upper Silesian settlements.
Captain Ashmead-Bartlett also urged that East European frontiers be revised
first, after which Britain could guarantee the new settlement. In sum, there
was more criticism than approval of the foreign secretary's statements. The
press, too, adamantly opposed any guarantee of the East European status
quo. T h e manifesto of the National Reform Union stated that Britain should
enter into no pacts with France that would solidify the eastern frontiers or
which would close the doors to possible future revision. The Daily Herald
thought that the proposed pact would bind Britain to go to war whenever
French politicans chose to drag her into o n e .
Thus, the German government had plenty o f encouragement to oppose the demands set out in the
French note of 16 June.
Right-wing German opinion reacted violently to this note, and the
cabinet soon made its reservations known. As expected, the German government strongly objected to a French guarantee of the eastern arbitration
treaties. Schubert told D'Abernon on 27 June, that according to the French
note, France would be the sole judge of what constituted a hostile act and that
she could act immediately as the guarantor of the German-Polish arbitration
pact.
O n the following day, Stresemann told D'Abernon that he could not
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accept the French demand to guarantee a German-Polish arbitration pact nor
the French right to intervene b y force under certain circumstances.
Chamberlain was angry and wondered whether the Germans were not using
him as a dupe in order to get a better price from the R u s s i a n s .
Stresemann was, in fact, under great pressure from Moscow not to enter
the League of Nations. T h e Soviet government's chief fear was Germany's
participation in applying article 16 of the covenant against the U S S R .
However, Stresemann was able to use his objections to French demands as
arguments to calm the Russians. This can be seen from the rough notes that
Dirksen made prior to his departure with Brockdorff-Rantzau for M o s c o w ,
where they were to explain Stresemann's policy. According to these notes, the
advantages that Germany would gain from the proposed security pact were to
force Britain away from France and to weaken the latter's alliances with
Poland and Czechoslovakia. Here Dirksen noted: " G e r m a n y was aware that
to some extent she was meeting British wishes. [But] it was the only way o f
harnessing the British draught animals to the German c a r t . "
M o r e important than Soviet pressure was the opposition that Stresemann
faced at home. T h u s , Gen. Hans von Seeckt, chief of the Heeresleitung
(Army C o m m a n d ) , objected to Germany's renunciation of the threat of force
not only in Polish-German but also in Franco-German relations. The German
National People's Party ( D N V P ) denounced Stresemann's alleged willingness
to give up German lands and people in both the east and the west, and it tried
to force him to resign. T o parry these pressures, Stresemann secretly pledged
that he would not sign the pact until the R u h r had been evacuated and until
the evacuation o f the Cologne zone had been assured. Furthermore, he said,
an early evacuation of the Rhineland would follow the signing of the security
t r e a t y . Chancellor Hans Luther came to Stresemann's aid over the eastern
territories—that is, Poland. Luther said that concern over these lands was
understandable, " B u t after all, we could not start off by saying publicly that
one of the inner motives for the German memorandum is the reestablishment
of our former eastern b o u n d a r i e s . "
T h e French helped Stresemann b y
announcing on 23 June that they would begin taking measures for the
evacuation of the R u h r .
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D ' A b e r n o n tried to pour oil on troubled waters by telling Schubert that
the French guarantee of the eastern arbitration treaties would apply to
Germany as well as to Poland. H e also told Schubert that Britain would
support the German point of view and that, in any case, France's relationship
with Poland was like that of a man " w h o wanted to part from his mistress
elegantly."
In the meanwhile, Chamberlain applied some economic pressure on Berlin. Credits for Germany were suspended in early J u l y .
In mid
July, Montagu N o r m a n , the governor of the Bank of England, and Benjamin
Strong, chairman o f the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, visited
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Germany. A s they told Hjalmar Schacht, president of the Reichsbank, unless
there were an improvement in the political atmosphere, Germany could not
expect financial help from either the United States or E n g l a n d .
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This

pressure was, in fact, welcome to Stresemann. In the face of persistent
opposition in the cabinet, he stated on 15 July that Britain and the United
States had made it clear that if the security question were not resolved,
Germany could not expect more money from them. H e was then empowered
to continue the n e g o t i a t i o n s .
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Nonetheless, the German reply of 20 July

reflected both Stresemann's aims and the views of German right-wing
opposition leaders—particularly

the D N V P — i n rejecting the proposed

French guarantee o f the eastern arbitration treaties and the claim that the
peace treaties could not be modified. Objections were also voiced to Germany's entry into the league, to article 16 of the League Covenant, and to the
continued Allied occupation of the Rhineland.
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Chamberlain was angered by the German reply, which he saw as an
"election m a n i f e s t o . "

1 4 2

However, he could understand Stresemann's d o -

mestic difficulties, since he also had his own. Aside from facing opposition in
the press and Parliament to the projected British guarantee to France,
Chamberlain

had to prod the reluctant cabinet and the military. The

Committee o f Imperial Defense, for example, wanted a clause in the security
pact to the effect that the pact could be terminated if the League Council
should decide that the league itself provided sufficient protection. This was
accepted in draft form b y the cabinet and was sent to the dominions on 3
July.
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T h e latter looked askance at any Continental commitment, and

Chamberlain had to take time to tell Stanley M . Bruce, the Australian prime
minister, that the security pact was not just a Continental p r o b l e m .
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As if

these problems were not enough, Chamberlain felt that he had to moderate
the French. T h u s , o n the one hand, he told the French ambassador on 11 July
that it would be difficult to make a western settlement depend on a settlement
between G e r m a n y and her eastern neighbors;
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on the other hand, he told

the French legal expert Henri Fromageot that Britain would act immediately
if Germany were to attack France and that this assurance covered the
Demilitarized Z o n e if German troops ever marched into it. T o Undersecretary of State Locker Lampson's objections, the foreign secretary replied that
he wanted to ensure that if war were to break out, it should be on a frontier
removed as far as possible from B r i t a i n .
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Clearly, he did not even think of

the Vistula. T h e cabinet, in any case, took pains to ensure on 13 August that
n o British aid would be given automatically to France if she were to attack
Germany after the latter had attacked Poland. In such a case, no British aid
was to be forthcoming, even if German troops were standing on French
soil.
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While striving to overcome cabinet and dominion opposition and while
trying to influence France, Chamberlain also devoted some energy to cajoling
the Germans into a more conciliatory frame of mind. Sir William Tyrrell, the
permanent undersecretary of state, told Albert Dufour-Feronce, the German
charge d'affaires in London, that if Germany were to join the league, British
opinion would shift in her favor. H e also claimed that Briand was anxious to
liquidate French obligations to Poland but could only secure Polish consent if
France would guarantee the German-Polish arbitration treaty.
Chamberlain followed this line when he wrote to D'Abernon that a French
guarantee of the Polish-German arbitration treaty was the only way of
rewriting the Franco-Polish alliance.
There is no doubt that this was
Briand's long-term goal. Briand told the German ambassador in Paris,
Leopold von Hoesch, on 6 August, that there were no immediate prospects for
frontier rectification, but that " o n c e Germany had her seat on the Council
and could speak as an equal of the representatives [of the Great Powers], then,
under the influence of German economic superiority and other advantages,
possibilities for a settlement by other methods would a r i s e . "
Meanwhile, in Warsaw there were different views on what the Polish
goals should be. On 21 June, in a letter to Premier W . Grabski, Sikorski
outlined what he considered to be essential Polish desiderata. Here he
enumerated four points: (1) Warsaw must insist on the maintenance of the
Demilitarized Zone in the Rhineland; (2) the Franco-Polish Military C o n v e n tion must be adapted to the new conditions, but without weakening the casus
foederis; (3) there was to be a simultaneous signing of the Polish-German
arbitration treaty, guaranteed by France, and of the Western security pact;
and (4) Poland must obtain a permanent seat on the League C o u n c i l .
Skrzynski took a stronger line. O n 27 June he told Ambassador Panafieu that
he considered it necessary to have a pact on Germany's eastern frontiers
analogous to the projected Rhine pact. Skrzynski emphasized Poland's value
to France by stating that in case of war, Poland could launch two hundred
thousand men on a march to B e r l i n . In a letter to W . Grabski, Skrzynski
said that he wanted to keep Franco-Polish relations on the basis of partnership, and not of patron and client. H e would offer Briand a Polish guarantee
for the Franco-German frontier in return for a French guarantee of the PolishGerman frontier. He also wanted to "modernize" the Franco-Polish alliance
and to put it on the same foundations as the projected Rhine pact. This would,
he thought, assure such an alliance the support of world opinion, especially
British o p i n i o n .
O n his way to the United States, Skrzynski stopped in
Paris on 3 July. He wrote to Grabski three days later that Briand and
Berthelot had agreed that the Polish requests were justified and that, in their
view, military talks about the effects of the projected demilitarization o f the
Rhineland on the alliance should be h e l d . Since nothing was further from
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French thoughts than acceding to Polish requests regarding the security pact
and the demilitarization of the Rhineland, it is clear that Briand and Berthelot
were seeking to avoid a public protest from Warsaw. Thus reassured,
Skrzynski sailed for the United States, where he hoped to obtain not only
American financial aid but also " m o r a l " support for Polish demands
regarding the security p a c t .
Meanwhile, Briand continued to soothe the
Poles. After the German reply of 20 July, he assured Ambassador Alfred
Chlapowski that the French government would inform its Polish ally in good
time of its intentions and that it would not send a reply to Germany without
prior consultation with Poland. Panafieu made an oral statement to this effect
to the Polish Foreign Ministry in W a r s a w .
1 5 5
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Apparently, these assurances were accepted. Whatever the case may be,
a lengthy statement of Polish aims was drawn up at the end of July, reflecting
Warsaw's view of the international situation. The author of the memorandum
was most probably the undersecretary of state for foreign affairs, Kajetan
Dzierzykraj-Morawski. In it we read that the aim of British policy was to
ensure peace in Europe in order to safeguard the integrity of the British
Empire. Britain was allegedly advancing toward this goal along two paths: by
maintaining the balance of power between France and Germany—a balance
seen as favoring Germany—and by aiming at a pact of guarantee. France was
said to be afraid of this balancing policy. Soviet attention, it was noted, was
focused on Asia, and this threatened British interests. Stresemann was trying
to disturb Anglo-French relations, while at the same time posing as a man of
peace in order to obtain U . S . financial aid. He was also aiming at a
compromise with the Soviet Union. Stresemann, however, thought the author
of the memorandum, would have to choose between the pact of guarantee and
entry into the league, on the one hand, and revisionism and maintenance of
the Rapallo Treaty with Russia on the other. Clearly, the author of the
memorandum had in mind a pact of guarantee that would include both
Eastern and Western Europe, for he went on to say that if such a pact were
confined to Western Europe, it would leave Germany freedom of action in
Eastern Europe, and thus would favor German-Soviet rapprochement.
In view of these considerations, Polish demands were formulated as
follows: first, to ensure such a solution of the security problem as would (a)
maintain the existing treaties unchanged, since change would entail the risk of
armed conflict; (b) ensure the simultaneous and equal establishment of
security on both the western and eastern frontiers of Germany; (c) ensure the
immediacy and efficacy of sanctions in case of aggression; and (d) unmask the
"insincere and artificial c o m p r o m i s e " between the guarantee pact and the
Rapallo Treaty, which was the aim of German policy. Second, Poland should
aim (a) at maintaining the Franco-Polish alliance, while updating it to
conform with the new international situation and the security problem; (b) at
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counteracting the German-Soviet rapprochement; (c) at exploiting the antiSoviet orientation of British policy; and (d) at admitting Germany to the
league only on condition that there b e complete equality with other league
members in regard to her rights and obligations and that there be an adequate
assurance of Polish interests as a counterweight to German influence in the
l e a g u e . It is not clear whether these objectives were approved by Skrzynski
before he left for the United States, for they did not go as far as the views that
he had expressed in his letters to Grabski. Whatever the case might be, when
Skrzynski stopped in Paris on his way back from the United States in m i d
August, he crystallized his suggestions of early July. According to a French
note, he then said that he viewed a Polish-French-German pact as a necessary
complement to the Western security p a c t .
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Meanwhile, the French had been working on their reply to the German
note of 20 July, and the French note was delivered in Berlin on 24 August. It
stated that France and her allies agreed that neither the peace treaties nor the
rights of the Allies and Germany should be impaired; nor could the
guarantees for the execution of the peace treaties and the provisions governing
them be modified by the proposed agreements. Further, Germany must enter
the League of Nations. Finally, German objections to a French guarantee of
the eastern arbitration treaties were rejected, especially the charge that France
would thereby be empowered to decide unilaterally as to who was the
aggressor. T h e aggressor, stated the French note, would define himself b y
committing an act of aggression. However, these statements were undermined by the assertion that it did not seem to be impossible to find dispositions
that would be appropriate to the case envisaged and that means of ensuring an
impartial decision on whether aggression had been committed or not could b e
s o u g h t . At the same time, a verbal invitation to a Conference of Jurists was
delivered by the French ambassador in Berlin. The German government
accepted on 27 A u g u s t .
It was clear that Briand would not insist too much
on the French guarantee of the eastern arbitration pacts, or at least no more
than was necessary in order to appease French public opinion.
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At the end of August the Political Committee of the Polish Council of
Ministers met to finalize Polish policy aims in the forthcoming security
negotiations. T h e two key desiderata were that the Rhine pact not be allowed
to weaken the existing treaties on which the Polish-German frontier was
founded and that it must not weaken the Franco-Polish alliance. First, the
French government must assure Poland that the Rhine pact would not in any
way limit France's right to take armed action on the basis of her own decision
in the event of any German armed threat against the frontiers of Poland—
whether by regular troops or b y volunteers. France must not submit the
decision on whether Germany had threatened Polish frontiers to the League o f
Nations or to any third party but must reserve it for herself; nor could the pact
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prevent French armed aid to Poland because of the demilitarization of both
banks of the R h i n e . Second, Poland must strive to obtain recognition from the
French and British governments of the principle that European security
demanded the simultaneous conclusion of the Rhine pact—namely, the
Anglo-French-Belgian-German security pact—and of a parallel and equal
Polish-German-French security pact. If Germany should refuse to join the
Franco-Polish pact—which was to guarantee mutual French and Polish aid in
maintaining the integrity of their frontiers and to exclude military action
against G e r m a n y , unless in self-defense against the latter—it would be left
open for G e r m a n accession at a later time. If this proposal were rejected by
Britain, the Polish government would take the initiative in constructing a
European security pact that would include Italy, Czechoslovakia, and possibly
some smaller s t a t e s .
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T h e Polish program seems unrealistic, but we must bear in mind that it
was based at least in part on assurances that had repeatedly been given to
Skrzynski by Briand and Berthelot. Thus, Britain, not France, was seen as the
main obstacle, and the alternative goal of constructing another security pact
with Italy, Czechoslovakia, and some other states seems to have been purely
theoretical. T h e authors must have known that it had little chance of
realization; perhaps they thought of it as a threat to use at the appropriate
moment. Their trust in France stemmed, not from naivete, but from
misperception. T h e y were right in believing that France and Poland had
c o m m o n security interests vis-a-vis Germany. What they failed to realize was
that Briand and the Q u a i d'Orsay perceived Poland, not as vital to French
security, but as a hindrance to the " r e a l " security that they hoped to obtain
from Great Britain and Germany. The price for this was, of course, French
noninsistence on G e r m a n y ' s acceptance of equal obligations in Eastern and in
Western Europe and, therefore, tacit French consent to the revision of the
Polish-German frontier at some future time.
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The Polish objectives, as outlined b y Skrzynski and the Polish Council of
Ministers in July and August, were far removed from reality. T h e conference
of jurists in L o n d o n and the conference of foreign ministers, which followed at
Locarno, confirmed the fact that Briand had n o intention of insisting on equal
security for both Western and Eastern Europe. His objective was to find
formulas that would be acceptable to the Germans, the British, and, of course,
to French public opinion.
British, French, Belgian, Italian, and German jurists met in London
from 1 to 4 September in an attempt to iron out difficulties before the
conference o f foreign ministers. T h e German jurist Dr. Friedrich Gaus took
heart from the fact that the draft treaty made more allowances for Germany
than had been expected. H e noticed, in particular, that the linkage between
the eastern and western arbitration treaties was very tenuous and that this
indicated a weak French position on this issue. Dr. Ulrich Rauscher, the
1

German minister in Warsaw, was also optimistic. H e saw that the draft treaty
distinguished between frontiers that were to be taken seriously and those that
were not, relegating the Polish-German frontier to the second category. T h e
Security Pact would, he wrote, result in weakening Franco-Polish cooperation
against Germany and would devalue Poland as France's watchdog in the
East.
Gaus took a very determined stand on three major points: Germany's
demands for special treatment under article 16 of the Covenant, the evacuation of the Rhineland, and the French guarantee o f the eastern arbitration
treaties. O n the last point he stated that no German government could o r
would accept such a guarantee. Sir Cecil Hurst, the British legal expert, then
asked if Germany would sign a declaration assuring Poland that Germany
2
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expressly renounced the use of force. Gaus would have none of this. H e said
that the German stand was well known: Germany had no intention of waging
an aggressive war against Poland, but she saw no reason to accept an express
obligation that went beyond the arbitration treaty and the provisions of the
covenant that Germany would sign as a member of the league. Also, the
Rhine Pact itself was so formulated that it meant nothing else but a
renunciation of war. But if Germany were to undertake the same obligation to
Poland as to France and Belgium, there would be no significant difference
between the western and the eastern pacts. In that case, the foreign ministers
might as well conclude a uniform treaty for both east and west. Therefore, as
far as Germany was concerned, the only measures involving Poland should be
the arbitration treaty and Germany's entry into the league. Even so, he
claimed, both would be a heavy burden on German-Soviet relations. It is
strange that Gaus failed to mention a suggestion made by Hurst that France
might give Poland a guarantee of the arbitration treaty in a separate instrument
which would be communicated to the l e a g u e . As it turned out, this contained
the seeds of the compromise later reached at Locarno, but at the L o n d o n
conference Gaus rejected it out of hand. President Hindenburg was pleased.
H e remarked that he was " g l a d that H e r r Gaus had so energetically shown his
teeth to his Allied colleagues," and he agreed with Schubert that the
forthcoming conference of foreign ministers would give Germany a chance
" o f at last seizing the enemy by the t h r o a t . " While these offstage snarls did
not reach Allied ears, Gaus's stand was clearly understood. As Chamberlain
noted on 9 September in Geneva, he agreed with Briand, Emile Vanderveide,
and Vittorio Scialoja that the problem o f Germany's eastern frontiers w o u l d
be the key difficulty at the conference. Briand thereupon suggested a possible
solution: to place the eastern arbitration treaties under the guarantee o f the
league, with France as the agent to implement it. H e also agreed to
Chamberlain's suggestion that negotiations should start with the western
security pact, while the Polish and Czechoslovak representatives w o u l d be
invited to join the conference later.
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It is clear that Briand completely ignored Skrzynski's m e m o r a n d u m ,
which he had received on 7 September. T h e Polish foreign minister d e m a n d e d
Polish participation in negotiations for the western security pact o n the
grounds that Italy, whose frontiers were not to be guaranteed either, was to be
a participant. H e then suggested that the Franco-Polish alliance be linked with
the Rhine pact—a term frequently used to denote the western security p a c t —
and that the Franco-Polish alliance be given the same legal force as that w h i c h ,
in Anglo-Saxon eyes, would be attributed to the Rhine pact. Skrzynski seems
not to have put the same demands to Chamberlain at the September council
meeting. According to Chamberlain, the Polish foreign minister merely said
that he would be satisfied if Polish-German negotiations began at the same
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time as those on the western pact. However, Skrzynski made a speech in the
League Council on 11 September, stating that Poland would remain faithful
to the principles of the Geneva Protocol—thus underlining his view that
security should be equal for both east and west—and that she was ready to
conclude arbitration treaties. Also, Poland and the three Baltic States agreed
to support the principles of the Geneva Protocol.
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On 15 September, Germany was formally invited to attend a conference
of foreign ministers. She accepted eleven days later, suggesting 5 October as
the date and Locarno, Switzerland, as the place of the meeting. However,
the German ambassadors to France, Britain, Italy, and Belgium simultaneously delivered verbal notes demanding that the Allies officially deny
Germany's war guilt and make a commitment to evacuate Cologne.
Stresemann made a public declaration to the same effect. This was the result
of pressures within the German cabinet, specially by the DNVP; and
Stresemann had discussed the wording beforehand with the French and
British ambassadors in Berlin. Briand had asked for some modifications so as
to imply that the issue of war guilt had been raised only orally. Although the
Germans refused this request, it was agreed that the Allied answer would be
moderate. Still, for the sake of French opinion, the Allied governments had
to reject the German note. Chamberlain was furious. He had already
written to D'Abernon on 15 September: "Your Germans are very nearly
intolerable." Now, after the German verbal note, Chamberlain exploded:
" G o d forgive me if I have allowed myself to be duped by the Germans, but
either Stresemann is crooked and a coward, or the value of any pact which
may be made is, for the present, singularly discounted by the opposition
which he m e e t s . " This incident did not, however, cause a postponement of
the conference.
11

12
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At this time, Poland seemed to have a chance of emerging out of her
isolation by concluding a nonaggression pact with Soviet Russia. Soviet
soundings in this direction had been made through Karl Radek to Tennenbaum in July,
and Chicherin himself visited Warsaw from 27 to 29
September. However, as in 1924, the Soviets wanted a bilateral pact, while
Poland insisted on a multilateral one that would include all of the Soviet
Union's western neighbors. The real Soviet objective was to bring pressure
on Germany and thus prevent her from negotiating a security pact with the
Western Powers. Berlin remained calm, since no one took the possibility of a
Soviet-Polish rapprochement seriously. Nor could Chicherin shake
Stresemann when he arrived in Berlin on 30 September. Some feathers were
ruffled when Chicherin recalled Brockdorff-Rantzau's proposal, of December
1924, that Germany and Soviet Russia cooperate to force Poland back to her
"ethnographic frontiers." Stresemann denied having any knowledge of this,
as did Schubert—who certainly knew better. Though admitting later that
15
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Maltzan had authorized Brockdorff-Rantzau to make the statement,
Stresemann refused to discuss the matter. However, he told Chicherin that he
would work for such an interpretation of article 16 of the covenant as would
ensure Russian security and that a German-Soviet trade treaty would be
signed as soon as p o s s i b l e . T h u s , Chicherin's gesture toward Warsaw
turned out to be a red herring and did not strengthen the Polish position.
18

Poland was further weakened by Benes's demonstrative emphasis on an
independent Czechoslovak approach to the projected western security pact.
Benes had tried vainly for months to arrange a meeting with Stresemann to
discuss the German p r o p o s a l . W h e n the Allied invitation to the conference
reached Berlin on 15 September, D ' A b e r n o n told Schubert that " i n questions
concerning the arbitration treaties Benes certainly attached no great importance to proceeding arm in arm with the P o l e s . " Stresemann took steps to
confirm this; he was successful. A t a press conference three days later, he
stated that since neither Poland nor Czechoslovakia had answered the
German note of 9 February, they were not interested in concluding arbitration treaties with Germany. Benes immediately instructed the Czechoslovak
minister in Berlin, Kamil Krofta, to tell Stresemann that Czechoslovakia did
desire such a treaty. In the ensuing conversation, Stresemann told Krofta that
the initial negotiations at Lorcarno would concern the Rhine pact, while the
eastern arbitration treaties would come later. He therefore thought it would be
better if Benes did not participate in the opening stages of the conference.
Krofta answered that this was also Benes s v i e w .
Benesf gave a rather lame explanation of his policy to DzierzykrajMorawski in Geneva. Benes said that his objective had been to deprive
Stresemann of the argument that neither Poland nor Czechoslovakia had
approached Berlin about the arbitration treaties and therefore had no right to
attend the Locarno Conference. But he also stressed the fact that G e r m a n y
had no territorial claims against Czechoslovakia and said that if G e r m a n y
were to offer a more advantageous treaty to Prague than to Warsaw, he would
accept it. Finally, he saw two alternatives: either a German-Czechoslovak
arbitration treaty, or German access to the existing Franco-Czechoslovak
alliance o f 1 9 2 4 . It is difficult to say whether he really aimed at the latter o r
merely said so because he knew that the Poles had a similar goal. In any case,
he refused to make a c o m m o n stand with Poland. Thus, Skrzynski was
isolated.
Far from condemning Benes's demarche in Berlin, the French government
hinted that Poland might well make a similar move. Skrzynski rejected this in
a dignified note o f 29 September. H e wrote that Poland had hitherto
maintained an absolute reserve in the negotiations between Berlin, Paris, and
L o n d o n , in order to avoid unnecessary difficulties and also because she h a d
been kept out o f the negotiations on the arbitration treaties. Furthermore, a
19
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Polish demarche in Berlin was bound to elicit a German reply, and the whole
matter would provoke negative comments in the German press. He realized
that Germany wished to avoid simultaneous negotiations (on the Rhine pact
and the eastern arbitration treaties) at all costs, and he also realized that
Poland's presence at Locarno would be due not to German good will but to
the decision o f the Allies. H e thought it best if Briand would tell Stresemann
that Poland desired negotiations with the German government in a spirit
different from that of the past and that this was not due to the formal wish of
the French government. H e expressed full confidence in the latter. Indeed,
Briand assured Skrzyiiski that he would always treat Polish and Czechoslovak
interests together with those of France and that the Locarno negotiations
would not succeed unless France obtained both the guarantees that she wanted
for her frontier with Germany and the necessary security and guarantees that
she asked for her two allies.
23
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Let us n o w look at the attitudes of the major powers on the eve of the
Locarno Conference. T h e Germans were determined to reject any linkage
between the western security or Rhine pact and the eastern arbitration pacts;
in particular, they opposed any French guarantees for the latter. Also, if
Germany concluded an arbitration treaty with Poland, this could only be
modeled on the arbitration treaties previously signed by Germany, which
excluded territorial disputes. Therefore, the guidelines for the German
delegation stated that Germany could not resign from claims to any German
territories and populations and that the eastern arbitration treaties would
exclude frontier problems from any arbitration procedure.
25
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O n the French side, Briand was ready to seek an accommodation with
Germany provided French rights were legally preserved. As Chamberlain
noted about Briand on 2 October:
He is bound to respect the obligations of France to Poland and Czechoslovakia; but ever since the jurists' conversations he has been directing his
efforts to finding a solution which shall put what is essential from the French
point of view into a form acceptable to Germany. As he said to me at
Geneva, he would not "quarrel over words"; if a guarantee by France was
unacceptable, he would be prepared to propose a guarantee by the League of
Nations, placing, as it were, the army of France at the disposal of the League
in support of that guarantee.
Chamberlain added that this was similar to a suggestion which had been made
by the Committee on Imperial Defense on the form that a British guarantee to
France might take in the Geneva Protocol.

27

In this same memorandum, which Chamberlain wrote for the cabinet, he
outlined his own attitude on the East European problem. He thought it would
be a " g r a v e mistake" to obtain a western pact without making corresponding
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security arrangements on the eastern frontiers of Germany. He reminded his
colleagues that' 'the spark which kindled the Great W a r fell in Serbia.'' While
Britain could not accept any obligations in the region, she could not be
indifferent to a conflict there, " f o r it might easily raise issues and assume
dimensions which would compel the Government of the day, free though it
were from any treaty obligation, to take p a r t . " Therefore he would use his
influence to secure success in the eastern negotiations, and " I should, as at
present advised, not wish to go too far or too fast with the western negotiations
until the eastern situation has developed." T o strike a firm bargain with
Germany in the west before there was a settlement in the east would, he
thought, "militate strongly against the chances of such a settlement."
Chamberlain did not, of course, envisage equal security for Eastern and for
Western Europe, but he seemed to give priority to the French guarantee of the
projected arbitration treaties between Germany and her eastern neighbors.
28

The foreign ministers of France, Britain, Italy, and Germany gathered in
Locarno on 4 October. T h e total number of delegates was reported as 121.
The German delegation was the largest, numbering 40, headed by the
German chancellor, Dr. Hans Luther. Some two hundred journalists descended on the little resort town on the shores of Lake Maggiore. T h e
conference was held in the hall of the courthouse, which was described in one
report as " a plain severe r o o m , almost without decoration of any kind, save
for a single painting and some woven heraldic curtains." O n one side there
was a view of the lake and the mountains; in the middle of the room stood a
large oval table seating about forty persons. The German delegation checked
into the Hotel Esplanade, about one mile from the center of town; all the
others stayed in the Grand Palace Hotel, overlooking the l a k e . O n the first
day of the conference, Chamberlain arrived at the courthouse with Miles W .
Locker Lamp son, head of the Central Department of the Foreign Office, and
his private secretary, Walford Selby. They came " i n an imposing white c a r , "
rented by the British delegation. It was reported to have " a wreath of white
roses in repousse work running round the b o d y " and was a j o y to behold. T h e
foreign secretary told news correspondents that the Allies desired " t o let the
dead past bury its dead and to think only how the future could be made better
than the past." H e emphasized that the conference would be based on
complete equality.
29
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But the past was very much alive. T h e chief problems were set out clearly
from the beginning by the Germans. They would not enter the league unless
article 16 of the League Covenant was modified; they would oppose a French
guarantee of the eastern arbitration treaties, as well as any linkage between
the latter and the Rhine or western security pact. Furthermore, they
demanded the evacuation of the Rhineland. It was equally clear, however,
that both the Germans and the French had assumed from the outset that some
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way would be found to circumvent the projected French guarantee. Briand
made it clear that he would be ready to settle for some formula that was
agreeable to Germany, and Schubert said as much to Lampson o n 4
October.

31

Benes said the same on the eve of his departure from Prague, when

he stated that only the formulation of the guarantees for the eastern
arbitration treaties would cause serious discussion.

32

The real problem, then,

was to find a formula for safeguarding the principle of France's right to aid her
eastern allies that would be acceptable to Germany.
T o begin with, however, Briand s stated objective was to obtain German
5

assent to the guarantee. This was a tactical move designed both as a
bargaining point and as a demonstration for public opinion in France and
Poland that Germany would never give her consent and that, therefore, some
other arrangement would have to be found. At the first meeting of the
conference, on 5 October, Stresemann stated that the second part of the article
6 of the draft Rhine pact, which tied it to the eastern arbitration treaties, could
not be accepted by the German government. T h e matter was tabled, at
Briand's suggestion. So was the German objection to article 11 of the Rhine
Pact, which stated that the latter could not be ratified before Germany's entry
into the league; this involved German objections to article 16 of the League
Covenant.

33

Article 6 of the draft Rhine Pact and article 16 of the League Covenant
were discussed on the following day. Article 6 stated that the provisions of the
present draft treaty left intact the rights and obligations of the High
Contracting Parties stemming from the Versailles Treaty and complementary
agreements, including the London Agreement of August 1924. Further, the
same applied to the right of one of the High Contracting Parties (France) to
implement the guarantee of the arbitration treaties to be signed the same day
(as the western pact) between Germany, on the one hand, and Poland and
Czechoslovakia on the other. T h e guarantee was to be operative if it was not
contrary to the League Covenant and if one of the signatories (Germany) had
recourse to force. Briand stated that France could not abandon her allies by
accepting security for herself at their expense; French public opinion would
not stand for it. However, if the difficulty was one of finding a formula that
would be pleasing to German public opinion, then it could be found. He said
that, in fact, the spirit of the League Covenant was dominant in article 6 o f the
draft treaty to such a degree that even if the French guarantee of the
arbitration treaties were not written into it, he might almost have the right to
say it was there. W h e n Luther said that the German delegation would like for
the French to find a formula, Briand countered that the Germans might find
o n e . As for article 16 of the League Covenant, Briand contended that it
must be more closely defined. Chamberlain supported this v i e w .
3 4
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But the Germans were not ready to smooth Briand's path, not immediately at any rate. They, too, had to put on a show for their public opinion.
Luther told Chamberlain on the evening of 6 October that "this question of
the eastern frontiers presented an almost insuperable difficulty." Chamberlain tried to persuade Luther that the real effect of the guarantee would be
to limit French obligations to Poland, as laid down in the existing alliance, by
defining and limiting the occasions on which assistance could be either
demanded or given. In support of this contention, Chamberlain even cited
Benes's opinion that this was one of the reasons that he was satisfied with the
pact negotiations, for he did not wish to see Czechoslovakia involved in a.
quarrel between France and Germany "arising out of a trifling m a t t e r " ( ! ) .
However, Luther would not be moved.
The British delegation then met in Chamberlain's room to consider
possible solutions. As recorded b y Lampson, the foreign secretary suggested a
note from Poland to France asking how the Security Pact would affect the
Franco-Polish alliance. The French would reply that if Poland were, in breach
of her arbitration treaty with Germany, subjected to unprovoked aggression,
the casus foederis would arise, and France would give the support promised in
the treaty of alliance. Another suggestion was for France to put on record that
if a Polish-German dispute should go before the council, she would place her
forces at the council's disposal. If the council should fail to reach a decision,
France would be free to act under article 15, paragraph 7, of the League
Covenant, under which the parties would recover their freedom of action.
Bennett made what was considered to be the most satisfactory proposal:
Germany should, in her arbitration treaties with Poland and Czechoslovakia,
give a specific undertaking not to resort to war. But in this case, the parties
would have to agree to give up the right to independent action as per article
15, paragraph 7, of the covenant (that is, if the League of Nations Council
should fail to reach a unanimous decision on how to resolve the dispute).
This would eliminate unilateral French aid to Poland.
The jurists worked on these suggestions. At the third meeting of the
conference, on the afternoon of 7 October, Sir Cecil Hurst announced that
they had agreed to ask that article 2 of the draft treaty be reserved, since it was
connected with article 6 and the latter was still under discussion. As it turned
out, what Hurst had in mind was the formulation of safeguards so that France
could not make use of article 15, paragraph 7, of the covenant unless
Germany had first committed an act of aggression. He submitted his revised
version to Chamberlain on the evening of 7. October and told him that the
jurists were satisfied that if the new text of article 2 were adopted, the disputed
part of article 6 could be eliminated. The key phrase in the revised version of
article 2, part 2, was that action according to article 15, paragraph 7, would be
possible only if " i n this latter case the action is directed against a state which
36
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has had recourse to war against another" or if there was violation of the
Demilitarized Zone in the Rhineland, Although this eliminated French
action in case of a threat of war, the Germans still dragged their feet. On the
following day, Hurst reported that the Germans still wanted more security
against possible French action under article 15, paragraph 7. Gaus stated that
they were afraid that Poland might say that she had been attacked by
Germany when this was not, in fact, the case. T o guard against this, he
thought that Germany would have to secure some kind of impartial examination of whether she had actually attacked Poland. Hurst concluded his note by
saying that Luther was going to put the question to Briand.
Briand and Luther did, indeed, have a private conversation on the same
day. They went off by themselves to the small village of Ascona and conversed
for some time without an interpreter (Luther spoke French). The meeting
produced startling newspaper reports that Briand had dropped his demand for
a French guarantee of the eastern arbitration treaties. The source for these
reports, the Berliner Tageblatt, issued a denial, claiming that its reporter had
been quoted out of context. Briand and Luther also issued denials. There
might, however, have been some truth in the reports, since Stresemann told
Chamberlain on 8 October that he thought "the question of the eastern
frontiers and the French guarantee was in a fair way of settlement owing to the
excellent work done by the l a w y e r s . "
In the meanwhile, Benes arrived at Locarno on 7 October; Skrzynski
followed on the next day. Skrzynski immediately asked to see Chamberlain
and was received by him on the morning of 9 October. The British foreign
secretary outlined the negotiations as they had developed, and Skrzynski said
that Briand had informed him about them. Skrzynski then stated that he
would be willing to substitute for the Franco-Polish alliance a tripartite treaty
o f mutual guarantee between France, Germany, and Poland. Chamberlain
evaded this suggestion by asking Skrzynski to discuss it with Briand.
Chamberlain indicated that the Polish minister should meet with Briand and
follow Benes's initiative in declaring his readiness to negotiate an arbitration
treaty with G e r m a n y .
Skrzynski stated the Polish position that same day at a press conference.
H e said that Poland would cooperate in the great work of peace, but the
security problem could not be sliced up, since it formed one whole. The Polish
government would abide by the principles of the Geneva Protocol, which it
considered to be binding, because the protocol condemned war and proposed
arbitration. He also did his best to counter press reports that only Polish
intransigence was blocking the way to a security pact. When asked whether
Poland would insist on French guarantees of the arbitration treaties,
Skrzynski said: " W e are not here to insist on anything, but rather to find a
loyal compromise between the just claims of Germany and the strict execution
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of the existing t r e a t i e s . " O n the same day. the press noted a series of private
conversations between the foreign ministers and also the fact that Benes had
worked many hours with the French legal expert Henri Fromageot to finalize
a formula on Germany's entry into the league that would be acceptable to
Berlin.
44
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O n the morning of 10 October. Chamberlain stated that articles 6 and 7
still had to be agreed upon but that Briand preferred to continue to seek
solutions in private conversations. Briand said that it was really a question of
finding a formula and that private discussions were more appropriate than
conference sessions for reaching agreement on the problems of the guarantee
and of Germany's entry into the league. The Belgian foreign minister.
Vandervelde, then proposed that the unresolved questions be submitted to a
small group of five or six persons. Briand seized on this and asked whether
Vandervelde thought that by sitting around a small table, the parties could get
nearer to each other. However, both Briand and Chamberlain opposed
holding conversations without the jurists, since, otherwise, incorrect interpretations might e n s u e .
46

Vandervelde's suggestion may have inspired Briand to propose a boat
excursion on Lake Maggiore that same afternoon. In any case, the Havas
correspondent attributed the idea to Briand. The pretext for the excursion was
Mrs. Chamberlain's birthday. T h e correspondent reported that the boat, the
Fiore d'Arancio (Orange Blossom), left at 2:45 on a sunny afternoon and
immediately took off for the Italian side of the lake, where the motorboats full
of journalists were turned back. T h e journalists had, however, seen enough to
guess the purpose of the excursion. In the drawing room of the boat they had
observed a semicircular gaming table, covered with green cloth, and, seated
round it, Chamberlain, Luther, Stresemann, Briand, Fromageot, Gaus, O .
Hesnard (a professor of German and an expert on German affairs, who served
as Briand's interpreter), and Hurst. The Havas correspondent thought that
this conference dealt exclusively with the problem of Germany's entry into the
league.
47

As a matter of fact, the assembly dealt both with the conditions of
Germany's entry into the league—that is, with her demands for the modification of article 16 of the covenant—and with the problem of the French
guarantee of the eastern arbitration treaties. No detailed records of the
discussions have survived, but Stresemann described them briefly in a
political speech of 14 December 1925. He then denied reports that the
German delegates had enjoyed the cruise and said: " I n fact, during this
wonderful excursion, we sat for over five hours in the cabin, spending the first
two and a half hours debating article 16, and the next two and half hours, the
French guarantee for the eastern treaties. . . . I believe much of the criticism
would be silenced if the protocols were available for r e a d i n g . "
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Agreement was reached, in principle, on German demands regarding
article 16 of the covenant. It was embodied in the so-called Texiede bateau (Boat
text), which was later included as Annex F of the security pact, entitled
"Projet de lettre a la delegation allemande" (Draft letter to the German
delegation). T h e essential point was that all member states were obligated to
cooperate loyally and efficiently to make the covenant respected, but each one
was to d o so in proportion to its military situation and geographical position.
This formula was not new. In 1923 the League Assembly had passed a
resolution that the council should take into account the special circumstances
and geographical position of each member in recommending military measures. Also, it was to leave to the government of each member state the decision
on the degree to which it would use its military forces. However, the
resolution failed because of one negative vote. The problem was tackled again
in the Geneva Protocol, in 1924. Here it was suggested that all member states
cooperate loyally in implementing sanctions against the aggressor, as prescribed in article 16 of the covenant. However, they were to do so as far as
their geographical and military situation allowed. As we know, the Geneva
Protocol failed because of British opposition to it. Thus, what Stresemann
gained in the boat text was, in fact, final western acceptance of a proposal that
had been debated in the league since 1923 and was now applied to German
needs. Ironically, Benes was the author of the formula. Briand wired Laroche
on the afternoon of 12 October that the project accepted by the conference
session that morning reproduced Benes's report to the Sixth General Assembly o f the League, in which Benes had commented on the Geneva Protocol.
Poland was the loser, since Germany would now be entitled to refuse to allow
the passage of troops and munitions to help Poland in case of Soviet
aggression.
There now remained the problem of the French guarantee of the eastern
50

arbitration treaties. A note by Hurst, dated 11 October, suggests that the
Germans were still looking for a way to prevent French aid to Poland
according to article 15, paragraph 7, of the covenant, while opposing any
restriction on their own freedom of action against Poland. Chamberlain made
a handwritten comment on the Hurst note: "Very important. You may tell
M . Gaus that I do not see how any of us could refuse to support M . Briand if
he made such a request, and ask him to inform the Chancellor and Foreign
Minister."
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Chamberlain's stand may have induced Stresemann to accept a

compromise, or at least to choose the moment for doing so. In any event, on
11 October, Stresemann accepted a textual provision safeguarding the French
right to aid Poland. T h e jurists were then instructed to search for a formula
taking account of the different positions without damaging the basis of the
French argument.
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Despite Stresemann's agreement of 11 October, however, the problem
was not resolved. O n the following day, Hurst noted that Gaus was still
maintaining that Germany could not enter into any engagements with Poland
and Czechoslovakia which excluded the right of going to war; but Gaus
realized that Germany could not then ask France to "fetter herself with a
restriction which Germany is not prepared to undertake." Gaus therefore
proposed to try to induce his ministers to give up the stipulation that they had
struggled so hard to obtain o n the boat trip of 10 O c t o b e r .
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There is n o

explanation of what this stipulation was, but it might have concerned the
German demand for some "impartial i n q u i r y " into the facts of the case if
Germany were ever accused of commiting aggression against Poland. A t any
rate, this is what Gaus had told Hurst on 11 October.
The knotty problem was finally resolved by agreement on the revised text
of part 2 of article 2 of the Rhine Pact. A s Chamberlain cabled on the
afternoon of 12 October, the "Eastern guarantee" was being discussed in
informal conversations by the parties concerned. Chamberlain added that he
had told Stresemann that the latter could not ask of France what he refused to
give Poland. Apparently, agreement was reached on the evening of 12
October or the following morning,

for Hurst presented the result and

explained it to the conference at the afternoon session of 13 October. T h e first
part of article 2 concerned exceptions to the renunciation of war. They were:
cases of self-defense, o r a flagrant violation of articles 42 and 43 of the
Versailles Treaty (no German fortifications on the left or right bank of the
Rhine); or if a troop concentration in the demilitarized zone necessitated
immediate action; or in case of action on the basis of article 16 o f the
covenant. (These stipulations were in the Versailles Treaty.) It was stated that
another exception would be action taken on the basis of a decision b y the
League Council, or on the basis of article 15, paragraph 7, of the covenant,
provided however, that this action be directed against the state that had been
the first to attack. Hurst stated that this last part of article 2, in fact, excluded
all possibility of war, unless the other party had had recourse to arms, and that
this therefore made it possible to strike out the last part of article 6 of the draft
treaty to which the German government had objected—namely, France's
right to aid her allies. Hurst's proposal met with unanimous approval. Briand
agreed " i n principle" and only asked for a short delay so that he could " o u t o f
loyalty" consult the interested parties before giving his official assent. In the
54

British version of the report, Hurst stated: " T h e Jurists believe that, in view
o f the existence of this project of article 2, France's right to give aid to Poland
and Czechoslovakia, if absolutely necessary, is s e c u r e . "
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This was legally

correct; however, the new formula not only dropped all reference to France's
right of implementing her guarantee of the eastern arbitration treaties but also
eliminated the guarantee altogether. Furthermore, this formula subordinated
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France's alliances to the League Covenant and league machinery. This, of
course, had been the French aim since the autumn of 1924.
A n d what were Benes and Skrzynski doing? W e can gather from press
reports that on 9 October, Benes helped Fromageot to work out the formula
for the German acceptance of article 16 and that Briand talked with
Vandervelde, Stresemann, and Skrzynski. Also on that day, Briand had lunch
with Skrzynski and again saw Benes. Skrzynski's telegram of 10 October to
the Polish Foreign Ministry was optimistic. He reported that the link between
eastern and western security was not questioned by anyone and it resulted
from the very draft o f the Rhine Pact itself (article 6). The French and British
foreign ministers told him that the Germans had almost accepted the
controversial principles, and the discussion now concerned formulas that
would allow the German parliament to accept them. These principles were:
first, that the R h i n e Pact could neither limit France's rights and obligations
under the covenant nor weaken the effectiveness of the Franco-Polish alliance;
and second, that war would be completely excluded by arbitration. Skrzynski
wrote that Poland could not conduct a "strong a r m " policy or "intimidate"
Europe; rather, she had to convince all parties of her moderation. He said that
Briand's attitude was "clear, straight-forward, and loyal" and that Poland
had the full support of Britain. Here he mentioned Chamberlain's declaration
that the lack o f Britain's guarantee for all frontiers did not mean a lack o f
interest in the eastern frontiers of Germany and that Britain recognized fully
her obligations under article 16 of the covenant. (This was a statement to the
press on 9 O c t o b e r . ) Skrzynski ended his optimistic report thus: " A t Locarno,
the Anglo-French-British-Polish front is united: there are no differences o f
opinion, n o suspicions. Let us leave to the Germans the task of creating
different appearances; that is not our c o n c e r n . "
It is difficult to determine whether Skrzynski really believed what he
wrote or whether his optimistic tone was meant to prevent any moves in
Warsaw which might make his position at Locarno more difficult. In any case,
he does seem to have been informed by Briand of developments as they took
place. O n 12 October, Briand also arranged for the Polish minister to meet
Stresemann for the first time and introduced them to each other.
Dzierzykraj-Morawski reported that the meeting had taken place in a "spirit
o f c o m p r o m i s e . " (According to a press report, Briand "sat by and smoked
c i g a r e t t e s . " ) T h e result of the meeting was that the Poles and the Czechs
began to negotiate their arbitration treaties with the Germans.
Both the Poles and the Germans had their reservations, and Chamberlain
tried to help in overcoming them. As he cabled on the afternoon of 12
October: " M o n s i e u r Briand and Monsieur Benes are using all their influence
to bring Poland into l i n e . " It is most likely that on 12/13 October, Briand
and Benes were working on Skrzynski to make him accept the project of the
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revised articles 2 and 6 of the Rhine Pact. He might well have resisted these
revisions, particularly article 6, since the new version dropped all reference to
France's right to fulfill her guarantees of the eastern arbitration treaties. At
the afternoon session on 13 October, when Briand asked for time to consult his
allies, this meant only Skrzynski. H e apparently gave in on that day in return
for a separate French treaty with Poland (as with Czechoslovakia). In any
case, at 7:55 P . M . , Briand wired Paris that the afternoon session had resulted
in fixing the terms of the Rhine security pact. He added that to complete " t h e
system," the French were preparing two conventions to be concluded with
Poland and Czechoslovakia. These would "consecrate" the French right of
intervention. He concluded: " O u r freedom of action is fully safeguarded and
this is in agreement with our a l l i e s . "
61

Meanwhile, after a last attempt by the German delegation to extract
concessions on German disarmament as well as the speedy evacuation o f
Cologne, D r . Kempner, Luther's secretary, was sent to Berlin to obtain the
German cabinet's assent to the Rhine security pact. O n the evening of 14
October, Luther announced the assent of his government. O n the same day,
the press reported that the issue of French guarantee had been resolved b y
means of special additional, direct treaties between France, on the one hand,
and Poland and Czechoslovakia on the other. No Polish sources seem to
have survived to document this phase of Franco-Polish-Czechoslovak negotiations. It is, however, striking that the idea of replacing the French guarantee
of the eastern arbitration treaties by separate French treaties with Poland and
Czechoslovakia had been suggested by Benes in a letter to Briand dated 20
September 1925. Since Briand approved this proposal two days later, he
may well have been aiming at this solution all along. His demand for German
assent to a French guarantee o f the eastern arbitration treaties was probably
an elaborate maneuver to convince French public opinion that such assent was
impossible. Skrzynski had no alternative but to accept the formula—which
had been proposed by Benes and had already been approved by the Germans,
the British, and the French.
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Thus it was that on 14 October the press gave a festive luncheon for the
delegates. T h e menu, while amusing at the time, now has a ring or irony:
"Boiled eggs of Complete Security, Sauce Communique, Arbitration Salad,
and Disarmament M e r i n g u e . " T h e German delegation's digestion was,
however, upset by Chamberlain's speech, in which he declared that the
conference was at an end—while the Germans had not yet obtained the
benefits that they had counted o n , especially the promise of an early
evacuation of the R h i n e l a n d .
Benes and Skrzynski entered the conference room on 15 October. This
timing was probably due to Skrzynski. Kajetan Dzierzykraj-Morawski came
to see Berthelot that morning. Morawski said Skrzynski considered it
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imperative that the Polish and Czechoslovak representatives join the conference that day. H e also reminded Berthelot of Briand's assurance to
Skrzynski, immediately after the latter's arrival at Locarno, that Poland was
clearly entitled to be a member of the conference and could take her seat
immediately. Skrzynski had not taken advantage of this invitation, said
Morawski, since he did not wish to create the impression of conducting a
policy of prestige; but n o w , for practical reasons, he could not agree to a
further absence. W h e n Fromageot objected, Morawski said that Poland had
come to Locarno not merely to regulate her relations with Germany but also
to participate in establishing peace in Europe. Furthermore, the Germans
were aiming to exclude their treaty with Poland from the treaties to be signed
at Locarno, while the Poles saw it as an integral part of these treaties. It was to
demonstrate this point that Skrzynski demanded to be present at meetings at
which eastern problems would not be discussed. Berthelot, who at first
expressed reservations, then agreed and went to consult Briand. A few
minutes later, Berthelot returned with the news that Briand would ask
Chamberlain to invite Skrzynski and Benes to attend the afternoon session.
This produced Chamberlain's invitation to the two ministers. Stresemann
agreed, but on condition that a communique be issued stating that the
participation of the Polish and Czechoslovak ministers was needed in
conjunction with the arbitration treaties and that they had been invited by the
major participants in the conference. Skrzynski may have hastened this
participation by a few hours, but he failed to achieve his goal of creating the
impression that Poland and Czechoslovakia were at last being treated as
equals.
O n the same day, 15 October, there was a conference in Skrzynski's suite
at the Grand Palace Hotel. It included the Polish foreign minister, the Polish
legal expert Leon Babinski, Gaus, Fromageot, Hurst, Morawski, and Titus
Komarnicki (director o f the League of Nations Section of the Polish Foreign
Ministry). The conference was to resolve three controversial points in the
Polish-German negotiations: the preamble, article 1, and paragraph 2 of
article 22 of the Polish draft of the treaty. Gaus objected to article 1, which
stated that the contracting parties agreed not to resort to war except in the case
of disputed facts concerning acts of aggression or in case of action that was in
accordance with the League Covenant. H e proposed the replacing of this
article by a preamble, because German opinion could not accept such a total
prohibition of war. H e also opposed paragraph 2 of article 22 of the Polish
draft, which stated that existing treaties could not be changed except by
mutual consent. Gaus declared that he did not see the need for this kind of
clause, since it obviously constituted one of the key principles of international
l a w . The Poles had to give in, and the final treaty omitted their desiderata.
It is true that the preambles to both the German-Polish and German65
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Czechoslovak treaties mentioned mutual agreement on the point that "the
rights of a state cannot be modified without its consent," but as we shall see
later, Stresemann was to describe the preambles as "collections of platitudes."
W e should note that the German arbitration treaties with Poland and
Czechoslovakia excluded territorial questions and were mainly concerned
with conciliation procedures for other types of disputes. Each treaty specified
that a permanent conciliation commission was to be set up; only when the
parties failed to reach agreement were they to refer the disputes to arbitration,
either by the Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague or by an
arbitration tribunal according to the conditions laid down by The Hague
Convention of 1907. The treaties were initialed by Stresemann and Skrzynski
and by Stresemann and Benes, respectively, on the same day as the other
Locarno Treaties—that is, on 16 October 192 5 . It was arranged that this
event coincide with Chamberlain's sixty-second birthday.
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As agreed, France concluded identical treaties of mutual guarantee with
her allies, Poland and Czechoslovakia. Each treaty contained a preamble and
four articles. Article 1 stated that if either of the two contracting parties should
suffer a failure of the undertakings arrived at between it and Germany, the
other party, acting in application of article 16 of the League Covenant, would
undertake to lend the first party immediate aid and assistance, provided that
such failure was accompanied by an unprovoked recourse to arms. If the
League Council failed to have its report accepted by all its members—
exclusive of the representatives o f the parties in dispute—and if either France
or Poland were attacked without provocation, then France, or reciprocally
Poland or Czechoslovakia, would immediately lend the other party aid and
assistance by the application of article 15, paragraph 7, of the covenant.
Article 2 stated that nothing in the present treaty diminished the rights and
obligations of the contracting parties as members of the League of Nations,
nor could it be interpreted as restricting the duty of the league to take action
appropriate to the efficient safeguarding of world peace. Article 3 stated that
the treaty would be registered with the League of Nations in conformity with
the covenant. Article 4 stipulated that the treaty would be ratified; the
ratifications would be deposited at Geneva with the League of Nations at the
same time as the ratifications of the treaties concluded the same day between
Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain, and Italy and the treaty concluded
by Germany and Poland (and Czechoslovakia). The Franco-Polish and
Franco-Czechoslovak treaties would enter into and stay in force under the
same conditions as the other treaties. T h e treaties were initialed by Briand
and Skrzynski and by Briand and Benes, respectively, on 16 October 1 9 2 5 .
T h e fact that the Locarno Treaties made a distinction between the
security of Germany's western neighbors, on the one hand, and those in the
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south and the east, on the other, was clear from the outset. It was in fact the
Italian legal expert Massimo Pilotti who coined the term "first and second
class frontiers."™ However, while Italy's frontiers had not been guaranteed,
the country that was most immediately affected by the discrimination was
Poland, for she was the prime target of German revisionism and its
accompanying propaganda. It was too much to claim, as Stresemann did in
his report to the German cabinet on 19 October, that the Franco-Polish treaty
of guarantee had invalidated the alliance between the two states, but it was
clear that the alliance had been weakened. Chamberlain told the British
cabinet that France had "revised" her alliances with Poland and Czechoslovakia and had reduced her existing obligations. Jules Laroche—who would
soon be appointed ambassador to Poland (1926-35)—thought that the new
treaty was " m o r e imperative" than the alliance of 1921; the latter had only
spoken of "concerting action," while the 1925 treaty spoke of "immediate
aid." However, he admitted that the Locarno Treaty was more restrictive,
since it was dependent on the League Covenant and covered only the case of
direct German aggression. Leon Noel, who was to succeed Laroche as
ambassador to Poland (1935-39), wrote in his reminiscences that the treaty of
mutual guarantee was designed to make it easier for Poland to accept the
political and juridical discrimination that Locarno had created between the
eastern and western frontiers of Germany.
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Polish reactions to the Locarno Treaties were mixed but generally
negative. Skrzynski, of course, tried to be optimistic. He claimed that the idea
of peace had achieved a great victory, while the Franco-Polish alliance had
been strengthened. He also claimed that Anglo-Polish relations had grown
closer. Finally, he argued that the preamble of the German-Polish arbitration
treaty clearly recognized the integrity of existing treaties. He said that he had
left Locarno convinced that there was no danger of territorial revision.
While the Polish cabinet accepted this evaluation, the same could not be
said of public opinion. Although the National Democratic and Socialist press
generally shared Skrzyriski's point of view, others warned that a new partition
of Poland was in the offing. There were attacks from both the Left and the
Right in the Sejm. Stanislaw Stroriski, of the Christian National Club, said
that while he and his colleagues appreciated Skrzynski's work, they differed
from him in their evaluation of the treaties. They believed that the FrancoPolish alliance had been weakened, and they viewed as ominous the differentiation between the security of the eastern and the western frontiers of
Germany. Marshal Pilsudski—who was then out of office, having resigned all
of his posts in 1923—was also very critical of the Locarno Treaties. He
believed that the balance between Eastern and Western Europe had been
upset and should be restored. August Zaleski—who was then Polish minister
in Rome and was to be foreign minister from 1926 to 1932—was particularly
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critical of Skrzynski. Zaleski wrote in his memoirs that Skrzynski always
wanted everyone to like him, so he did not want to anger Chamberlain and
Briand. Therefore he signed the Locarno Treaties and presented them as a
victory for Polish d i p l o m a c y .
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While the legal adviser to the Polish Foreign Ministry, L e o n Babiiiski,
gave an optimistic analysis of French obligations to Poland under the Mutual
Assistance Treaty, the evaluation of the Polish General Staff was much closer
to the truth. Their observations were communicated to the Polish ambassador
in Paris in February 192 6 .
Noting the accepted interpretation of the key
articles of the League Covenant on which the Franco-Polish guarantee treaty
was based—namely, article 16 and article 15, paragraph 7—the authors
stripped them down to naked reality. According to article 16, the League
Council had to pass a unanimous resolution naming the aggressor; at this
point, economic-financial sanctions could be applied. Next, the council w o u l d
issue directives on military sanctions; only then could the so-called immediate
French intervention take place. (Here the memorandum cited Benes's
interpretation, given at the League session of 24 September 1924.) If the
League Council's report were not accepted unanimously, then France could
go to Poland's aid as per article 15, paragraph 7, of the League Covenant. But
it was also noted that, according to article 12 of the League Covenant, if a
dispute entailing the risk of war were submitted by both parties to arbitration
or inquiry b y the League Council, the parties would agree not to resort to war
until three months after the award b y arbitration or a report by the council.
Thus, there could be a three month delay after which, according to article 1 5 ,
Germany was entitled to wage a " l e g a l " war against Poland in order to obtain
her demands. Since French intervention depended on the occurrence o f
" u n p r o v o k e d " German aggression against Poland, Germany was free to
decide the time and form of exercising her right of " l e g a l " war. Therefore,
the first clash might not occur immediately after the expiry of three months,
and when it did, it could take the form of diversionary incidents. In such a
case, the incidents would once again come under article 16—that is, the
League Council would report on the aggressor, and only after that could
French aid be implemented as per the guarantee treaty. Furthermore, the
authors of the memorandum foresaw the possibility that German demands for
the return of the Corridor might find support from some members of the
council, including Britain, who would try to find a compromise solution.
French opinion would then be under great pressure to agree to such a
solution—or else face the danger of Germany's " l e g a l " war on Poland and its
consequences.
7 6

T h e memorandum concluded that in comparison with the Franco-Polish
treaty of 1921, the Locarno Treaty forced both parties to make their actions
dependent on a third factor: the League of Nations, or the guarantee o f the
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Rhine Pact. This was so because, except for a quite obvious case of G e r m a n
aggression (and this was thought to be an absurdity), the only immediate
French action possible—that of sending troops into the Demilitarized Z o n e o f
the Rhineland and thus threatening the Ruhr—could only take place with
international sanction. This could cause a delay in effective French action or,
at least, would not facilitate it, as per the Franco-Polish Military Convention
of 1921. Therefore, Polish efforts had to be directed at eliminating the harmful
consequences o f this limitation by obtaining the confirmation and elaboration
of the Military Convention. The Locarno Treaty merely provided the
framework; the content had to be the Military Convention, appropriately
adjusted to the new conditions.
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It is clear that Stresemann had achieved his major objectives. H e had
separated the security problems of Eastern and Western Europe and had
weakened the Franco-Polish alliance. He obtained an interpretation o f article
16 that satisfied both German and Russian wishes. He had also prevented the
establishment of permanent league supervision over German disarmament. It
is true that he failed to obtain the evacuation of Mainz and Coblenz, but he
secured the promise that Cologne would soon be evacuated; this was done in
January 1926. T h e evacuation of Cologne was, in fact, an Anglo-French bribe
for the German signing of the Rhine P a c t . He also obtained a modification
of the Allied occupation regime in the remaining towns.
As far as Germany's eastern borders were concerned, Stresemann
constantly emphasized the fact that Locarno gave Germany the opportunity o f
recovering the territories she had lost to Poland. In his letter to the D N V P
leader Walther von Keudell, Stresemann called Locarno an " a r m i s t i c e "
which offered the possibility of recovering German territory in the e a s t . In
his famous letter to the Prussian crown prince, he outlined the tasks that he
foresaw for German foreign policy after Germany's entry into the league:
namely, the revision of reparations; the protection of Germans who were
living outside the Reich; the " c o r r e c t i o n " of the eastern frontier—that is, the
return of Danzig and the Corridor to Germany; a border " c o r r e c t i o n " in
Upper Silesia; and, finally, the union of Germany and Austria. H o w e v e r ,
the most interesting exposition o f Stresemann's views on the Locarno Treaties
is to be found in his speech of 14 December 1925 to the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
der deutscher Landsmannschaften in Gross-Berlin.
O n this occasion, Stresemann told his audience that he had not made any
moral renunciations at Locarno, such as the right to make war, since it would
be lunacy for Germany to toy with the idea of a war with France. So, in return
for giving up what he did not possess—the possibility of making war on
France—he had obtained many concessions for G e r m a n y .
T h e most
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significant passage concerning Poland is that in which he explained his
understanding of the phrase in the preambles to the German-Polish and
German-Czechoslovak treaties, which stated that both sides agreed that "the
rights of a state cannot be modified save with its consent." H e took care to
explain this matter, since some German newspapers had claimed that it
implied Germany's recognition of her frontier with Poland. As Stresemann
put it:
W h e n I read this phrase, since I am a layman in matters of international law,
I asked M r . Gaus what it meant. H e then gave me an explanation which I
have since heard from all sides, and which was declared to be correct by the
conference of teachers of international law now in progress here. That is, that
never in world history, not for thousands of years, has a change of frontiers
taken place without the assent of the state in question, and this no matter how
bad the treaties were, whether you take the treaties with Carthage after the
Second Punic W a r or the Treaty of Versailles. It has always been the case
that the defeated party must recognize the treaty as law, and since we
rejected the preambles of Messrs. Benes and Skrzyiiski, and since, unfortunately, a treaty has to have a preamble, we put in a collection of platitudes.
For when you read this phrase, you will see that in all decisions on legal
questions the law that prevails has jurisdiction. And what is the prevailing
law? Briand said, as he read the preamble: " O n e could also put in here that
the majority is as a rule greater than the minority." And this is the meaning
of the phrase " t h e rights of either contracting party can only be changed with
its c o n s e n t . "
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It is ironic that in the House of C o m m o n s debate of 18 November 1925
on the Locarno Treaties, Chamberlain claimed that they had produced a
detente on the eastern frontier of G e r m a n y . He spoke in good faith, but the
perspectives for Poland were dismal. In fact, Stresemann was right when he
said that Poland was the " M o o r who had done his d u t y " and whose
usefulness was over. France did not need Poland any more, and the latter was
in a very difficult position. H e wondered if the time had not come to "pull off
her top clothes." However, he thought that Germany would first have to find
friends or alliances or economic associations.
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The Locarno Treaties were the result of cooperation between Austen
Chamberlain, Aristide Briand, and Gustav Stresemann, aided by Edouard
Benes. Poland and Czechoslovakia might have been able to obtain better
guarantees for their security against Germany if they had stood together. But
Benes believed that his country was not threatened. It was he who suggested to
Briand the solution of replacing the French guarantee of the eastern arbitration treaties by separate mutual-assistance treaties between France and her
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eastern allies. But, as the analysis by the Polish General Staff showed, these
mutual-assistance treaties were based on articles 15 and 16 of the League
Covenant. These articles, in turn, left plenty of room for delaying immediate
French aid, which could only take the form of military entry into the
Demilitarized Zone of the Rhineland, thus threatening the Ruhr. But such
French action was doubtful under any circumstances other than those of
flagrant G e r m a n aggression, since it would depend on international sanction.
This really meant British consent, and the British government was not ready
to come to the aid of France if she attacked Germany to support Poland and
was, in turn, attacked by Germany.
Chamberlain, Briand, and Stresemann each received the Nobel Peace
Prize, but the peace they achieved was illusory. It depended on Germany's
acceptance o f the slow, peaceful, and "legal" revision of her eastern frontiers,
which French and British statesmen believed to be inevitable in the course of
time. This belief was originally a British one but was accepted by Briand, who
thus gave up the original French concept of a strong Poland as the guarantor
of France's security.
W i t h Locarno, French policy came back full circle to 1919. As President
Gaston D o u m e r g u e told Austen Chamberlain in March 1925, there probably
would have been no Franco-Polish alliance if the Anglo-American pact had
materialized in 1 9 1 9 . Although the Rhine Pact fell far short of a FrancoBritish alliance, from the French point of view it was much more valuable
than the alliances with Poland and^Czechoslovakia, which were now seen as
more of a burden than a guarantee of security. When Pilsudski returned to
power in M a y 1926, he set himself the goal of "reestablishing the balance
between Eastern and Western E u r o p e . " However, all that he was able to
achieve was a temporary Polish balance between Germany and Soviet Russia,
based on the Polish-Soviet Nonaggression Pact of 1932 and the PolishGerman Declaration of Nonaggression of 1934.
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L o c a r n o disguised the weakening of France's commitment to her eastern
allies under the verbiage of articles 15 and 16 of the League Covenant. The
reality behind the treaties was that Briand and Berthelot believed in the
necessity of a French political and economic rapprochement with Germany.
They also believed that Great Britain would never undertake any commitments to support Poland, Czechoslovakia, or any other East European state
against aggression. In view of the above, it was easy for France to follow
Britain's lead and assume that, with time, Germany would peacefully achieve
some of her revisionist aims at Poland's expense and that such revisions would
not threaten western security. It was also assumed that Poland would agree to
give u p the northern part of the Polish Corridor and her part of Upper Silesia
and acquiesce in the return of Danzig to the Reich. Both assumptions were
questioned by some astute observers at the time, but unfortunately, they were
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to persist into another era when the balance of power shifted in favor of
Hitler's Germany. They then provided the justification for a western policy
that was to bear bitter fruit in 1938/39.
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Concluding Thoughts

Polish foreign policy in the period 1919 through 1925 has often been
described as imperialistic, or at least romantic. No country can claim an
unblemished record in either foreign or domestic policy, and Poland had her
share of sins in both. But by the same token, simplistic stereotypes cannot
explain complex problems. Reborn Poland emerged from a long period of
foreign domination and oppression, particularly by the Germans and the
Russians. It is not surprising, therefore, that Polish governments and public
opinion rejected the idea—that was so frequently advanced in the west—of
establishing good relations with at least one great neighbor, Germany, at the
price of some territorial concessions. In the first place, however, such
concessions would have made Poland a satellite of Germany. In the second
place, Poland's very existence, whatever her boundaries, was resented by
both of her powerful neighbors. She was thus compelled to seek support in the
west, that is, in France.
However, in 1924/25, French statesmen came to believe that their East
European allies did not offer adequate security against Germany. For this
they looked to Britain. But Britain was opposed to any Continental commitments and, in particular, to commitments in Eastern Europe. Therefore,
French statesmen soon came to look on their East European allies as more of a
burden than a guarantee of security. They had, in any case, concluded their
alliances with Poland and Czechoslovakia because the Anglo-American
guarantee of 1919 had fallen through, and a non-Bolshevik Russia had failed
to emerge from the civil war. In this sense, it was natural for France to agree
with British policy goals and to sign the Rhine Pact at Locarno, which gave at
least a partial guarantee to her frontier with Germany. At the same time,
France's treaties of mutual assistance with Poland and Czechoslovakia gave
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them only a theoretical security, while undermining the earlier alliance
treaties signed in 1921 and 1924 respectively.
The most logical instrument for strengthening these two countries would
have been an alliance, which was also the aim of French policy. However, this
was most unlikely, if not impossible, at the time. The Poles deeply resented
the Czechoslovak seizure of western Teschen in 1919 and Benes's sleight o f
hand in securing its award by the Conference of Ambassadors in 1920. Still,
though Pilsudski had no faith in Czechoslovakia's survival, Skirmunt and
Skrzynski did work for close cooperation with that country. But Masaryk and
Benes were not interested. They opposed western recognition of the PolishSoviet frontier, supported West Ukrainian exiles, and looked on Russia as a
future ally. At the same time, Masaryk and Benes did not feel threatened by
Germany, and they favored a revision of the Polish-German frontier. But
when all is said and done, a Polish-Czechoslovak alliance would not, by itself,
have sufficed to secure the two countries against German aggression. It could
only have formed the eastern wing of a viable balance of power—provided
that France and Britain were willing to form the western wing. This was also
the key to overcoming mutual Polish-Czechoslovak distrust and resentment.
Unfortunately, this key to security for the whole of Europe was missing—until
it was too late to use it.
Poland's national minorities were a destabilizing factor, but they did not
play a significant role in her foreign policy. Poland was not a multinational
state like Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia; the dominant Polish nationality
constituted 60 percent of the population in the early 1920s, and the minorities,
40 percent. In the former Russian-Empire, now the Soviet Union, the
dominant Russian nation constituted then and constitutes now only 50
percent of the population. Somehow, this was not perceived to be a Soviet
weakness by western observers who perceived Poland's national makeup to be
the source of her weakness.
O f Poland's national minorities, only the Ukrainians of East Galicia were
a serious problem in the period 1919 to 1923. This was due less to their
national aspirations than to Britain's refusal to recognize Polish sovereignty
over the region until March 1923. While it is easy to understand and
sympathize with the Ukrainians, it is difficult to see how they could have
attained their goals in the interwar period, for majority Polish opinion
opposed even territorial autonomy, let alone independence. There is no doubt
that many western observers sincerely supported the Ukrainian cause on the
grounds of self-determination, but its chief spokesman, Lloyd George, used it
for his own political ends. In any case, it ill behooved him to accuse Poland of
imperialism and of violating self-determination, when he imposed a vintage
imperialist peace on the Ottoman Empire at the Treaty of Sevres and
supported outrageous Greek territorial claims against Turkey.
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Given the problems and circumstances of the time, Polish statesmen
achieved what was possible. They obtained an alliance with France, but they
failed to establish close relations with Czechoslovakia or Lithuania. Their
failure to secure lasting western commitments stemmed less from their errors
of judgment than from irreconcilable differences of perception. It is always
true that "all groups in society, including the government, work within a
climate of opinion based on the dominant assumptions of a particular
historical period." These assumptions, of course, circumscribe the range of
policy options that are seriously considered by officials and the public.
It so happened that the dominant western assumptions about Germany
and Russia differed radically from those of the Poles. The Poles believed that
German expansion at their expense would ultimately lead to German
domination over Eastern and then Western Europe, and they held the same
view regarding Russian expansion. However, western statesmen measured
Germany and Russia with a yardstick that reflected their own experience,
perceived interests, hopes, and beliefs. They wished to restore the old
"Concert of Europe," that is, cooperation between the Great Powers based
on mutual agreement as to their particular spheres of influence. Germany was
expected, sooner or later, to return to the status of a Great Power, and the
British, in particular, saw Eastern Europe as Germany's sphere of influence.
Since Germany refused to recognize her losses to Poland, the Polish-German
frontier was seen as a danger to peace and therefore in need of revision. This
view was bolstered by the belief that self-determination justified Germany's
claims, although, in fact, this only applied to Danzig, which was a free city,
outside of Poland's borders. The Polish-Soviet frontier was generally viewed
as being unfair to the Russians and as being subject to revision, because
Soviet Russia was a Great Power that would not rest until the frontier was
changed. Many western observers believed that the Russian claims were
based on self-determination, although, in fact, ethnic Russians in Poland's
eastern territories numbered barely one hundred thousand. These attitudes
and beliefs contributed to western sympathy for German claims up to 1939
and to sympathy with Russian claims after 1941. It is not surprising that
World War II began with the German attack on Poland, while the Cold War
has its roots in the brutal imposition of Soviet domination on that country in
1944/45.
1

Let us hope that this book will lead to a better understanding of Poland's
foreign-policy problems and goals in the years 1919 through 1925 and, by
extension, of Eastern Europe as a whole. Finally, let us hope that western
statesmen and public opinion will cease to view the region as a natural sphere
of influence for either Germany or Russia. This view has led to disastrous
consequences, not only for the peoples of Eastern Europe, but also for Europe
as a whole.
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